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Abstract 
 
Inca rulers, recognising the extraordinary fertilising powers of their unique and copious reserves of 
seabird guano, presided over its careful distribution amongst their communities. For centuries, they 
fiercely protected and revered guano birds and their excrement, using what we would now call 
‘sustainable best practice’. In 1842, however, the Peruvian government privatised these reserves, in 
the first stage of guano’s capitalist commodification. For the following two decades of the so-called 
‘guano age’ (approximately 1840-80), British merchants dominated the global trade. Adopting a 
neo-materialist approach, this dissertation’s central concern is to examine guano’s environmental 
and commodity history from an under-explored British perspective. Unlike a global guano history, 
it demonstrates how a material substance of nature exerted agency in the arenas of trade, science, 
agriculture and sanitation in just one nation. Guano was no passive, inert ‘thing’, subject only to 
control and reordering by human agents, but a vibrant material and cultural actant in influencing 
human behaviour. Farmers and scientists treated it as a commodity and relabelled it as ‘artificial’. 
The energy of the ‘guano craze’ fuelled political, agricultural and scientific controversy. Desire for 
guano stimulated global searches, increased financial risk taking, and caused human suffering and 
environmental degradation to which Britons were largely, but not entirely, ‘blind’. Despite a vogue 
for ‘high farming’, in accordance with their hard-earned ‘ecological wisdom’, farmers carefully 
regulated the flow of guano’s nitrogen into British food and stomachs. Meanwhile, Victorian 
sanitarians sought to re-close the vast nutrient rift opened by guano’s global mass transport, 
through manipulating humanure and re- identifying it as ‘native guano’. In addition to advancing 
our understandings of material agency and commodification, this research reveals strong early signs 
of sustainable thinking, as we conceive it, beginning to emerge in a rapidly industrialising Victorian 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Peruvian guano birds are unusual among seabirds in that they evacuate excrement in such 
quantity that it underpins their ecological niche. They occupy islands and coasts within a highly 
productive marine ecosystem providing the necessary nutrition for the production of nitrogen rich 
guano. The arid climate allows their guano to accumulate in vast quantities, and maintain its 
nitrogen content due to lack of leaching. This diverse ecosystem underpins the phenomenon of 
the so-called ‘guano age’ (1840-80).  All living organisms excrete. They separate and expel the waste 
generated as a product of metabolism into the immediate environment. Waste therefore becomes 
an inescapably important part of the ecological niche created by any organism. Guano birds nest 
in their shit, but humans, like many other creatures, go to great lengths to separate themselves from 
their excrement. Primarily an environmental history of how seabird guano was used as a 
commodity for its chemical content, this study also focuses on the nineteenth-century link between 
seabird and human excrement. 
Timothy LeCain highlights the treatment of humans by historians as ‘creatures apart’ from 
their niches, transcending nature to create themselves, and argues that this is outdated.1 Building 
on an already evident direction of travel amongst environmental historians, he proposes a way 
forward using a ‘neo-materialist approach’, that reintegrates humans into their ecological niches. 
Largely adopting this approach in the study of seabird guano (mainly Peruvian), this dissertation 
explores the nineteenth-century environmental history of one material commodity of nature from 
a British perspective.  
This guano age coincided with what, Paul Warde argues, was the period when the ‘dilemma 
of sustainability’ first emerged and was being debated but, as yet, without a name.2 Two ecosystems 
became linked when this dilemma was becoming apparent. The first was an ocean ecosystem in 
which seabirds and their waste thrived together in vast quantities, both much reduced today due 
to over-exploitation. This became linked to a second, larger-scale human-created ecosystem, where 
human population growth drove the need to increase food production. Here, humans 
simultaneously struggled in their relationship with their waste and now generate it in quantities 
unimaginable to Victorian Britons.  
The following chapters reveal guano’s own material and cultural agency, alongside that of 
humans, other material substances used as fertilisers, soils, and animal and human excrement. They 
also address how shit, both bird and human, became a capitalist commodity. With a focus on 
                                                
1 Timothy J. LeCain, The Matter of History: How Things Create the Past (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2017), 337. 
2 Paul Warde, The Invention of Sustainability: Nature and Destiny, c1500-1870 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2018), 333. 
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Britain, I examine how humans related to guano in the arenas of trade, science, agriculture and 
sanitation, and how it exerted its own agency. Warde’s argument that the dilemma of sustainability 
emerged in the first half of the nineteenth century is strongly supported in this history of guano’s 
use on British soils. His observation that, for the historian, this dilemma is a ‘problem field’ and an 
‘attracter of stories’ is borne out in the following chapters through the study of shit as a 
commodity.3 The stories of merchants, seamen, guano diggers, travellers, chemists, farmers and 
sanitarians and their relationships with bird shit reveal aspects of how the ‘sustainability dilemma’ 
was emerging. Most importantly, the circulation of matter is a key thread running through this 
study, which reveals that an understanding of nutrient cycle balance is fundamental in devising the 
sustainable solutions required to address imbalance. 
Regardless of its high mid-nineteenth-century profile, the impact of the guano trade largely 
eluded the interest of historians until a century later. Despite guano’s popularity, the expression 
‘guano age’, largely seen as lasting from 1840 to 1880, did not appear to come into use until its 
approaching demise. Alexander James Duffield was among the first to coin it in 1877, just as the 
Peruvian guano trade boom was dwindling and the nitrate War of the Pacific (1879-84) was 
looming.4 It remained a significant import as an agricultural fertiliser up to about 1880, when the 
trade crashed. The word ‘guano’ became commonplace in Britain when cargoes of bird faeces, 
mostly from Peru, reached its shores in the early 1840s.5 Guano appeared in literature ranging from 
scientific books and journals to the popular science of pamphlets and the press, and attracted the 
satire of magazines such as Punch. Marx included references to guano in his work on soil fertility, 
Dickens published several guano-focused articles and, as chapter 5 reveals, its influence was evident 
in sewage treatment solutions.6 Its use as a sewage product brand indicates a recognition of, and 
attempt to address, the sustainability dilemma.  
                                                
3 Warde, Invention of Sustainability, 335. 
4  As a result of this war, Peru and Bolivia lost some of their guano reserves and most of their nitrate 
reserves to Chile, giving Chile control over the most important global source of the substance: A. J. 
Duffield, Peru in the Guano Age (London: Richard Bentley and Son, 1877), 8; G. T. Cushman, Guano and the 
Opening of the Pacific World: A Global Ecological History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 73. 
Duffield was a British traveller, translator and mining engineer, who lived and worked in Peru for some 
years: C. Hughes, ‘Duffield, Alexander James (1821/2–1890), translator and mining engineer,’ Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
8177 [accessed 02 December 2016]. 
5 The word guano has its roots in the Quechuan (Inca) word for fertiliser ‘wanu’, which was widely 
applied to all types of excrement and compost. It was hispanicised as ‘huano’ and anglicised as ‘guano’: 
John Howland Rowe, ‘The Sunken Gardens of the Peruvian Coast’, American Antiquity, 34 (1969), 323. 
6  Karl Marx, ‘The Process of Capitalist Production as a Whole’, in Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, 
III, 3 vols, ed. Frederick Engels, (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1974), 813. Dickens showed an interest in 
fertilisers and agriculture, and included related articles in his publications, some under his own authorship: 
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Guano’s agency in ecological imperialism, through its capitalist commodification and long- 
distance transport, is examined in chapter 2. The main Peruvian trade was controlled largely by 
British merchants.7 Its arrival coincided with the need to increase agricultural production to feed 
rising urban populations. This nutrient-rich, portable fertiliser generated high demand, which 
impacted back through the supply chain, affecting guano ship mariners, the guano islands and 
guano diggers. First-hand observations of British eyewitnesses in Peru such as Duffield and 
mariner, George Peacock reveal the impacts of the trade. In tune with the prevailing mood of the 
1840s and 1850s, described by Warde as anxious and full of the ‘dramaturgy of civilizational hubris’, 
their writing, despite the enthusiasm for the substance, demonstrates a growing awareness of the 
trade’s negative aspects.8 Atrocious working conditions and habitat destruction were the penalties 
of high demand for guano.9  There was then a growing Victorian penchant for crazes and manias. 
It could be argued that the publicity for guano’s use as an agricultural fertiliser contributed to a 
guano ‘craze’, which conveniently cloaked the supply chain drawbacks.10 Such high demand for 
guano reflected the increasing nervousness about soil fertility and food production. Warde argues 
that soils became the most ‘fundamental conundrum’ of the mid nineteenth century and they have 
remained so ever since.11 Another downside of high demand was the early generation of fears of 
its continued availability, particularly of Peruvian supplies. Chapter 2 illustrates how this helped to 
stimulate two types of human endeavour, firstly, searches by mariners for the availability of 
alternative guano supplies elsewhere on the planet and, secondly, the scientific development of 
alternative chemical technologies. 
A complex relationship existed between British Victorians who either embraced the 
‘certainties’ for greater food production offered by modernist reductionist science, or those who 
preferred to ‘improve’ through a largely ecological approach to agriculture. Chapter 3 focuses on 
                                                
Charles Dickens, ‘Fertilisers and Food Producers’, The Leisure Hour, 29 December 1877, 822; Charles 
Dickens ed., ‘The Guano Diggings’, Household Words, 25 September 1852, 52.  
7 ‘Capitalist commodification’ is used here as distinct from preceding centuries of its use as a sustainably 
managed and shared commodity in Peru, as discussed in chapter 2. 
8 Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 333.  
9 Captain George Peacock, The Resources of Peru: its invaluable guano deposits, nitrate of soda and borate and its 
agricultural and metallic productions, manufactures, railroads etc., 2nd edn. (Exeter: W. Pollard, 1874); Duffield, Peru 
in the Guano Age, 89. 
10  Many Victorian crazes had a ‘romantic’ focus. Daniel Park has reviewed Benjamin Woolley’s The Bride 
of Science, Reason and Byron’s Daughter (1999) and revealed how Victorian Britain succumbed to publicity 
driven obsessions including ‘Byronmania, railway mania, mesmerism and phrenology’: D. Park, ‘Stranger 
than fiction: Byron and the Difference Engine’, The Lancet, 355 (2000), 74-75). Material things, and natural 
objects such as insects and flora, became the focus of some of the many crazes: see Lauren Miskin, ‘The 
Victorian "Cameo Craze": Cameos, Femininity, and the Fashioning of Britain's Imperial Identity’, Victorian 
Review, 42 (2016), 167-84; D. E. Allen, The Victorian Fern Craze (London: Hutchinson and Co. Ltd., 1969).  
11 Warde also draws attention to chemist, Justus von Liebig’s assertion that amounts of guano equivalent 
to reserves in all English coalfields would be required: Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 331, 333. 
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the rise of agricultural chemistry in addressing soil fertility and the certainty peddled in chemical 
technologies offered to British farmers. Guano, a product of nature, was re-identified by Victorian 
Britons as an ‘artificial manure’. In grouping guano with fertilisers imported from outside the farm, 
it sat alongside by-products from manufacturing and processing and chemically manufactured 
fertilisers. This was reinforced by scientists who, in the main, viewed guano as a chemical fertiliser. 
In their drive to develop chemical agricultural technologies, chemists used many manures 
as scientific commodities and guano was no exception.  Their intensive laboratory analysis and 
field-testing revealed more about its material agency.  It also played a key role in two controversial 
scientific debates concerning nitrogen and scientific methodology, and stimulated new careers in 
science. I examine the tension arising between chemists caused by how the soil became viewed as 
a receptacle into which chemicals could be poured to address soil fertility. Due to its efficacy, many 
chemists attempted to replicate guano in the form of a manufactured chemical fertiliser. 
Nevertheless, this was tempered by a recognition of the importance of all aspects of shit in 
agriculture, not its chemical content alone. Chapter 4 reveals how many farmers shared this latter 
view, among other biological approaches, and resisted a purely chemical approach to agriculture.  
This resistance had its roots in early human subsistence cultures where the mutual agencies 
of humans, things and other beings was recognised. As urban growth disentangled these agencies, 
humans exerted more control over nature and by the nineteenth century, the move away from an 
organic on-farm nutrient cycling approach rapidly accelerated. This was facilitated by the 
availability of new fertilisers from industrial processes including by-products from plant and animal 
food processing. Chapter 4 examines the relationship between intensification, improvement, and 
the use of guano and the first chemical fertilisers. Victorian ‘high’ farmers generally favoured 
chemical technology, described by Massy as a ‘mechanical mind’ approach. Guano was seen as 
chemical technology, which contributed to its re-identification as an ‘artificial’ fertiliser.12  
 
                                                
12 ‘High’ farming was a term employed by Victorian Britons to distinguish it from preceding traditional 
approaches to agriculture. High farming involved intensive and scientific methods, including the 
application of chemical fertilisers (many imported, as was guano), the greater use of machinery, new highly 
bred forms of livestock, livestock housing, the import of livestock feeds, a technological approach to 
farmyard manure management, irrigation and drainage systems. Perry describes it thus: ‘In the narrow 
sense, the term high farming was equated with high feeding, the fattening of stock on root crops, and 
purchased cake coupled with grain production, in the framework of the Norfolk four-course rotation and 
its derivatives. In a broad sense, the term might be legitimately applied to any farming system which was 
both capital and labour intensive, and which laid stress on innovation and technical expertise and 
efficiency: P. J. Perry, ‘High Farming in Victorian Britain: The Financial Foundations’, Agricultural History, 
52 (1978), 365. Charles Massy in using the Déscartian term ‘mechanical mind’, includes all things 
technological, including chemicals: Charles Massy, Call of the Reed Warbler: A new Agriculture, a new Earth (St 
Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 2017), 40-41. 
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Nevertheless, many experienced farmers possessed a knowledge that they suspected was 
more essential, gained through centuries of the acquisition of what Schneider and McMichael label 
as ‘agroecological wisdom’.13 These farmers recognised that things and beings in the form of soils, 
animals, crops, landscapes and climate had their own and mutual agency in the creation of new 
food production niches. Chapter 4 explores the emergence of the sustainability dilemma in how 
Massy’s ‘mechanical minds’ confronted Schneider and McMichael’s ‘agroecologically wise’ in 
Victorian Britain, which also raises aspects of Worster’s key question ‘how humankind can feed 
itself without degrading the primal source of life’.14 In addressing this, guano’s agency in agricultural 
improvement, revolution and nutrient cycle disruption, or ‘nutrient rift’, is considered. 
Some British Victorian sewage treatment solutions attempted to re-close these nutrient 
rifts. Chapter 5 explores guano’s role in proposed ecological solutions for agriculture through 
sewage utilisation, how guano came to be re-imagined as dried human waste products and how it 
was used as a ‘brand’. Technology was not sufficiently advanced, nor finance available for dry earth 
closets and ‘native guano’ projects to succeed in Britain as a technological solution for agriculture. 
Instead sewage irrigation became a favoured method, which generated problems of its own.15 While 
appropriate technological solutions at large scale now exist, human sewage is so contaminated with 
heavy metals, plastics and drugs, that heavy regulation, and even prohibition, of sewage sludge 
application is required.16 Smaller scale more technologically advanced solutions, yet similar to those 
proffered by Victorian sanitarians, may now provide some answers.  
In bringing these four strands together, guano’s multiple agency is revealed. Human agency 
is evident in its material extraction, transport, analysis, testing and application, in line with the 
scientific and technological knowledge then available. Guano’s own agency is clear in how it 
impacted on human lives, Peruvian environments and British soils, but also in the ideas it 
stimulated through its acquired cultural importance in Britain.  
Existing scholarly research on guano 
The interdisciplinary nature of this study requires the review of a wide range of scholarly 
literatures. The main geographical focus of the economic and environmental scholars addressing 
                                                
13 Mindi Schneider and Philip McMichael, 'Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift', The Journal of 
Peasant Studies, 37 (2010), 477. 
14 Donald Worster, ‘Transformations of the Earth: Toward an Agroecological Perspective in History’, 
Journal of American History, 76 (1990), 1106. 
15 J. Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability and Victorian sewage’, Urban History, 23 (1996), 190, 
192, 196-8, 200, 206. 
16 DEFRA and Environment Agency, ‘Sewage Sludge in Agriculture: Code of Practice’, 23 May 2018, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sewage-sludge-in-agriculture-code-of-practice [accessed 
26 February 2019]. 
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the guano trade, with the exception of W. M. Mathew, has been on North and South America and 
the Pacific arena.17  With the largest high-quality guano reserves occurring in Peru, this is no 
surprise. While Britain dominated the early capitalist trade, the United States imported huge 
amounts of guano and developed neo-colonial aspirations to acquire more of it, mainly from Pacific 
islands.18 Cushman examines how the impact of guano and other related commodities shaped the 
modern Pacific Basin and its place within the world today.19 He coins the idea of a second wave of 
resource exploitation as ‘neo-ecological’ imperialism, and demonstrates this through American 
expansionism. The United States occupied and materially exploited Pacific islands and Peruvian 
labour traders exploited their human resources. Cushman also pays considerable attention to Peru’s 
guano bird conservation efforts, which commenced in 1909, hailing these as ‘one of the greatest 
triumphs of scientific conservation as a global movement’. This illustrates one of the many shared 
agencies of guano and the birds that excreted it - creating the ‘most valuable birds in the world’.20 
During a lull in scholarly interest in the trade, North American ornithologists and natural historians 
showed a great deal of interest in Peru’s guano birds in the early twentieth century. They joined 
forces with the Peruvian government in their ground-breaking guano conservation efforts.21  
                                                
17 Mathew  has commented extensively on how the trade figured in British politics, and to some extent 
agriculture, but his focus was largely on the economic implications of the trade: W.M. Mathew, 'The 
Imperialism of Free Trade: Peru, 1820-1870', The Economic History Review New Series, 21 (1968), 562-79; W. 
M. Mathew, 'Peru and the British Guano Market, 1840-70', The Economic History Review New Series, 23 
(1970), 112-28; W. M. Mathew, The House of Gibbs and the Peruvian Guano Monopoly (London: Royal 
Historical Society, 1981).   
18  Jimmy M. Skaggs, The Great Guano Rush: Entrepreneurs and American Overseas Expansion (New York: St 
Martin’s Press, 1994); Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World. ‘The Guano Islands Act 1856’, 
34th Congress Session 1, Number 164, 119-120, is federal legislation enabling U.S. citizens to take 
possession of islands, located anywhere, with guano deposits, and remains in force. It states that islands 
must neither be occupied, nor within the jurisdiction of any other government. The Act empowers the 
U.S. President to use the military to protect such interests and establish U.S. criminal jurisdiction. It 
specifically allows the islands to be considered a U.S. possession, but also that the U.S. is not obliged to 
retain possession after guano exhaustion, and does not specify, but only implies a return to its former 
status. More than 100 islands have been claimed by the U.S. since the act was passed and most are no 
longer U.S. territory: Smithsonian National Museum of American History, ‘The Guano Islands Act of 
1856’, https://americanhistory.si.edu/norie-atlas/guano-islands-act [accessed 20 February 2015]. 
19 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World. 
20 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 167-204. 
21 Cushman describes events leading up to the foundation of Compaña Administradora del Guano (CAG) 
in 1909 and its early history: Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 20, 136-66; Robert E. 
Coker, 'Regarding the Future of the Guano Industry and the Guano Producing Birds of Peru', Science, New 
Series, 28 (1908), 58-64; R. E. Coker, 'The Fisheries and the Guano Industry of Peru', in Fourth International 
Fishery Congress (Washington: Bulletin of the Bureau of Fisheries, 1908), 335-65; R. E. Coker, 'An 
Illustration of Practical Results from the Protection of Natural Resources', Science, New Series, 53 (1921), 
295-298; R. E. Coker, 'The Protection of Birds Made Profitable', Science, New Series, 82 (1935), 10-12; 
Robert Cushman Murphy, Oceanic Birds of South America (New York: The MacMillan Company, The 
American Museum of Natural History, 1936). See also: G. E. Hutchinson, '3.The Biogeochemistry of 
Vertebrate Excretion', in Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History, ed. Ruth Tyler (New York: The 
American Museum of Natural History, 1950), i-xviii. 
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The earlier work of Paul Gootenberg and W. M. Mathew, includes observations on free 
trade, commercial policy and the guano trade in Peru.22 In many respects, Mathew and Gootenberg 
seek to contextualise the occurrence of the guano trade through an examination of the Peruvian 
political economy before and after independence. They reveal how guano’s capitalist 
commodification created considerable wealth for the main importers, Antony Gibbs and Sons. 
Mathew weighs the criticisms of the trade as a British imperial activity in creating a dependency 
culture in Peru against criticisms of the Peruvian government itself. Such criticisms, often by 
Peruvian writers and nineteenth-century hispanophiles such as Duffield, proposed that guano’s 
removal required very little investment in infrastructure and generated great wealth for a speculator 
class and a Peruvian élite, rather than wise investment into industry and wealth generation for the 
state.23 Mathew describes how Antony Gibbs and Sons, who held the import monopoly for guano 
into Britain from 1843 to 1861/2, manoeuvred their way through the political and economic 
climate in Britain. Even so, he only mentions agriculture and science in passing, opting to focus 
mainly on the economic and financial aspects of the trade. 24   
Marcelo Somarriva provides an analysis of the British presence in the ‘southern cone’ of 
South America, 1808 to 1830. Both Gootenberg and Somarriva shed light on why the Gibbs might 
have initially chosen to operate there, albeit on its northernmost fringes.25 Somarriva contextualises 
how South America was a commercial opportunity for powerful Liverpool and London 
merchants.26 In chapter 2, I examine this through early observations of British political journalist 
and hispanophile William Walton, who later wrote about the guano trade.27  Gootenberg details 
                                                
22 Paul Gootenberg, 'The Social Origins of Protectionism and Free Trade in Nineteenth-Century Lima', 
Journal of Latin American Studies, 14 (1982), 329-58; Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano: Commercial Policy 
and the State in Post-independence Peru (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989); Paul Gootenberg, 
'North-South: Trade Policy, Regionalism and Caudillismo in Post-Independence Peru', Journal of Latin 
American Studies, 23 (1991), 273-308. 
23 W. M. Mathew, ‘A Primitive Export Sector: Guano Production in Mid-Nineteenth-Century Peru’, 
Journal of Latin American Studies, 9 (1977), 23-4, 56; Duffield, Peru in the Guano Age. 
24 Antony Gibbs and Sons held the import monopoly for guano into Britain from 1843 to 1861/2. While 
Mathew’s reference to farmers is mostly confined to what they were prepared to pay for guano, he does 
devote several pages to the initial misuse of Peruvian guano on turnips and how guano was eventually 
replaced by superphosphate as the ‘go-to’ fertiliser for root crops, Mathew, The House of Gibbs and the 
Peruvian Guano Monopoly, 178-83.   
25 Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano; Marcelo Somarriva, ‘An Open Field and Fair Play: The relationship 
between Britain and the Southern Cone of America between 1808 and 1830’ (unpublished doctoral thesis, 
University of London, University College, 2013). 
26 Somarriva, ‘An Open Field and Fair Play’, 18, 19. 
27 W. Walton, Present State of the Spanish Colonies including a particular report of Hispañola or the Spanish part of 
Santa Domingo, with a general survey of the settlements of the South Continent of America as relates to History, Trade, 
Population, Customs, Manners and with a concise statement of the sentiment of the people on their relevant situation to the 
mother country etc. (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1810); W. Walton, An Expose of the 
Dissentions of Spanish America: intended as a means to induce the mediatory interference of Great Britain in order to put 
an end to a destructive civil war and to establish permanent quiet and prosperity, on a basis consistent with the Dignity of 
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the highs and lows for foreign merchant traders in Peru during independence battles and years of 
authoritarian rule (caudillismo).28 He demonstrates how protectionist and free trade policies 
conflicted. This provides a perspective on how north and south Peru was divided in its alliances 
with surrounding emerging nations, and in the degree of liberalism shown to foreign traders. 
Gootenberg argues that, despite a long-standing push for free trade from overseas interests, this 
only first succeeded with the guano trade. The Gibbs survived the 1830s in Peru, probably because 
the British were not the main targets of the protectionists who focused on United States’ traders.29 
Arequipa in the south, a distant liberal outpost from protectionist Lima, was a wise choice for a 
Gibbs’ additional office to their base in Lima. They probably felt reassured by the long-established 
presence of British mariners along coastal Peru.30 In addition to the scholarship of Mathew and 
Gootenberg, South American scholars of Latin American history, such as Heraclio Bonilla, have 
also made a substantial contribution to the scholarly literature on the guano trade and its impact 
on Peru.31 
While these writers have helped to draw new attention to the novel ‘thing’, Peruvian guano, 
impacting on British agriculture in the 1840s, their focus is largely economic and largely outside 
Britain. This dissertation refocuses on Britain, examining guano’s impact, through British eyes, as 
a commodity of nature.  The enormity of the trade is now evident in that this was the first mass 
transport of agricultural nutrients around the planet. While the Gibbs’ twenty-year history of 
establishing a reputable British company at several locations in Peru is an important part of guano 
history, it was an unexpected opportunity. The Gibbs were initially unaware of the contribution 
guano could make to the ‘quantum jump’ that European nations required to industrialise and 
                                                
Spain and the interests of the World (London: printed for the author by W. Glinden, 1814); W. Walton, 
‘Guano, its history and uses among the Peruvians’, The Journal of Agriculture, July 1843 – March 1845 
(Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1845), 592-607, 613-37. 
28 Illustrated by frequent coups’d’états and short presidencies: See Appendix 3. 
29 Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano, 18, 19, 26. 
30 Attracted not only by the trading prospects, the coastal waters were rich fishing territory and there was 
potential for the opening of a trade route between Britain and New Zealand via the western coast of 
South America: Nicholas Twohill, ‘The British World and its role in the relationship between New 
Zealand and the southern cone countries of South America, 1820-1914, Historia Santiago, 43, Vol. 1 (2010), 
113-162. Hydrographic surveys of the coast of South America were also carried out from the 1810s 
onwards, not least by HMS Beagle (1831-36) and HMS Talbot in the 1830s are well documented and 
included the coast of Peru. Drawings made from the Beagle of the coastal regions of Peru in 1832 and 
1836 can be found in: ADM344/2288-2330 at the National Archives. These folios include drawings made 
as early as 1814 and 1816, the latter made from HMS Tagus. The folios also include drawings from 1821 
and the hydrographic survey of Peru’s coast made in 1837 by HMS Talbot: London: National Archives, 
ADM 344/2296, ‘South America West Coast, Nautical Papers, Watercolours and Engravings.’ 
A British marine presence was seen to be a necessary diplomatic support for beleaguered British citizens 
during periods of consular expulsion and the prohibition of foreign retail trade: Mathew, The House of 
Gibbs, 13, 15. 
31 See H. Bonilla and C. Aranibar, ‘Guano and crisis in Peru of the nineteenth century,’ in New General 
History of Peru, eds. Carlos Aranibar and Manuel Burga (Lima: Blue Fly, 1980). 
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increase productivity. Identified by Crosby in 1986, this leap was evident in the long-distance 
exploitation of ecosystems, human and mineral resources. The mass transport of the nutrients in 
guano contributed to the leap in agricultural production required to feed the growing labour force, 
in turn fuelling industrial growth. Crosby’s ‘quantum jump’ in agriculture was aided by the 
exploitation of Peruvian guano as a British agricultural fertiliser:  
European imperialists, faced with an inadequate resource base on home territory to 
significantly industrialise and increase productivity, needed to make a ‘quantum jump 
……..before the various scientific, technological, agricultural, and industrial 
revolutions (could occur) on which our post-quantum-leap world rests. It could only 
be accomplished by exploiting the ecosystems, mineral resources, and human assets of 
whole continents outside the lands of the society making the jump.32 
 
Cushman exemplifies the consequential output of such activity in imperial nations in the fourth 
main argument of his book that ‘experimentation with guano and related substances established 
the ecological basis for input-intensive agriculture.’33 Cushman’s use of ‘ecological’ here can be 
variously interpreted. Re-identified as an artificial fertiliser and treasured only for its chemical 
content, did guano instead play a key part, as a chemical not natural substance, in a technological 
approach to input-intensive agriculture? 
Cushman’s many observations on Peruvian labour traders reveals the importance of labour 
in guano’s environmental history.34 Edward Melillo also explores how the transnational labour 
history of guano underpinned what he argued was a nineteenth-century green revolution in the use 
of nitrate fertilisers. He presents the view that, despite the anti-slavery movement’s achievement 
of widespread emancipation of slaves in the early nineteenth century, a new form of slavery was 
emerging. These forms often involved ‘debt peonage’ or indenture requiring the repayment of 
‘loans’ with fixed periods of physical labour. Such ‘loans’ were usually incurred through the cost of 
labourer transport from China and Pacific Islands, and the continuing cost of their ‘upkeep’ where 
they were working.35 Release rarely occurred and many died and were buried on the islands. In a 
move away from the work of North American scholars, I examine first-hand observations of 
British sea captains and crews regarding labour exploitation in extracting and loading guano. I 
explore the writing of travellers, in their observations of this exploitation but also how the work 
impacted on the mariners themselves. I investigate obscure British diplomatic interventions, noting 
                                                
32 Alfred W. Crosby, Ecological Imperialism, the Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-1900, 2nd edn. (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004), 10, 11. 
33 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 17. 
34 Cushman Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 85-90. 
35 E. D. Melillo, 'The First Green Revolution: Debt Peonage and the Making of the Nitrogen Fertilizer 
Trade, 1840-1930', American Historical Review, 117 (2012), 1029. 
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that guano labourers attracted the attention of the British anti-slavery movement. This created one 
of the spokes in the wheel of controversy surrounding the trade in Britain.  
Environmental historians, Sörlin and Warde, have observed that Karl Marx’s Capital was 
an ‘attempt to locate human societies as inextricably woven with nature and the economy’ 
transforming external resources into social value. Based on the negative aspects of ecological 
colonialism revealed in such exploitation, Marxist scholars have made significant recent 
contributions to the historiography of the guano trade. Such a view is developed by environmental 
sociologists in Marxist scholarly discourse on the role of capitalism in agrarian change and on guano 
itself.36 J. B. Foster draws attention to Marx’s reading of the work of chemist Justus von Liebig 
(1803-73) and asserts that this deeply affected Marx when writing Capital in the 1860s.37 
Furthermore, he argues that Marx provided a powerful analysis of the problem of soil fertility 
within capitalist agriculture, raising fundamental issues of a divide between town and country and 
diagnosed a resulting rift in the ‘metabolic’ relationship between humans and nature.38 
Developments in agricultural chemistry and the emergence of new soil fertilisers in the 1840s led 
Marx and Engels to believe that agricultural progress could soon outpace industrial development. 
However, on reading Liebig’s longstanding concerns about spoliation and waste of sewage, Marx 
later changed his views.39  Liebig had long pointed the finger at British agriculture for overstretching 
its soils and did so in his first edition of Agricultural Chemistry in 1840, which Warde credits as 
contributing to the most profound critique of civilisation, through the soil.40 By the late 1850s, 
concerns about over-application of ‘artificial’ fertilisers were becoming more widespread among 
some scientists, growers and their readers and supporters in Britain.  
Liebig presents a conundrum when considering the environmental implications of his 
forward thinking and powerful work. On the one hand, farmer and ecology scholar, Charles Massy, 
holds Liebig responsible for a mechanical approach to agriculture, seeing him as responsible for 
the ‘sins’ of a chemical approach to agriculture in the mid nineteenth century and its legacy today. 
In passing, Massy describes him as ‘an outrageously self–confident, innovative and self-promoting 
                                                
36  Sverker Sörlin and Paul Warde, ‘Making the Environment Historical - An Introduction’, in Nature’s 
End: History and the Environment, eds. Sverker Sörlin and Paul Warde (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2009), 4; B. Clark and J. B. Foster, 'Ecological Imperialism and the Global Metabolic Rift: Unequal 
Exchange and the Guano/Nitrates Trade', International Journal of Comparative Sociology, 50 (2009), 311-34; 
Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 1028-60. 
37  John Bellamy Foster, ‘Marx’s Theory of Metabolic Rift: Classical Foundations for Environmental 
Sociology’, American Journal of Sociology, 105 (1999), 378. 
38 Foster, ‘Marx’s Theory of Metabolic Rift’, 370-71, 373. 
39 Marx, Vol. 3, Capital, 813. 
40 Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 329. 
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entrepreneur with an eye to the main chance’.41 On the other hand, Liebig powerfully criticised 
capitalist agriculture’s soil spoliation and encouraged sewage treatment and its return to the land, 
thus re-joining the broken nutrient cycle. The theme of soil spoliation ran throughout Liebig’s 
Letters on Modern Agriculture, which he published in 1859.42 This does demonstrate how his views on 
spoliation and the need to reclose nutrient cycles had echoes of past environmentally sustainable 
practice that Massy and others argue he had helped to destroy.  
Foster even claims that this influenced Marx to emphasise the need to maintain the earth 
for successive generations and that this captured the ‘essence of the contemporary notion of 
sustainable development, defined most famously by the Brundtland Commission’.43 However, this 
is quite a claim and, as Warde argues, some Marxist scholars have taken points in isolation and at 
face value and, despite his enthusiasm for Liebig, environmental issues were of little concern to 
Marx. 44 Marx focused on differing social relations with a commodity, not the material conditions 
that produced it, but he did learn about metabolism from Liebig and that capitalist agriculture could 
destroy the soil. Foster also argues that environmental concerns in capitalist society between 1830 
and 1870 focused equally on the depletion of soil fertility, city pollution, continental deforestation 
and Malthusian fears of over-population, reflecting Warde’s identification of the emergence of the 
dilemma of sustainability.45 Schneider and McMichael criticise the focus of both Marx and Liebig 
only on the capitalist elements of high farming, thus ignoring the ecological processes at work. 
They support Colin Duncan’s view that high farming turned out to be largely ecologically benign 
in its mixed species approach and use of farm animal manures, as borne out in chapter 4.46  
Within such a complex range of scholarly views about the guano trade and high farming in 
Victorian Britain, there is general consensus about nutrient rift. Breaks in what had been closed 
nutrient cycles on farms were no new phenomenon. Manures had long been commodified. In 
Britain, staging posts sold their manures to farmers, domestic animal manures from dairy cows and 
                                                
41 Liebig contributed enormously to the utilisation of chemistry in food processing through his later 
development of a milk powder for babies and extract of malt: Massy, Call of the Reed Warbler, 44-45. 
42 In his Tenth Letter, Liebig stated that ‘the European system of cultivation called high farming is not 
that open system of robbery of the American farmer followed by the utter exhaustion of the soil; but it is 
a more refined species of spoliation, which at first glance does not look like robbery’: Justus von Liebig, 
Letters on Modern Agriculture (London: Walton and Maberly, 1859), 183. 
43 Brundtland’s Chapter 2 proposes that ‘Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’: Gro Harlem 
Brundtland, Our Common Future: Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (Oslo: United 
Nations, 1987); Foster, ‘Marx’s Theory of Metabolic Rift’, 384. 
44 Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 336-37. 
45 Foster, ‘Marx’s Theory of Metabolic Rift’, 374-75; Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 333. 
46 Schneider and McMichael, 'Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift', 473; C. A. M. Duncan, The 
Centrality of Agriculture: Between Humankind and the Rest of Nature (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 
1996), 54. 
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pigs kept in cities were sold back to farms, as was night soil. Warde illustrates how colonial 
plantations in the Caribbean were already experiencing a decline in yield by the end of the 
seventeenth century, thus making manure a marketable commodity.47  The nutrient rift opened 
with urban growth yet, for centuries, attempts were made to export wastes back to farms to 
compensate for the nutrient deficit caused by the movement of food to towns. With 
industrialisation, increasing volumes of valuable nutrients were excreted into cess pits, sewers and 
rivers.  
Leaving over-claims by Marxist scholars about Marx’s ecological credentials aside, there are 
many useful observations on the idea of nutrient rift. Jason Moore presents an argument that a 
material rift began in the sixteenth century with the emergence of capitalism and that such a rift 
could not simply be confined to industrial capitalism. Rather, he argues, the rift in nutrient cycles 
occurred in a series of phases.48 Agricultural historian, F. M. L. Thompson, provides an additional 
view on the period immediately following the Napoleonic Wars. While this heralded an agricultural 
crisis, there was a massive increase in the use of linseed and rape oils from industrial paint making 
and woollen cloth-dressing processes. Previously burned as fuel and occasionally used as cattle 
feed, as by-products, they were then pressed into oil cake for agricultural use. Rape cake was used 
more frequently as a manure than as a feed. Thompson did not use the term, but these seed imports 
from Prussia, Russia, India and Egypt before guano’s arrival had already widened a nutrient rift. 
They demonstrated their own agency in depriving the country of source and enriching British fields 
with dung from oil cake fed cattle. Thompson illustrates that, between 1830 and 1880, feed tonnage 
increased 10 times and fertiliser tonnage 27 times, both doubling between 1864 and 1877. 
Furthermore, he argues that manufacturing industry, farming and mining became irreversibly 
intertwined in the production of feed and fertiliser. 49 
Foster and Clark address how the vast size of the guano trade and distances travelled greatly 
widened the nutrient rift. Unlike Moore, they argue that material metabolic rift began with 
agricultural revolution, notably Thompson’s second agricultural revolution.50 They express Marx’s 
idea of ‘metabolic interaction’ between humans and the earth as: ‘natural systems, such as the 
nutrient cycle, have their own metabolism, which operates independently of and in relation to 
human society, allowing for their regeneration and/ or continuance - humans depend on 
functioning ecosystems to sustain themselves’. While I wish to avoid overstating an ecological 
                                                
47 Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 325. 
48 Jason W. Moore, ‘Environmental crises and the metabolic rift in world-historical perspective’, 
Organization & Environment, 13 (2000), 123-57. 
49 F. M. L. Thompson, ‘The Second Agricultural Revolution, 1815-80’, The Economic History Review, 21 
(1968), 71-73. 
50 Clark and Foster, 'Ecological Imperialism and the Global Metabolic Rift, 311-34. 
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perspective from Marx, their argument holds true that the guano trade illustrated, in the extreme, 
the idea of metabolic rift in its removal of nutrients from one ecosystem and depositing it in a 
distant ‘other’. This involved British environmental debt to the nation of source, Peru.51  
Schneider and McMichael pull together the views of Foster, Clark and Moore, in broad 
agreement with the way in which Marx introduced metabolic rift to frame the social division of 
labour between town and country under capitalism.52 They show how Colin Duncan has put 
agriculture, not capitalism or industry at the centre of the transformation in human/nature 
relations.53 Schneider and McMichael add to this idea of transformation in human/nature relations 
in their identification in the opening of a rift in these relations. In describing the long-accumulated 
wisdom of farmers, accrued over centuries of farming the same land, as ‘agroecological’ wisdom, 
they argue that a violent rift was also created between humans and nature in setting those 
possessing this wisdom to the ‘mundane tasks of capitalist production’.54 Social life suffered a loss 
of knowledge and experience under capitalism as people moved from rural locations to 
manufacturing centres in towns and cities. They also argue that there was an acceleration in the 
surrender of an agroecological approach to farming. 55  
While nutrient rift is very apparent in the material application of guano to British farm soils, 
guano’s agency was also at work in the move of wealthy businessmen, with no prior agricultural 
experience, into high farming. These new entrants joined the growing vogue for model farms 
among landowning gentry, driven by the ‘beauty, utility and profit’ motives of the improving 
landlord. 56  Guano was widely used on ‘home farm’ demonstration farms on such estates. Here, 
there was a tendency for it to be viewed as a high farmer’s status symbol.  In chapter 4, I explore 
the writing of businessman, model farm builder and self-publicist, John Joseph Mechi. His 
‘evangelical thrust’ for the scientific method evident among many new entrants into high farming 
stimulated some outrage among traditional farming communities, a reaction echoed in the work of 
Latour.57 Such a rift in wisdom led to conflicting views and confusion over the appropriate use of 
guano, a factor not missed by William Walton, whose later writing included his observations on 
                                                
51 Clark and Foster, 'Ecological Imperialism and the Global Metabolic Rift, 314, 315, 330.  
52 Schneider and McMichael, 'Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift', 464. 
53 Duncan, The Centrality of Agriculture, 12. 
54 Schneider and McMichael, 'Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift', 477. 
55 Schneider and McMichael, 'Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift', 467. 
56 Susannah Wade-Martins, The English Model Farm: Building the Agricultural Ideal, 1700-1914 (Oxford: 
Windgather Press for English Heritage, 2002). 
57 See page 28. For Victorians, the political drive for increased food production lay in the employment of a 
scientific approach to agriculture. Latour argues that while ‘good science kindles passion, political 
relevance kindles rage’: Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor Network Theory 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 249. 
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the guano trade and some musings on the missed opportunity to tap into Peruvian agroecological 
wisdom.58 
Scholarly literature on commodity and commodification 
That guano was assigned a status as a commodity, in a modern interpretation of the term, 
is beyond doubt. Even so, it was not a manufactured product. Rather, it was naturally produced in 
a unique ecosystem and required no processing. The commodification of excrement as a product 
of nature is very different to the production of manufactured or ‘machinofactured’ products, as 
used by Kevin Hetherington.59 As Warde argues, to Marx, manufactured products acquired value 
through the input of human labour, thus products of nature, such as guano have no value, ergo 
Marx had little real interest in nature.60 
 Arguably, the first and greatest commodity festival of the mid nineteenth century, and 
concurrent with a rising interest in guano, was the Great Exhibition of 1851. Financial value did 
not feature in Crystal Palace and there were no price tags on commodities on display in its rooms 
of exhibits. Thomas Richards maintains that the commodities were conjured up as a vision and the 
reality of their exchange was banished.61 Hetherington took this further in suggesting that, far from 
a desire to sell commodities, the exhibition was used to sell ‘the idea’ of the commodity and 
spectators ‘went to see a multi-perspectival spectacle of free trade, empire, national improvement 
and international comparison’ – a panoramic space that allowed itself to be possessed by its 
spectators while also possessing them.62 Nonetheless, despite its popularity, guano barely featured 
in the exhibition. 
A decade of guano imports had already been secured when the Great Exhibition helped to 
change commodity history beyond all recognition. Guano’s arrival coincided with a period of 
socialist agitation in continental Europe 1848-49, railway expansion in Britain, a unified postal 
system, and accelerating industrialisation. Hetherington argues that this turmoil was captured in 
                                                
58 Walton, ‘Guano, its history and uses among the Peruvians’, 613-14. 
59 Hetherington uses ‘machinofacture’, usually in the context of manufacture by machinery, which he 
argued was perceived by some Victorians to involve a debasement of the truth to materials. He argues that 
the Great Exhibition was a spectacle of production rather than consumption, ‘Mr. Goggleyes meets Mr 
Moneybags’: Kevin Hetherington, Capitalism’s Eye: Cultural Spaces of the Commodity (New York: Routledge, 
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Advertising and Spectacle 1851–1914 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990), 2. 
60 Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 337. 
61 Richards, The Commodity Culture of Victorian England, 38. 
62 Hetherington, Capitalism’s Eye, 22. 
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the Great Exhibition, which acted as a ‘ciceroni’ to the 1840s and the promise of improvement.63 
The catalogue reveals that small samples of guano from Malagas, Van Dieman’s Land, Babel Island 
and the United States were exhibited. However, this exhibition concerned itself mainly with 
manufactured products.64 An aspect of guano’s relabelling as ‘artificial’ is evident at the exhibition. 
Emboldened by guano’s material power, attempts were made to manufacture substances that were 
named guano, but bore little resemblance to it. A sample of ‘normal guano’ prepared from the 
refuse of fisheries was on display at the Great Exhibition. This was an early example of the 
appropriation of the name ‘guano’ to describe an entirely different manure.65  
Iwan Morus explores the role of exhibitions in changing the public face of science and 
technology in the first half of the nineteenth century. The Great Exhibition celebrated the new 
‘popularity’ of science. A Victorian enthusiasm for technological advancement is evident in their 
newspapers, periodicals, a vast amount of contemporary literature on science, technology and 
culture in Victorian Britain, and a large number of science and technology exhibitions across the 
country.66  Arguably the Great Exhibition had the greatest scientific cultural impact of them all, but 
the focus on agricultural technology was mechanical. The official catalogue, a dense and complex 
document, provides only a hint of the emerging importance of chemical technology at that time.67  
For Marx, the Great Exhibition was phantasmagoria on display and this underpinned his 
analysis of fetishism as explored by Tom Gunning.68 Despite the embodiment of supernatural 
power in the fetish, Richards argues that Marx did not mean to imply that people worshipped 
objects, rather it was an analogy for the commodity taking on its powers from other sources. 
Hetherington, Richards and others analyse the impact of the Great Exhibition on the consumer 
culture that followed, and this is likely to have had at least some influence on how guano was 
viewed, despite being a product of nature and only very briefly considered by Marx. In the twenty 
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9-10. 
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first century, perhaps guano might be portrayed as a fertilising ‘Odorous Brownish-Red Gold’.69 
Bruce Robbins observes how commodity histories have become a recent ubiquitous genre of 
popular nonfiction and provides some wry examples of what he considers to be over-reaching 
book subtitles, relating to unprocessed commodities, displaying a vogue for two-word titles such 
as Blue Gold (water), White Gold (rubber), Black Gold (oil) and Green Gold (tea and marijuana).70 
Robbins argues that such titles might now be viewed as agents of commodity fetishism in their 
celebration of capitalism. In 1851, however, guano was probably viewed unfit to display at the 
Great Exhibition as an unattractive, foul-smelling, disagreeable substance alongside the bewildering 
and distracting vast panorama of categorised products. So, it is unsurprising that only a little of it 
was exhibited, and the Gibbs, the monopoly holding guano merchants, did not appear to see the 
exhibition as a potential marketing opportunity for bird shit. 71  
Histories of shit as a commodity are many and diverse and do not exclusively relate to its 
commodification. Dominique Laporte provides an imaginative, eclectic and non-linear historical 
perspective, marrying the perspectives of scholars such as Freud and Marx to argue that the rise of 
capitalism brought profound changes in attitudes to human waste, including much disgust, but also 
that an association of money and excrement brought dual meaning to ‘doing one’s business’. 
Epidemic disease attracts little attention in his work, which focuses rather on ‘cleanliness fetish’.72 
Environmental historian Chris Pearson illustrates how dog mess in Paris prior to the twentieth 
century was not yet viewed as waste, but was used as a commodity by the urban poor to sell to 
tanneries for the tanning of sheep skins.73 While Lydia Kallipoliti approaches shit’s role in the first 
                                                
69  Agricultural chemist J. F. W. Johnston described early incoming guano samples as ‘brownish red’ in 
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71 The diaries of George Henry (Hucks) Gibbs demonstrate that, living close by, members of the wider 
family were frequent visitors, including to the opening and closing ceremonies: David Hogg, Diaries of 
Tyntesfield (Croydon: David J. Hogg, 2009), 74-78. 
72 Dominique Laporte, History of Shit (1978) trans. Nadia Benabid and Rodolphe el-Khoury (Cambridge, 
Mass: MIT Press, 2000). 
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ecological house constructed by Graham Caine from a social science perspective, it reveals how 
things, shit in particular, and organisms can interact to create and destroy ecological niches.74 Sarah 
Jewitt examines geographies of shit to assess how cultural views and climate might affect 
Millennium Development Goals on Sanitation by 2015. She argues that the agricultural use of 
humanure is likely to be far more widely accepted in China with its long tradition of the use of 
human excrement, as described by Worster, than in ‘faecophobic’ Indian society. Jewitt briefly 
references Victorian cultural attitudes to the use of human shit in agriculture and how modern 
approaches to dry composting might help with pathogen removal in human waste.75 
How then to view the commodification of this product of nature? This is complicated by 
both ‘nature’ and ‘commodification’ being variously interpreted. Geographer Noel Castree argues 
that the ‘semantic promiscuity’ of both commodification and nature leads to a lack of clarity in 
Marxist accounts of nature’s commodification.76 However, the six principal elements, which 
Castree identifies in the work of contemporary Marxists writing about nature, offer a useful 
framework within which to situate the active elements in guano’s capitalist commodification.77 Like 
Castree, without entering too deeply into the muddy waters of Marxist theory, I argue, in chapter 
2, that these six elements (privatisation, individuation, valuation, alienation, abstraction, 
displacement) provide a useful framework for its discussion, but also reveal the shortcomings 
inherent in such an approach. Castree recognises this, and highlights the importance of paying 
careful attention to the material properties of different ‘natures’.78 While this study takes on the 
latter for one commodity of nature, it considers these material properties alongside other types of 
excrement, particularly farmyard manure, used for the same purpose, and other very different 
materials created and used for the same ends. Therefore, the added importance of a material 
approach and the situation of humans within the equation, the usefulness of a neo-material 
approach becomes very apparent.  
                                                
74 Kallipoliti presents a vison of self-reliance designed to create autonomous survival way from the 
‘tentacles of society.’ Recycling all waste, organic and inorganic, was fundamental to its design. The system 
ultimately failed when antibiotics came through the system in the excrement of a house sitter. Kallipoliti 
raised the issue of how biological and environmental processes invade the domestic realm and everyday 
life: Lydia Kallipoliti, ‘From Shit to Food: Graham Caine’s Eco-House in South London, 1972-75’, 
Buildings & Landscapes, Journal of the Vernacular Architecture Forum, 19 (2012), 87-106. 
75 Sarah Jewitt: ‘Geographies of Shit: Spatial and temporal variation in attitudes towards human waste’, 
Progress in Human Geography, 35 (2011), 611-12, 618; Donald Worster, The Good Muck: Toward an Excremental 
History of China (Munich: Rachel Carson Center, 2017). 
76 Noel Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’ Progress in Human Geography, 27 (2003), 275. 
77 Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 273-97, 279-83.  
78 Castree acknowledges that he is entering muddy theoretical waters, views vary considerably, nature is 
not one single material entity, and it would be dangerous to develop one broad overarching approach: 
Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 274-76, 294.   
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The first four of Castree’s identified elements were demonstrated by the Peruvian 
government in, firstly, ‘privatising’ a product of nature, secondly, in separating or ‘individuating’ it 
from its ecosystem, thirdly, in pricing or ‘valuing’ it and, fourthly, ‘alienating’ itself from the product 
in its sale for economic benefit. The Peruvian government was not alone in attributing a price to 
guano and this was adjusted by merchants at the many stages within the supply chain, until its final 
sale to the British farmer. These are explored in depth in chapter 2, and the difficulties of 
pricing/valuing a product of nature become very evident, in this and the subsequent chapters. Marx 
did not attempt this, as no labour went into its manufacture, but nevertheless nature was and still 
is subjected to financial valuation.79 Scott Prudham provides an interesting slant on this through 
presenting the idea that both nature and labour can only ever be fictitious commodities, as neither 
is produced exclusively or primarily for sale.80 Nevertheless, guano had a financial value thrust upon 
it and this was complicated by vendor’s desire for the highest price, and the ‘cut’ required by the 
merchant.  This financial value of guano was very different to its perceived use-value, illustrated in 
the farmers’ need for it, and its functional value, illustrated in the solution it provided to farmers, 
but the latter two were often side-lined by a reductive financial focus.81 As pointed out by Mathew, 
farmers were prepared to pay handsomely for Peruvian guano, which was tried and tested by many 
farmers and chemists, reflecting its high popularity. However, while the price of other artificial 
fertilisers fell, guano’s price remained high and caused some dissatisfaction amongst farmers.82 The 
impact of this is discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 3 reveals how agricultural chemists encountered 
problems with the valuation of different manures, particularly adulterated guanos and in using 
guano as a benchmark for sewage products (chapter 5). Castree’s identified element of ‘value’ is 
also illustrated through how Victorian purchasers perceived the ‘existence value’ found in guano 
and its potential for functional use. Simply knowing it existed also created a ‘fear factor’, once it 
was realised that guano reserves had limited life expectancy.  This generated the hope in the 
possibility of guano’s abstraction. Castree adds another facet to value in the (capital) production of 
nature, which is illustrated in guano becoming a means of accumulation for accumulation’s sake, 
                                                
79 Warde, The Invention of Sustainability, 337. 
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Demeritt, Diana Liverman and Bruce Rhoads (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 128. 
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demonstrated in the huge uptake of Peruvian bonds – a gamble by British investors on the 
availability of future supplies.83  
Financial profit drove William Gibbs of Antony Gibbs and Sons, who made a fortune out 
of the trade, largely as a merchant banker. Gootenberg argues that he personally helped to bank-
roll the Peruvian state.84 When demand soared, there were two main impacts, firstly, guano’s 
financial value went up and secondly, attempts were made by potential purchasers to find replicable 
sources of the ‘commodity’ elsewhere on the planet, in other words it became subject to the idea 
of ‘abstraction’, Castree’s fifth element. In chapter 2 the varying degrees of success of marine 
voyages in the search for ‘replicable’ sources are explored alongside the United States’ associated 
colonial ambitions. While abstraction has a variety of different meanings when used by artists, 
mathematicians, philosophers and scientists, Castree mainly uses it in its ontological sense in the 
possibility that the natural resource can ‘be/exist’ in many different places and times.85 Scott 
Prudham describes abstraction as a process ‘by which systematic representation dissolves the 
specificity of things in favour of their aggregation into classes of things.’ He cites William Cronon’s 
book Nature’s Metropolis (1991) and how his chapter on the aggregation of wheat, and its 
differentiation into distinct categories transported to Chicago, helped to dissolve its site-specific 
provenance.86 The belief in the potential aggregation of all global guano reserves in the nineteenth 
century poses problems in this study. Until chemists exposed the lack of content uniformity in 
guano sources, there was no uniformity in attempts to differentiate between guanos of differing 
provenance, which were initially combined into one group. As chemists later made it abundantly 
clear, guano provenance was important in determining the nitrate and phosphate content and 
hence the suitability of individual guano types for different crops. As a consequence, much 
misapplication occurred in the early years of the trade.  
Castree puts forward ‘displacement’ as the sixth element of capitalist commodification. 
Best revealed in chapter 2, in the inability of many Victorian guano consumers to ‘see’, in guano’s 
                                                
83 ‘Money is one moment of a process of producing wealth that Marx called capital, a manifestation of 
‘muck as brass’: Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 282. George Peacock’s publication, used as a 
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physical form, the harm caused through the trade, this included the treatment of guano diggers and 
mariners and degradation of the Chincha Island ecosystems. Castree argues that such a commodity 
is no longer a ‘thing’, but has become a set of socio-natural relations, which fits well with LeCain’s 
neo-materialist view.87 I argue that displacement is also revealed in how guano manifested itself as 
something ‘other’. It is bird excrement, but in its reduction to a ‘value’ as a saleable product, it 
simply became an ‘artificial fertiliser’.  
In maintaining that privatisation is not a feature of capitalist societies alone, Castree outlines 
how this could be seen as a necessary precondition for capitalist commodification.88 As Prudham 
argues, no-one, not even Marx, has proposed that commodities and processes of commodification 
are unique features of capitalist political economies.89 This is evident in how the Inca presided over 
guano’s sustainable use. While some of the Inca regulatory instruments applied to guano 
conservation were harsh in the extreme, they managed guano birds and their excrement with an 
eye on the continued ecological sustainability of production, rationed its use and shared it out 
amongst their communities. 90 This was before it was transformed into a saleable commodity. As 
argued by Bakker, in a different context, this move from social to economic equity has created a 
false paradox between equity and efficiency and she strongly recommends the simultaneous 
promotion of sustainability and equity.91  
Environmental scholarship 
Through its prior commodification, guano came to be seen as a cash cow by Peru, but key 
to this research is how it was also viewed by its consumers. With the synchronicity of the high 
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farming boom, the guano age and farmers as key guano consumers, it might be anticipated that 
guano would be a focus for agricultural historians. However, as illustrated by the eight volumes of 
The Agrarian History of England and Wales (1967-2000), guano has received little attention from such 
scholars92 Its widespread use is noted, as is its potential impact on the fertiliser industry. References 
to guano are fairly numerous, but each only comprise a sentence or two, or appear as a table of 
import figures. Despite his scant reference to guano, Thompson acknowledges that it was regarded 
as the ‘Growmore’ of its time.93 Nevertheless, the scholarly focus on guano has remained firmly in 
the hands of environmental scholars. As do many environmental historians, Paul Warde 
acknowledges an inextricable link between agricultural and environmental history.94 There are 
echoes of this view in David Danbom’s identification of an increasing domination of agricultural 
history by rural social history, with agriculture attracting new interest from social, environmental, 
cultural and consumption historians.95 He cites James Shideler’s view of agricultural history as 
providing a ‘canopy’ for the production of exciting and illuminating work, to which scholars from 
different disciplines can intermittently contribute.96  
With an increasing focus on economic and social factors, many agricultural historians have 
evolved into rural historians. Warde describes their focus on the environment as a ‘backdrop to 
human endeavour’ or as narratives on the enhancing and harnessing of ‘nature’s fecundity by 
human ingenuity’.97 Danbom argues that the particular bond between environmental and 
agricultural historians is due to ‘agriculture mostly taking place outside, where the environment 
is’.98 I consider this is an outdated view of environment, dependent upon the definition of ‘outside’, 
and neither does environmental history confine itself to the rural. Environmental history is now as 
much about city environments as the consequences of the continuing manipulation of rural 
‘environments’ for food production and the human manipulation of wild and open spaces. City 
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environments are now increasingly used for food production, and ‘saving the environment is not 
hard, you just have to start in your own back yard’ is now a common sustainability mantra.99  
With its roots in the early twentieth century, the discipline of agroecology explores the 
relationships between humans, agricultural ecosystems and the impact on those ecosystems of 
interventions made by human beings to feed themselves. In other words, as an interdisciplinary 
scientific discipline, agroecology considers interactions of biophysical, technical and 
socioeconomic components of farming systems. Relevant early twentieth-century publications 
include authors such as K. H. Klages, H. C. Hanson and Girolamo Azzi.100 Given that Sörlin and 
Warde argue that environmental history provides a bridge between the humanities and other 
disciplines and in addition that ‘communication with the natural sciences is crucial’, agroecology 
must be a vital section of this bridge.101  
Donald Worster is one of the first environmental historians to advocate a more 
interdisciplinary approach, using an agroecological framework to underpin environmental history 
research.102 He rejects the idea that ‘the ecological consequences of our past deeds can be ignored’ 
and argues that the method and material of environmental history rejects the idea that humans are 
separate from nature and free from its constraints.103 Cushman embraces Worster’s proposed 
agroecological approach to examine Peruvian guano conservation efforts in the twentieth century 
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to rebuild what many regard as ‘the greatest of all industries based upon the conservation of wild 
animals’ the world has ever seen. Cushman maintains that Worster’s approach was an attempt to 
manage the risk of environmental history being reduced to ‘just another variety of social or cultural 
history’. He argues that Worster developed this approach to provide a set of guiding principles for 
the design and management of sustainable ecosystems in today’s world allowing farmers to reduce 
their dependence on manufactured chemicals without sacrificing food security or productivity.104   
Worster also asserts that the intervention of productive technology, as well as restructuring 
human ecological relations, also creates power shifts. He identifies power shifts occurring with the 
acquisition of new knowledge and changes in modes of production as one of the most important 
research questions at this level.105 This study considers guano’s influence in power shifts provoked 
by the emergence of new agricultural chemical technologies and new entrants into farming. Such 
power shifts were evident between scientists and farmers, but also within the agricultural and 
scientific communities.  
Victorian farmer and writer, James Caird, exposed power shifts in agriculture, which are 
addressed in chapter 4.106 His Times funded inquiry into the state of agriculture in England, 
published in 1852, gives an insight into the geographical distribution of guano application and is 
used as a key primary resource.107 Caird’s work was lifted and used by Rowland Prothero in his first 
attempt at an English agricultural history in 1888, in which there was scarce mention of guano. He 
published again in 1912, paying a little more attention to guano, but concluded that its impact was 
inadequate to offset the ‘disastrous’ impact of free trade in corn.108  Nonetheless, cheap corn did 
not enter Britain in any quantity until thirty years after Corn Law repeal (1846) and contributed to 
the decline of a high farming, guano using era. Following Prothero’s work, there was an initial 
twentieth-century dearth in historical literature on guano and agriculture. Guano appears almost to 
have been forgotten. Significantly, it now figures largely in the work of environmental scholars and 
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makes only a minor impact in the discourse of agricultural history, which includes literature on 
high farming where references to guano might be anticipated.109 
Thompson’s work on agricultural revolution describes its second iteration as ‘breaking the 
closed-circuit system,’ making farmer operations more like those of the factory owner. Clark and 
Foster anchor the guano age in this period of advance in chemical technologies.110 Thompson’s 
view of agriculture moving from a simple extraction model, with perpetual renewal of nutrients 
removed, to a manufacturing model requiring the import of feedstuffs and fertilisers from outside 
the farm, is a useful context within which to situate guano, although Thompson rarely mentions 
it.111 Tenant farmers became key decision makers regarding the use of guano and other manures.112   
The guano age phase of this revolution has also been re-interpreted by Edward Melillo, 
who argues that this was the beginning of the first ‘green revolution’, later supplemented by Chilean 
nitrates. He focuses on the guano and nitrate fertiliser trade in Peru and Chile, drawing from two 
broad areas of research, global environmental history and transnational labour history. 113 He argues 
that, while for many scholars, the mid-twentieth century heralded the first human alteration of the 
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113 Melillo argues that this made the, artificial nitrogen fertiliser driven, mid-twentieth century 
intensification of agriculture, the second green revolution: Melillo, 'The First Green Revolution’, 1028-
1060. 
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nitrogen cycle at a global scale, it was in the mid nineteenth century that this first occurred. Closed 
ecological systems cycling nitrogen at local level were abandoned in favour of intensive food 
production requiring nitrogen input from distant places.  In other words, he proposes that the 
guano age was the first ‘green revolution’.  
There is no doubt that it was a revolution in this quantum leap in distances travelled to 
source nutrients. Nevertheless, chapter 4 explores why its contribution to soil nitrogen has been 
deemed by some scholars as supplementary, albeit necessary, and it has been entirely missed by 
others.114 Duncan describes how shorter tenancies, low paid agricultural work and unfair legal 
enforcements concerning cultivation structures, revealed a socio-economic aspect of knowledge 
and power shifts.115 He persistently argues that large numbers of farmers quietly and methodically 
continued to use eighteenth-century approaches to farming in an ecologically benign way.’116 
Winter reinforces this view in maintaining that, while agriculture had some adverse impacts, it did 
not degrade the British rural landscape to any appreciable extent. 117 Nicholas Goddard asserts that 
‘the direct influence of this writing (of scientists on chemical technologies) on the majority of 
farmers was minimal’, and while farmers wanted information on new fertilisers, they were less 
interested in their benefits.118 Such a view expressed by an agricultural historian provides a challenge 
for further exploration by environmental historians.  
G. P. H. Chorley adds further to the debate on chemical technologies. He argues that the 
pace of industrialisation from 1750 to 1880, would not have been possible without the increase in 
the legume crop and thus the nitrogen supply. In contrast to Melillo, he makes only one passing 
reference to guano, parcelling it together with Chilean nitrates as having questionable quantitative 
impact on soil nitrogen.119 Thorkild Kjaergaard, supports Chorley’s view of the importance of 
nitrogen assimilating crops, mostly clover, for improved livestock fodder and providing nitrogen 
for food crops. Kjaergaard celebrates the impact of clover on the nineteenth-century landscape, 
creating fragrant flower filled fields full of bees and herds of cattle. However, its true impact, he 
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argues, was its supplementation by South American guano, resulting in these two sources of 
nitrogen supporting one in two Europeans by the end of the century.120 The contrasts in aesthetics, 
notably fragrance, drew much attention in the nineteenth century.121 The guano trade also 
significantly ramped up demand for nitrogen fertilisers. Cushman reveals how Chile/Peru’s natural 
reserves of salitre or sodium nitrate in the Tarapacá province were used centuries earlier in the 
manufacture of gunpowder. After the War of the Pacific, they became a lucrative alternative source 
of income for agricultural purposes.122 
Figure 1.1. Three modern agricultural revolutions according to Massy 
1.  Sixteenth to early nineteenth century Natural material cycles. Rain fed cultivated (plough-based) 
ecosystems led by cereals. Domestic herding animals 
integrated closely in pasture and crop rotation system. 
Superior breeds of both plants and farm animals. ‘Triumph of 
horn over corn.’ In agreement with Duncan, Massy held that 
this was partly ecologically enhancing with organic fertilising 
and fallowing disappearing, but, he argued, it was the last 
where animals were integral to a self-sustaining 
agroecosystem. 
2.  Mid to late nineteenth century Intervention of chemistry and engineering. Emergence of 
synthetic fertilisers, no fallow, mechanisation – animal drawn 
cultivation and transport. 
3.  Twentieth century Added reliance on fossil fuels, motorisation, intensive seed 
selection and specialisation. Introduction of bio-chemical 
weedicides and pesticides and genetically modified plant 
varieties. Increasingly difficult to reintroduce animals for 
regeneration and organic fertilising. 
 
While it is now generally accepted that a second agricultural revolution, involving the 
application of science and technology to food production, occurred from the mid to late-nineteenth 
century, the true extent of this revolution is now much debated.123 Chapter 3 examines how it was, 
at least in part, a chemical revolution, seeing the emergence of an embryonic chemical fertiliser 
industry, in which guano had strong nitrogen agency. For Massy, cities enhanced the evolution of 
a mechanical-mind approach replacing its nurturing fore-runner, the organic mind. The 
mechanistic world reconstructed nature as dead or passive - to be dominated and controlled by 
humans.124 Broadly in line with Thompson, Massy argues that three modern agricultural revolutions 
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occurred, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.125 This study, situated in the second period, raises questions 
about the application of broad overarching terms to the idea of agricultural revolution and the role 
of science in this idea. 
Aspects of Bruno Latour’s thinking are highly relevant to how scholarly work on the 
environment, particularly in the scientific domain, has evolved over the past three decades, focusing 
on both the material and the semiotic. Such work, influenced, at least in part, by Actor-Network 
Theory, has contributed to the evolution of scholarly thinking in environmental history, moving 
away from a broadly thematic approach towards a neo-material approach in assessing how humans, 
other organisms and things mutually manipulate their environments. This manipulation is evident 
in Victorian references to guano, seen variously as natural bird shit, artificial fertiliser and re-
imagined as ‘native guano’ as a ‘brand’ for processed human excrement. Latour’s observations on 
the sociology of science are also pertinent to the earlier impact of agricultural chemists on science 
and agriculture during the guano age. Latour carefully assesses how Pasteur carried out his work 
on anthrax in 1881, by taking his laboratory work on-farm and learning from veterinarians and 
field conditions. Pasteur then returned to the laboratory and multiplied his experiments at small 
cost without leaving his laboratory. In becoming a domesticator of microbes, he was able to imitate 
the variation of virulence and reversed a former minority interest in his work, making it relevant to 
more groups of people.126 Chapter 3 reveals how, some decades earlier than Pasteur, Liebig resisted 
taking the laboratory to the field.  While his conflict with those chemists who did, created obstacles 
to advances in scientific research, and often provoked annoyance or apathy among farmers, field 
experiments succeeded in opening the eyes of more farmers to the advantages of guano use.  
Daryl Cressman recognises that, in tracing the complex relationships between 
governments, technologies, knowledge, texts, money and people, it becomes easier to describe how 
and why we have the science and technology that we do.127 The following chapters reveal how 
governments facilitated and intervened in the trade and influenced guano’s use in agriculture, 
science and the development and uptake of chemically manufactured fertilisers. As evident in their 
publications, knowledge became a battleground between scientists and farmers, but also sparked 
new guano inspired ideas to mutually benefit sanitation and agriculture.  Nonetheless, the latter 
were blocked by political choices.  
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While purporting not to use the term ‘social construction’, because ‘it doesn’t mean a thing,’ 
Latour argues that scientists have two languages, one of ‘language games, social construction and 
discourse and the other of reality, truth and exactitude’. While being accused of politicising the 
sciences, he states that he wishes to depoliticise them in an attempt to prevent them from being 
used as a tool for silencing political discussion. Furthermore, he argues that scientists still acted as 
if ‘they, and they alone, had unmediated access to reality, truth and the external world’. Chapter 3 
illustrates how this accusation can be made against some agricultural chemists of the guano age.128 
Latour maintains that, behind the apparent question of ‘what is a good science, there is the much 
trickier question of political relevance. If the first kindles passion, the second triggers rage – and 
rages, too, have to be respected’.129 Such comments by Latour strike a powerful chord when 
studying the work and behaviour of Victorian agricultural chemists, all passionate about their work 
but often disagreeing about its practical application. The following chapters reveal ill-tempered 
debate, amongst scientists and farmers, concerning good science and its appropriate application, 
some certainly sparked by ‘rage’.  
The strong link between science, agricultural nutrients and the development of agricultural 
fertilisers evident in the Victorian era, while having questionable impact at the time, gave birth to 
what followed in the twentieth century.130 Scholarship on the lives of nineteenth-century 
agricultural chemists by historians of science sheds some additional light on these links, but detailed 
environmental contextualisation is generally lacking. Biographers of chemists Antoine de Fourcroy 
and Justus von Liebig, provide useful insights into the nature of these individuals, their networks 
and relationships. However, despite their shared interest in guano, there is little or no reference to 
it in these works. The vital role of Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) in early observations of 
the use of guano in Peru, and his despatch of samples to Paris for analysis, is also notable by its 
absence in the most recent biographies of Humboldt. 131 
There has been some consensus that historical knowledge and environmental 
contextualisation of the role of scientists and the development of chemical fertilisers is lacking. 
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Chorley observes that the problem of nutrient supply has been understudied and that the 
importance of the work of key Victorian agricultural scientists has largely been ignored.132 Worster 
supports this view, arguing that the study of productive technology and how it has restructured 
human ecological relations is a vital focus for environmental historians.133 Sheail maintains that ‘a 
history of how the concepts and techniques of the agricultural sciences came to be developed, and 
of how knowledge was disseminated and applied by those who directly worked the land, may 
further emphasize the challenge of developing a more informed base from which to tackle the 
uncertainties encapsulated by the concept of 'sustainable development' in the late-twentieth 
century’.134 Schneider and McMichael express an interest in the social relations underlying the 
development of artificial fertilisers. They state that it would be instructive to explore how 
‘developments in soil science and the fertiliser industry were translated into practice and - the social 
relations involved in the production, reproduction, and application of this new knowledge.’135  
A place for guano in scientific and agricultural scholarship 
Despite these calls, there remains ample scope for further exploration of the link between 
agricultural chemistry and farming in Victorian Britain and guano proves to be a useful vehicle for 
this. Scholarly interest has largely focused on the guano trade as a cog in the wheel of broader, 
global arguments.136 However, at a more localised scale, the important attempts to modify British 
agriculture by Victorian scientists and agriculturalists deserve more than an obscure place in history. 
John Russell helps to contextualise the emergence of agricultural science, which indicates how 
chemistry came to dominate this field in the nineteenth century.137 Guano found agency in 
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chemistry decades before the guano age. In 1804, Humboldt sent guano samples from Peru to 
French chemists Fourcroy and Vauquelin (1763-1829).138 for analysis. British chemist Humphrey 
Davy used their report to cite the efficacy of Peruvian guano in his lectures for the Board of 
Agriculture and in his resulting publication.139 Powerful and influential agricultural chemist, Justus 
von Liebig, read and used Davy’s work, which influenced many British agricultural chemists of the 
1840s. It was their work, not the work of biologists, that underpinned Victorian scientific 
approaches to agriculture.140  
Iwan Morus argues that science ‘made knowledge’ and technology applied it, while Russell 
describes mid-nineteenth-century agricultural science as ‘development for use rather than 
discovery.’141 These descriptions infer a lack of scientific ‘production’ or ‘discovery’ during the 
guano age and demonstrate the narrowness of the ‘knowledge for the sake of knowledge’ approach. 
It therefore poses a question about the purpose of agricultural science, if not ultimately for practical 
application to advance agriculture. Nonetheless, the thrust to understand the mechanisms 
underpinning the nitrogen cycle did combine discovery and use and, in the process, sparked 
controversy. Chapters 3 and 4 reveal that scientific disagreement caused annoyance and confusion 
among farmers. Such annoyance fuelled the view, of early members of the emerging organic 
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movement in the 1940s, that it was the ‘fundamental improvements of the eighteenth century that 
laid the foundations of modern farming through land drainage, crop rotations, manuring, selective 
breeding of livestock, drilling of seeds and the use of improved implements – the work of practical 
men (mostly squires and more enterprising farmers). All that agricultural science has really done is 
to produce its own highly specialist explanations of what the practitioner has already found out for 
himself.’142  
This idea encapsulates the underpinning mood during what was probably the first serious 
collision between science and traditional ecological wisdom, and has continued ever since. Morus 
maintains that, despite a common view that popular science was a means of diffusion rather than 
production (an élite function), popular science, in turn, became an élite function, albeit with a 
different audience.143 This phenomenon encompassed the work of Liebig, an elitist who wielded 
knowledge as power, through to practical analytical chemists like John Collis Nesbit (1818-62), 
who worked directly with farmers in their use of guano. I argue that guano’s agency was evident in 
stimulating the careers of middle-class scientists like Nesbit.  
Chapter 3 also demonstrates that, contrary to Russell’s argument,  scientific discovery was 
evident in Jean Baptiste Boussingault’s (1801-87) work on the nitrogen cycle, stimulated by his 
observations of guano in Peru.144 This chapter also considers the division in opinion, over nitrogen 
and field tests, between Liebig and John Bennet Lawes (1814-1900), assisted by Henry Gilbert 
(1817-1901) at Rothamsted, but their shared belief in the soil as a static storage bin for plant 
nutrients.145 It also reveals how the influence of these chemists only came to full fruition a century 
later in the widespread use of chemicals in intensive agriculture.146 Liebig’s mineral theory is 
described as an act of ‘kidnap’ by Massy,  ‘they turned it (soil) into a toolkit: one that could be 
ploughed and knocked around like a Meccano set, or else simply treated as a chemical set by adding 
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industrial ingredients nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium - and later herbicides and pesticides - 
the ancient substrate had become a plaything of the mechanical mind.’147  
Graham Harvey also contributes to what I call the ‘Liebig conundrum.’ He views the 
nineteenth century change in thinking as negative and holds Liebig responsible. Harvey sees the 
increase in grassland following the high farming era as a welcome slowing down of intensification. 
He mourns the loss of the ‘traditional wisdom’ in the use of the grass ‘ley’ as the main fertility 
builder of the productive and sustainable mixed farm. He regrets that Liebig’s thinking still 
dominates modern arable farming and that crop growing is ‘still chiefly a matter of chemistry’.148 
Liebig is rightly credited with ‘sustainable’ thinking on agricultural spoliation, and supporting a 
reconnection in nutrient cycles through returning excrement to the land. Nonetheless, he is equally 
damned by today’s ecological agriculturists for enhancing chemical approaches to agriculture. The 
work of Liebig’s contemporary, James Finlay Weir Johnston (1796-1855), a chemist and prolific 
guano analyser, perceived expert on the subject, and an enthusiastic collator of field experiment 
results is also addressed in chapter 3. I argue that Johnston’s development of emergent thinking 
on the circulation of matter vitally underpins the emergence of sustainable thinking.149  
Attention to the circulation of matter now underpins the far greater dilemma of 
sustainability faced by twenty-first century humans. Urbanisation, capitalism and globalisation now 
predominantly shape us, whether we like it or not. Significantly, in the face of human over-
engineering, global ecosystems at all scales have suffered to the extent that environmental scholars 
are moving ever closer to recognising the pressing need for humans to view the world as they once 
did, seeing themselves as part of it, not somehow separate from it. Jane Bennett adds a twist to the 
idea of material agency. She suggests that, if an image of inert matter helps to ‘animate current 
wasteful and planet-endangering practices’, then the experience of such a materiality as ‘a lively 
force with agentic capacity’ could lead to a more ecologically sustainable public.150 These views 
support a neo-materialistic approach to environmental histories. 
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In attributing agency to a material substance of nature, this study reveals how humans 
increased their separation from a complex ecological equation through an increasing sense of 
entitlement to nature’s bounty. The guano trade instigated ecosystem disruption and nutrient cycle 
rift at local and global level. Nonetheless, in assessing how guano was used in agricultural chemistry 
and how far it may have compromised or enhanced British soils, chapters 3 and 4 tease out 
evidence of environmentally sensitive thinking.  At a time when farming was being intensified 
through science, there was a counter-culture to what some viewed as reductive scientific 
approaches and guano was caught up in this in unexpected ways.  
 In addressing this separation, a neo-materialistic approach to environmental history has 
taken time to evolve but is seen by some scholars, notably LeCain, as a crucial aspect of 
understanding how to reverse environmental damages caused through time.151 Sheail has 
consistently argued that increasing collaboration between historians, physical and social scientists 
would bring fresh perspectives to the concept of urban and rural sustainability, but that 
understanding how farmers use rural natural resources has been largely left to environmental 
historians.152 However, Warde argues that the environmental impact of agriculture has been a low 
priority for environmental historians. Citing Worster’s argument that many environmental 
historians have used an ‘arcadian’ approach focusing on wild and untamed nature, rather than 
hedgerows, ploughed fields and cows, he attributes this ideal to early enclosure and 
‘geometrification’ of the English countryside. Warde argues that ‘environment’ has become the 
‘other’ of agriculture, in not being simply reactive to agricultural and industrial revolutions and 
urbanisation. But it should also be about the ‘way in which we think about human activity’ and the 
‘concept of environment’ itself. 153  
Ellen Stroud argues that environmentalists have shifted from themed work, such as 
wilderness protection, to issues of environmental justice, including how material environmental 
conditions affect work, health, economies and politics, and that environmental historians need to 
do the same.154 She makes the case for the importance of environmental history, not just as a 
subfield of history but as a ‘tool for telling better histories’ in the fields of political, social and 
economic history. Stroud argues that material nature is significant in histories beyond the 
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environmental realm and grapples with the difference between ‘nature’ and ‘environment’. It seems 
that environmental historians can still fall into the trap of using these two terms synonymously.155 
Stroud believes that it is attention to the natural world that marks out the work of the 
environmental historian. Sörlin and Warde add ‘action, moral predicaments and determinations to 
guide action’ to this to help uncover solutions to today’s problems, which could be potentially 
enacted by the ‘same sorts of humans as those who created them.’156  
Stroud maintains that the approach of the environmental historian is attention to the 
‘natural world - dirt, water, air, weather, germs and animals (including humans).’ Cushman’s 
identification of Peru’s and United States’ neo-ecological imperialism, stimulated by the desire for 
guano, reflects Stroud’s argument that dirt can be a subject, as in the history of conquest, as well 
as a source material, as in the analysis of substance.157 In this study, guano fulfils both roles and, 
through its analysis, field testing, and use as a benchmark, becomes a source material as well as a 
subject in the stories of chemistry, agriculture and sanitation. Latour and Stroud’s material-semiotic 
thinking is evident in this dissertation, which is not ‘a history of the guano age’. Rather, it examines 
the ‘agency’ of guano, a product of nature, and yet an inanimate substance. Stroud argues that 
following ‘dirt’ through history moves us ‘beyond our obsession with nature as topic’ and towards 
‘historically significant concerns’.158 While guano ‘dirt’ has material agency in its application to soil, 
it also possessed cultural agency in stimulating Victorian human imagination. This catalysed a chain 
of important economic, chemical, agricultural and sanitary events in the nineteenth century, again 
placing guano centre-frame in the stories explored in the following chapters.  
‘Dirt’ and ‘soil’ can be interchangeable terms, particularly in American English. On the one 
hand, ‘dirt’ is a waste product with the potential to ‘soil’ or make unclean. On the other it refers to 
the compound living substance, providing the anchorage and nutrient source for plants that 
underpins many food chains. Some British agriculturalists view ‘dirt’ as a negative term to describe 
Founder of Riverford Organic Farmers Ltd., Guy Watson, entitled a recent newsletter ‘I wish they 
wouldn’t call it ‘dirt,’ ’acknowledging the complexity of soils and celebrating the positive impacts 
of their holistic management by farmers.159 The two meanings become intertwined through the 
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centuries old addition of dirt in the form of  excrement to a soil, not only to enhance its chemical 
content, but also its structure and texture. 
Scholarship on Victorian sanitation and the case for guano’s inclusion 
This literature review has demonstrated the increasing importance of an intertwining of 
human and material agency to the environmental historian. The process of the creation of global 
cultures around guano commenced with its capitalist commodification.160 The culture produced by 
merchant traders was distinct from that of politicians, scientists, farmers and sanitarians. Even so, 
these ‘culture producers’ often came together through their use of guano and found common 
ground.  
Arguably, guano’s most creative cultural influence became evident in the search for 
ecological solutions to maintain agricultural soil fertility. This involved the collaboration of 
scientists and farmers, joined by engineers, medics and civic authorities in exploring the treatment 
and use of metropolitan sewage as soil fertiliser. There is a considerable historical literature on the 
development of the public health movement and the narrative on dirt and disease in, and prior to, 
nineteenth-century Britain, and from a wide variety of academic perspectives. 161 This includes a 
merging of scientific and literary narratives, architecture, the science of water purity, and the view 
of many historians who have regarded the moral crusade of Victorian sanitary reform as a narrative 
of progressive change.162 However, while the potential for agricultural solutions is addressed, in 
scholarly work, the guano link is not noted.163  
In Victorian cities, waste and excrement management was inadequate. It accumulated in 
open sewers and cess pits, polluted rivers, and caused disease. In the nineteenth century, the sudden 
availability of guano, a rich, portable fertiliser, rapidly took the place of the bulkier ‘night soil’. 
Night soil collection was risky and unpleasant and suitable treatment was yet to be devised, so 
accumulation paradoxically worsened with the arrival of guano. Nevertheless, chapter 5 reveals that 
                                                
160  At a time when capitalist commodification was exploding: Prudham, ‘Commodification,’ 124-25. 
161 A. S. Wohl, Endangered lives: public health in Victorian Britain (London: J. M. Dent and Sons Ltd, 1983); 
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162 Tina Young Choi, ‘Writing the Victorian City: Discourses of Risk, Connection and Inevitability’, 
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Journal of Architecture (17 April 2014), 1-23; C. Hamlin, ‘A Science of Impurity: Water Analysis in Nineteenth 
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Victorian Studies, 32 (1988), 55: Michelle Allen, ‘From Cesspool to Sewer: Sanitary Reform and the 
Rhetoric of Resistance, 1848-1880’, Victorian Literature and Culture, 30 (2002), 399. 
163 For example, by: C. Hamlin, ‘Providence and Putrefaction: Victorian Sanitarians and the Natural 
Theology of Health and Disease’, Victorian Studies, 28 (1985), 381-411 and Sheail, ‘Town wastes, 
agricultural sustainability and Victorian sewage’, 189-209. 
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human and bird excrement later became interwoven in Victorian Britain when human sewage 
treatment was explored for commercial use as an agricultural fertiliser and appropriated guano’s 
name. 
Michelle Allen explains how, despite widespread support for sanitary reform, this was 
accompanied by anxiety and some resistance.164 Tina Young Choy demonstrates how human beings 
presided over sanitary conditions creating an ‘environment’ in which they all lived in their own 
filth, regardless of class.165 Sörlin and Wade’s introductory chapter echoes this condition in quoting 
Stephan Dedalus’ words in James Joyce’s Ulysses, ‘History is a nightmare from which I am trying to 
awake’. They argue that history fundamentally reflected the preoccupations, interests and anxieties 
of the societies in which it was written. The nineteenth century was dominated by metaphysical 
and moralist historiographies – ‘it was a nightmare because the world as it was known was a 
nightmare’ and Sörlin and Warde argue that history provided no way out. While their frame of 
reference includes war, other nightmare scenarios were evident in disease-ridden British Victorian 
British cities.166  
Victorian sanitation discourse, as evident in chapter 5, included a strong will to find 
sustainable solutions for agriculture in sewage treatment. Guano’s agency was very apparent in 
these discussions. Hamlin is among the first to argue that environmental sensitivity is evident in 
the ‘fascination and anguish’ of Victorian sanitarian thinkers in considering the fate of 
decomposing matter in sewage and waste tips and its potential to be recycled and used in 
agriculture. Hamlin merges science, technology and environmental history in his work and 
recognises how the sewage question briefly connected with natural theology, social reform and 
ideas of human progress. He acknowledges the influence of social reformer Charles Kingsley, 
engineer Thomas Hawksley, physician Alfred Carpenter, and, of particular interest to this study, 
chemist J. F. W. Johnston. A leading exponent of chemical natural theology, Johnston celebrated 
the ‘wisdom and goodness evident in the chemical cycles upon which life depended.’ His work on 
the circulation of matter included how atoms of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorous move from 
one state to another. Hamlin argues that Johnston’s view, particularly in his fascination with 
graveyards and dead bodies, implied a ‘glorification of death and disease’ incompatible with 
sanitarian rhetoric, but that these same sanitarians found his metaphors for re-use as ‘apt 
expressions for the beauty and necessity of recycling.’167 I maintain that, in his considerable 
                                                
164 Allen, ‘From Cesspool to Sewer: Sanitary Reform and the Rhetoric of Resistance, 1848-1880’, 383. 
165 Young-Choi, ‘Writing the Victorian City’. 
166 Sörlin and Warde, ‘Making the Environment Historical’, 1, 2. 
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contribution to Victorian discourse, Johnston deserves as much credit as Liebig for sustainable 
thinking. His focus on nutrient cycles displayed a degree of holism not evident in Liebig’s work. 
Hamlin concludes that sanitary reform ceased to connect with natural theology, social 
reform and human progress and became a simple technical issue. Other than sewage irrigation, 
none of the multitude of ideas presented for the recycling of human sewage for use in agriculture 
were implemented. Hamlin attributes the outcomes to ‘public-health expediency, political 
pragmatism, legal responsibility and municipal stinginess.’168 His work is widely quoted, including 
extensively by Sheail, but neither mention guano. As the significance of guano appears to have 
been passed over for scholarly comment with reference to sewage solutions, chapter 5 addresses 
this. It examines how guano was used as a benchmark for humanure manure solutions in sanitary 
debates and also examines examples of the relabelling of humanure products as ‘native guano’.  
Sheail refers to Edwin Chadwick’s idea of the ‘self-cleansing’ sewer in 1848, where effluent 
was assisted by tap and storm water towards water courses. While improving sanitary conditions 
in urban areas, it caused river pollution. Chadwick went on to support sewage removal to farmland 
as he had observed in a visit to Edinburgh’s decade-old sewage irrigation scheme. He became the 
leading advocate of the use of sewage as an agricultural fertiliser, but Sheail argues that his ideas 
failed due to competition with railway building mania. Sheail maintains that a second stage in the 
1860s involved the use of the dry earth closet and a debate over the conversion of liquid wastes to 
dry forms, or its use for irrigation. The third stage saw an early development of the idea of the 
sewage ‘farm’, a term in common use by the 1870s, with farmers benefitting from sewage irrigation 
in return for their payment for urban sanitation through a sewage rent. This required the use of 
crops for sewage cleansing and therefore the expertise of farmers. By the 1880s, land was becoming 
‘sewage sick’ and artificial filters became necessary, Sheail’s fourth stage. The greater understanding 
of bacteria by the 1890s saw an initial act of political expediency to reassure the public in the 1880s, 
later becoming more widely adopted.169  
Sheail references the work of Liebig, Lawes and Gilbert and Liebig’s view that guano 
dealers and artificial manure manufacturers would oppose the use of town wastes as a manure. 
Sheail makes only a few other references to guano. 170 In the absence of scholarly work exploring 
this link between guano and human sewage, I examine how guano came to be re-imagined in the 
form of dried human waste products and, how due to its cultural importance, guano was used as a 
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‘brand’. I explore the environmental sensitivity underpinning ‘native guano’ projects and why they 
did not succeed as a technological solution for agricultural enrichment.171  
Histories tackling other forms of Victorian ‘environmental sensitivity’ have, to date, largely 
been driven by the impact of Victorian city growth and industrialised agriculture on landscape and 
living conditions.172 The word ‘environment’ was rarely employed and not in the context we use it 
today.173 Green space was important in social amelioration, with a focus on aesthetics and utility 
The provision of open spaces in cities, with right of access, was a major focus for metropolitan 
radicalism.174 There was a movement for the conversion of disused graveyards to green spaces, or 
‘healtheries’ in London.175 Active in these causes was the Commons Preservation Society (CPS), 
founded in 1865, and later to become the Open Spaces Society (OSS), which included Octavia Hill, 
John Stuart Mill and William Morris among its members.176  
The perceived growth of industrial agriculture created concerns about ‘natural’ landscape 
disappearance and the CPS played a major role in preserving access to countryside around cities 
and was instrumental in the Metropolitan Commons Act (1866). Liberals accused the CPS of 
sentimentalism and landowners favoured trespass proceedings.177 The government response was 
one of repressing luddism and it favoured chemical and machinery use in agriculture. However, 
Winter argues it did not actively promote this. Chapter 4 reveals how lowland tenant farmers and 
even some larger estate owners largely used a more ecological approach to farming. Thus, as Winter 
argues, the English landscape did not change dramatically in the nineteenth century.178   
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     Rural landscape preservation also motivated many Victorians. Harriet Ritvo addresses 
the damming of Thirlmere, in the Lake District, to create a reservoir for Manchester, on land 
purchased in 1870. This sense of loss in Thirlmere’s transformation, Ritvo suggested, reflects how 
the Victorian ‘icon of nature’ confronted the ‘Victorian icon of progress’. 179 This was also pertinent 
to the era’s agriculture as reflected in its ‘smell-scape’, when the fragrant meadows of clover 
competed with odorous fields of guano. Victorians were deeply divided about how food 
production impacted on the countryside. While many of them engaged in action to achieve social 
justice through better access to open space and fresh air, their focus remained above ground and 
in the air.180 This form of broad environmental action did not extend to food production. 
    Nevertheless, access to food created division. Partially coincident with late eighteenth-
century high farming attempts, John Bohsted identifies a ‘golden age of food riots’ from 1740 to 
1820, driven by the politics of food provision and not simplistically attributable to war or inclement 
weather.181 Diet was a class issue and rioters were rarely the abject poor, who were too weak in 
body and spirit to protest. Some food riots extended into the 1840s, when the Irish famine 
commenced, thus political unrest about food and food shortages remained within Victorian living 
memory.182  
Fewer people were motivated, or indeed able, to influence the discussions about 
agricultural nutrients and sewage treatment. While social inequity continued, urban populations 
were generally better fed by the turn of the century, despite fluctuations in agricultural productivity 
at home. But this better access to food, was accompanied by an ever-widening chasm caused by 
the severance of people from the land as a source for their food. This severance, aided by steam 
ships and trains, grew as Britain continued to export much of the environmental damage associated 
with intensive agriculture to its colonies in the form of plantation monocultures.183 Guano, seen as 
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ideal for the perpetuation of the same crop on the same land over long periods, also made its way 
there as demonstrated by the Gibbs’ recordings of guano exports to the West Indies.184    
Summary of arguments 
In summary, this dissertation has a four-fold argument, reflected in the chapter structure.  
My first argument is the subject matter of chapter 2. From a British perspective, I address the 
consequences of the capitalist commodification and trade in guano. While avoiding venturing too 
far into the ambiguous area of Marxist theory around the commodification of nature, I 
acknowledge geographer Noel Castree’s work on this subject in providing a useful empirical 
framework for assessing the impacts of the nineteenth-century guano trade from a British 
perspective. While this is the view of a contemporary geographer, I argue that environmental 
historians can usefully build on his work to contextualise historical ecological imperialism. I use 
Castree’s six-element framework (privatisation, alienation, valuation, individuation, displacement 
and abstraction) to contextualise guano’s capitalist commodification. It was privatised by the 
Peruvian government, alienated from its vendors and questionably individuated from its ecosystem.  
I address the problems associated with valuing nature, something that Marx avoided. I discuss how 
the commodity of guano could reveal itself as a set of socio-natural relations, with a large element 
of displacement. Guano acted to counter this form of blindness to the consequences of its 
exploitation in its considerable impact on those involved in the trade. Heightened awareness and 
associated concerns were raised to the extent that these were reported in newspapers and 
government remedial action was taken. While acknowledging the observations in existing 
historiographies, I extract first-hand observations made in Victorian newspaper articles, journal 
articles, periodicals, government papers, folios from the National Archives and local records 
offices, and the Gibbs’ archived company records in the London Metropolitan Archive, to situate 
guano’s capitalist commodification within this framework.185 I examine how British merchants 
worked with the Peruvian government, bringing the privatisation, individuation, valuation and 
alienation of guano to fruition in the 1840s. I add to this framework in assessing how guano traders, 
and the popular press colluded in pushing guano into popular culture, to maximise its 
consumption. I examine how the semiotic ‘idea’ of it as a commodity, was consumed and ultimately 
contributed to this period being described as the guano age.  
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In considering the behaviour of politicians and merchant traders, I examine how this 
contributed to aspects of ‘displacement’. I use first-hand accounts in periodicals, government 
papers, newspapers and personal records of travellers and mariners to explore the hidden 
environmental and human costs incurred during the trading period. I examine how some reports 
made it into the public domain. First-hand accounts of working conditions on guano ships and 
labourers on the guano islands, include reports of mariner desertion.186 A ships captains’ petition 
received a response from the British government and anti-slavery press reported exploitation. 
Duffield acknowledged the environmental destruction of the Chincha islands in stark contrast to 
William Gibbs’ creation of ‘idyll’ at Tyntesfield. In addressing the idea of abstraction, I reveal how 
a new wave of British ships searched globally for alternative guano sources, as reported in their 
own journals and in the popular press. Abstraction is a difficult concept to apply to nature. It is 
useful as an idea that stimulates human activity through the hope and desire to find replicated 
natural resources of a commodity of nature. In the case of guano, distinct differences between 
global habitats made the realisation of this idea problematic. I draw attention to the call by the 
Royal Agricultural Society, not only to find new guano sources, but also to replicate it chemically 
– abstraction in the act of reducing it to a set of its essential characteristics. Finally, I argue that 
guano as a commodity of nature exerted cultural as well as material agency at all stages of the supply 
chain. 
My second argument is that guano was used as a scientific commodity to aid research in 
agricultural chemistry. The work of agricultural chemists has been acknowledged in scholarly 
literature in general, but their engagement with guano, only at a superficial level. Their considerable 
work on this substance requires further exploration, which I address in chapter 3. The first facet 
of this argument is that, due to its extraordinary fertilising properties, Peruvian guano had brief, 
but significant, material agency in simulating scientific research into the nitrogen cycle.187  I 
demonstrate how scientific disagreements over nitrogen, in turn, had serious implications for 
guano’s continued use. Drawing on the publications of these scientists in journals and books, 
associated newspaper articles and periodicals and the many pamphlets on guano, I demonstrate 
how empirical science played a key role in how guano was viewed. I argue that guano’s early analysis 
influenced the work of influential British agricultural chemists in the mid-nineteenth century.188  
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This informs the second facet of this argument, that guano was an important material 
yardstick in field experimentation. I trace the heated correspondence concerning field experiments 
through journals, pamphlets and the press, and assess guano’s role in this. The third facet of this 
argument is revealed in my exploration of how scientists, usually reluctantly, became involved in 
valuing guanos, particularly as quality began to vary with the discovery of new sources. Such was 
the demand for guano, that adulteration became widely practised, adding another twist to its 
valuation.  I argue that this and the variety of guanos on offer, promoted the careers of aspiring 
middle-class analytical chemists, like Nesbit as farmers sought purity. Many analytical chemists also 
admixed and modified guano to produce tailor-made manures and attempts were even made to 
replicate it. This fourth and final facet of this argument involves a return to Castree’s work. I argue 
that such replication can be regarded as a useful sub-category of the element of the idea of guano’s 
abstraction into one amalgamated chemically manufactured substitute.  
My third argument is that, while an essential ingredient for agricultural revolution, as a 
supplementary fertiliser, the Victorian portrayal of guano’s use often included a degree of 
hyperbole. The scholarly literature review reveals a range of views about the role of guano in what 
is widely seen as the second agricultural revolution. That it had an important role is undisputed, 
but assessing the extent to which it affected Victorian agriculture poses problems due to the lack 
of data. In the mid-nineteenth century, the collection and reporting of agricultural statistics was yet 
to become standard practice as this did not begin in earnest until the 1860s. Even then, manure 
use statistics were not included. I explore guano use in chapter 4, using primary observations in 
agricultural pamphlets, Journals of the Royal Agricultural Society, books, letters, the Victorian press, and 
Caird’s survey, English Agriculture in 1850-51. This reveals that guano’s use, while regarded as crucial 
by many, was not as widespread as might have been anticipated. I examine to what extent new 
scientific and technological farming methods, often reflected in guano use, sat alongside traditional 
methods and how the emergence of an authoritative scientific establishment, while welcomed by 
some, was only partially accepted or even rejected by others. As an important part of this I consider 
how the entry of self-made business men into farming, and their proclivity for guano use, could 
create conflict within the agricultural community.  
My fourth argument, addressed in chapter 5, focuses on the culture-forming ‘guano of the 
imagination’. I argue that guano’s agency was evident in joint sanitation and agricultural fertiliser 
solutions and that a form of the idea of guano’s abstraction was revealed in its use as a label and 
benchmark for humanure products. I examine the debates on sanitation improvement, which 
included politicians, engineers, scientists, agriculturalists, medics and other writers. Such debates 
were recorded in scientific, agricultural, government and public authority papers and medical 
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journals. These are used as primary sources alongside newspaper reports, books, periodicals and 
privately published books and pamphlets. I reveal how guano’s name was appropriated and used 
as a marketing concept to redesign and commodify human excrement. I discuss to what extent this 
could be termed a form of cultural abstraction. I explore the extent to which guano influenced new 
technological solutions and the degree of acceptance that this achieved. 
Finally, the conclusions from each chapter are summarised in an epilogue with a reflection 
on the multiple agency of guano as a natural commodity.  The influence of this high farming, 
guano-using age on food production in the twenty and twenty-first centuries is also considered. 
Humans now face the necessity of creating environmentally sustainable solutions to food 
production in the face of today’s large-scale corporate-driven and environmentally damaging 
industrial agriculture. This study considers how an agroecological counter-culture to intensive 
farming has never entirely disappeared and is now proliferating.189 We have come a long way in 
devising new technologies to respond to the even greater sustainability dilemma faced by twenty-
first century humans190 Predicted population increases pose enormous problems for agriculture 
and food security, intensive, chemically driven agriculture cannot be sustained and tough choices 
involving considerable lifestyle changes need to be made. The following stories revolving around 
one product of nature and its multiple agency help to reveal the complexity of the problems faced. 
Many Victorian farmers at local level attempted to close the nutrient rift opened by guano and 
chemical fertilisers and Victorian sanitarians devised local guano-branded solutions for sewage 
treatment. In the same way, bringing the solutions now needed down to small scale may just 
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Chapter 2: The Peruvian guano trade: the commodification of a 
product of nature by British Victorians  
‘In …. Ilands and headlands, ….. ioyning to the coast of Peru, we see the toppes of the mountains all 
white, …..you would take it for snow……but they are heapes of dung of sea fowle which go continually 
thither: and there is so great abundance…..their dung serves to fatten the ground.’1 
Guano captured the interest and imagination of British merchants, sailors and travellers 
who witnessed how the trade operated at both ends of the supply chain from Peru to Britain and, 
as this chapter reveals, elsewhere round the globe. Britons who travelled and worked in Peru in the 
century following independence, found themselves becoming drawn into an already ‘entangled’ 
Peruvian - Hispanic culture. 2  This chapter uses the observations of such Britons to explore how 
this shaped trade, commerce and exploration. More importantly it addresses how the capitalist 
commodification of a product of nature, seabird excrement, was so significantly realised and, in 
the process, how it exerted its own material and cultural agency.  
An existing body of scholarship discusses how the commencement of a new type of 
capitalist guano trade, to fuel a ‘quantum jump’ in British agriculture, was catalysed by the 
coincidental presence of British traders in Peru, particularly Antony Gibbs and Sons.3 This chapter 
adds to that body of work, pausing briefly to acknowledge the already longstanding entanglement 
of the Gibbs in Spanish trade affairs and their new focus on South America. Such was the craze 
for guano in the 1840s and 1850s that Britons living and working in, or directly dealing with Peru, 
often automatically assumed an air of expertise about this fertiliser. Guano had been commodified 
by native Peruvians to boost their own food production long before western capitalist traders 
commenced its long-distance exploitation. Second-hand accounts of its pre-capitalist 
commodification, mostly derived from the observations of early Spanish colonisers, proliferated in 
Britain within nineteenth-century literature relating to guano. After 1840, many travellers were 
certainly curious enough to include ‘guano’ on their itinerary and to get as close as they could to 
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Histories, Entangled Worlds: The English-Speaking Atlantic as a Spanish Periphery’, American Historical 
Review, 112 (2007), 766.   
3 The Gibbs held a monopoly on the guano trade to Britain for nearly twenty years. Crosby identified a 
‘quantum jump’, but made no mention of guano: W. M. Mathew, The House of Gibbs and the Peruvian Guano 
Monopoly (London: Royal Historical Society, 1981); Paul Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano Peru; Alfred 
W. Crosby, Ecological Imperialism, the Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-1900, Second edn. (New York: 




observe the extraction and loading operations. Their writing provides a first-hand account of the 
hazardous work and the exploitation of labour to extract it and often included direct observations 
of how Peruvians had been using guano for centuries. How such writing contributed to knowledge 
networks bears closer examination. Such was the ‘lure’ of guano that, when published in Britain, 
this literature informed the writing of others, who were frequently moved to write second, even 
third, hand accounts of the history and contemporary use of guano in Peru.4  
Guano had a long and sustainable commodity history before its capitalist commodification. 
As shown in this chapter, indigenous people in Peru had carefully used it for centuries, viewing it 
as a valuable resource to which they attached ritual significance and applied a high level of 
ecological wisdom to its extraction and its application to the soil.5 In the introduction, I illustrated 
how guano as a commodity of ‘nature’ is complicated by the multitude of ways in which ‘nature’ 
can be interpreted. I argue, in this chapter, that the environmental history of the capitalist 
commodification of guano can be usefully explored using Noel Castree’s identification of six 
elements within the work of contemporary Marxists writing about nature. These are, firstly, guano’s 
privatisation; secondly, its alienation; thirdly, its individuation; fourthly, its abstraction; fifthly, its 
valuation and lastly, aspects of displacement.6  
To this I add the following observation. With capitalist commodification, when the end-
product in question is manufactured and demand outstrips supply, sufficient additional raw 
materials, ultimately originating from natural environments, must be sourced, labour and/or 
machines employed and robust and smooth-running supply chain links enabled from source to 
market. When the end-product is one of nature, requiring no processing or manufacture, there 
remain two priorities underpinning its capitalist commodification: the ability of nature to produce 
on demand and the remediation of emerging problems in supply chains. When the response to 
demand is uncontrolled, over extraction occurs and supply outstrips demand, causing a glut, with 
attendant costs of stockpiling. In all cases, ‘nature’ can be compromised through its exploitation, 
as can the human labour required to operate all stages of the supply chain.  This, I argue, was 
strongly so with the nineteenth century guano trade, which carried a significant element of 
‘displacement’ as discussed in the following paragraphs. I also argue that intense fears of guano 
                                                
4 One example is Cuthbert Johnson, a much published and noted expert on agricultural fertilisers in the 
1840s, who appears never to have visited Peru, but refers to the often-quoted correspondence from 
Henry Bland, a British national who lived there: Cuthbert W. Johnson, On Guano as a fertiliser (London: 
James Ridgway, 1843), 12, 13. 
5 Cushman begins with a discussion of Inca folklore and ritual pertaining to guano: Gregory Cushman, 
Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World: A Global Ecological History (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2013), xxi - 8.  
6 Noel Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’ Progress in Human Geography, 27 (2003), 279-83.  
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depletion played a vital role in searches for alternative sources in other locations and attempts to 
chemically replicate it, thus displaying the element of the idea of its ‘abstraction’.  
Castree puts forward the Marxist argument that while ‘privatisation’ is not a feature of 
capitalist societies alone, it is a necessary precondition for capitalist commodification.7 Firstly, 
guano was effectively ‘privatised’ when the Peruvian government assigned to themselves a legal 
title of ownership of the substance at the beginning of the 1840s, giving them more-or-less legal 
rights to dispose of it as they wished. This action overturned centuries of its local use and the 
culture surrounding it, as discussed later in the chapter. Peruvian guano easily became ‘alienated’ 
from its new owners and vendors, the Peruvian government, who viewed their physical and moral 
separation from this resource as an economic benefit to them through its sale. Guano could be 
‘individuated’ or separated from its producers and supporting context, the birds and their 
ecosystem, and a price could be attached to it as a separate entity. Its ‘individuation’ made possible 
its commercial exploitation, but a vital ecological consequence was never considered. Any potential 
damage to that ecosystem caused by its removal appeared to be of little concern for its vendors, 
conveyors and consumers, although as this chapter demonstrates, there was considerable unease 
in some first-hand observations. These three elements came together in a convergence of Peruvian 
and British trade ambitions and their eventual entanglement in the guano trade.  
Castree argues that ‘abstraction’, in relation to a commodity of nature, is subtly different to 
its individuation. He further argues that this can be viewed in two ways. The first is ‘functional 
abstraction’ involving looking for ‘real and classifiable similarities between otherwise distinct 
entities’ as if similarities and distinctness can be separated without any problem.8 This was certainly 
the case with guano in the sense that, in the ‘craze’ for the resource, it was fervently hoped that 
there must have been other sources of guano with the potential to be qualitatively the same. Such 
hopes are evidenced and illustrated later in this, and the following chapters. Castree situates 
abstraction, in relation to wetlands, as the characteristic being measured (in the case of guano its 
nutrient content and efficacy as an agricultural fertiliser) in becoming ‘severed from the messy 
uniqueness of the site’.9 I argue that the Victorian search for new sources of guano demonstrated 
the type of blindness to ecosystem diversity and uniqueness that occurs through functional 
abstraction. They believed that guano elsewhere must be the same as guano in Peru and therefore 
expanding the search would solve the problem of resource depletion in Peru. Secondly, this global 
exploration displayed ‘spatial abstraction’, identified by Castree as, ‘any individualised thing in one 
place being treated really the same as an apparently similar thing located elsewhere’. Castree uses a 
                                                
7 Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 279. 
8 Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 281. 
9 Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 281. 
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specific example of whether artificial wetland creation can be seen as the same as its ‘natural’ 
forerunner.10 I argue that the idea of ‘abstraction’ is revealed in guano’s Victorian history in two 
senses. Firstly, spatially and functionally, in a natural context, through the search for other sources 
of guano and, secondly functionally, in a human context, through attempts to replicate the 
substance artificially as discussed in Chapter 3. I demonstrate how this belief generated a 
considerable number of marine voyages prospecting for new sources, notably by ships despatched 
from Britain and the United States. This caused further environmental damage, and even led to a 
United States Guano Islands Act, enacted to facilitate their colonial ambitions. The belief held by 
chemists that guano’s specificity could be removed through its chemical replication is explored in 
chapter 3.  
The fifth element of ‘value’ illustrates the way in which Victorians perceived the ‘value’ 
found in guano’s existence, primarily its monetary value (profit being the driving force behind the 
trade), but underpinned by its potential for functional use.  Relating to its reduction to a monetary 
figure, Castree cites the work of Neil Smith, in referring to this as the (capital) production of nature, 
a means of accumulation for accumulation’s sake.11 In referencing Smith’s observations and those 
of Michael Watts, Castree uses today’s agri-food industry to illustrate the issue of the subsuming 
of nature to capitalist accumulation.12 This is well exemplified by guano as ‘muck as brass’. 
Nevertheless, despite its ultimate reduction to a monetary value, there was a thrust to understand 
its functional value by agricultural chemists, as discussed in Chapter 3, and by more savvy 
agriculturalists, as explored in Chapter 4.    
Castree also proposes that Marxists writing about nature include ‘displacement’ as the sixth 
element of capitalist commodification. This is the ‘blind process of profit driven commodity 
production and sale’. While commodities of nature pose ‘value’ problems for Marx, as no labour 
was used in their production, nevertheless he exposed the exploitation of labour as a real, but too 
frequently unrecognised cost.13 Castree presents Elaine Hartwick’s work in exposing the impact on 
nature by its human exploitation.14 Guano, a product of nature in the form of bird excrement, in 
its reduction to a ‘value’ as a sellable product, simply became an ‘artificial fertiliser’ to Victorian 
agriculturists. I argue that this term ‘artificial’ is in itself an act of displacement by Victorians, who 
largely appeared unable to view it as an equivalent of cow, sheep or chicken manures as it had come 
                                                
10  Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 281. 
11  Neil Smith, Uneven Development (Oxford: Blackwell, 1984). 
12  ‘Money is one moment of a process of producing wealth that Marx called capital’: Castree, 
‘Commodifying what nature?’, 282. 
13  Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 282. 
14  Hartwick discusses the systematic harming of labour and ecological balance (unless there are 
interventions) through the mining of gold: Elaine Hartwick, ‘Geographies of consumption’, Society and 
Space, 16 (1998), 423–37. 
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from outside the farm. The act of displacement is also revealed in the turning of a blind eye to 
human and ecosystem exploitation by Victorian merchants and consumers who appear to have 
been rendered largely incapable of ‘seeing’ the harm to the labourers involved in its extraction and 
transport. Neither could many of them see the harm to the Chincha Island ecosystems ‘contained’ 
in guano’s physical form. This supports Castree’s argument that, in transforming a commodity of 
nature from a ‘thing’ to a set of ‘socio-natural relations,’ the previously hidden human and 
environmental costs are then revealed. Capitalist commodities, he argued, barring state or 
institutional intervention or corporate restraint, conceal harm to people and nature.15 However, 
concealment can be exposed, and I reveal instances of concerns of British Victorian observers that 
made it through to the public domain. 
In removing its guano reserves to boost British soil fertility, Britain, in effect, became 
environmentally indebted to Peru, while facilitating Peru’s financial indebtedness to Britain through 
the advance loan system of purchase of Peruvian bonds. Today’s intensified global trade has 
distanced the bulk of consumers so much from original sources and supply chain issues, that it has 
rendered many of them effectively blind to social and environmental costs.16 Examples of how 
hidden environmental and social costs were revealed in the Victorian press, and in the first-hand 
accounts of the trade, are included within the following discussion.   
 
The pre-capitalist commodification of Peruvian guano  
 
Before foreign capitalist traders arrived and radically changed the course of its history, 
Peruvian knowledge of guano as a precious resource included an understanding of the importance 
of its conservation. This accompanied its use in making Peru’s arid coastal regions bloom. The 
relatively obscure, but easily accessible Chincha Islands (Figure 2.1.) were the most significant 
habitat of birds whose guano was used as an agricultural fertiliser. While guano is still produced on 
Peruvian coasts by birds within what remains a unique ecosystem, evolving from a deep-sea 
nutrient upwelling, numbers of birds and their spatial distribution has much reduced. These deep-
sea nutrients have long supported a rich food chain of plankton consumed by oily ‘Peruvian 
anchoveta’ a species of sardine-like anchovy, which, in turn, support a wide variety of birds and 
                                                
15 Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 282. 
16 Ethical considerations include: the exploitation of cheap labour, the commercialisation of agriculture in 
developing nations to supply supermarkets based in wealthy nations to the detriment of local subsistence 
agriculture, the issue of food miles and the contribution these make to climate change. These all underpin 
the globalisation of trade in food. Many consumers are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of 
food provenance and how food is produced and processed.   
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mammals. The main guano-producers are the ‘guanay’, ‘pequero’, and ‘alcatraz’, whose 
correspondingly nutrient-rich guano maintains bulk and nutrient quality in the dry climate.17  
 
Figure 2.1 The Chincha Islands.18 
The guanay, in particular, excrete in vast quantities and their young defaecate in a circular 
fashion creating a circular shaped raised guano nest (Figure 2.2), a strong feature of the guano 
islands, glowing silver in moonlight and white in sunlight and demonstrating how guano reserves 
had built up over the centuries (Figure 2.3).19 The excrement of Peru’s guano birds had formed the 
nineteenth-century landscape in which they lived. For centuries, oily fish in a unique marine 
ecosystem supported unique guano birds, that excreted vast amounts of guano, thereby creating a 
unique ecological niche.20 Such massive accumulations, facilitated by a dry climate, were enhanced 
by the conservation efforts of indigenous peoples. Centuries of sustainable guano use lasted until 
these accumulations were privatised and exploited by a new government in their search for financial 
reward. Capitalist merchant traders soon arrived in their droves to purchase and remove them. 
                                                
17 Guanay: a Peruvian cormorant (Phalacrocorax bougainvillii), Pequero: a Peruvian booby (Sula 
variegata), Alcatraz: Peruvian pelican (Pelecanus thagus). 
18 William Bollaert, Antiquarian, Ethnological and other researches in New Granada, Ecuador, Peru and Chile, with 
observations on Pre-Incarial, Incarial and other monuments of Peruvian nations (London: Trübner and Co., 1860), 
148. 
19 Much has been written about Peru’s guano birds, including: F. de Rivero (1845) and Ca(r)ter (1847) 
‘Considerations upon Guano’ published in El Interprete del Pueblo, on 23rd, 26th, 27th, January 1852 and 
included in: House of Commons, Correspondence Respecting the Guano Islands of Lobos de Thierra and Lobos de 
Fuera 1833-1852, for address of 14 May 1852 (London, Harrison and Son for HMSO, 1852), 64-68; R. E. 
Coker, 'Regarding the Future of the Guano Industry and the Guano Producing Birds of Peru', Science, New 
Series, 28 (1908), 58-64, 167-204; Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 167-204; G. E. 
Hutchinson, '3.The Biogeochemistry of Vertebrate Excretion', in Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural 
History, ed. R. Tyler (New York: The American Museum of Natural History, 1950), i-xviii, 1-554; R. 
Cushman Murphy, Oceanic Birds of South America (New York: The MacMillan Company, The American 
Museum of Natural History, 1936), 286-95. 
20 Cushman Murphy described the ‘wealth’ of the oceans compared to Peru’s ‘barren coasts’ – the sea ‘red 
with crustaceans and immense shoals of ‘anchobetas’ (sic) preyed upon by huge flocks of guano birds 
which feed exclusively upon them’: Cushman Murphy, Oceanic Birds of South America , 98. 
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Once indentured labourers shared the island with the birds, they became active participants with 
the birds in shaping a new environment, one that presented problems to both species.21 
         
 
Figure 2.2. Guanay nest, La Viejals Paracas       Figure 2.3. Excavating a guano mountain,  
Nature Reserve: A. Catenazzi, July 2003,      60 feet tall, 1860s. Photograph ©Smithsonian  
CCASA 3.0.                 Institution.        
 
The strong oral Inca tradition means that aspects of their cultural history have been 
revealed, not only through the work of archaeologists, but also through Spanish writers in the 
period when Spanish and Inca rulers co-existed in Peru.22 Inca peoples had established a thriving 
local trade in guano, which continued to flourish under the Spanish, although probably never as an 
export over any distance. There are many citations of the work of Antonio Ulloa in the 1740s, 
including references to guano. 23 Earlier written accounts of Inca guano use include those of Spanish 
missionary and naturalist, Joseph de Acosta and Garcilaso de la Vega, son of a Spanish 
conquistador and Inca noblewoman. They reported how the Inca carefully rationed and shared out 
guano. Inca ruling classes conserved guano birds and their precious dung for centuries, albeit with 
some severity in application of the death sentence to anyone who killed the birds, or who visited 
                                                
21 Rosenthal illustrates how this was the case in Hawaii, resulting from attempts by the United States to 
exploit alternative resources to those found in Peru: Gregory Rosenthal, ‘Life and Labor in a Seabird 
Colony: Hawaiian Guano Workers, 1850-70’, Environmental History, 17 (2012), 744-82. 
22 Ethnobotanical archaeologists include: M. A. Towle, The Ethnobotany of Pre-Columbian Peru (Chicago: Aldine 
Publishing Company, 1962). 
23 Juan Jorge and Antonio Ulloa’s account of their involvement in a ten-year scientific expedition resulted 
in the publication of five volumes of Relación histórica del Viage a la América meridional in 1748: Arthur P. 
Whitaker, ‘Antonio de Ulloa’, Hispanic American Historical Review, 15 (May 1935), 155-94. Reference to 
Ulloa’s work in the British press and periodicals continued well into the nineteenth century e.g. George 
Birdwood, ‘Science: Guano’, The Athenaeum, 29 May 1875, 722. 
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the islands and disturbed the birds during the breeding season.24 The word guano stems from 
‘wanu’ (Hispanicised as huano/u), the Quechuan term for excrement and figures strongly in 
Peruvian oral tradition.25 Acosta wrote ‘Ther is so great abundance, as it rises many elles, yea many 
launces in height which seems but a fable. They cal this dung Guano.’26 He went on to outline how 
its use creates fruits such as pomegranates and quinces ‘which exceede all other in bountie and 
greatness…causeth the baeutie of this fruit (sic).’  
The merging of Spanish and Inca cultures in guano use is strikingly illustrated by the guano 
artefact, ‘The Bollaert slab’ (circa 1560). A clue to this culture mix is found in The British Museum’s 
on-line description (Figure 2.4). This guano slab also represents the additional entanglement of 
British culture through the Peruvian guano trade in passing into the hands of Henry Hucks Gibbs, 
nephew and partner, in the guano trade, of ‘Prior’ William Gibbs of Antony Gibbs and Sons, who 
subsequently donated it to the British Museum.27 It then disappeared from view for over a century 
and was rediscovered in the vaults of the British Museum in 2006. Traveller and author, William 
Bollaert, published an article in 1859 describing the slab, which was accompanied by a detailed 
sketch and the article underwent various iterations in the Victorian press appearing as late as 1868. 
He also referred to it in his book of 1860.28 Gregory Cushman provides a cultural analysis of the 
imagery on the slab. Described as a guano lord by Cushman, Don Pedro’s indigenous staff of 
authority is seen in the bottom left quadrant of the slab, and the bell tower and cross signify an 
                                                
24 W. Walton, ‘Guano, its history and uses among the Peruvians’, The Journal of Agriculture, July 1843- 
March 1845 (Edinburgh, William Blackwood and Sons 1845), 614. 
25 de Acosta, The Natural and Moral History of the Indies, 281-82. Garcilaso de la Vega’s Comentarios Reales, 
first published in Lisbon in 1609, was referenced by many Victorian guano writers including: J. Clark, 
Practical instructions for Using Guano as a Manure: Illustrated by Practical Results (London: James Clark, 1845), 6; 
Cushman Murphy, Oceanic Birds of South America, 286. Cushman refers to ancient guano bird cults in Peru 
and muses that the use of guano could go back 5,000 years: Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific 
World, 5-8. See also, L. Kinsley. ‘Dynamic Dung: Peru's Guano Birds and the British Empire’, in Imperial 
Property, Animals as objects of Value, Animals and Empire Exhibit, Animal History Museum, 
http://animalhistorymuseum.org/exhibitsandevents/online-gallery/gallery-8-animals-and-empire/enter-
gallery-8/ii-the-animal-resource/guano-birds/ [accessed 20 August 2016]. 
26 Elle (old Germanic ‘alina’, Latin ‘ulna’) in old English is a cubit measurement – roughly from the elbow 
to the tip of the middle finger, 
http://www.kartenmeister.com/preview/html/measurements__coinage.html [accessed 29 August 2016].  
27 See Appendix 1. The Gibbs were high Anglican members of the Oxford Movement and used religious 
terminology in business. Prior is equivalent to Managing Director or Chief Executive. 
28 W. Bollaert, ‘Carved Stone Found on the Chincha, or Guano Islands, Peru’, Illustrated London Times, 4 
March 1859, 157; W. Bollaert, ‘Carved Stone Found on the Chincha, or Guano Islands, Peru', Reynold's 
Miscellany, 19 September 1868, 221; Bollaert, Antiquarian, Ethnological and other researches, 150; L. Kinsley, 
‘Bollaert, William (1807-1876)’, The Hispanic-Anglosphere: transnational networks, global communities (late 18th to 
early 20th centuries), https://hispanic-anglosphere.com/individuals/bollaert-william-1807-1876/ [accessed 
10 April 2018];  L. Kinsley, ‘The Bollaert slab: a fertile discovery’, Exploring the Hispanic-Anglosphere, an 
online exhibition – The Hispanic-Anglosphere: transnational networks, global communities (late 18th to early 
20th centuries), https://hispanic-anglosphere.com/online-exhibitions/the-bollaert-slab-a-fertile-discovery 
 [accessed 10 April 2018]. 
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allegiance to Christianity. The bird in the top right quadrant appears to be a guanay and below it, 
the three Chincha Islands. Cushman also reveals deeper hidden meanings with a Peruvian folktale 
that outlines how ‘that which is repulsive can possess profound creative power.’ 29   
 




The reign of the Guano Lords was not to last. Alongside many other travellers in Peru, 
William Bollaert drew the imperial gaze of the West to its natural resources. Bollaert moved to a 
salaried post as an essayer and chemist at the Guantajaya silver mines in Peru in 1825. The Peruvian 
government commissioned him and George Smith to survey the Tarapaca province.31 In so doing 
they drew attention to the Atacama nitrate deposits and are credited with helping to establish the 
nitrate industry there. Bollaert returned to Peru in 1853 to carry out further exploration for 
nitrates.32 During his South American travels he developed an interest in ancient artefacts, including 
the slab named after him and monuments in Peru, and published widely on this. His 1860 
publication also contains revealing observations on the guano trade, including the shortening of 
the journey to Peru with the creation of the 47.5 mile Panama railway in 1855, George Peacock’s 
                                                
29 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 1-7. 
30 Main text: The British Museum, ‘Clash of Empires’, 
https://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/themes/the_inca/clash_of_empires.aspx [accessed 7 
November 2017]. 
31 They are thought to have been the first Englishmen to cross the Atacama. 
32 Bollaert was son of a Dutch emigrant and English mother. He worked as a chemical assistant to William 
Brande and Michael Faraday at the Royal Institution from the age of 14 to 18: L. Roeckell, ‘William 
Bollaert (1807–1876), traveller and author’ (2010), Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com.bris.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-100478 [accessed 10 November 2017].  
Donated to the British Museum in 1859 by 
Henry Hucks Gibbs. Unearthed on Isla Chinca 
Norte in 1847. Source Prehistory and Europe 
department. Object 1859,0322.1. Reproduced 
courtesy of the ©Trustees of the British 
Museum. (CC BY-NC -SA-4.0). The earliest 
known example of an indigenous coat of arms 
just decades after the Spanish conquest. (Don 
Pedro Guaneque of the Chincha Valley – 
‘Prinsipal del valle de (C)hincha). The Chincha, 
resentful of their domination by the Inca, allied 
with the Spanish during the conquest and were 
some of the first to adopt Spanish coats of arms 
as a symbol of this special unity, to declare their 
acceptance of Christianity and the new colonial 
order, as well as to legitimise their own power 
and authority. 
© Trustees of the British Museum, Creative 
Commons (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) 
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surveys in 1841, the significance of the Chincha Islands, observations of guano birds and loading 
of vessels by ‘smuggled’ Chinese labourers, the discovery of the slab, guano’s efficacy and local 
use, and potential sources of guano elsewhere along the coast of Peru.33 Of particular interest are 
Bollaert’s comments on the extraction and sale of guano through a government monopoly and ‘a 
most ready-money source of revenue.’ In arguing that the political party in possession of the 
reserves have access to ‘almost any amount of funds’, he further commented, ‘thus guano has 
become a political element.’34 This reveals its strong political agency in its own exploitation. 
Using travel narratives from 1800 to 2012 to explore a view of Peru’s natural resources as 
commodities for the world market, Rupert Medd begins with renowned natural historian and 
explorer Alexander von Humboldt. However, he excludes a crucial part of guano history in the 
form of Humboldt’s observations of guano in 1804, probably because these were omitted from his 
published journals. Like many other scholars, Medd concludes that Humboldt’s views of the forests 
and their ecosystems were complex, ‘praising the advancement of civilisation and urban landscapes 
whilst also being astutely knowledgeable on the effects of deforestation and European colonial 
attitudes to nature in general’.35 Humboldt, a scientific celebrity of his time, made probably the first 
observations of human interference in climate in the Andes. However, it could be argued that he 
showed aspects of ‘displacement’ in his signposting to, and support for, resource extraction 
through mining. This was notably given in his many testimonies of reserves for exploitation, 
including silver, for the formation of the Pasco Peruvian Mining Company in 1825.36   
What Medd omits was a key turning point in guano history, and one also missed by many 
of his biographers. Neither Wulf nor Meinhardt, for example, make any reference to guano in their 
recent biographies of Humboldt.37 After observing busy guano trading at Callao in 1804, Humboldt 
                                                
33 Bollaert, Antiquarian, Ethnological and other researches, 27, 72, 115, 136, 149, 150, 268. Peacock’s surveys 
reveal ‘abstraction’ opportunities: Captain George Peacock, The Resources of Peru: Nitrate of Soda and Borate, 
and Its Agricultural and Metallic Productions, Manufactures, Railroads &c. (Exeter: W. Pollard, 1874). 
34 Bollaert, Antiquarian, Ethnological and other researches, 149. This ‘political element’ is well illustrated in: 
House of Commons, ‘Decree of December 8th, 1841, Establishing Monopoly of Peruvian Guano’, 
Correspondence Respecting the Guano Islands, 1833-1852 (London: Harrison and Son for HMSO, 1852), 7-9. 
35 R. J. M. Medd, ‘Travel writing and the Peruvian environment: testing nature and coloniality’ 
(unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Bristol, 2012), 96. 
36 Alexander von Humboldt, A Personal Narrative of Travels to the Equinoctial Regions of America, During the Years 
1799-1804 (London: Penguin, 1995); Marcelo Somarriva, ‘An Open Field and Fair Play’: The relationship 
between Britain and the Southern Cone of America between 1808 and 1830’, (unpublished doctoral thesis, 
University of London, University College, 2013), 150-151. The Pasco Mining Company was also discussed 
in a House of Commons Sitting: Peruvian Mining Company Bill, 16 March 1825, House of Commons, 
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1825/mar/16/peruvian-mining-company-bill [accessed 
18 November 2016]. 
37Andrea Wulf, The Invention of Nature: The Adventures of Alexander Von Humboldt, the Lost Hero of Science 
(London: John Murray, 2015); Maren Meinhardt, A Longing for Wide and Unknown Things: The Life of Alexander 
von Humboldt (London: C. Hurst & Co., 2018). 
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sent samples back for analysis, along with many other animal and vegetable substances, to French 
chemists Antoine Francois de Fourcroy and Louis Nicolas Vauquelin. The results, published in 
1806, demonstrated that Peruvian guano was unusually nutrient rich, particularly in azote 
(nitrogen).38 In his correspondence with these chemists, and uniquely evident in Laugier’s article, 
Humboldt reported that guano was found in ‘great abundance in the South Sea on the islands of 
Chincha near Pisco’ and further south. ‘It lies in beds of 50 or 60 feet deep which are wrought like 
mines of iron ochre’. He described the daily traffic of fifty small vessels, ‘guaneras’, that searched 
for guano and transported it back to the mainland and remarked that ‘we may perceive the smell 
of it at a quarter of a league’s distance’ and ‘it caused us to sneeze violently on approaching it’.39 
He observed that ‘the fertility of the otherwise steril (sic) shores of Peru is caused by the use of 
this substance which is a staple article of commerce’, further that the ‘Indians’ have taught the 
Spanish of its uses and he, significantly, cautioned against its overuse.40 Fourcroy and Vauquelin 
included a detailed account of their analysis of guano, concurring with Humboldt in his conclusion 
of its origins in ‘the identity of its nature with that of the excrement of aquatic birds’. This sparked 
off a chain of interest in guano within the scientific community, particularly the high nitrogen 
content unique to Peruvian guano, which later helped to stimulate the trade. In Britain this 
commenced with, arguably the first agricultural chemist, Humphrey Davy.41 However, these early 
observations did not immediately lead to the capitalist commodification of guano.  
While Bollaert and Humboldt provided first-hand accounts of their travels, other writers, 
moved by what they read, provided opinions and second-hand accounts on the emergence of the 
guano trade. British citizen William Walton (1784-1857) spent many years in Spain learning Spanish 
and acquiring commercial skills.42 Much later, in 1845, he wrote that he was astonished that ‘an 
enlightened country like ours’ delayed so long in introducing guano to Britain’s shores. He 
attributed this delay to, ‘the backwardness and distrust with which - we adopt any new project, any 
                                                
38 Laugier, ‘Extract of a Memoir of Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin Upon Guano’, 129-31. The 
significance of the results to the histories of both guano and agricultural chemistry is further discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
39 A league is generally thought to approximate to 3 statute miles, but estimates vary. 
40 Laugier, ‘Extract of a Memoir of Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin Upon Guano’, 127. 
Humboldt’s contribution to the use of a guano is also referred to by Victorian writers such as Johnson On 
Guano as a fertiliser, 11; and James Clark, Practical Instructions for Using Guano as a Manure: Illustrated by Practical 
Results (London: James Clark, 1845), 6. 
41 Davy devoted three pages to guano, referencing Humboldt, Fourcroy and Vauquelin: H. Davy, Elements 
of Agricultural Chemistry (Philadelphia: John Conrad & Co., 1815), 263-265. See Chapter 3 for further 
discussion. 
42 Walton’s father William Senior was Spanish consul in Liverpool: C. Harris, ‘Walton, William (1783/4–
1857), writer on Spain’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
28659 [accessed 24 September 2017]. 
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untried expedient, opposed to our old habits and customs.’ 43 Furthermore, he argued that we 
already knew of its value as a fertiliser having read the works of ‘early writers of Peruvian annals’, 
and ‘admired the provident use of it by the Inca, long before that patriarchal race of monarchs had 
been extinguished by their rude and ruthless invaders’. He found it hard to believe that the capitalist 
commodification of guano did not occur earlier as ‘our merchants who ever since the declaration 
of independence have had opportunities of forming establishments of their own on the coast as 
well as in the interior of Peru……must have stopped to notice the use made of birds’ droppings 
by the natives, and been amazed at the vegetable nourishment gained from them.’44  
Walton had long been writing of the British trading opportunities in Peru, but any 
awareness of the potential for trading in guano is not evident in his earlier work.45 However, Walton 
believed that observations on guano use in Peruvian agriculture were communicated on journeys 
back to Britain even earlier. He cited his own discussions with the ‘late Sir Joseph Banks’ and the 
‘late Lord Sheffield’ as early as 1810.46 His frustration at what he saw as the delay in British 
exploitation of guano, seems at odds with his positive accounts of ancient Peruvian culture. He 
commended ‘the Children of the Sun’ as ‘a sensible and thoughtful people’ and was critical of the 
fact that ‘while numerous experiments have been making (sic) by analytical chemists to ascertain 
the real properties of this old fertiliser, as well as trials of its effects by practical farmers, no one 
seems to have stopped to enquire into its history, or the manner in which it was used by the ancient 
Peruvians, to whom we are indebted for our knowledge of its application to agricultural purposes.’ 
While he did visit South America, it is doubtful that he visited Peru, in which case, these are second 
hand observations.47  
                                                
43 Walton, ‘Guano, its history and uses among the Peruvians’, 592-3. 
44 He was referring to merchants such as the Gibbs: Walton, ‘Guano, its history and uses among the 
Peruvians’, 592. 
45 Walton mentions the potential for Peru to ‘supply us with cotton, wine, oils &c.’, he provides a summary 
of reserves of gold, silver, quicksilver, lead and copper, and requests a British ‘scientific and exploring 
expedition to Peru’, bemoaning the superior knowledge of the French (also present in Peru) from such a 
source, no doubt including Humboldt: W. Walton, An Expose of the Dissentions of Spanish America: intended as 
a means to induce the mediatory interference of Great Britain in order to put an end to a destructive civil war and to establish 
permanent quiet and prosperity, on a basis consistent with the Dignity of Spain and the interests of the World (London: 
printed for the author by W. Glinden, 1814), 423, 438, 444. There is no mention of guano either in this 
publication or in W. Walton, Present State of the Spanish Colonies including a particular report of Hispañola or the 
Spanish part of Santa Domingo, with a general survey of the settlements of the South Continent of America as relates to 
History, Trade, Population, Customs, Manners and with a concise statement of the sentiment of the people on their relevant 
situation to the mother country etc. (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1810). 
46 Sir Joseph Banks (1743-1820), explorer and botanist, FRS who joined the Society’s Cook expedition in 
1768 circumnavigating the globe, including a visit to South America, went on to become president of the 
Royal Society and Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew. The Lord Sheffield mentioned was 
almost certainly John Baker Holroyd, politician, a great authority on farming who was appointed President 
of the Board of Agriculture in 1803: Walton, ‘Guano, its history and uses among the Peruvians’, 593. 
47 Walton, ‘Guano, its history and uses among the Peruvians’, 592, 602, 613.  
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Walton’s display of ‘displacement’ celebrates the knowledge and practices of indigenous 
peoples, but appears blind to the consequences of depriving Peruvian farmers of their precious 
resource. There may have been an element of ‘we know better with our science and technology’, 
but at least Walton acknowledged the importance of indigenous knowledge and their acquired 
agroecological wisdom.48 His reports included eighteenth-century accounts of guano application in 
very small quantities to individual plants with careful use of water to avoid ‘plant burn’ and nutrient 
leaching. These accounts also included fears of the offensive odour of guano being injurious to 
human health and the favouring of white, fresh guano. With a Spanish colonial focus on mining, 
not agriculture, the guano reserves were not as seriously depleted as they might have been during 
colonial rule.49 Thus the local guano trade continued to flourish, with cultural entanglement 
exhibited in the use of Spanish pick axes and larger boats.50 Walton’s writing in 1845 was at a time 
when a craze for guano was growing in Britain, but after a two-decade deterioration in Peruvian 
agriculture and guano use due to internal conflict.51 Any threat of increased guano removal would 
not bode well for agricultural production in Peru. 
Other second-hand accounts provided by agricultural writers of the 1840s, notably included 
Cuthbert Johnson (1799-1878). Such observations served to disseminate this knowledge more 
broadly and now informs historians about the variety of British people present in Peru at the time.52 
                                                
48 Laugier revealed how Humboldt noted how indigenous farmers and growers used the manure, and shared 
this knowledge with their Spanish occupiers. Such free transfer of knowledge frequently occurred alongside 
nature’s material exploitation by colonial powers, and described by Castree as commodification of ‘nature 
as information’. Laugier: ‘For the cultivation of mace, in particular, it furnishes a most excellent manure. 
The Indians have taught this method to the Spaniards. If too much guano, however, is thrown upon the 
mace, the root is burnt up, and destroyed.’ The over application of guano by some British farmers is a 
testament to this as addressed in Chapter 4: Laugier, ‘Extract of a Memoir of Messrs. Fourcroy and 
Vauquelin Upon Guano’, 127. Castree refers to the present-day interest of western agribusiness and 
pharmaceutical companies in indigenous folk and agroecological knowledge and that there is a value to this, 
which is often ignored. Many indigenous people would not be willing to part with their medicinal and other 
knowledge – so is it indeed alienable? ‘Free’ knowledge transfer occurred regularly during 18th and 19th-
century colonialism, but was not always valued: Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 280. 
49 The Spanish showed no interest in exporting guano as they were more interested in Peruvian silver: 
Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano, 13.  
50 Walton went on to cover, in some depth, the observations of naturalist Alcide d’Obigny, sent by the 
directors of the Paris Museum to South America from 1826 to 1833 to explore the western coast. His 
observation of guano birds, their locations, how they ‘darken the air as their flocks move along’ and how 
the accumulation of their guano is aided by the arid climate, and the huge shoals of anchoveta that feed 
them are all echoed in the writings of observers from the sixteenth century onwards: Walton, ‘Guano, its 
history and uses among the Peruvians’, 621-624. Bollaert also referred to Frezier’s travels, Bollaert, 
Antiquarian, Ethnological and other researches, 136, 151, 185.  
51 Linda Twrdek and Kerstin Manzel, ‘The seed of abundance and misery: Peruvian living standards from 
the early republican period to the end of the guano era (1820-1880)’, Economics and Human Biology, 8 (2010), 
146. 
52 Johnson became a barrister in 1836, but was more widely known as an agricultural writer and for his 
contribution to the Public Health Acts of 1848: Nicholas Goddard, Johnson, Cuthbert William (1799–
1878), writer on agriculture. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
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Like Walton, Johnson described the parsimonious use of guano by Peruvians as a useful benchmark 
for British farmers. He corresponded with Henry Bland of Liverpool in 1842, a longstanding 
resident in coastal Peru, and Bland’s observations were similar to those of Walton.53 Bland argued 
that Peruvian guano, due to its arid climate, was far superior to that of Chile where ‘rain is frequent’ 
and also notably highlighted the ‘little estimation in which nitrate of soda, compared with guano, 
is held by the Peruvian farmer.54 Nitrate of soda reserves were copious along the southern coastal 
plains of Peru and Bolivia in the 1840s. This view of nitrate reserves reversed with the War of the 
Pacific (1879 to 1883), effectively a ‘nitrate war’ in which Peru and Bolivia lost these reserves to 
Chile, and to the opportunity of the Gibbs who moved into nitrates at the close of the guano age. 
With reference to the Inca, for whom he indicated high regard, together with his emerging 
environmental concerns, A. J. Duffield made a notable observation and plea to the Peruvian people 
at the end of the guano age, ‘Will the Peruvians teach some of their people the art of preserving 
these busy birds?’ 55  Without knowing it, his plea was to become a reality nearly thirty years later, 
with the formation of the Compaña Administradora del Guano (CAG) in 1909.56 
Entanglement and valuation: British and Peruvian trade ambitions and the 
privatisation of guano 
While Britain controlled a growing number of global, colonial trade networks in the early 
nineteenth century, the eighteenth century had been politically and financially costly through its 
involvement in many wars.  Food supplies and agriculture had been hard hit by Napoleon’s trade 
blockades.57 At the dawn of the nineteenth century Spain had already been substantially diverted 
by the French Revolution and was yet to endure many more years of the Napoleonic Wars. This 
diversion, noted by their South American colonies, led to a weakening of the Spanish colonial grip 
and created opportunities for independence. The Spanish focused on precious metal exploitation 
during their colonial rule, showing little interest in guano as a capitalist commodity. Lima was 
                                                
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
14871 [accessed 20 November 2016]. 
53 Possibly related to, or the same English merchant as, Horace Bland of Valparaiso, who was in partnership 
with Joseph Myers of Liverpool. Henry/Horace Bland was much referenced in Gibbs’ correspondence 
concerning Myers and in Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 25, 32, 56, 67, 79, and; Peacock, The Resources of Peru, 
51. Johnson, On Guano as a fertiliser, 12-13. 
54  Johnson, On Guano as a fertiliser, 13-15. 
55 A. J. Duffield, The Prospects of Peru: The End of the Guano Age and a Description Thereof, with some account of the 
Guano Deposits and ‘Nitrate’ Plains (London: Newman and Co., 1881), 80.  
56 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 149. 
57 18th century wars included: The War of the Spanish Succession (1702-13), Jacobite rebellions ending in 
1746, the American War of Independence (1775–83), during which period Britain also had to deal with 
conflicts with the Netherlands and the Province of Mysore in India, the French Revolutionary Wars 
(1787-99), and ensuing Napoleonic Wars (1803-15). 
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strategically important to them as they governed a large part of South America from the city, which 
they viewed as the Viceroyalty of Peru. Laugier’s article and the Bollaert slab do, however, reveal 
that they did become entangled in the local guano trade, allowing a continuation of the activities 
and culture surrounding the guano lords.58 
British trade ambitions in South America were nothing new. Spanish imperialists 
dominated the Western hemisphere in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, particularly in 
South America.  This, Eliga Gould argues, was an asymmetric relationship with Spain holding the 
upper hand in the Americas by the end of the eighteenth century. Gould cites the argument that, 
before 1776, the principal sites of modernity in the Americas were in place like Guanajuato 
(Mexico), Salvador, Mexico City and Lima, not Boston or Philadelphia.59 At the end of the war of 
the Spanish Succession (1702-13), the British were granted an ‘Assiento’ from Spain to increase 
trading opportunities in South America. The British South Sea Company was given the right to 
import black African slaves into South America, but actually monopolised all trade between the 
British and Spanish empires.60  
Despite Britain’s official neutrality in the South American wars of independence, many 
British army and navy personnel, released from duty after Waterloo, joined the multitude of new 
armies there. After Thomas Cochrane became Admiral of the Chilean fleet and helped to defeat 
the Spanish Pacific fleet, the British Navy were then able to establish their South American base at 
Valparaiso in Chile. This facilitated trade along the coast in providing a safe harbour for British 
ships. Visiting travellers included Darwin and Fitzroy on the ‘Beagle’ and Valparaiso also proved 
to be a foothold for trade opportunities further afield. 61 Writers such as William Walton revealed 
                                                
58 Laugier, ‘Extract of a Memoir of Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin Upon Guano’, 127; L. Kinsley, ‘The 
Bollaert slab: a fertile discovery’. 
59 After the Spanish conquest in 1532, the Viceroyalty of Peru was set up in 1542 when most of Spanish 
America was governed from Lima, described as a ‘distinguished and aristocratic’ capital by Gould. Lima 
was a main hub on the main silver transport route to Panama and thence to Spain: Gould, ‘Entangled 
Histories, Entangled Worlds’, 768, 780. 
60 Black African slaves were not emancipated in Peru until the 1850s and were witnessed working in guano 
loading before, and partially coincident with, the arrival of Chinese indentured labour. In a summary by 
Blanchard of Markham’s two-volume manuscript, Travels in Peru, 1853, a visit to the Chincha Islands is 
described in Markham’s words, in which he was accompanied by ‘four Chinese and two negroes’ on the 
Andria, owned by Don Domingo Elías, who had a guano loading contract at the time: Peter Blanchard, 
Markham in Peru: The Travels of Clements R. Markham, 1852-53 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1991), 39.  
Luscombe describes how the value of the South Sea Company escalated as investors rushed to buy shares 
in the anticipation of vast profits, but the collapse of this ‘South Sea Bubble’ in 1720 saw many 
bankruptcies and an injection of realism into the debate about opportunities for the British in South 
America: Stephen Luscombe, ‘South America and the British Empire’, 
https://www.britishempire.co.uk/maproom/southamerica.htm [accessed 12 November 2017]. 
61 Nicholas Twohill, ‘The British World and its role in the relationship between New Zealand and the 
southern cone countries of South America, 1820-1914’, Historia Santiago, 43, Vol. 1 (2010), 116. Coastal 
engravings and paintings, made from the Beagle and other ships can be viewed in: London: National 
Archive, ADM 344/2296, ‘South America West Coast, Nautical Papers, Watercolours and Engravings’. 
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a revival in British colonial trade ambitions in South America in the struggles for independence 
from Spain.62  This view of an ‘informal empire’ through trade wholly underpinned the onset of 
the guano age. Colonial conquest was certainly not on the agenda and the United States issued the 
Monroe Doctrine of 1823 to demonstrate that they would not tolerate any such interference in the 
Western Hemisphere. Luscombe has argued that the British Navy, despite any formal agreement 
between Britain and the United States, implicitly enforced the Monroe Doctrine from their 
Valparaiso base. Nevertheless, British ships helped to enforce Peruvian fishing rights in their own 
coastal waters against United States’ ships in the 1830s.63 The Gibbs, who later dominated the 
British guano trade for the first half of the guano age, chose to set up a company branch in 
Valparaiso in 1826, one of their early strategic trading tactics.64 
Marcelo Somarriva outlines how this view of South America as a commercial opportunity 
was evident in newspapers, learned journals and books.65 Newspaper reports, while bemoaning the 
crisis caused by the Napoleonic Wars, often simultaneously enthused about the commercial 
opportunities in South America.  Somarriva cites William Walton, who spent a decade in the 
Spanish American colonies and returned to Britain in 1809. He then wrote prolifically on the 
politics of Spain and Portugal, often as second-hand accounts, and referenced Humboldt’s work.66 
He presented strong views on how Britain should seek opportunities in the South American 
Spanish colonies as they strove for independence, and his views help to contextualise the presence 
of Antony Gibbs and Sons in Peru.67  In Exposé  he highlighted the extreme importance of trade 
with South America, ‘This is no ordinary policy, but one which embraces our most lasting welfare 
as a commercial people - The pursuits of a large body of mercantile men - and the consumption 
of one fourth of our annual amount of manufactures, hinge on the present fate of Spanish 
                                                
62 Walton, An Expose of the Dissentions of Spanish America: intended as a means to induce the mediatory interference of 
Great Britain, 477-78. 
63 The Peruvian government legislated against foreign fishing rights on its shores in the 1830s. 
Nevertheless, British sea captains accused the United States of killing whales and seals in the breeding 
season ‘so as to render their breed very scarce’, and smuggling ‘under the pretext of fishing’: Luscombe, 
South America and the British Empire’; House of Commons, Correspondence Respecting the Guano Islands, 
1833-1852 (1852), 1: Letter from Belford Wilson to Mr. Bidwell, 23 September 1833. 
64 Antony Gibbs & Sons Limited, Merchants and Bankers: A brief record of Antony Gibbs & Sons and its 
Associated Houses’ business during 150 years (London: Antony Gibbs & Sons Ltd., 1958), 124. 
65 Somarriva, ‘An Open Field and Fair Play’, 17, 18. 
66 Walton includes references to Humboldt’s direct signposting of European eyes to South American 
resources: Walton, An Exposé of the Dissentions of Spanish America: intended as a means to induce the mediatory 
interference of Great Britain, 433, 461. 
67 Walton, Present State of the Spanish Colonies; Walton, ‘Guano, its history and uses among the Peruvians’, 
592-607, 613-637. Walton is also remembered for his work on the alpaca, for which he was recommended 
for the medal of the Highland and Agricultural Society in 1841: William Walton, The Alpaca: Its 
Naturalisation in the British Isles Considered as a National Benefit, and as an Object of Immediate Utility to the Farmer 
and Manufacturer (New York: Office of the New York Farmer & Mechanic, 1845). 
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America.’68 While pushing for ecological imperialism, Walton reinforced the lack of appetite for 
any other type of colonial conquest in his writing.69 
This drive for access to natural resources was also revealed by travellers like Humboldt, 
and Walton emphasised it further by observing that commerce was ‘very heart blood of our 
national existence and the essence of our greatness’.70  This enthusiasm continued during the 1820s 
and 1830s and was reflected in the House of Commons speech by Whig politician, Sir James 
Mackintosh. On 15 June 1824, he presented a petition signed by 117 petitioners representing 
‘considerable merchant houses’ in the City of London ‘interested in the trade to America’, thus 
probably speaking on behalf of 3-400 merchants, and the Gibbs may have been among them.71 
Mackintosh cited Baring and Company, Herring, Powles and Company, Richardson and Company, 
Goldsmith and Company, Montefiori and Company and Mr Benjamin Shaw, Chairman of Lloyd’s 
coffee house, and many others ‘not equally known to me, but whom, if I did know, I have no 
doubt that I might with truth describe as persons of the highest mercantile respectability.’72  
Trade with South America initially involved the offloading of luxury goods in exchange for 
their natural resources, something that Antony Gibbs first carried out in 1806, when his goods, 
acquired through his Spanish trade and connections, had been impounded in Cadiz.73  After later 
returning to London, he set up Antony Gibbs and Son in 1808. Following his death in 1815, his 
eldest son, George Henry, sent speculative envoys to Lima where the Gibbs set up a company 
‘house’ in 1821. They entered an arena of robust post-independence trade protectionism, with high 
duties on imported goods (Figure 2.5). Paul Gootenberg sheds further light on why British 
merchant traders like the Gibbs might have chosen to be in Peru in the 1820s.74 While many 
historians have portrayed this as a positive period for trade, Gootenberg provides a detailed 
                                                
68 Walton, An Expose of the Dissentions of Spanish America: intended as a means to induce the mediatory interference of 
Great Britain, 477-78. 
69 Walton, Present State of the Spanish Colonies, 189. 
70 Walton, An Expose of the Dissentions of Spanish America: intended as a means to induce the mediatory interference of 
Great Britain, 425. 
71 A search for the Gibbs’ signature revealed that original petitions were destroyed in the 1834 fire. 
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72 House of Commons, Substance of the speech of Sir James Mackintosh in the House of Commons, June 15, 1824, on 
Presenting a Petition from the Merchants of London for the Recognition of the Independent States established in the 
Countries of America Formerly Subject to Spain (London: Longman Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, 
1824), 1-3.  
73 Antony Gibbs used family connections to break the British blockade and transported his goods to Lima 
on a Spanish ship, the Hermosa Mexicana, in 1806. Mathew states that the choice of Peru was unclear, but 
he was clearly influenced by his Spanish connections and the observed opportunities presented in Peru: 
Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 7.  
74 Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano; Somarriva, ‘An Open Field and Fair Play’. 
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account of the lows experienced by foreign merchant traders in Peru during the independence 
battles, followed by fractious years of caudillismo.75 Foreign merchants persistently fought for free 
trade. Gootenberg also demonstrates how the north and south of Peru was divided in its alliances 
with surrounding emerging nations and the degree of liberalism displayed to trading with 
foreigners.76 By the time of Macintosh’s speech in 1824, the Gibbs had already located company 
houses (Gibbs, Crawley, Moens and Co.) in Lima (1822), Arequipa (1823) and Guayaquil (1823), 
the latter then in Peru.77 As Arequipa was more tolerant in its approach to traders, this branch 
would have been a useful platform for navigating through these turbulent years, which the Gibbs 
achieved with some degree of success. Foreign imports to Peru needed to be carefully chosen as 
illustrated by disastrous attempts to import North American flour.78  
Figure 2.5. Peruvian duties on imports in the 1820s.79  
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By 1840, the Peruvian government had experienced nearly two decades of post-colonial 
caudillismo and protectionist trade policies.80 They came to view guano, long used by its native 
peoples as an efficacious fertiliser, as a potential source of much-needed revenue. Strengthened by 
their awareness of the desire for trade shown by foreign merchants, it was now common knowledge 
that British fields needed nutrients to fuel the bellies of those who were vital to maintaining the 
pace of industrial advancement.  The Peruvian government needed cash and saw guano as their 
                                                
75 Politically unstable conditions and the long experience of armed conflict led to the emergence in many 
of the new countries of strongmen (caudillos), who were often charismatic and whose hold on power 
depended on control over armed followers, patronage, and vigilance: ‘Caudillo, Latin American military 
dictator’, https://www.britannica.com/topic/caudillo [accessed 16 November 2016]. 
76 Paul Gootenberg, ‘North-South: Trade Policy, Regionalism and Caudillismo in Post-Independence Peru’, 
Journal of Latin American Studies, 23 (1991), 273-308. 
77 Antony Gibbs and Sons Ltd, Merchants and Bankers: A Brief History of Antony Gibbs and Sons and its 
Associated Houses’ business during 150 years, 1808-1958 (London: Antony Gibbs and Sons, 1958), 124. See 
Appendix 2. Gibbs’ Company Houses. 
78 According to Gootenberg, Peru had boycotted early imports of North American flour as it was useless 
to their mills, which were geared to Chilean wheat. This led to protests by a vocal milling class, including 
the jettison of this flour into the River Rimac at Lima, which had long been the ‘wheat bread capital’ of 
South America: Gootenberg, 'North-South’, 280-81. 
79 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 15.  
80 As illustrated in some detail by: Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano. Appendix 3. Peruvian Presidents 
1821-55, illustrates how caudillismo involved many, often rapid, changes of president and some coups 
d’états. 
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cash-cow. Guano’s monetary value over-ruled any latent concerns they may have had for their 
coastal habitats and agricultural production.  
Peruvian merchant Carlos Barroilhet argued that the cheapness of fertilisers in Europe and 
high transport costs would deter merchants, but he believed that ‘the base manure could well be 
transformed into the purest gold.’ British farmers were already purchasing Peruvian nitrates, so 
guano was probably a good bet.81 However, despite the rush for contracts in the 1840s, there are 
anecdotal references to a cargo reaching Britain in the 1820s and being thrown overboard for ‘want 
of a purchaser’. The Gibbs also refer to ‘a consignment of a few bags of the stuff’ sent to them 
many years before; ‘no-one would look at it, and that it had to be thrown into the Thames.’82 At 
this point guano had no cash value. Samples were sent to Britain in the 1837-8 by Barroilhet and 
Gibbs, Crawley of Lima to the first British merchant prepared to take on the risk of sending a 
cargo, William J. Myers of Liverpool at a Horace Bland’s recommendation. Myers’ farming interests 
led him to test out guano on farmers ‘in a vicinity of Liverpool’ in the late 1830s, with ‘most 
encouraging results’.83 It is very likely that the following anecdote is related to this period of trials 
when guano was little known in Britain: 
 
When Peruvian guano was first introduced into this country, the farmers could not be 
persuaded that it merited any reliance as a manure. The importers in despair caused some 
of the despised stuff to be sown in the form of huge letters spelling the word “FOOLS” 
upon a bare hillside, visible from a great distance. The following spring, with the beginning 
of growth, and throughout the summer, the word stared the farmers in the face whenever 
they chanced to look that way, in dark green outstanding characters upon the yellow 
background; after this practical demonstration, there was no difficulty in finding 
purchasers.84  
 
Suddenly guano had started to acquire financial value in Peru, but there was a delay in this 
being reflected in Britain. In 1840, in London, Antony Gibbs and Sons did not yet realise how well 
placed they were to take advantage of this. William Bollaert’s observation that guano ‘had become 
a political element’ was astute.85 The Peruvian government made this so in awarding the first guano 
contracts in 1840. As Cushman observes, the government had reclassified the reserves as ‘property 
without owner’ and subject to state control. This action effectively annulled all traditional claims 
to the guano reserves by Peru’s long-standing guano lords. The government took this a stage 
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82 'Things Talked of in London', Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, 26 March 1853, 206; Gibbs and Sons, 
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83 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 25. 
84 A. H. Savory, 'Grain and Chaff from an English Manor' (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1920), 50. 
85 Bollaert, Antiquarian, Ethnological and other researches, 149. 
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further and assumed single ownership after 1842, creating a monopoly of their state ownership and 
comprehensively privatising it.86 
This first stage of the capitalist commodification of guano, its privatisation, as observed by 
Castree, was now underway. The Peruvian government, in monopolising control of bird 
excrement, was now in a position to offload it in exchange for cash. In this way, the government 
‘alienated’ itself from large quantities of the substance for the agricultural use of its own citizens, 
preferring to fill government coffers. To what extent, guano revenue was used to plough back into 
food production and build infrastructure, or used instead to fund conflicts and elite lifestyles, 
remains the subject of much debate.87   
The act of separation from the birds that produced it, its individuation, was another matter. 
Guano under the Inca, and continued by Peru’s ancient Guano Lords under Spanish rule, was 
managed sustainably. They recognised that birds, even millions of them, can only excrete at a 
certain rate. In stark contrast to Inca guardianship, neither the Peruvian government ‘owners’ nor 
capitalist trader ‘purchasers’ had regard for the guano producing birds or their habitat. While guano 
could initially be individuated from its habitat, the long-term consequences of this massive 
disruption were unknown. In a thirst for monetary gain, there was no application of ‘precautionary 
principle’ here. Guano was extracted at a rate faster than it could be produced meaning that this 
was not going to end well for the birds, the industry and, ultimately, Peru. 
A necessary step in guano’s capitalist commodification was to convince purchasers that 
there were sufficient reserves. While new surveys were commissioned, there was a significant early 
article in The London Magazine in 1829, detailing the memoir, Guano, Peruvian Manure, of director 
general of mines and superintendent of public education in Peru, M. Mariano Rivero. It listed 
guano locations (distinguishing between the white, red (stained by iron oxide) and brown varieties), 
the birds, its early use in Peru and its continuing importance in its careful application to individual 
plants. These observations reveal an early awareness that guano varied in its composition, even 
within the spatial constraints of Peru’s coasts. The analyses of Victorian chemists revealed a wider 
global variation in types of guano (Figures 2.7, 2.12 and 3.13). Mariano Rivero, estimated annual 
                                                
86 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 43, Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 1. 
87 Mathew concluded that the ambitious railway building programme was ultimately disastrous. He also cited 
Bonilla’s suggestion that, due to foreign intrusion, which confined the Peruvian government to an 
international market where profit making was key, the government was effectively disabled in any attempt 
to make productive use of its guano profits. Hence, Bonilla argued, the focus was on credit strengthening 
and debt extension: Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 234-35. Gootenberg argued that the ‘guano bonanza’ had 
two main outcomes (i) ‘institutionalised emergency finance’ embodied in short-term loans and long-term 
guano contracts and (ii) debt pay-offs to the old native elite: Gootenberg, ‘North-South’, 307. 
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traffic in guano in 1829 to be 95,000 quintals, which can only be approximately calculated as 9,350 
imperial tons (Google calculator).88  
 
Figure 2.6. Summary of estimated guano reserves from the surveys of Rivero (1845) and Ca(r)ter (1847).89 
This early attempt by Peru to raise awareness of guano fell on deaf ears, partly due to Peru’s 
internal political disruption, and despite the prior enthusiasm in the press for trade of any 
description. While bird excrement is globally ubiquitous, in 1840 it was not known that there are 
only a few key locations where such nutrient rich guano is produced and in quantities sufficient for 
extraction. Thus, after centuries of its sustainable exploitation by native Peruvians, vast quantities 
of the most nitrogen rich, prolific, fossilised and fresh reserves on the planet then still existed along 
the offshore islands and coasts of Peru and Bolivia.90 Records of reserves from surveys made in 
the 1840s, (Figure 2.6) include the detailed reports made for the Peruvian government by Francesco 
de Rivero (1845), and the observations of ‘engineer Ca(r)ter’ (1847).91 
Due to the coastal location of Peruvian guano reserves, British observers and surveyors 
were often mariners. One such seaman, ex naval officer, first steamship commander of the Pacific 
                                                
88 M. Mariano Rivero’s memoir was addressed to the Academy of Sciences of Paris. M. Rivero studied at 
Highgate College London and the Paris School of Mines where he met Humboldt and Davy. He later 
worked with Ramon Castilla’s government, and is not to be confused with Francisco de Rivero, Peruvian 
Charge d’Affaires in London: M. Rivero, ‘Agriculture and Rural Economy: Guano, Peruvian Manure’, The 
London Magazine, The Journal of Facts (February 1829), 60-61; ‘M. Rivero’, 
https://xxvicongresoperuanoquimica2012.wordpress.com/mariano-eduardo-de-rivero/ [accessed 30 
November 2016]. 
89 Rivero and Ca(r)ter, House of Commons (1852), 75. 
90 Bolivia then had a coastline. 
91 F. de Rivero (1845) and Ca(r)ter (1847) ‘Considerations upon Guano’ published in El Interprete del Pueblo, 
23, 26, 27, January 1852 and included in: House of Commons, Correspondence Respecting the Guano Islands 
(1852), 64 -71. 
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Navigation Company, dock master and ‘indefatigable inventor’, was Captain George Peacock.92 He 
waited until his retirement in the 1870s to publish his surveys of Peruvian guano and other 
resources, made in the 1840s. Peacock also embellished his account with a second-hand description 
of its discovery by Humboldt, its early use in Peru and how this inspired him as a young boy. Most 
importantly, he detailed the location of reserves along the coast, which proved useful when Chincha 
reserves had been depleted. He included information that he had forwarded to the Peruvian 
government and the Lima house of Antony Gibbs & Sons, Gibbs Crawley and Co. in the 1840s 
(Figure 2.7). These also revealed variations in content at different locations along Peru’s coasts. 
At the time of Peacock’s survey, the Peruvian government had already started a guano trade 
with Britain. With bases in both countries, the Gibbs were well placed to sign a guano contract, 
but the London HQ were cautious, if not reluctant, to do this. George Henry Gibbs, then Prior, 
and his brother and partner William, signed neither the first guano contract (1840), nor the second 
(1841) with the Peruvian government. These went to an alliance between indigenous traders Quiros 
and Co., Carlos Barroilhet, Aquiles Allier, French company Dutez and Co., and William Myers of 
Liverpool. Myers had asked for exclusive rights, but the Peruvian government were, initially, very 
wary of exclusivity. Despite the six-year term of the first contract, it was annulled and the second 
contract was awarded again to the Quiros group.93 The contractors despatched 22 ships in the first 
year, 19 of them to Britain (Liverpool was referenced), where it was very favourably received. There 
was a rush to analyse it by scientists, it hit the Victorian press and became an issue of regular 
correspondence between the Lima and London houses, indicating the Gibbs’ growing interest.94  
                                                
92 Peacock served on his father’s merchant ships in the Mediterranean, Brazil and in the Pacific before 
joining the Royal Navy in 1828 and was appointed second master of HM Steamship Echo. While his 
biographers note his publication, The Resources of Peru, their focus is not on the detail within, but rests 
mainly on his inventions and on crediting his surveys in Greece and Panama with facilitating the building 
of both the Corinth and the Panama Canals. Dissatisfied with his lack of promotion, he left the navy in 
1840 and was appointed first commander of the newly constituted Pacific Steam Navigation Company. By 
1874 he was a well-known local eccentric of Starcross in Devon: P. Rée, ‘George Peacock (1805–1883), 
naval officer’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
21674 [accessed 22 November 2016]; ‘Captain George Peacock 1805-1883’, Starcross History, 
https://starcrosshistory.blogspot.co.uk/2015/03/captain-george-peacock-1805-1883.html; 
http://www.devonperspectives.co.uk/swan_of_the_exe.html; ‘Captain George Peacock (1805-83): Naval 
officer, surveyor, inventor, entrepreneur and recipient of the Royal Order of the Redeemer’, 
http://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/behind-the-scenes/blog/captain-george-peacock-1805%E2%80%9383-
naval-officer-surveyor-inventor [all accessed 22 November 2016]; L. Kinsley, ‘Peacock, George (1805-
1883), The Hispanic-Anglosphere: international networks, global communities (late 18th to early 20th centuries), 
https://hispanic-anglosphere.com/individuals/peacock-george-1805-1883/ [accessed 10 April 2018].  
93 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 22, 31. 
94 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 22-26; London, London Metropolitan Archive, CLC/B/012/MS11047, 
‘Extracts of Correspondence between the London Head Office and others concerning the Company’s 




Figure 2.7. Analyses for George Peacock 1842.95 
Correspondence between the Lima branch and London headquarters was slow. The 
Panama railway and canal were only in the planning stages and the sea journey from Lima, via 
Tierra del Fuego, to Britain took over three months.96 It was frequently too late to reverse decisions 
made in Lima, where their branch enjoyed a fair degree of autonomy. Guano’s immediate popularity 
in Britain created an unexpected spike in its monetary value. It initially sold at about £16 per ton 
but, by November 1841, prices in London were recorded at £26 per ton (see Figure 2.9). Anxious 
to take advantage of this price rise, the Peruvian government annulled the first contract.97 The 
Gibbs’ correspondence reveals that the Peruvians now wanted a greater return, having previously 
                                                
Collection, 25 November, 1840’ (first non-Gibbs’ contract); 13 October 1841 (noting 22 vessels 
despatched). 
95 Peacock, The Resources of Peru, 42, and referenced 38-42. 
96 ‘On the best means of establishing a commercial intercourse between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans’, 
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, 54 (1843), 658-71. Bollaert recorded that the Panama railway, which opened 
in 1855, did carry guano, which reduced the journey to Britain from up to 4 months down to 30 days. 
However, the bulk of guano still arrived via a long ship journey. He remarked that, during his stay there, 
plans for a canal were much discussed. This was eventually open for business in 1914: Bollaert, Antiquarian, 
Ethnological and other researches, 27-28. 
97  Initial high prices for guano led to frequent renegotiation of early contracts: Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 
69-78.  
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had no indication of the potential financial value of guano.98 On the day of annulment, Peru 
declared war on Bolivia and argued that fresh proposals should include sufficient funds to be paid 
into the Peruvian treasury, within eight days of signing, to ‘defray the urgent expenses of the State’.99 
On 3 December 1841 Hayne, manager of the Gibbs’ Lima House, (Gibbs, Crawley and Co.) 
reported that the government had approached him, and ‘we endeavoured to get this consign for 
you….but we failed for divers reasons’, one of these being a rejection of the Peruvian government’s 
down-payment terms. William Gibbs replied from London on 01 April 1842:  
Congratulate you sincerely on your failure, well informed people think that guano may 
suit the farmers at £8 per ton, therefore your non-success a great relief to us. Our want 
of detail of wh (which) you complain should have been an idea that we had no good 
opinion of the affair; and had we had any idea that you cd (could) think of taking any 
direct interest we sd (should) have said decidedly do nothing. The problem is as little 
solved and is as uncertain – for as we are still more pleased at your narrow escape! 100 
Higher guano prices in London excited government officials and merchants in Peru who, 
in turn, influenced the Gibbs’ Lima house. This created a mis-match between guano enthusiasm in 
the Lima branch and extreme caution at head office in London. The cash poor Peruvian 
government needed to revive a struggling economy and fund a new war with Bolivia.101 They also 
recognised that the Gibbs could provide access to liquid credit, hence their overtures to Gibbs, 
Crawley and Co. Gootenberg claims that foreign financing of the guano trade also provided the 
Peruvian government with autonomy over the national finance cliques on whom they been forced 
rely in the previous decade.102 The second contract awarded to Quiros Allier and Co. was also 
short-lived. In Lima, Hayne was biding his time watching the emergence of better terms for aspiring 
contractors.103 Changing perceptions in use and functional value at the user end of the supply chain 
had actively raised guano’s cash value at the supplier end and converted it to financial currency.  
By late 1842, the third contract was awarded to a partnership including Antony Gibbs and 
Sons (Gibbs, Crawley in Lima), and this was significant for the British. William Gibbs (1790-1875) 
became Prior when his brother died in 1842. He worked closely with his nephew Henry Hucks 
Gibbs (1819-1907).104 The business was managed from the Gibbs’ headquarters in London but 
Henry Hucks carried out more ‘hands on’ management as William started to let go of the reins in 
                                                
98  LMA, CLC/B/012/MS11047, ‘Extracts’, 23 November 1841. 
99  Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 31. 
100 LMA, CLC/B/012/MS11047, ‘Extracts’, 13 October 1841, Letter from William Gibbs to Lima House 
01 April 1842. 
101 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 34. 
102 Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano, 119-21. 
103 These are described in detail by Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 31-36. 
104 See Appendix 1. The Gibbs’ Family Tree, showing company involvement. 
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the 1850s.105 Mathew provides detailed observations of the Gibbs’ political and economic 
involvement in the guano trade, enhancing the superficial account contained in the published 
company history.106 The six-month-wait for a reply after initial despatch meant that William was 
out of the guano loop. William thought that farmers would be unprepared to pay the higher prices 
charged in 1841 and this, along with the unstable political situation in Peru, made the guano trade 
a risky business venture.107 He was incensed at the signing of a guano contract: ‘I had hoped the 
maximum of madness had been reached! Nothing but mental delusion produced by Myer’s and 
Co.’s sanguine and exaggerated statements could have induced you to forsake the sound mercantile 
principles we have ever inculcated! Impossible to say what the loss will be.’108   
In Lima, Hayne was embarrassed and concerned about their relationship with Myers, 
describing his principles as ‘unmercantile’.109 However, by December, William wrote, ‘No exertions 
shall be wanting on my part, to get you out with as little loss as may be’, and four days later, ‘I 
assure you I have no bad feeling, and I will leave no stone unturned to extend consumption and 
bring the affair successfully through. Have advertised in 40 papers’ (Figure 2.8).110 He also 
commissioned two pamphlets to raise guano’s profile.111 Potentially high profits from guano were 
slowly becoming more apparent to William Gibbs, along with his enthusiasm for the trade. 
 
 
Figure 2.8. Gibbs’ guano advertisements in the 1840s.112 
 
In December 1847, the Gibbs signed another contract with the Peruvian government as 
sole consignees and British importers. This monopoly reflected the strength of their financial 
                                                
105 Without access to the Gibbs’ family archive, which is held in private hands, it is not known if either of 
them visited Peru. This is unlikely, as the company records reveal that they preferred to leave their Lima 
and Arequipa businesses to managers located in Peru.  
106 Gibbs, Merchants and Bankers; Mathew, The House of Gibbs. 
107 LMA, CLC/B/012/MS11047, ‘Extracts’, Letter, 01 April 1842. 
108 LMA, CLC/B/012/MS11047, ‘Extracts’, Letters, 13 and 16 May 1842. 
109 Mathew The House of Gibbs, 37-38. 
110 LMA, CLC/B/012/MS11047, ‘Extracts’, Letters, 2 and 6 December 1842.  
111 Antony Gibbs and Sons, Guano, Its Analysis and Effects: Illustrated by the Latest Experiments (London: Antony 
Gibbs and Sons, 1843); Antony Gibbs and Sons and W. J. Myers and Co., Peruvian and Bolivian Guano: Its 
Nature, Properties and Results (London: J. Ridgway, 1844). 
112 ‘Guano on Sale’, The Morning Post, 25 October 1842, 1; ‘Guano (Genuine Peruvian and Bolivian)’, The 
Bristol Mercury, Saturday, June 29, 1844, 3. The latter demonstrates the strong partnership between William 
and his cousin and ship-owner, George, of Gibbs, Bright and Co., whose company branches were 
conveniently located in Liverpool and Bristol with access to their ports. 
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position, rooted in ‘commission trading, self-liquidating credit and hardly any speculative activity 
in commodity or financial transactions.’113 They remained the dominant mercantile body for the 
guano trade throughout the 1850s. Gootenberg reports that William Gibbs, on contract renewal in 
1850, became the ‘short term banker for the rapidly growing guano state’. In 1850, he supplied 
more than $1.4 million in emergency loans and his contract and half his guano profits were pledged 
to settlements for British bondholders.114 This restored international credit to Peru and William 
Gibbs provided loans to settle internal debt against guano assets and monthly allowances worth 
$1.5 million annually over the next few years.115 William’s strong profit motive fuelled the 
continuation of the trade. Gootenberg argues that it was ‘by the grace of’ the ensuing guano trade 
that tensions were reduced between north and south in Peru.  It was guano that enabled Ramon 
Castilla to achieve liberal stability from the late 1840s, underpinned by the Gibbs’ financial 
acumen.116  
The Gibbs retained the Peruvian guano trade monopoly to Britain until their last contract 
expired in December 1861. The trade thrived in the first half of the 1850s, peaked in 1856 and fell 
in the second half of the decade with attendant stockpiling of guano in British warehouses (Figures 
2.9 and 2.10).117 Mathew suggests that stockpiling was due to the steep rise in the price of guano, 
successful competition from superphosphate fertilisers, and an initial drop in price of other 
nitrogenous fertilisers such as nitrate of soda.118 This contributed to the Gibbs leaving the guano 
trade, but they remained equivocal about whether or not to remain in it, due to past profits 
achieved. Despite this, guano as a commodity posed many problems for the Gibbs, both in Britain 
and in Peru. Indigenous merchant traders resented the Gibbs’ monopoly leading to Carlos 
Barroilhet waging a pamphlet war in Peru against the Gibbs. By the end of the 1850s, President 
Castilla found this in-fighting embarrassing and attempted to calm this situation. But the Gibbs 
had lost their enthusiasm and had become entangled in the turmoil of Castilla’s last years in 
power.119 They may have viewed the situation in Britain as equally fraught, where there were 
petitions for lower prices, resentment over the Gibbs’ monopoly and adulteration of some guano 
supplies.  It was time for the Gibbs to quit the trade. Nevertheless, Britain continue to import 
                                                
113 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 86. 
114 $1 then is now worth $32.83. $1.4 million would now be worth nearly $46 million and $1.5 million 
worth over $49 million in purchasing power: CPI Inflation Calculator, http://www.officialdata.org 
[accessed 02 January 2019]. 
115 Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano, 128-32. 
116 Gootenberg, ‘North-South’, 273. 
117 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 98-185 and 186-226. 
118 See Chapter 3; W. M. Mathew, 'Peru and the British Guano Market, 1840-1870', The Economic History 
Review New Series, 23 (1970), 119. 
119 Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 198-215. 
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guano in quantity, but never reaching the heights experienced of the period of the Gibbs monopoly. 
Imports did not tail off until the late 1870s (Figure 2.10). 
 
Date With reference to Per ton 
1841 First samples said to have fetched £24 
July 1841 Charles Eye’s and Bonanza’s cargoes £14-16 
Ditto Sales to Macdonald £18 
October 1841 He sells 40 tons it is said and repudiates his contract. The quantity 
finally accepted by Macdonald adjudged to him 
£26 
March 1842 Quotations £18 - £20 but sales by a 3rd party £10-12 
April 1842 Quotations £15 
June 1842 Quotations (total sales only 1200 tons) £15 
September 1842 Our prices are (sales this month 4 tons) £12-15 
Ditto Ditto £11-14 
November 1842 Ditto (Myers against the changes) £10-14 
Ditto Sales by Macdonald at auction £10 
1843 Scale of prices (NB Ichaboe occurred in 1844) £10-12 
March 1845  Minimum prices £10. 10s 
October 1845 Ditto by Myers’ desire £10 
May 1846 Minimum prices. £8. 10s in Liverpool £9 
January 1847 Minimum prices in London and Liverpool equalised to  £9 
February 1847 Minimum prices £10 
October 1847 Minimum prices by Myers’ desire £9 
April 1849 Auction sales by Myers (small lots) £10-11 
May 1849 Auction sales by both Myers and us (Antony Gibbs and Sons) £9. 5s 
June 1849 Settled minimum £9. 5s 
January 1854 Ditto £10 
August 1854 Ditto £11 
July 1856 Ditto (NB Peak in guano sales) £12 
 





Figure 2.10. Peruvian guano gross imports in tons into Britain and British sales during 
Gibbs monopoly (Lesley Kinsley: constructed from tabular data provided by Mathew, 1981, p. 252.  Sales in Britain 
are from the Gibbs’ incomplete data sets) 
 
                                                








































Abstraction: global searches for guano sources beyond Peru 
From the very moment that guano became a craze, fears started to emerge that reserves 
would run out.121 While initial surveys in Peru, by Peacock, Rivero and others, facilitated a nascent 
trade in confirming sufficiency of reserves, they were also later used to allay concerns about 
imminent reserve exhaustion. This is where the element of the idea of ‘abstraction’, as described 
by Castree, strongly came into play, driving an expectation that other similar high-quality guano 
reserves must have existed elsewhere around the planet. The belief that finding these would 
increase the security of supply was fuelled by political motivation to break Peru’s monopoly on the 
resource. This belief in the functional and spatial abstraction of guano became an early focus when 
the guano trade was just getting underway. In 1842, Liverpool merchants unearthed Commander 
Morrell’s accounts of the first observations of guano on Ichaboe island from a New York based 
sealing ship in 1828.122 With the rising interest in Peruvian guano, other British traders seized the 
opportunity of extracting these more accessible guano supplies. Despite soon discovering that this 
was inferior to Peruvian in nitrate content (Figure 2.12), it was of a good intermediate grade (mixed 
nitrate and phosphate). The more convenient location of these reserves, off the coast of South 
West Africa (Figure 2.11), and nearer to Europe, led to frenzied shipping activity and removal. The 
reserves were exhausted within two years. The discovery of Ichaboe guano stimulated searches 
elsewhere and must have worried the Gibbs when it severely dented their trade in 1844 and 1845. 
Figure 2.13 shows Ichaboe guano outstripping Peruvian imports.123 Ichaboe imports eventually 
exceeded demand and caused stockpiling in Britain.  
Arguably, the Ichaboe craze, aided by the Gibbs’ publicity drive, rebooted their Peruvian 
trade, as evident in Figures 2.10 and 2.13. Literature on the subject increased as exemplified by 
Punch.124 By 1845, Punch was satirising agricultural counsel as ‘far more fertilizing than guano,’ and 
                                                
121 Extensive surveys of guano deposits were carried out in Peru as early as 1842 by Don José Villa, and 
again in 1846 by Rivero, not only to prove sufficiency of reserves, but also indicating a fear that these may 
prove ultimately to be insufficient: House of Commons, Correspondence Respecting the Guano Islands 1833-
1852 (1852), 70. The survey results and ensuing discussion were published in full: ‘Estudios sobre el 
Huano’, Interprete del Pueblo, 23, 26, 27 January 1852, and a translation, included in, Correspondence Respecting 
the Guano Islands of Peru 1833-1852, 64-76. 
122 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 45. 
123 House of Commons, Mr Scholefield, ‘An account of all the guano imported into the United Kingdom 
in each of the years 1839-49, inclusive; distinguishing the quantities imported from each country, 
respectively’, 11 April 1850, 212, Parliamentary papers on-line [accessed 8 September 2013].  
124 J. H. Sheppard, A Practical treatise on the use of Peruvian and Ichaboe African Guano: the most powerful, portable 
and cheapest manure in the world, 2nd edn. (London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co., 1844). Punch felt that ‘degrees 
conferred in guano’ would be exceedingly popular: Gilbert a’Beckett, ‘Agricultural College’, Punch 
[Historical Archive], August 24, 1844, 93. 
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using guano as a symbol of wealth and investment in their fiction and cartoons.125 Punch’s Christmas 
poem of 1846 was the first to mention guano: ‘Lor! When I was a youngster, who thought, to be 
sure, Of guano or gypsum, to use for manure?’126 Such evidence of guano’s entry into popular 
culture contributes to its rising status as a ‘craze’. Presented by the opportunity to turn a profit, this 
was also evident in the proliferation of guano companies and guano merchants, some of them 





Figure 2.12. Analysis carried out by J. Thomas Way, Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society 
of England (RASE), 1852.128 
 
After the Ichaboe frenzy and a rise in demand for Peruvian guano, global searches for other 
guano reserves increased.  The idea of guano’s abstraction was not only driven by early fears of 
                                                
125 Douglas Jerrold, ‘The Farmers’ Friend’, Punch [Historical Archive], 8 February 1845, 69; Felix Nobby, ‘A 
Night with Binks’, Punch [Historical Archive], 5 July 1845, 22; Gilbert a’Beckett, ‘Peel’s Irish Crop,’ Punch 
[Historical Archive], 11 October 1845, 166. 
126 Percival Leigh, ‘A Country Carol’, Punch [Historical Archive], 12 December 1846, 240.    
127 A few nation-wide examples among many include: London, National Archives, BT 41/232/1309, 
‘European Guano Company Ltd. Registered between 1844 and 1856’; Ipswich, Suffolk Records Office, 
HC 434, ‘Anglo Continental Guano Works Ltd, guano merchants and fertiliser manufacturers’, 1800-
2000; Shrewsbury, Shropshire Archives, 4752/52/173, ‘Accounts, Phospho Guano Company Ltd.’, 1893 
(incorporated 1876); Falkirk, Falkirk Archives, A 1817, ‘Thomas Hardie, guano merchant records’, 1830-
1899. 
128 Paper by J. Thomas Way, 10 February 1852, House of Commons, Correspondence with the Peruvian 
government respecting the importation of guano, 1852-1853, Presented to the House of Commons by Command of Her 
Majesty, in pursuance of their Address of February 14, 1854 (London: Harrison and Sons for HMSO, 1854), 3-6.  
Figure 2.11.  
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exhaustion, but also by the belief that the discovery of other sources would push Peruvian prices 
down. A desire to break Peru’s monopoly on the resource equally helped to stimulate such searches. 
Parliamentary correspondence between the Duke of Richmond and the Earl of Malmesbury reveals 
persistent requests from the British to the Peruvian government for free and open trade, a 
reduction in guano prices and a push for searches for alternative sources.129  
 
Figure 2.13. Guano imported into the United Kingdom 1839-49: Scholefield (1850). 
 
With two powerful members of the Royal Agricultural Society of England supporting such 
a move, it is hardly surprising that an appeal, launched by the society, followed later that year 
(Figures 2.14a and b). The wording ‘substitute for guano’, and ‘a manure equal in its properties to 
                                                
129 The Duke of Richmond was President of the Central Agricultural Protection Society. The Earl of 
Malmesbury was British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Richmond urged Malmesbury to support 
Governors of Colonies and the Admiralty in searches for new manure sources, price reductions in guano 
and to open the doors to greater imports of exiting foreign manures. Inclosure 1: Suggestions as to the 
best means of obtaining further supplies of Guano’ included extracts from voyages and surveys, detailing 
the costs of West Africa, California, Red Sea African coasts, Arabia and the Persian Gulf, and the Cura 
Muria islands in the Arabian Sea. Thomas Way’s paper dated 10 February 1852, was enclosed, outlining 
the composition of guano and referencing the location of nitrate of potash and soda deposits, mineral 
phosphate of lime and bones (part of it in Fig 2.12): House of Commons (1854), 2, 7-9; The Duke of 
Richmond to the Earl of Malmesbury, London, 10 June 1852, and Inclosures (sic) 1 and 2; House of 
Commons, Correspondence with the Peruvian government respecting the importation of guano, 1852-1853, 1-6. 
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Peruvian Guano’, made the thousand-pound prize and Gold medal attractive to those 
experimenting with chemical substitutes closer to home. Enthusiasts for the 50-sovereign prize 
would have included those exploring new shores for new guano sources. Arguably here, 
substitution becomes a scientific sub-category within the element of the idea of guano’s abstraction. 
       
Figure 2.14. Offer of a prize for a substitute for guano in 1852. Announced in The General Meeting 
Report, 22nd May 1852 and reported in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England (1852), Appendix, 
v.130  
 
Other correspondence included Malmesbury’s instructions to Captain Gore to search for 
new sources, citing discontent amongst British landowners, tenant farmers, merchants, and ship 
owners, concerning the high prices and ‘limited supply of that valuable manure called guano.’ 
Malmesbury stated, ‘that it is only by underselling the Peruvian agents in the European market that 
the monopoly now possessed by Peru can be destroyed.’131 This must have caused consternation 
to the Gibbs, but a further letter from Malmesbury to F. de Rivero, would have concerned them 
even more.132 Having received many petitions to government, this letter criticised the Gibbs’ 
‘oppressive’ monopoly and the high prices charged for guano. The Gibbs were caught in the 
middle, but Mathew’s verdict is that, while they generally sought to balance the demands at both 
ends of the supply chain in fixing a fair price, their profits came first. Mathew argues that they 
pursued their interests in various ways that could have been interpreted as contrary to the interests 
of Peru. Undue haste and secret negotiation of some contracts with Peru, the cloak of commission 
work, the insertion of various contract clauses, and stock piling guano as they came to the end of 
their contracts, all caused problems.133 Such serious questioning of the financial value of guano 
                                                
130 This, in turn, was widely advertised/reported in other journals and the press: The Journal of the Society of 
Arts, 1, (24 December 1852), 49-60. 
131 The Earl of Malmesbury to the Hon. Captain Gore, Foreign Office, 8 July 1852, House of Commons,  
 Correspondence with the Peruvian government respecting the importation of guano, 1852-1853, 7. 
132 The Earl of Malmesbury to Francisco de Rivero, 8, July 1852, House of Commons, Correspondence with the 
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occurred when initial enthusiasm from farmers turned to a hardening of attitudes. Huge profits 
were seen to be lining the pockets of merchants. 
Although she does not use the term, the idea of abstraction is a focus for Celia Cordle, who 
examines the efforts made to find more guano reserves in the 1850s.134 She draws a strong 
connection between British naval officers, seaman and agriculturalists in this endeavour.  Cordle 
describes the first low-key despatches to ships at Halifax, Hong Kong, the Cape of Good Hope, 
Rio de Janeiro, and Sierra Leone.135 By 1852, and thanks to chemists, guano’s formation and 
chemical make-up was better understood alongside fears of Peruvian reserve exhaustion. 
Coincident with the offer of the Royal Agricultural Society prize, British mariners scrambled 
alongside those from many other nations to occupy islands thought to contain exploitable reserves 
of guano. Journeys were long, searches were often fruitless, loading was often dangerous and all 
other guano sources turned out, in the end, to be inferior to Peruvian guano. The Khuriya Muriya 
islands off the coast of Arabia saw attacks on British crews from the nearby mainland. British naval 
ships were called in to supervise the loading of guano, with attempts by the British to annex the 
islands to what is now Oman.136 A lengthy steamer expedition was also later undertaken by George 
Peacock to Spanish northeast Africa in pursuit of guano and mineral resources, and widespread 
global exploitation of guano reserves occurred, as evident in government records.137  
In addition to the voyages of individual ships and mariners in the search for alternative 
guano sources, the idea of guano’s abstraction was also manifested as a form of colonialism. 
Although not using the term abstraction, Cushman sums up this period as one of ‘unbridled 
expansion’ for the United States. He coins the term ‘neo-ecological imperialism’ to describe the 
search for guano elsewhere by post-colonial nations turned imperial powers. This, Cushman argues, 
focused on the ‘maintenance and improvement of environments already inhabited by European-
derived peoples.’ He contends that ‘ecological bounty’ seized in such ways was bound to be short 
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lived.138 In his 1850 ‘State of the Union Address’, United States President, Millard Fillmore, argued 
that guano from Peru was so valuable that the US government should ‘employ all means properly 
within its power’ to obtain it. Thus, North American mariners carried out global searches for guano 
islands so that they could side-step the Gibbs’ British monopoly of the Peruvian trade. The United 
States Guano Islands Act and British government papers reveal more about this activity.139 Prior 
to this, a key event that whipped up a real storm in British parliamentary debate in 1852 was the 
Lobos Islands controversy. In the 1840s, the Peruvian government had claimed state ownership of 
the Lobos Islands and, in 1844, impounded a British ship the Hibernia, for anchoring there without 
permission. The indignation caused by this rumbled on for years but was resurrected in the British 
parliament in 1852.  
It was resurrected by Peacock in his 1874 pamphlet. A Brooklyn merchant joined forces 
with United States Secretary of State, Webster, to lay claim to these islands in the 1850s, but the 
United States backed down after Britain and Peru loudly protested.140 Peacock provided an 
interesting British perspective on this controversy in his pamphlet about a petition in 1851 to send 
a ship of war to the Lobos Islands to ascertain whether or not they were uninhabited. 141 Peacock 
argued that the guano reserves there should be ‘the common property of all mankind,’ and the 
‘broadest principle’ of free trade should be applied to the guano reserves in order to obtain them 
at a modest price for agriculturalists.142 In his pamphlet Peacock recorded that he had sent his own 
surveys, made during his tenure as a steamship captain (1840-1846), to F. de Rivero in London in 
1852. He asserted that his personal intervention had strengthened the rights of Peru to the Lobos 
Islands, as Rivero immediately advertised in all papers warning all ship owners to steer clear of the 
Lobos Islands. This affair also attracted the attention of Punch with the publication of the poem 
‘The Substitute for Protection’, which began ‘’Tis all up wi’ Protection, so let’s be content, It wasn’t 
much good but to bolster up Rent; a ton of cheap guano’d be worth more to we - Than all the 
protection as ever could be.’ The focus here was entirely on the monetary value of a commodity 
of nature.143  
                                                
138 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 76-83. 
139 Hence the enactment of the U.S. Guano Islands Act: federal legislation (enacted by U.S. Congress, 
1856) enabling U.S. citizens to take possession of islands with guano deposits. For wording, see footnote 
18 page 6. Outcomes of this Act are evidenced in: London, National Archives, FO 881/4886, ‘Pacific 
Islands and Peru and United States: List. Guano Islands pertaining to United States’, 1883. 
140 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 81; House of Commons, Correspondence respecting the 
Guano Islands 1833-1852. 
141 Mr Wentworth Buller to Viscount Palmerston, 18 April 1851, House of Commons, Correspondence 
respecting the Guano Islands 1833-1852, 33; Peacock, The Resources of Peru, 37. 
142 Peacock recorded a survey of the islands made in 1823 by an American sealer (he omitted the name of 
the writer), published in New York in 1832: Peacock, The Resources of Peru, 36-40. 
143 Percival Leigh, The Substitute for Protection, Punch [Historical Archive], 24 July 1852, 49. 
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This was even more evident in Peacock’s further use of his guano surveys of the 1840s to 
respond to rising concerns about the value of Peruvian bonds. He attempted to provide a 
contemporary view of what he considered to be remaining exploitable guano resources in Peru in 
the 1870s.  By this stage, the Gibbs had long been out of the trade and the Chincha Islands were 
worked out. Guano had nevertheless continued to be imported into Britain in considerable 
quantities and was still in demand, as evident in Figure 2.10. The publication of an Admiralty 
Report on Guano, dated May 1874, as a Parliamentary Paper appears to have stimulated Peacock’s 
1874 pamphlet. In the preceding months, the market price of Peruvian loans rose in London with 
the announcement of new guano discoveries.  
As was the case throughout the guano age, Peruvian loans were backed by revenue from 
guano exports. This caused a flurry of interest in Peruvian stock at the time, but The Economist 
remained sceptical, believing that it was going to fall in value.144 Prior to the publication of the 
Admiralty Report, the Stock Exchange requested information from Peacock about Peru’s guano 
deposits. Peacock published his replies, the fourth on receipt of a copy of the Admiralty report.145 
He detailed his discovery of ten new guaneras (guano deposits), previously unknown to the 
Government. He argued that more inferior guano deposits along the coast were easily ‘come-at-
able’ and, together with the ‘inexhaustible supply of nitrate of soda on the plains of Tamarugal in 
South Peru, these would yield income to cover Peruvian debt.146 Secondly, he provided detail of 
quantities and potential value and recommended that Peruvian bondholders should take up 
unplaced stocks named by the Stock Exchange as he argued these, with Peruvian guano reserves 
behind them, were a better bet than any Continental stocks.147 The Stock Exchange replied with 
fears of  “Peru being dependent for her daily bread on Chilli (sic)’ and he devoted his next letter 
to a celebration of abundant resources he discovered during his surveys.148 This correspondence 
revealed the continuing financial power of guano as a capitalist commodity right up to the 1870s 
and the role it played in a strengthening stock market – an example of Castree’s ‘accumulation for 
accumulation’s sake.149 Peacock was not the only observer to write about the flurry of interest in 
guano reserves in the 1870s. Duffield also made such observations but, by then, the War of the 
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Pacific was fast approaching (Figure 2.15). The guano age was about to end. Duffield published 
further observations in 1881, clearly having been tasked with examining unexhausted reserves, but 




Capitalist merchant traders were also dogged by supply chain management concerns, which 
jeopardised guano’s popularity as a commodity in Britain. House of Commons papers about guano 
importation in 1854 revealed bad feeling by British ships’ captains about the Peruvian government’s 
reporting requirements. British ships were made to report to Callao after leaving the Chincha 
Islands but, United States’ ships were not.151 Britain’s costs correspondingly increased, along with 
the likelihood of mariner desertion in Callao, due to the unpleasant and dangerous working 
conditions on guano ships. The controversy made its way into the public domain through 
newspapers, periodicals and pamphlets.152  
The Peruvian government’s response to this concern was initially unyielding. Jose G. Paz 
Soldan (Peruvian minister for Foreign Affairs) came to the defence of ‘the direct agents of the 
Government (the Gibbs), far from enriching themselves by the adulteration of this manure, labour 
earnestly to preserve it in the best possible state, and to sell it as pure and fertilising as it comes 
from the deposits of Peru.’ Soldan questioned the British government’s assertion that free trade at 
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the islands would increase sales, profits, and benefit to British agriculturalists. He argued that 
Peruvian farmers were paying a price commensurate with that paid by British farmers and 
concluded that, for all these reasons, and not least, their sovereignty over their own resources, the 
‘present price will be sustained.’153 These arguments eventually led to an agreement to cease the 
reporting requirements into Callao, which lowered shipping costs and reduced the risks of 
desertion.154  
At the British end of the supply chain, the Gibbs faced another threat to guano’s status as 
a high quality agricultural commodity - the problem of adulteration. A plethora of articles in the 
press led the Gibbs to advertise their guano as ‘superior’ and ‘unadulterated’ and available only 
through their named merchant outlets. They went to great lengths to advertise the only guaranteed 
high quality guano on the market in order to maintain the farmers’ trust. Figures 2.16a to 2.16c 
illustrate that early adulteration occurred but, despite such controversy, the Gibbs succeeded in 
developing a trustworthy reputation. Newspaper articles also revealed the enforcement of 
prosecution for adulteration in the closing years of the Gibbs’ guano contract. A Glasgow Herald 
article in 1860, about the importation of inferior guano into Ayr, spoke in glowing terms of the 
Gibbs and the speed at which they offered compensation should any of their guano cargoes fail to 
live up to expectations.155 Commissioning middle-men to manage guano contracts and chartering 
of ships distanced the Gibbs from trade controversies, but there were disadvantages in lack of 
direct control over loading and unloading stages. They could not be wholly sure of the quality of 
guano being loaded, as evident in the Glasgow Herald article, and uncovered guano on any docksides 
would quickly deteriorate in the wet British climate. The Gibbs, always with an eye on profit, clearly 
thought that their detachment and willingness to pay compensation was worth the risk of using 
middle-men. Guano storage in warehouses on quaysides caused other problems. The press 
reported incidents of ‘suffering’ caused to nearby householders and businesses by ‘offensive scents 
emanating from warehoused guano.’ Many ‘notices’, concerning health issues associated with 
guano shipping and warehousing, were presented to the General Board of Health.156 Guano created 
a smell-scape in towns as well as in the countryside. 
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This stench emanating from the ammonia contained in Peruvian guano was an outward 
sign of its high nitrate content, which, in turn, increased demand for nitrate fertilisers. As the guano 
age came to an end, the Lima house of the Gibbs closed in 1880, just prior to the Chilean 
occupation of Lima during the War of the Pacific.160 It drew to a close, not only hastened by war, 
but also competition from cheap imports of grain from North America into Britain. The Chincha 
Islands had been worked out and global searches had failed to find an equivalent quality of guano, 
although lower quality reserves were extracted elsewhere, both in Peru and globally (Figures 2.12 
and 3.13). The guano trade had caused misery to mariners, enslaved guano diggers, exhausted 
reserves, and depleted rich ecosystems. While, it was observed to have created greater political 
stability in Peru, it did not bring the desired economic advancement. The Gibbs acknowledged that 
the War of the Pacific was a nitrate war and deemed it convenient that they were part-owners of 
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the Nitrate of Soda Estate and Factory of Antofagasta, located on land permanently seized by 
Chile. It was therefore easy to turn their attention to nitrate imports as a substitute for guano.161 In 
stimulating an on-going demand for nitrates, guano’s agency lived on in the renewed exploitation 
of neighbouring nitrate deposits in mainland deserts. Duffield visited the factory or oficina of the 
Tarapaca nitrate company in the 1870s. The Gibbs’ two factories in the province later closed in 
1889. Duffield’s description of the oficina was raw: ‘vast iron tanks with coloured liquids, tall 
chimney, chemical labs, iodine extraction house, steam-pump, tramways, wagons, boiler, pipes, 
blacksmiths forge, iron foundry, lathe shop, scaffolding and iron plates’. He observed that the 
processes were dangerous and deaths had occurred due to falls into boiling vats. Broken limbs 
occurred due to falls from scaffolding, so the human and environmental costs of nitrate processing 
were high.  
At that time, the Peruvian government was looking to purchase the oficinas to secure the 
nitrate reserves in order to pay off their debts to bondholders. The controversy surrounding this 
debt involved the unexploited guano reserves. Lima exerted pressure on England to ‘let off’ Peru 
in the same way that it had recently allowed Turkey to default on its debt. This became immaterial 
in the following few years when Chile gained control of remaining guano and all nitrate reserves as 
they occupied costal Bolivia and Peru’s Tarapaca coastal region.162 The Gibbs then handled guano 
again for a short while, but this time on Chile’s behalf, due to the large deposits remaining in 
captured territories.163 They went on to handle the British nitrate pool for munitions during World 
War 1.164 By then, the Haber Bosch process had already fuelled German munitions during the war 
and artificially manufactured nitrates were later to change the face of agriculture in the mid-
twentieth century.  
But the die had been cast long before by the guano birds as they evacuated vast amounts 
of nitrogen-rich excrement. With its capitalist exploitation and re-identification as an artificial 
fertiliser, guano had let the nitrogen cat out of the bag, and, if its life was limited, alternatives had 
to be found. The element of the idea of guano’s abstraction exhibited in the extensive searches for 
other guano sources and the emergence of neo-ecological imperialism in the process is well 
illustrated in this chapter. So too is the drive for accumulation of profit for British merchants and 
bond-holders, which strengthened the searches and also encouraged agricultural scientists to 
dabble in formulating chemical alternatives.  
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Displacement: the ‘hidden’ human and environmental costs of the British 
guano trade 
The drive to exploit guano reserves and make profits was pervasive, to the extent that it 
often clouded broader vision and awareness. Castree’s representation of a commodity of nature in 
its transformation from a ‘thing’ to a set of socio-natural relations’ is contrary to the way many 
Victorian consumers and merchants viewed guano purely as an artificial fertiliser, a material 
commodity.165 Most were blind to the harm to the labourers involved in its extraction and transport 
and to the Chincha Island and other exploited ecosystems. This harm ‘contained’ in guano’s 
physical form, and caused by its exploitation through ecological imperialism, was an uncomfortable 
truth, easily ignored half a world away. In the main, British farmers did not stop to think about 
how the fertility boost to their fields could be detrimental to Peruvian agriculture. Their 
environmental debt to Peru was never considered. However, the first-hand observations of some 
of the people involved in the trade do reveal a degree of acknowledgment of the social and 
environmental costs of the guano trade. Today’s heavily globalised supply chains are becoming an 
ever-sharper focus for debate about the ethics of such exploitation.166 The cautionary voices of 
concerned British Victorians may have been stifled in the growing power and domination of 
capitalist trade and global financial markets, but concerned voices were raised, then, as they are 
now.167  
First hand observations of British nationals, who worked and travelled in Peru, helped to 
reveal the guano trade’s ‘hidden’ costs. The human costs involved those working on the guano 
ships and the labourers digging and loading guano. The surge in the guano trade created many 
opportunities for shipping agents and a massive increase in jobs for mariners (Figure 2.17), 
although serious concerns were raised about a possible collapse after Ichaboe was worked out.168  
There was considerable loss of life on guano ships on a hazardous journey south across the Atlantic, 
around Cape Horn and up the west coast of South America to the Chincha Islands. Mooring 
conditions at the island cliffs (Figure 2.1) during stormy weather were very risky and the use of 
chutes to load the guano often caused serious accidents. Guano ships endured a long and 
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dangerous journey between Britain and Peru. They were permitted to overload in the first two 
decades of the trade and there were many losses and casualties. Some ships and all their crews were 
lost, or damaged so badly that they reached ports in an unseaworthy condition.169 No doubt 
alarmed, and probably embarrassed, by some of the reports of lives lost at sea, William Gibbs 
established the British Seaman’s Boys’ Home at Brixham, Devon for the orphaned children of 
mariners, though this barely scratched the surface of the problem.170 The question of the 
seaworthiness of ships and loss of life at sea polarised opinions and preoccupied many Victorian 
minds over several decades. The Gibbs did claim to have influenced the development of loading 
lines on ships. It was not until 1860 when they were about to leave the trade, that Charles Edward 
Stubbs, then manager of the Gibbs’ Lima house, introduced a system of inspection for loading, 




Other than mariners recording their observations, travellers such as Clements Markham, 
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who first visited Peru in 1852, also reported guano stories. He made early observations of 
conditions on guano islands.172 He spent ten months there and kept a detailed journal, which is one 
of the few surviving first-hand accounts of Peru in the mid-nineteenth century, capturing part of 
its journey from a colonial past to the modern era. During his travels, he enjoyed the hospitality of 
Don Domingo Elías (1805-1867) in Pisco and from there he visited the Chincha Islands on 31 
December 1852. Elías was a wealthy landowner with some involvement in the guano trade and was 
briefly self-proclaimed President of Peru in 1844.173 Markham’s account reveals the complexities 
of sub-contracts and the changing responsibilities for different operations.174 Markham, only 22 in 
1852, travelled the 14 miles to the Chincha Islands on the Andria manned by four Chinese and two 
black Africans. He described arriving at midnight to the New Year bells of all the merchant vessels 
waiting to load and climbing up a steep ladder on perpendicular rocks to a wooden platform in the 
side of a cliff. 200 convicts were cutting guano from the 80-foot cliff aided by a steam engine with 
a chain mechanism to remove guano and a crane to load it on to trucks, four loads to fill a truck. 
The mule drawn trucks were taken to the edge of the cliff where the guano was poured into canvas 
shoots to the vessel hold below. Men with canvas masks trimmed the guano in the hold. He 
described the smell as very strong and more penetrating than dust or iron filings.  
While Markham was there, 25 vessels were waiting to load, but usually there were often 
over 100. The convicts were housed in dwellings constructed of chain and matting, guarded by 
soldiers. The supervisor and clerk were more substantially housed and also had offices. Other 
buildings included a smithy with two Yorkshire blacksmiths, houses for an Irish doctor and a priest, 
and a canvas chapel. Markham ate more heartily than the convicts, who were fed with beans and 
rice from Elías’s estates. Fresh water was brought daily from the mainland. Markham also described 
the abundance of birds in less frequented parts of the island, but only in broad terms.175 
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Figure 2.18. The Chincha (Guano Islands), 1863.176 
Another, apparently first-hand, account published by The Religious Tract Society in their 
periodical, the Leisure Hour, in 1853, made similar observations, including a little more 
embellishment of the appalling working conditions. ‘The men wear patent respirators of tarry 
oakum (loose fibre obtained by untwisting old rope) - but the guano mocks at such weak defences’. 
It extolled the potency of Chincha guano as surpassing all others and that large lumps of very 
strong and pure ammonia were often turned up by the diggers. The thick fogs turned the surface 
into a grease, which was then baked hard by the sun the following day.  The article also commented 
on how the once ‘solitary waters’ were now frequented by ships from many nations and that the 
‘flags of the United States, France, Belgium and Norway now float beside the ensign of England 
and the countless stars of the South American republics’,  as evident in Figure 2.18.177 This revealed 
the international interest in the commodity, despite the Gibbs’ then monopoly on the British trade 
and much of the supply to Europe. By the late 1850s they also held the monopoly on guano 
supplies to Africa, Australia and the West Indies. 
Such hidden social costs were also sometimes revealed through chance encounters. In the 
late 1840s, British born Samuel Rinder, on hearing of the California Gold Rush, determined to 
travel there, but instead ended up in Callao. He published his observations of the digging of guano 
on the Chincha and Lobos islands in 1852.178 He also noted the annoyance of shipmasters in having 
to report at Callao on their inward and outward journeys, causing additional expenses and sailing 
hundreds of miles into headwinds. An hour out from the islands he described the strengthening of 
the stench of guano and, on the islands, the varying depth of the deposits from 80 feet to a few 
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inches. As was the case with most writers of the time, he felt obliged to include a potted history of 
its use by the Inca, the individual trenching of potatoes and maize, to which were applied small 
quantities of guano, followed by flooding and draining, and the vast numbers of birds ‘whose 
names are unknown to the vulgar’. He described taking a closer look at ‘the huge muck heap’ and, 
on landing, soon became knee-deep in guano. The shanties of the Indian workers were flimsy and 
most of the workers were stripped naked to dig, but the ‘commandant’ lived in a house with a 
window in it. Indians carried the guano in 80lb sacks to the enclosure at the top of the cliffs. From 
here, guano was poured into ship holds through a canvas shoot at the rate of about 350 tons per 
day. Accidents occurred, many birds slipped into the guano shutes and Rinder recorded the death 
of an Indian worker who slipped in. He recorded some ‘dismal hours’ spent working night and day 
to secure a mooring against all the competition. Standing beneath the shute all through the night, 
he described guano, ‘filling the eyes, nose and mouth with pungent dust, which continued to pour 
in until the boat was loaded to the water’s edge, and its occupants looked like a portion of the 
cargo’. He described how ‘one old salt, whose bushy black whiskers and long hair contained enough 
manure to satisfy a small farm, very energetically cursed all the farmers in the world for employing 
sailors to do their dirty work.’ While farmers were largely ‘displaced’ from the impact of the trade 
on seamen, the mariners knew very well who they wanted to blame for their hardships. 
Rinder went on to describe the ‘trimming’ of guano in the ships holds carried out by naked 
Indian workers. Equipped only with a bunch of oakum over their mouths allowing breathing, but 
inadequately, keeping dust out in such an ‘atmosphere of floating guano’. They rotated trimming 
duty every 20 minutes, emerging exhausted and streaming with perspiration, quickly downing a 
quart of cold water and then raw rum or pisco (locally made brandy). Once the cargo was secured, 
the sailors continued to wear oakum defences as guano dust penetrated the ‘captain’s cabin and 
the cook’s coppers.’ It was not until they had washed the decks and set full sail that the conditions 
ameliorated. Unsurprisingly, this came to the attention of the medical profession and the British 
Medical Journal included articles about the health hazards of such journeys where the bulkheads were 
often removed to accommodate more cargo. Guano caused, ‘foul vapours, sickening to soul and 
body, which rise and pass in’. The British Medical Journal called for this practice to be stopped and 
that all seamen should be allowed, ‘12 superficial feet of deck-room and 72 cubic feet of air.’179 
‘Displacement’ was being eroded. 
Such erosion was also becoming more publicly evident through British newspapers. Guano 
diggers were employed by the Peruvian government and initially included ex-convicts and ex-
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militia.180 Black African slaves may also have worked the guano prior to 1854, but, although near 
the bottom of the Peruvian social hierarchy, they were perceived as higher status than native 
Peruvians. They were seen as an investment and of higher economic value and many worked in 
the houses of the white elite.181 There are indications that some were involved in the guano trade, 
but probably with more responsibility than the diggers. The Abolition of Slavery Act in 1833 had 
already instigated black slave emancipation across most of the British Empire. Peru, however, had 
not yet followed suit. The Peruvian government eventually banned slavery in 1854, and labour 
shortages were increasingly met by the use of indentured Chinese labourers. Between 1847 and 
1874, and peaking in the 1850s, approaching 100,000 Chinese labourers were coerced to travel to 
Peru by ship to work on cotton and sugar plantations, work as domestic servants or in railway 
construction, but also as diggers of guano on the Chincha Islands. They were promised release 
after three to five years of paying off their passage, but liberation was rare and many were driven 
to suicide.182 This eventually led to widespread outrage in British newspapers, particularly in the 
anti-slavery press, and such concerns were not confined to Peru.183 
The level of merchant awareness of the exploitation of guano labourers was rarely put into 
writing. They were at pains to distance themselves from any controversy so it is difficult to find 
evidence of involvement of the Gibbs in this matter. Company and personal papers, that are 
available for examination, avoid the issue. However, House of Commons correspondence relating 
to concerns about Chinese emigration to Peru in 1854, does include one reference to Gibbs, Bright 
and Co.184 The Gibbs in question here is George Gibbs, William’s cousin and brother-in-law, of 
the neighbouring Belmont estate to Tyntesfield, William’s house near Bristol. George part-owned 
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Gibbs, Bright and Co., which provided shipping services to Antony Gibbs and Sons.185 On 11 July 
1854, Sir J. Emerson Tennent, of the Office of the Privy Council for Trade, wrote to Lord 
Wodehouse enclosing a ‘memorial’ from certain shipmasters lately returned from the Chincha 
Islands, dated 27 June 1854’. This detailed ‘cruelties practised on the Chinese labourers employed 
in the export of guano’. The captains protested that the transport conveying Chinese labourers was 
‘for the most part, if not exclusively on British vessels’ and, ‘as this employment is principally 
carried on for English account’, they called for ‘remonstrance on the part of the British 
government’. They described the severities endured by the Chinese as ‘revolting’ and ‘atrocities’.  
The captains’ other concern was that their ships were being held up at the islands and at a 
cost. They offered the services of their crews to help in loading as there were insufficient Chinese 
labourers and they were in poor health, but they also expressed concern about corruption through 
government agents on the islands taking bribes for a quick turnaround. They reiterated the 
inconvenience of having to call in to Callao on the mainland for licensing purposes. The following 
statement referred to the Gibbs: ‘the gentleman on the Chincha Islands, who represents the House 
of Gibbs, Bright and Co., the agents for the Peruvian government in this country, is Mr Went, a 
person of just and humane sentiments, whose assistance would cheerfully be rendered for the 
purpose of carrying into effect suitable arrangements on this subject.’ The Gibbs were therefore 
aware of Chinese labourer exploitation and willing to get involved in ameliorating their 
circumstances.  The letter was signed by nine ships’ captains pleading for the British government 
to ‘stretch out a helping hand to the helpless and unresisting sufferers’.186   
The response of the British government was to issue instructions to HM Naval Forces on 
15 July 1854 to adopt measures to protect Chinese labourers, and that it was in the interests of the 
Peruvian government to put an end to the corruption of their agents. A formal proclamation was 
made in Hong Kong on 11 September 1854, by British diplomat John Bowring, prohibiting the 
transport of Chinese on any British vessel and that any such carriage would be subject to the 
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severest penalties of the law to be applied to any consignee, owner or commander of a British 
vessel. An eventual response from J. Luis G. Sanchez, Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs, on 
12 December 1854, protested at the ships captains’ account of the ‘supposed sufferings of the 
Chinese’, but that out of ‘feeling of respect for Her Britannic Majesty’s Government’, they are 
interested in ‘removing every imputation which could represent it as capable of permitting the 
execution of acts of cruelty’. Peru later undertook to issue formal contracts of employment, 
beginning on 1 May 1855, and guarantee no ill treatment. However, there was still ample room for 
manoeuvre on contract lengths.187 The intervention of the ships’ captains and the articles in the 
press had combined to shame the British government into wanting to be seen to have made some 
intervention in this affair, but which was, at best, only moderate. A complex combination of 
political and social guano agency was at play here. The exploitation of Chinese workers occurred 
because they were required to dig and load guano. However, the mariners involved in transporting 
it were instrumental in attempting to ameliorate their working conditions. It was the very location 
of the substance that caused both activities and a tension and interaction between them. Guano 
was also agentic in the political expediency that both the British and Peruvian governments felt 
compelled to demonstrate.  
The coercion of workers from other nations did not end there. The Peruvian government 
granted labour contractor Andres Calderón a license in 1862 to recruit 800-1,000 Hawaiians and 
Polynesians to dig guano on the Chinchas.188 While it is not clear whether they did end up digging 
guano, Cushman notes how Pacific Island labour was coerced by Peru to work on coastal cotton 
plantations from 1862. Peruvian labour traders took away more than 1,300 people from Easter 
Island, amounting to half the indigenous population. Many of them died of dysentery and other 
diseases after they reached Peru.189 In addition to working in appalling conditions, guano diggers, 
by the very nature of their work, caused huge environmental degradation. In the process, they 
worsened their own working conditions and the habitat of the birds, at the behest of their 
overseers. Bird/human relationships on all guano islands must have been intimate. In the midst of 
dangerous working conditions and associated sickness, Gregory Rosenthal views the guano years, 
on Hawaiian Islands, from the perspective of the birds as well as the humans. He describes the 
faecal bombing of humans by the birds and how the noise and sheer mass of numbers of birds 
created a stressful environment for humans in Hawaii. The birds’ nests were damaged by egg 
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collecting and domesticated animals and rats. Nevertheless, he describes the guano years as ‘one 
new thing at the bird land’ and the birds nesting there long before the arrival of humans, still nest 
there.190 The more devastating exploitation of the Chincha Islands had a far greater impact and led 
to an international conservation scheme in the twentieth century, including serious culling of bird 
predators, diseased birds, domesticated animals and rats. Disease ecology was much better 
understood in the twentieth century, so this revealed the conditions that nineteenth-century 
workers must have endured, including bird tick adaptation to humans, respiratory problems from 
exposure to pulverised guano including bronchitis, and outbreaks of conjunctivitis, malaria, and 
influenza.191 New environments were created through such multiple agency.  
While human exploitation was likely to be exposed in the press, environmental degradation 
in a distant place was not. Observations of environmental disruption were made by Duffield.192 His 
two publications on guano were written when the guano age was dwindling, the second during the 
War of the Pacific. They appear to be based on his first-hand observations during a recent visit to 
carry out surveys. In Peru in the Guano Age, Duffield described the changes that had taken place in 
Peru due to the guano age.193 The book is one of many contradictions. He compared Peru in 1877 
with how it was during the ‘Golden Age’ of the Incas. While acknowledging that the Inca were 
‘dreaded, obeyed and respected’, he argued that they experienced little revolt, they irrigated and 
cultivated their territory and built granaries to feed the people, among whom resources were equally 
divided. In Peru after the guano age, he asserted that agriculture had been allowed to decline, 
irrigation channels had dried up, there had been many revolutions, the upper classes were idle, 
education was lacking, and there were no granaries, modern factories or roads. He directed his 
criticism at the wealthy elite, who, he argued, had failed to use the guano revenues wisely and 
summed up the guano years as Peru’s ‘fall from grace’, characterised by internal bickering, wars 
with neighbours, and inadequate support for working people.194 But he praised the rural working 
class as generous and hospitable. In roundly criticising the behaviour exhibited by British mariners 
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along the Peruvian coast, he revealed the tensions created by poor working conditions and 
widespread desertion.195  Like Peacock, he drew attention to the remaining guano reserves in Peru 
at a time when bondholders were becoming very nervous.  
Where Duffield was unusual was in his observations of how guano extraction had 
transformed the natural coastal landscape of Peru, especially the islands where guano was mined. 
On passing the Chinchas he observed their degradation: 
On my return from the south [part of Peru] we passed close to the Chincha islands. When 
I first saw them twenty years ago, they were bold, brown heads, tall, and erect, standing 
out of the sea like living things, reflecting the light of heaven, or forming soft and tender 
shadows of the tropical sun on a blue sea. Now these same islands looked like creatures 
whose heads had been cut off, or like vast sarcophagi, like anything in short that reminds 
one of death and the grave. In ages which have no record, these islands were the home 
of millions of happy birds, the resort of a hundred times more millions of fishes, of sea 
lions, and other creatures whose names are not so common…of innumerable creatures 
predestined from the creation of the world to lay up a store of wealth for the British 
farmer, and a store of quite another sort for an immaculate republican government.196 
 
Further north, on reaching the island of Lobos de Afuera, untouched by mining, he 
commented on the large bird numbers. This prompted him to ask, ‘Will the government of Peru 
occupy itself in preserving and cultivating these busy birds? That government has now lived on 
their produce for more than thirty years; why should it not take a benign and intelligent interest in 
the creatures who have continued its existence and contributed to its fame?’ He was unknowingly 
prophetic in his observations as this was to occur in 1909.197 Almost in the same breath, after 
celebrating the beauty of Lobos de Afuera, Duffield described a visit to the neighbouring guano 
stripped island of Macabi to search for discarded equipment. Ironically, after displaying some 
environmental awareness, this was compromised by his aim of using this equipment to mine the 
untapped deposits of Lobos de Afuera. He was clearly shocked by discarded tools, crumbling 
machinery, an empty child’s coffin and the ‘graves of fifty Asiatics’.198 This destruction visibly 
illustrates Britain’s environmental debt to Peru and contrasts starkly with how William used his 
guano profits to create a country idyll at Tyntesfield, also reflected in the affluence of others 
involved in environmentally destructive profit-making activity. Unlike the Gibbs, some were not 
so far removed from the landscapes they were instrumental in destroying, but, nevertheless, made 
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every attempt to create an idyllic domestic cocoon away from the repercussions of their activities.199 
Reflections 
For the guano trade, Castree’s identified six elements provide a useful framework for the 
examination of guano’s commodification. Previously commodified, but treated as a resource for 
all Peruvian communities and sustainably managed, its privatisation and alienation by the Peruvian 
government put an end to all that. Its individuation from its ecological niche was questionable and 
caused considerable environmental degradation. In the process of its capitalist commodification, 
the revelation of its use and functional value in a craze amongst consumers, subsumed these in the 
elevation of its financial value. It was a cash cow for the Peruvian government, a profit turner for 
the Gibbs, and became a vehicle for ‘accumulation for accumulation’s sake’ in the gamble taken by 
Peruvian bond-holders. The idea of its functional and spatial abstraction led to global exploration 
for more sources and, while displacement was evident in the inability of consumers to see the harm 
concealed in the supply chain, the concealment was incomplete. 
Perhaps the greatest example of an individual’s ability to display aspects of ‘displacement’ 
was provided by William Gibbs. He used his guano profits to enhance and modify his Tyntesfield 
house and estate. In 1840, the Gibbs’ Lima house was one of the most important commission 
merchant houses in Peru while the parent company in London was, by English standards, of 
‘moderate size and considerable respectability’. By the end of the Gibbs’ involvement in 1861, it 
had become one of the wealthiest firms in the City of London, and William became the richest 
commoner in England through his guano profits.200 The family name was immortalised in a popular 
jingle: ‘The House of Gibbs that made their dibs, by selling the turds of foreign birds’.201 This 
popular jingle could equally refer to his nephew and successor Henry Hucks Gibbs and the guano 
trade had certainly benefitted them both, and their immediate heirs, enormously.202  
In contrast to the trade’s exploitation of labour and environmental degradation, to which 
he mostly turned a ‘blind eye’, William lived in great comfort in Hyde Park Gardens in London 
during his guano trading years.  In 1844, he purchased a country home near Bristol: Tyntesfield, at 
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Wraxall, Somerset. This served as a country retreat until he retired there in the 1860s and spent a 
large part of his guano fortune on its modification. He transformed what had been a modest 
Georgian mansion house into a much larger, high Gothic mansion, and extended the surrounding 
estate.203 There is surprisingly little evidence of the guano trade at Tyntesfield, probably due to its 
use as a retreat from work, and a wish to be at a distance from the trade. Its major upgrading 




Figure 2.19. Tyntesfield guano bird window. Representations of: a Peruvian cormorant or ‘guanay’ 
(left) and Peruvian booby or ‘piquero’ (right), the two main guano producers.  © National Trust Images 
/Lesley Kinsley. 
 
However, there is a stained-glass window tucked away by the butler’s pantry and billiard 
room.204 At first glance its montage of stylised birds reflects the owning family’s interest in the local 
natural environment. On closer examination, two of the stylised birds appear not to be ‘local’. One 
resembles a Peruvian cormorant or ‘guanay’, the main producer of vast quantities of high quality 
guano. The other resembles the Peruvian booby or ‘piquero’, another guano producer (Figure 
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2.19). 205 This appears to be a rare case of a British Victorian magnate recognising the source of his 
wealth. This is a house full of nature represented in beautifully carved wood and stone and William 
found a small space, albeit it off the beaten track, for the birds that excreted out guano, half a world 
away, to underpin his wealth. In some small way, he recognised that Tyntesfield was ‘The House 
that Guano Built’. 
LeCain puts forward a neo-materialist argument for a house built on the energy of cattle, 
by German born North American settler Conrad Kohrs, who brought cattle into western Montana 
in the 1860s. LeCain argues that he was already part of the niche that cattle constructed, having 
been raised on dairy products. On becoming a cattle baron, he built his Helena mansion, deriving 
social power from the energy of his cows.206 While not as closely integrated with the niche of the 
birds, William certainly derived energy and power from them, which was manifest in his 
modification of Tyntesfield. While their own niche was degraded by the action of humans, the 
birds were instrumental in the creation of an opulent niche in Somerset, Britain, which was to 
influence following generations of Gibbs and their social networks.  
Ironically, although Tyntesfield was enhanced by guano profits, there is little evidence of it 
having been used as a fertiliser on the estate. William’s eldest son Antony inherited Tyntesfield on 
his mother’s death in 1887 and also a large part of the guano profits. He continued to spend these 
on enhancing the house and estate. Antony’s model farm was completed while he lived in 
neighbouring Charlton House, in 1883. This was very late in the model farm-building period, after 
the guano age had ended and when guano imports and use had rapidly declined.207 Diaries, private 
correspondence and company’s pamphlets include early evidence of guano testing on local wheat, 
hay and swede fields, but probably by George Gibbs at the neighbouring Belmont estate (Figures 
2.20a and b).208 
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209 Gibbs and Sons, Guano, Its Analysis and Effects, 7, 9; A. Gibbs and Sons and W. J. Myers and Co., Peruvian 
and Bolivian Guano (1844), 27, 41. 
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This involvement of the Gibbs in the guano trade reveals guano’s agency in developing and 
enhancing the pervasive culture of capitalism through long distance trading. The direct 
involvement of merchant capitalist traders carried with it enormous power and influence. They 
realised this through their monopoly of the trade in some of the highest profit-making years, and, 
in the process, evolved into financial capitalists. This profit for profit’s sake approach was carried 
out with the collusion of both the British and Peruvian governments. Although camouflaged by 
many tensions, the aim of both governments was to guarantee investment, Peru supposedly in its 
economic development, but much siphoned off into war costs and Britain for its bond holders and 
investors, and ultimately its own economy. The arguments, put forward by Fernand Braudel, that 
real capitalism involved privileged actors are well illustrated by the Gibb’s involvement in the guano 
trade.210 Initially more cautious than high risk, they were able to manage the risks of the trade 
through their status as privileged actors, who were well networked in South America and in their 
access to London financial markets. Their perseverance through many difficult years in Peru paid 
off and, while initially surprised by the magnitude of their success, they put all their weight behind 
taking the fullest possible advantage of the situation they found themselves in. But, underpinning 
their wealth was the energy of millions of seabirds thriving in a distant bountiful ecosystem, which 
remains under threat from human exploitation. 
Alongside working with family and fellow merchant traders and bankers, the guano trade 
required the Gibbs to take an interest in who was consuming this substance. This interest was not 
restricted to agriculturists. Guano proved to be of great interest to the rising number of agricultural 
chemists who analysed, tested and wrote about it prolifically. These chemists and their work proved 
to be highly influential in guano use in Britain and guano itself shaped the way in which chemists 
operated and how they developed theories underpinning nutrient cycles in the soil.  
                                                
210 Wallerstein describes how Braudel took from both the classical liberalism of Adam Smith and classical 
Marxism, which argued that capitalism involved the establishment of a free, competitive market, but 
Braudel argued that real capitalism was the system of the anti-market and often did not specialise and 
frequently involved monopoly. Aside from the ‘more acceptable face’ of micro-capitalism, Braudel argued 
that real capitalism involved privileged actors engaged in networks and calculations that ordinary people, 
neither knew of nor understood. The privileged actors were adventurous and prepared to take high risks 
which led to investment and high rates of capital formation which, in turn, could lead to exceptional 
profits, or not. Braudel’s arguments are well illustrated by the involvement of the British in the guano 
trade: Immanuel Wallerstein, ‘Braudel on Capitalism, or Everything Upside Down’, The Journal of Modern 
History, 63 (1991), 354-61.  
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Chapter 3: Taking the ‘nature’ out of guano? How chemists used 
guano as a scientific commodity  
 
A cursory glance at the work of those nineteenth-century scientists who called themselves 
agricultural chemists could lead to a deceptively easy conclusion about their influence on Victorian 
agriculture and how they may have viewed and used guano.1 Given their considerable exposure in 
the press, pamphlets, periodicals and journals and the growing obsession of the British Victorians 
for all things scientific, then the ‘scientising’ of agriculture would appear to have been well under 
way. Chapter 4 goes on to explore, through guano’s agricultural use, to what extent this was actually 
the case.2 This chapter, however, examines guano’s agency in scientific discovery and in the 
practical application of scientific approaches to agriculture. That Victorian agricultural chemists 
extensively used guano as a scientific commodity for laboratory analysis and field testing is beyond 
doubt, as evidenced by the considerable number of published results. Even so, there were more 
scientific attractions in guano than its chemical composition alone.3 This chapter addresses how a 
combination of drivers increased guano’s appeal to scientists, but also how, as consumers, they too 
became entangled in ideas about its valuation and the potential removal of its specificity through 
its chemical replication or abstraction.  
I argue that guano was used as a scientific commodity in four ways. Guano’s chemical 
composition, as demonstrated through the scientific practice featuring in two ill-tempered debates, 
helped scientists to empirically reveal its material agency in agriculture.4 Firstly, guano played a role 
in research into the nitrogen cycle. The well-orchestrated publicity of guano merchants certainly 
diverted the attention of scientists to the nitrogen content in, particularly Peruvian, guano. This 
bird deposited nitrogen caused chemist, Boussingault, to acknowledge his guano observations in 
Peru as the motivation for his seminal research into the nitrogen cycle. Ironically, Liebig’s 
                                                
1 According to Nick Spencer, senior fellow at Theos, the word ‘scientist’ was only coined in 1834: Nick 
Spencer, ‘The Secret History of Science and Religion’, BBC Radio 4, 28 June 2019. Donald Worster, 
however, argues it was not coined until 1840: Donald Worster, Nature’s Economy: A History of Ecological Ideas 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 130. It is now widely regarded that William Whewell 
coined the term in 1833, which first appeared in print in his anonymous review of ‘The Connexion of the 
Physical Sciences by Mrs Somerville’, Quarterly Review, 51, March 1834, 54-68. 
2 John Sheail introduces the idea of ‘scientism’ in: J. Sheail, 'Elements of Sustainable Agriculture - the 
United-Kingdom Experience, 1840-1940', Agricultural History Review, 43 (1995), 193. 
3 In the context of commodifying nature, Castree only refers to scientific commodification with reference 
to human biology and the use of folk knowledge by western life science companies: Noel Castree, 
‘Commodifying what nature?’, Progress in Human Geography, 27 (2003), 287-88. 
4 Many historians have called for greater attention to the link between nineteenth-century agricultural 
chemistry and farming: G. P. H. Chorley, 'The Agricultural Revolution in Northern Europe, 1750-1880 - 
Nitrogen, Legumes, and Crop Productivity', The Economic History Review, New series, 34 (1981), 71; D. Worster, 
'Transformations of the Earth - toward an Agroecological Perspective in History', Journal of American History, 
76 (1990), 1090; Sheail, ‘Elements of Sustainable Agriculture’, 192; Mindi Schneider and Philip McMichael, 
'Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift', The Journal of Peasant Studies, 37 (2010), 463.   
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disagreement with Boussingault over nitrogen played out over two decades and put the continuing 
use of guano as a fertiliser at risk. Guano’s chemical composition was assessed in two ways by 
scientists, firstly through laboratory analysis and secondly through its practical application to soils 
in field trials. Science was changing in the 1840s and huge advances had been made in laboratory 
analysis, most notably by Liebig in his Giessen laboratories. Laboratory analysis had an elite air 
surrounding it, and the increasing popularity of field trials was regarded as unscientific by some 
scientists, particularly Liebig. Even so, Boussingault expertly used them alongside laboratory 
analysis for his nitrogen experiments, and British scientists Lawes and Gilbert followed suit. They 
set up a ground-breaking research station, to utilise both methodologies in the 1840s. The second 
facet of my main argument in this chapter is that guano proved an attractive target for field testing 
in an empirical search for its efficacy in soil fertility. It was particularly useful as a yardstick against 
which to measure the performance of other manures.  
Thirdly, I argue that scientists were lured by guano’s popularity into tricky valuation 
exercises. There were several reasons for this. Guano was widely viewed as highly priced. Farmers 
always sought value for money and aimed to drive prices down, while merchants sought to keep 
prices up. A downside of its popularity, but desire for low prices, was its adulteration by 
unscrupulous hawkers. Sand, lime and other inert substances were added and it was sold more 
cheaply. The services of analytical chemists were therefore sought to establish purity. With tenant- 
right high on the agricultural agenda in a high farming era of short leases, on surrender of their 
leases, tenants also sought compensation for unexhausted manures. Unsurprisingly, chemists were 
goaded into attempting to work out compensation values and, in view of its efficacy and high price, 
guano was a prime target. 
Fourthly, I argue that chemists also found themselves entangled in the complex exercise of 
chemically evaluating guanos. Driven by financial as well as scientific motives, how many of them 
also chose to attempt to remove guano specificities through their chemical abstraction into one 
aggregated substance. This revealed itself in two ways. Firstly, with global exploration and the 
appearance of new varieties of guano on the market, chemists were sought to compare the quality 
of these functionally and spatially abstracted sources, and this usually led to a differential and 
awkward pricing exercise. Secondly, scientists needed to fund their work and this included creating 
and selling their own tailor-made manures.5 Where this involved the admixing of guano and other 
fertilising substances, I argue this activity was a form of functional abstraction. Not only this, 
attempts to manufacture fertilisers only seriously began after guano’s arrival and then accelerated 
                                                
5 Massy’s description of Liebig as ‘having an eye to the main chance’ cloaks the fact that, in order to 
survive, chemists needed a private fortune, or a benefactor, or to earn income: Charles Massy, Call of the 
Reed Warbler: A New Agriculture, A New Earth (St. Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 2017), 44. 
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enormously. I argue that the arrival of what was viewed as an ‘ideal’ chemical fertiliser stimulated 
the interest of chemists and manure manufacturers. This idea that ‘if nature can make this, we can 
replicate it’, strengthens the argument for this facet of functional abstraction. The high prices 
gained for guano further stimulated this activity, providing a link between functional abstraction 
and valuation.6 While there is little doubt that Lawes’ superphosphate was also stimulated by this, 
the enthusiasm for the achievement of a more guano-like substance remained.  
How guano became entangled in the evolution of agricultural chemistry 
The agricultural chemists of the 1840s, particularly those using guano, owe their origins, in 
part, to the natural historians who preceded them.7 Alexander von Humboldt, was an agent in 
revealing the material agency of guano which, in the case of Peruvian, lay in its nitrogen content. 
In directing the colonial gaze to guano and many other South American resources, he paved the 
way for its exploitation. Humboldt’s observations of the local guano trade in Callao in 1804 as his 
travels in South America (1799-1804) ended, encouraged him to send Peruvian guano samples to 
French chemists Antoine François de Fourcroy and Louis Nicolas Vauquelin. They analysed them 
and published the results in 1806, well before the guano age. This is a significant publication as 
these observations have not been published elsewhere.8 This is the first known empirical scientific 
analysis of Peruvian guano (Figure 3.1), which arguably began a sequence of events culminating in 
                                                
6 Mathew cites a letter from Nesbit to Antony Gibbs and Sons in 1855 stating that, before the rise in price 
for guano, fertiliser manufacturing was modest and in few hands. The increase in the number of factories 
producing manures, after guano’s price rise was then ‘extraordinary’ and quantities produced and sales 
were massive: Mathew, The House of Gibbs, 176. 
7 While the term ‘chemist’ had been in use since the seventeenth century, when there was still much 
uncertainty about what was meant by chemistry, ‘natural historian’ increasingly fell out of use during the 
nineteenth century when ‘scientist’ was more commonly used along with physicist, chemist, botanist.: 
George Timmons, ‘Science and education in the first half of the nineteenth century’, Endeavour, 4 (1996), 
141. 
8 Fourcroy had worked closely with Antoine Laurent de Lavoisier, who was pivotal in the eighteenth-century 
chemical revolution: A. L. Lavoisier, Traite Elementaire De Chimie (Paris: Académie des Sciences et de la 
Societe Royale de Medicine, 1789); W.A. Smeaton, Fourcroy: Chemist and Revolutionary, 1755-1809 (Cambridge: 
W. Heffer & Sons Ltd. for W.A. Smeaton, 1962), 53-59, 263. In his report of Fourcroy and Vauquelin’s 
analysis, André Laugier (1770-1832), Fourcroy’s cousin and close colleague, reported Humboldt’s 
observations in 1806, which Humboldt did not publish: Smeaton, Fourcroy, xxi. Laugier reported Humboldt’s 
query, ‘is guano a production caused by changes in which the globe has undergone, like coal or fossil wood?’ 
and observed that it was a manure of hydruret of azote (nitrogen)’: A. Laugier, 'Xxi. Extract of a Memoir of 
Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin Upon Guano, the Natural Manure of the South Sea Islands near the Coast 
of Peru. Read before the National Institute', Philosophical Magazine, Series 1, 24 (1806), 128-131. Wulf makes 
no mention of guano: A. Wulf, The Invention of Nature: The Adventures of Alexander Von Humboldt, the Lost Hero 
of Science (London: John Murray, 2015); Meinhardt refers to Humboldt’s observations that the Pacific was 
full of life (the sea looked like a huge pond covered in birds), but there is no mention of their guano: Maren 
Meinhardt, A Longing for Wide and Unknown Things: The Life of Alexander von Humboldt (London: C. Hurst & 
Co., 2018), 206.  Guano is also absent from: Alexander von Humboldt, A Personal Narrative of Travels to the 
Equinoctial Regions of America, During the Years 1799-1804 (London: Penguin, 1995). 
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its capitalist commodification. This analysis by chemists, not biologists, of what was to become a 
significant excrement to Victorian Britons, quietly contributed to the forthcoming dominance of 
chemistry in mid nineteenth-century agriculture and beyond.  
Fourcroy and Vauquelin also notably celebrated ‘that among all the sciences, none have a 
more immediate and more necessary connection than chemistry and natural history.’9 Despite this 
recognition, this inter-scientific relationship was arguably too weak in mid-nineteenth-century 
agricultural science, leading to the dominance of chemistry and the delayed emergence of an 
integrated ecological approach. Overcoming the traumas of revolution and war, these scientists 
played a key role in bringing Peruvian guano to the notice of those involved in the nascent discipline 









Figure 3.1. Analysis of Peruvian guano by Fourcroy and Vauquelin, 1806.11 
Davy greatly influenced the emergence of agricultural chemistry in nineteenth-century 
Britain. The British Board of Agriculture invited him to give a series of annual lectures beginning 
in 1801, which made him the first empirical scientist to substantially meld chemistry and agriculture. 
Analysis and experiment had been ‘de rigeur’ for scientists since Antoine Laurent de Lavoisier 
(1743-1794) and colleagues established a robust empirical approach to science in the late-eighteenth 
century and the elements making up a basic periodic table. Stagnation in agriculture and science 
followed the Napoleonic Wars (1801-15), alongside widespread poverty and starvation.12 The 
                                                
9 Laugier, ‘Extract of a Memoir’, 131; Smeaton, Fourcroy, 158-59. 
10 Humboldt’s support for many struggling scientists also played a key role in the interest of agricultural 
chemists in guano. These included Liebig and Boussingault, whose opinions on the importance of guano 
differed considerably, as this chapter explores: Shenstone, Justus Von Liebig: His Life and Works (London: 
Cassell and Company, 1895) 18, 19; Richard P. Aulie, 'Origin of the Idea of the Nitrogen Cycle', The 
American Biology Teacher, 33 (1971), 463.    
11 Laugier, ‘Extract of a Memoir’, 131. ‘Muriate’: obsolete name for a chloride, particularly potassium 
chloride used as a fertiliser: ‘Muriate’, https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/muriate 
[accessed 30 January 2017]. ‘Hydruret’ an obsolete term used in chemistry – a binary compound of 
hydrogen – a hydride: ‘Hydruret’, www.yourdictionary.com/hydruret [accessed 30 January 2017]. 
12 Ruth Mather, ‘The impact of the Napoleonic wars in Britain,’ 15 May 2014, https://bl.uk/romantics-
and Victorians/articles/the-impact-of-the-napoleonic-wars-in-britain [accessed 7 September 2018]. 
The Board of Agriculture was set up in 1793 and described by Mitchison as ‘an interesting and 
unsuccessful muddle’ of administrative machinery and a voluntary society, as well as an attempt to 
organise the ‘landed interest’. She went on to describe it being set up to provide the farmer with full 
information of the best methods and excite a spirit of industry and experiment, but with no suggestion of 
1.….one fourth uric acid…….. partly saturated with ammonia & lime 
2.….oxalic acid, partly saturated with ammonia & potash (soluble potassium salts) 
3.….phosphoric acid, combined with the same bases & with lime 
4.….small quantities of sulphates & muriates of potash (potassium chloride) 
5.….a little fatty matter 
6.….sand, partly quartz & partly iron 
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Enclosure Acts brought more land into private ownership, tenancy conditions worsened and wheat 
prices soared. British agricultural output needed to increase. In the field of science, and in its 
connection with agriculture, Davy was an exception. Prior to his work, any British literature, loosely 
described as relating to agriculture, existed in ‘disconnected publications’, drawing from both from 
empirical chemistry and earlier metaphysical approaches.13 Davy pooled this with his own 
observations and his lectures resulted in the publication of his influential textbook, which was 
avidly read by aspiring agricultural chemists over the following decades.14  
Notably, Davy tested a Peruvian guano sample, and also clearly used Humboldt, Fourcroy 
and Vauquelin’s observations in arguing that one of the most powerful ‘excrementitious’ solid 
substances used as manures was the dung of birds that fed on animal food, particularly sea birds. 
He speculated that British sea bird manure could be efficacious. These speculations were later 
picked up by agricultural chemist J. F. W. Johnston, who pointed out that Peruvian guano’s 
efficaciousness was aided by a dry climate. Further explorations were abandoned along with his 
assessment that British seabird dung use would prove futile as the wet British climate results in 
sparse reserves of heavily leached dung.15 Following a lull in scientific advancement, Davy’s work 
greatly influenced the ideas of mid-nineteenth century agricultural chemists.16  
                                                
it influencing government policy: Rosalind Mitchison, ‘The Old Board of Agriculture, (1793-1822)’, The 
English Historical Review, 74 (1959), 41. 
13 E. J. Russell, A History of Agricultural Science in Great Britain, 1670-1954 (London: George Allen and 
Unwin Ltd.,1966), 66, 67, 69.  
14 H. Davy, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1813). 
15 Davy experimented on Peruvian guano samples sent to the Board of Agriculture in 1805. He also 
specifically referenced the observations of Humboldt - guano fertilised the ‘sterile plains of Peru,’ only 
very small quantities were required, and it was effective on maize crops. Davy reported Sir Robert 
Vaughan’s tests on grass at his Nannau estate in Wales, at Davy’s request, demonstrating a ‘powerful but 
transient effect’: Davy, Elements, 263-264; H. Davy, 'Elements of Agricultural Chemistry: A Course of 
Lectures for the Board of Agriculture', The Monthly Magazine, 35 (1813), 598; ‘Nannau’, 
http://www.britainexpress.com/attractions.htm?attraction=763 [accessed 30 January 2017]; J. F. W. 
Johnston, Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology, 3rd edn. (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 
1844), 669.  Johnston’s comments were also recorded by James Clark, who was a merchandiser/agent, 
based in Billiter Street, London for the supply of manure, including Peruvian and African: James Clark, 
Practical instructions for Using Guano as a Manure: Illustrated by Practical Results  (London: James Clark, 1845), 
10-11. 
16 Davy was described as the ‘immortal author of Agricultural Chemistry’ by Liebig, who argued that since 
Davy’s publication, ‘no chemist has occupied himself more in studying the applications of chemical 
principles to the growth of vegetables, and to organic processes’: Justus von Liebig, Organic Chemistry in its 
Application to Agriculture and Physiology (London: Taylor and Walton, 1840), viii. Dissenting academies, for 
example the Manchester Academy, had been set up in the seventeenth century for non-Anglican students, 
and this is where many nineteenth century scientists were educated. The establishment of empirical science 
during the French Revolution, and into the period covered by the Napoleonic wars, created an association 
of science with radical political stances and reactionary elitist scientists helped to repress the work of 
scientists in such schools. This added to the lull in scientific advancement in Britain: Timmons, ‘Science and 
Education’, 140.  
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Progress in science and agriculture ratcheted up a gear in the 1830s, coincident with 
scientific efforts to meet the demand for increased food production. However, science education 
and training needed new impetus in Britain, where the home of elite scientists remained the Royal 
Society, founded in 1660 and viewed as a ‘cosy gentleman’s club’.17 Scientific studies using guano 
occurred alongside great changes in the public face of science, technology and knowledge diffusion. 
Scientific experimentation had previously largely been the amateur domain of the wealthy, and 
those lucky enough to receive their patronage. At the turn of the century the Royal Society’s 
Philosophical Transactions was the only journal fully devoted to the scientific developments emanating 
from such scientists.18 Scientific research was mainly restricted to those who had sufficient financial 
backing. Studies in practical chemistry were usually included in medical degrees, but landowners, 
having previously viewed geology as more important, began to attribute equal importance to 
chemistry.19 As continental Europe led the way in rigorous scientific training, university education 
for British chemists mostly occurred in continental Europe. Liebig was instrumental in this, 
therefore very influential in Britain. It was his unyielding belief in laboratory-based chemical 
analyses alone as indispensable to agricultural progress, that created controversy.20 Elite scientists 
occupied the inner sanctums of prestigious societies and associations and usually confined their 
public speaking to such audiences. Braudel’s description of ‘real capitalism’ as elitist and holding 
ordinary people in its sway, but not to be understood by them, was echoed in science by elite 
scientists who viewed their knowledge as power. They argued that science should be an expert 
discipline and remain firmly in their control - a highly trained elite.21   
                                                
17 Richard, ‘A Short History of the Early Development of Science Teaching’, 
https://technicaleducationmatters.org/2012/01/24/a-short-history-of-the-early-development-of-science-
teaching/ [accessed 18 June 2019]. The 1840s were the end of an era of an eighteenth-century view of 
science as ‘recreation for the leisured gentleman and busy professionalist’: Robert Hugh Kargon, Science in 
Victorian Manchester: Enterprise and expertise (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1977), 35; ‘History of 
the Victoria University of Manchester’, https://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/history-
heritage/history/victoria/ [accessed 29 June 2018]. 
18 Iwan Rhys Morus, ‘Manufacturing Nature: Science, Technology and Victorian Consumer Culture’, The 
British Journal for the History of Science, 29 (1996), 403-04. 
19 Gerrylyn K. Roberts, ‘The Establishment of the Royal College of Chemistry: An Investigation of the 
Social Context of Early-Victorian Chemistry’, Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences, 7 (1976), 437-85, 438, 
440, 449, 451, 452,  
20 In 1843, Liebig argued that agriculture was both a science and an art and that questions put by the 
farmers (art) could only be answered by science. Justus von Liebig, Familiar Letters on Chemistry in it relation 
to Commerce, Physiology and Agriculture (London: Taylor and Walton, 1843), Letter XII, 122-24. Liebig’s 
assertion that there was conflict between science and practical agriculture was still very evident in Letter I 
of: Baron von Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture (London: Walton and Maberly, 1859), 1-22. 
21 Morus, ‘Manufacturing Nature: Science, Technology and Victorian Consumer Culture’, 404; Immanuel 
Wallerstein, ‘Braudel on Capitalism, or Everything Upside Down’, The Journal of Modern History, 63 (1991), 
354-61. 
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On the other hand, a growing literate and urban British public now gained access to 
practical and technical scientific education and training.  Such organisations as the Royal Institution 
(1799), Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester (1781) and the Glasgow Mechanics 
Institution (1823) set a trend and new basis for the dissemination of knowledge and technical 
education and training in Britain.22 While Philosophical Transactions and specialist scientific societies 
were seen as ‘professional’, there was also a rising new trend in Victorian Britain for science to be 
exhibited in galleries, places of construction and manufacture, and exhibitions made it popular and 
available for consumption. 23 The popularity of the Great Exhibition  in 1851, evident in its millions 
of visitors, celebrated the link between science and industrial progress.  This exhibition was a 
facilitator of selling the ‘idea of the commodity’ and, while the agricultural focus was on machinery, 
exhibits included manure and guano was mentioned.24 Agricultural chemistry therefore began to 
enter popular culture, politics and economics and gained the attention of the press and influential 
writers such as Dickens, Tolstoy and Marx.25  
Among those promoting the application of science to agriculture were the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science (1831) and the Royal Agricultural Society of England 
(1838).26 The latter adopted its motto of ‘Practice with Science’ in 1840, but scientists were not co-
opted as honorary members until 1842, and the first consulting chemist in 1843.27 Justus von 
                                                
22 The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1826-1848) also provided scientific information to 
the increasing number of those who could read and who were unable to access formal education: Thomas 
Johansen, ‘Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge’, Visualising Historical Networks,  
https://histecon.fas.harvard.edu/visualizing/sduk/index.html [accessed 18 June 2019]. 
23 Morus referred to The National Gallery of Practical Science – The Adelaide Gallery (1853), The Royal 
Polytechnic Institution, and visitors to the Thames Tunnel during construction: Morus, ‘Manufacturing 
Nature: Science, Technology and Victorian Consumer Culture’, 418-26. 
24 The Royal Commission, Official and Descriptive Catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all 
Nations (London: W. Clowes and Sons, 1851), 14. 
25 C. Dickens, Fertilisers and Food Producers, The Leisure Hour, 29 December 1877, 822-844; Karl Marx, 
‘The Process of Capitalist Production as a Whole’, in Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, III, 3 vols, ed. 
Frederick Engels (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1974), 813. Both Liebig and Johnston were read by Marx 
and Johnston by Tolstoy: David Knight, ‘Johnston, James Finlay Weir (1796–1855)’, Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/14942 [accessed 8 February 2017]. 
‘Popularity’ is also evident from the wide variety of cited publications in this chapter including Punch and 
other periodicals. 
26 The Agricultural Society of England was established in 1838, receiving its Royal Charter in 1840: 
rase.org.uk [accessed 29 October 2013]. Its council and membership first mainly comprised of members 
of the peerage and MPs. Its strapline (initially ‘profit with science’) ‘practice with science’ remains so 
today: David Leaver, ‘Practice with Science and Agriculture: The need to reinvigorate this partnership’, 
RASE, January 2010, 
http://fs1.5mpublishing.com/beefsustainability/msd/Practice%20with%20Science%20and%20Ag_Resea
rch%20Report.pdf [accessed 18 October 2018]. 
27 Structure of Governance, Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 3 (London: John Murray, 
1842), Appendix (xv-xvi); Structure of Governance, Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 4 
(London: John Murray, 1843), Appendix (i-ii). Daubeny, Johnston, Liebig and Playfair were all adopted as 
honorary members in 1842. Dr Lyon Playfair was appointed first consulting chemist in 1843: Michael E 
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Liebig, trained many British chemists in his acclaimed laboratories at the University of Giessen, 
where he promoted analytical and organic chemistry. After being invited to several British 
Association meetings and publishing two key books, he exerted considerable influence in British 
scientific circles. With the rising interest in agricultural improvement, the Royal Agricultural College 
at Cirencester was founded in 1845.28 
It was therefore the concurrence of several important scientific trends that led to the first 
real attempts to apply chemical science to agriculture. In Britain, guano’s appearance also coincided 
with some key publications in agricultural chemistry.29  With soil fertility now viewed as a vital part 
of ‘agricultural improvement,’ it is no surprise that early consumers of guano included western 
chemists. Given the variations in background and training evident above, the ideas and approaches 
of Victorian agricultural chemists varied considerably. Chemists did not ‘invent’ guano as an 
agricultural commodity. It arrived in Britain already labelled as such, through its collaborative 
capitalist commodification by British merchants and the Peruvian government. In helping to raise 
guano’s profile as a scientific commodity through their guano test results, chemists contributed 
towards the broader guano craze. 
With a focus on chemistry in agricultural science, there was little, if any, collaboration with 
biologists.30 In the perceived vacuum left by their absence, the agricultural publications of chemists, 
rooted in organic chemistry, included research on plant and animal physiology and the nutrients 
required to build and drive living organisms.31 Delays in the development of bacteriology resulted 
in a less eco-centric approach to agricultural science – a mismatch in the timing of knowledge 
development in a burgeoning capitalist Victorian economy.  Liebig criticised the lack of knowledge 
transfer between botanists, physiologists and chemists, and argued that botanists and physiologists 
ignored ‘the assistance’ of chemistry in their work. He was dismissive of the work of botanists in 
cataloguing and classifying, describing this as ‘a meagre and comparatively worthless science’, but 
argued that the study of the whole physiology of plants was a ‘profound philosophy’. He took up 
his own challenge of applying chemistry to plant and animal physiology as did many other 
                                                
Essington, Soil and Water Chemistry, An Integrative approach, 2nd edn. (London: CRC Press (Taylor and 
Francis, 2015), 489. 
28 Roger Sayce, The History of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester (Stroud: Alan Sutton Publishing Ltd., 
1992). 
29 For example: Liebig, Organic Chemistry in its Application to Agriculture and Physiology; Johnston, Lectures on 
Agricultural Chemistry and Geology; J. B. Boussingault, The Chemical and Physiological Balance of Organic Nature 
(London: H. Balliere, 1844). 
30 Russell, A History of Agricultural Science in Great Britain, 15. 
31 Justus von Liebig, Chemistry in its Application to Agriculture and Physiology, 3rd American from 2nd English 
edn. (Cambridge, Mass.: John Owen, 1842); J. B. Boussingault, The Chemical and Physiological Balance of Organic 
Nature (London: H. Balliere, 1844).  
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chemists.32 He was right, to some extent, as this lack of cooperation did delay the reaching of an 
understanding of soil nutrient cycling.  
It could therefore be argued that some chemists lost sight of the importance of ‘nature’ in 
its underpinning of agriculture. The impact of guano and science in farming can only be fully 
addressed by considering the longstanding intuitive balancing by farmers of many ‘natural’ variables 
acting within and on their lands and soils. They had built up centuries of what some would now 
call ‘agroecological wisdom’, a knowledge deeply embedded in their land, plants and livestock.33 
For each farmer these were, and remain, unique variables and the thrust of agricultural science, 
while trumpeted as one of the many facets of Victorian ‘improvement’, was viewed by many with 
suspicion. Some farmers felt strongly that their hard-won skills and knowledge were too easily 
dismissed by scientists and that they were being over pressurised to ‘force’ the land beyond 
tolerable levels.34 However, there was a strong thrust to break free of the limitations of climate, 
food supply, disease and other natural hazards which restricted the growth of human populations 
and kept economic productivity in check prior to the Industrial Revolution. Braudel’s development 
of Malthus’s work led him to use the term ‘biological ancien régime’ for these checks, which 
Cushman later argued should be more accurately termed ‘ecological old regime’.35  
In the eyes of influential British Victorians, it was necessary to break free of this regime 
and increase production from the land and this would be achieved through the application of 
science. They also deemed it necessary to extract materials from other environments to facilitate 
this increase. Two significant outcomes were firstly, the work of Victorian agricultural chemists in 
the comparison and creation of manures and secondly, the importation of guano from Peru and 
                                                
32 Justus Liebig, Lyon Playfair and John Webster, ‘Organic chemistry in its Applications to Agriculture and 
Physiology’, The North American Review, 53 (July 1841),168. In her biography of Liebig, Margaret Rossiter 
refers to his ‘long tirade against botanists and physiologists’ as probably a reaction against earlier German 
‘anti-chemical attitudes’, but the ‘unnecessary polemic’ was ‘Liebig at his worst’: Margaret Rossiter, The 
Emergence of Agricultural Science: Justus von Liebig and the Americans, 1840-1880 (New Haven & London: Yale 
University Press, 1975), 20-21; Liebig, Chemistry in its Application, 3rd American, 55-56. This third American 
edition from the second English edition was transcribed by Lyon Playfair, who worked under Liebig at 
Giessen in 1839 before later embarking on a career in British politics. It included a new chapter on soils 
and preface, additional notes and appendix by John Webster, Professor of Chemistry at Harvard. 
Webster’s preface gave great credit to Liebig for his role in the scientific advancement of agriculture. The 
speed of reissues, edits and additions indicates the pace of advancement and interest in agricultural 
chemistry at the time.  
33 As further addressed in Chapters 4 and 6. The term ‘agroecological wisdom’ is used by Schneider and 
McMichael, ‘Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift’, 477, as ‘literally embodied knowledge built up 
over centuries for each different ecological area.’ 
34 Heywood, High Farming; William Walter Good, The Theorist confuted, or the Practical Farmers Vindicated, with 
a reply to Mr. Mechi (London: Hope & Co., 1851). 
35 G. T. Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 
28, 38, 40, 48, 62-3, 122: Fernand Braudel, Civilisation and Capital, 15th to 18th Century, I, 3 vols (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1992), 70. 
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elsewhere. The perceived political and economic threat of freeing up trade through Corn Law 
Repeal was seen by many to provide additional impetus for intensifying British agriculture. 
The need for new agricultural nutrients determined that experiments on any type of manure 
were destined to take place with or without guano. However, its strong nitrogen content gave 
Peruvian guano extra ‘material agency’ for chemists in laboratory analysis and field 
experimentation. The very act of its importation at this time led to guano’s re-identification as an 
artificial fertiliser. Many industrial waste products were commodified and used as agricultural 
fertiliser (Figure 3.2) and they were all labelled ‘artificial’. Yet, from a twenty-first-century 
perspective, there is nothing artificial about guano as, in its natural habitat, it is part organic and 
part mineral. Victorian fertiliser terminology therefore bears closer examination. Firstly, as outlined 
by Boussingault, (Figure 3.3), the term ‘manure,’ was also applied to non-animal fertilisers, whereas 
the current use of this term is generally, but not exclusively applied to the use of animal excrement, 
which is usually composted.36 Secondly, Victorians labelled all fertilisers brought in from outside 
the farm as ‘artificial,’ including guano (Figure 3.2). Guano, a natural product, was placed alongside 
‘artificial’ industrial/agricultural by-products (Figure 3.3), and manufactured ‘artificial’ chemical 
fertilisers. While guano is an unlikely bedfellow to these, it is perhaps easy to understand why all 
fertilisers imported from outside the farm were deemed to be artificial due to a comparatively 
recent break from mostly on-site nutrient cycling.37 Through Victorian eyes, these were 
commodities to be purchased, whereas farmyard animal manure, to varying degrees, had been 
‘freely’ available on-site for centuries.38 
 
Figure 3.2. The use of artificial manures. The Chemists’ Annual List, (London, John Sanger and Sons, 
1875), 25. 
 
                                                
36 Wisniak explains how the application of the word ‘dung’ to fertilisers originated from the German ‘tung’ 
referring to a storage pit covered by manure as protection against the cold: Jaime Wisniak, ‘The rise and 
fall of the salitre (sodium nitrate) industry’, Indian Journal of Chemical Technology, 8 (2001), 427. A visit to any 
garden centre today reveals that the term manure is sometimes more broadly used, as in the case of some 
spent mushroom composts. 
37 It is easy, therefore, to confuse the use of this terminology when there was no distinction within a broad 
category of artificial manures, which also included manufactured chemical fertilisers.   
38 The canal system and stagecoach staging posts had already helped to break on-farm nutrient cycling in 
the previous century, with the easier movement of night soil and animal manures in bulk from livestock 
kept in towns and produced at staging posts. Railways further changed manure supplies to farms and their 
produce to market: James Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-51 (London: Longman, Brown, Green and 
Longmans, 1852), 90, 94, 95, 133. 
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The following 3 pages comprise Fig 3.3 Boussingault’s table of the comparative value of 
manures.39   
 
 
Observations on the information in the tables. 
The lower dry azote values for guano imported into Britain than those imported into France 
could be explained by the date of publication. Inferior and cheaper Ichaboe guano was then 
being imported into Britain in quantity. The Gibbs sold-on Peruvian guano in continental 
Europe, although their records give an incomplete picture. However, there are later accounts of 
depots receiving Gibbs’ guano in le Havre, Nantes and Bordeaux. Thus, the French were 
probably receiving better quality Peruvian guano via the Gibbs, while the British market focused 
on Ichaboe for two years.40 The high value of azote found in urine of the public vats was 
reflected in the agricultural practice of the day along with the high usage of animal urines. Blood, 
pressed cod fish, sugar refiners’ black, feathers, woollen rags and horn shavings all contain high 
azote values but require processing to obtain in quantity.41 Once the trade was underway, guano 
arrived in bulk and had the advantage of requiring no processing, although it was sometimes 
modified by chemists, and also prone to adulteration. 
                                                
39 Boussingault, Rural Economy, 391-393. 
40 W. H. Mathew, The House of Gibbs and the Peruvian Guano Monopoly (London: Royal Historical Society, 
1981), 130-2, 137; London, London Metropolitan Archive, CLC/B/012/MS11047, ‘Extracts of 
Correspondence between the London Head Office and others concerning the Company’s guano business 
by Henry Hucks Gibbs afterwards First Baron Aldenham from 1840 to 1856’, Antony Gibbs and Sons 
Ltd. Collection. 
41 Sugar refiners’ black refers to the use of bone char (animal black) in the bleaching of some cane sugars, 
which is currently a controversial issue for vegans: People for the Ethical Treatment for Animals, ‘Are 
animal ingredients used in white sugar?’, https://www.peta.org/about-peta/faq/are-animal-ingredients-







         
In a rush to analyse and create manures, many scientists used guano, but this chapter focuses on 
these six: Boussingault, Liebig, Lawes assisted by Gilbert, Johnston and the technically trained 
Nesbit.42 
Research by agricultural chemists into chemical substances as plant nutrients included their analysis 
of both natural organic and ‘artificial’ manures, which included guano, and also led to the creation 
and marketing of their own manures, some of which were guano mixes.43  
                                                
42 The work of many chemists including Professors C. G. B. Daubeny, J. T. Way and J. C. A. Voelcker, the 
latter two consecutive professors of chemistry at the Royal Agricultural College (RAC), also made a huge 
contribution to the development of agricultural science. Daubeny (1795-1867) was professor of chemistry 
and botany at Magdalen College Oxford, where he also lectured on rural economy. A great supporter of 
natural science in the basic curriculum, he was instrumental in the foundation of the RAC and established 
the Physic (Botanic) Garden at Magdalen College: Nicholas Goddard, ‘Daubeny, Charles Giles Bridle 
(1795–1867)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/7187 
[accessed 4 Feb 2017]. J. T. Way (1821- ?) was consulting chemist (1847-57) to the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England (RASE). In 1857, he worked on London’s sewage disposal: Nicholas Goddard, ‘A 
Mine of Wealth’? The Victorians and the agricultural value of sewage’, Journal of Historical Geography, 22, 3 
(1996), 276-7, 279. He made a vital contribution to governmental debates on guano, dated 10 February 
1852: House of Commons, Correspondence with the Peruvian Government respecting the Importation of Guano 1852-
1853: Presented to the House of Commons by Command of Her Majesty, in pursuance of their Address of February 14, 
1854 (London: Harrison and Sons, 1854), 3-6. Augustus Voelcker assisted J. F. W. Johnston in his work 
with the Highland and Agricultural Society in his early career, was appointed Professor of Chemistry at 
the RAC in 1849, went on to become a consulting chemist for RASE and then set up in private practice in 
London. He was well known as an accurate and extensive analyst of manures, his work was often 
referenced by other agricultural chemists and his results were often found in newspapers: Nicholas 
Goddard, ‘Voelcker, (John Christopher) Augustus (1822–1884)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/28345 [accessed 4 February 2017]; F. M. L. Thompson, ‘Lawes, 
Sir John Bennet, first baronet (1814–1900)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/16159 [accessed 7 February 2017]; Johnston, A. E., ‘Gilbert, Sir 
Joseph Henry (1817–1901)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/33399 [accessed 7 February 2017]; David Knight, ‘Johnston’ 
[accessed 8 February 2017]; E. L. Scott, ‘Nesbit, John Collis (1818–1862)’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/19898 [accessed 9 December 2016], Archive, R. B. 
Prosser, 1894. Prosser cited him as having been an elected fellow of both the Geological Society and the 
Chemical Society. The latter was a successful attempt to amalgamate academic and technological 
chemistry. 
43 As evident in Figures 3.2, 3.8, 3.12. 
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Guano’s agency in two scientific controversies: nitrogen and methodology 
How guano influenced and was affected by the nitrogen controversy 
Research into the mechanisms underpinning the nitrogen cycle stimulated significant and 
ill-tempered debate. Guano-using chemists in the 1840s all recognised the work of Boussingault. 
He described his observations of salts in guano on Peru’s coasts 1832 as a life-changing moment.44 
He argued, ‘In regard to the utility of the salts having a basis of ammonia in the phenomena of 
vegetation’ …. ‘there is every reason to believe, from what I could learn respecting guano during 
my sojourn on the coast of Peru, that the greater part of the azotized principles of plants originates 
in the ammoniacal salts which exist or are formed in manure.’45 This led to his later field 
experimentation in the 1830s. Liebig, an expert in the difficult field of organic chemistry, published 
Organic Chemistry in its Application to Agriculture and Physiology in 1840, a highly influential early text in 
Britain, continental Europe and the United States.46 Renowned for his laboratory research and 
teaching, highly sceptical of field experimentation and, despite knowing of Boussingault’s work, he 
nevertheless misunderstood how plants sourced nitrogen.47 He was one of the first chemists to 
attempt fertiliser manufacture, but failed, due to his focus on minerals alone, because of his 
misplaced views on nitrogen. He later went on to turn a profit from the manufacture of malt 
extract, beef extract and baby milk powder.48  
Widely viewed as the earliest empirical field trials, Boussingault’s ground-breaking field 
experiments (1838-41) used crop rotations on his Alsace estate in France to assess mechanisms for 
nitrogen uptake by plants.49 They were highly relevant to guano’s use by chemists, but their 
importance was obscured by polemic argument for over another decade. Boussingault’s field 
experiments revealed one of his most important discoveries - soil cultivated with leguminous 
                                                
44 Boussingault, a chemist, geologist and mining engineer, was a protégé of Humboldt and travelled widely 
in Peru where he wrote 25 papers. His guano-inspired lifelong interest in plant/nitrogen relationships has 
not been missed by a key biographer: Richard P. Aulie, ‘Boussingault and the Nitrogen Cycle’, Proceedings of 
the American Philosophical Society, 114 (1970), 436-38; Richard P. Aulie, 'Origin of the Idea of the Nitrogen 
Cycle', The American Biology Teacher, 33 (1971), 464.   
45 Aulie, ‘Boussingault and the Nitrogen Cycle’, 438; J. B. Boussingault, Rural Economy in its Relations with 
Chemistry, Physics and Meteorology: Or an Application of the Principles of Chemistry and Physiology to the Details of 
Parctical Farming, trans. George Law (New York: Orange Judd and Co., 1865), 255, 342. 
46 Credited with conducting the first large scale empirical research in his laboratories at the University of 
Giessen, he established a world-wide model for university teaching of the natural sciences: Eva-Marie 
Felschow, ‘Justus von Liebig: our Eponym’, Justus Liebig Universitat Giessen, http://www.uni-
giessen.de/about/jlu/justusliebig [accessed 18 October 2018]. 
47 In 1853, he published: Justus Liebig, Handbook of Organic Analysis (London: Walton and Maberly, 1853), 
and in 1857: Justus Liebig, Researches on the Chemistry of Food (London: Taylor and Walton, 1857), both 
devoted to laboratory analysis and demonstrating the breadth of his work as a chemist. 
48 W. Brock, Justus von Liebig: The Chemical Gatekeeper (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), ix. 
49Aulie, ‘Boussingault and the Nitrogen Cycle’, 447-49; Robert Boyle had encouraged farmers to carry out 
field experiments in the 17th century: Russell, A History of Agricultural Science in Great Britain, 25. 
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trefoils and peas ‘acquired a very appreciable quantity of azote’ while wheat and oats caused ‘no 
increase.’50 He observed that the ‘introduction of clover so modified the system of fallow crops - 
to induce the belief that ‘perfection’ had been achieved in agriculture’, and the benefits of using 
leguminous plants in green manures, ‘which appear to have the highest power of extracting 
azotized principles from the atmosphere.’51 Boussingault’s suggestion that nitrogen was ‘fixed’ by 
an intermediary meant it was not directly absorbed from atmospheric sources.52 He confirmed that 
nitrogen rich Peruvian guano, indeed any nitrogen-rich fertiliser, was beneficial in agricultural use 
and that animals obtain their nitrogen from plants. He came close to uncovering the work of 
bacteria in the root nodules of legumes, with his identification of what he called ‘mycodermes’, but 
bacteriology was insufficiently advanced until 1887, a year after his death.53  
In addition to his work on guano, Boussingault’s were some of the earliest scientific 
analyses of many different manure types (Figure 3.3), a term he applied to ‘all the agents employed 
by the agriculturalist to restore, preserve and augment the fecundity of the soil.’54 His extensive list 
reveals the lengths to which early Victorians were prepared to go to in their search for nitrogen 
fertilisers. Boussingault included guano, but also revealed how the French still widely used human 
excrement and urine in poudrette manufacture.55 He argued for mixed compositions of organic 
and mineral manures, recognising biological agency in stating that all fertile soils required organic 
matter in the form of humus or mould and ‘in various stages of decomposition.’ This illustrated 
that he was a supporter of ‘humus theory’, which Liebig was about to attempt to supplant with his 
‘mineral theory’.  
                                                
50 J. B. Boussingault, Rural Economy, in Its Relations with Chemistry, Physics and Meteorology; or an Application of the 
Principles of Chemistry and Physiology to the Details of Practical Farming (London: H. Bailliere, 1845), 47-49. 
While manuring, burying green manures, and using legumes in rotations had been valued since at least 
Roman times, Boussingault’s laboratory and crop rotation field experiments from 1838-41 were the first 
to offer modern scientific explanations: Cato, De Agri Cultura /On Farming, (~160 BC), translation Bill 
Thayer, http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Cato/De_Agricultura/A*.html 
[accessed 6 February 2017]. 
51 Leguminous plants are those that produce pods such as clover, peas, beans, and, we now know, have 
root nodules containing nitrogen fixing bacteria. Boussingault took the first steps towards revealing this: 
Boussingault, Rural Economy, American edn. (1865), 344, 274.  
52 Boussingault carried out three sets of field trials: ‘Nutritional equivalents’ 1836-38, ‘Nitrogen 
accumulations’ and ‘Crop rotations’ 1838-44: Richard P. Aulie, ‘Boussingault, Jean Baptiste Joseph 
Dieudonne’,  
http://www.encyclopedia.com/people/science-and-technology/chemistry-biographies/jean-baptiste-
joseph-dieudonne-boussingault [accessed 11 February 2017].  
53 Aulie, ‘Boussingault and the Nitrogen Cycle’, 471-72 
54 Boussingault, Rural Economy, American edn. (1865), 238. 
55 Poudrette: manure was made from dried and powdered human excrement and mixed with another 
substance such as charcoal and gypsum. Guano was frequently mixed with these, Boussingault, Rural 
Economy (1845), 237-38. 
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This attempt by Liebig, as next discussed, was another step towards diverting agriculture 
away from a long-standing ecological approach. Just how much he succeeded in doing this will be 
examined later in this chapter and in chapter 4. Boussingault, on the other hand, studied 
putrefaction and provided practical advice on the fermentation and management of composts.56 
His manure tables also provide a useful indication of the proportional use of guano by early 
Victorian farmers. Johnston provided an additional simple practical insight into how some of these 
substances were applied by farmers in Catechism (1845). His list of vegetable manures included 
seaweed and green manures ploughed back into the soil, rape cake and dust, animal manures 
including blood, flesh, bones, hair and fish refuse as well as dung and urine, including night soil. 
He discussed the importance of ammonia as a source of nitrogen for plants in manures and that 
guano usually needed combining with at least farmyard manure as it did not supply a sufficient 
amount of organic matter to keep the land productive - an important observation. He also 
discussed mineral manures which included nitrate of soda, (but no nitrate was included in Liebig’s 
mineral manure) sulphate of ammonia, common salt, gypsum, kelp, wood ashes and lime.57 
 
Figure 3.4 ‘Our Spring Poet’ 58 
Farmers, from experience, knew that nitrogen-rich fertilisers improved crop growth but 
did not empirically understand this. They had also long recognised that leguminous plants ‘fattened’ 
                                                
56 Boussingault, Rural Economy, 255, 270; J. F. W. Johnston, A Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology 
(Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1845), 30-45.  
57 J. F. W. Johnston, A Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology, from the 8th English edn. (Albany: 
Erastus H. Pease, 1845), 45-57. 
58 Leonard Raven-Hill, ‘Our Spring Poet’, Punch [Historical Archive], 30 April 1902, 316. 
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the soil so, in spite of popular and agricultural media coverage of the scientific arguments about 
nitrogen, they doggedly continued to use them in crop rotations throughout the nineteenth century 
as illustrated in chapter 4. Clover, in particular, provided many acres of amenity and fragrance to 
counter the stench of the guano fields. Guano’s smell-scape was long remembered, as shown in 
this retrospective cartoon in Punch in 1902 (Figure 3.4).59 
Either ignorant or dismissive of this knowledge possessed by long practising farmers, 
chemists writing about agriculture before the 1830s did not regard nitrogen as essential for plant 
growth. Kirwan’s work on manures in the late eighteenth century was much quoted, but, although 
he referred to Fourcroy, who analysed guano nearly a decade later, he made no mention of azote.60 
Joseph Hayward, a proudly self-confessed amateur and weary of the discrepancies in opinions of 
scientists then writing about agriculture, went as far as to deny the importance of ‘nitrogene’ to 
plants. ‘It cannot be deemed as necessary’ and should be ‘disengaged and expelled from such 
substances as are prepared for the food of plants.’61 Perhaps this is another indication of the 
significance of guano in the agricultural debates about nitrogen in that it was instrumental in 
bringing nitrogen to the attention of chemists. Only a decade later, Boussingault, stimulated by 
guano, carried out his nitrogen affirming field experiments. 
Nevertheless, Liebig, despite recognising that Boussingault’s work ‘merits the greatest 
confidence’, directly contradicted him in forcefully arguing that plant nitrogen came from 
atmospheric sources, and was not needed in manures. 62 Liebig’s aim was to chemically modify soils 
so that the same crops could be grown on the same land ad infinitum, with no injury to the soil, 
but he believed that this only required mineral elements.63 While not alone in this, it is a 
manifestation of what I call the ‘Liebig conundrum’. While bemoaning fertiliser run-off and British 
field exhaustion, his idea of the soil as a simple receptacle for chemicals, underpins the problems 
posed by twenty-first-century industrial agriculture.  
                                                
59 T. Kjaergaard, 'A Plant that Changed the World: The Rise and Fall of Clover 1000-2000', Landscape 
Research, 28 (2003), 45-48. 
60 Richard Kirwan (FRS, MRIA), Manures: Most Advantageously Applicable to the various sorts of Soils (London: 
Verner and Hodd, 1796). 
61 Hayward, confusingly, used the term nitrous salts, but without any mention of efficacy, appearing to 
refer to ‘diffusion’ as expellation: Joseph Hayward, On the science of Agriculture: Comprising a Commentary on 
and Comparative investigation of the Agricultural chemistry of Mr. Kirwan and Sir Humphrey Davy; the Code of 
Agriculture of Sir John Sinclair, Sir Joseph Banks, and other authors on this subject (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, 
Orme, Brown and Green, 1825), 126, 155.  
62 Liebig argued that ‘soil fertility could be maintained by the mineral constituents of artificial fertilisers 
that lacked nitrogenous components.’ He stated that ‘the nitrogen in the excrements cannot yield itself 
and the earth cannot yield it. Plants and consequently animals must therefore derive their nitrogen from 
the atmosphere’: Liebig, Organic Chemistry in its Application (1840), 72. 
63 Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistry, 47. 
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Conversely, Johnston argued that it was not the duty of science to practical agriculture to 
enable the growing of ‘any’ crop on ‘any’ soil or soil substitute – it ‘will not do’ to advocate a 
‘universal medicine’. Agriculture, Johnston argued, was far more complex and difficult and required 
a knowledge of the soil type to tailor a manure to suit it and increase its productivity.64 While 
Liebig’s laboratory analysis significantly advanced many areas of agricultural science, its rigorous 
field-testing by his British contemporaries proved his ideas on nitrogen to be wrong. Liebig’s 
literary style was flamboyantly aggressive and, while he rightly earned a great deal of respect, he 
added fuel to the fire of polemical argument on nitrogen assimilation by plants.65 
Liebig overplayed his aggressive stance in promoting his ‘mineral theory’ (1840), which he 
based on laboratory chemical analysis of the ashes of plants alone. Plant ash analysis was grounded 
in the belief that organic ingredients were burned off as gases and that the ash consisted of 
inorganic minerals. He argued that only these inorganic minerals needed to be replaced in the form 
of fertilisers. In the process of trying to establish his mineral theory, Liebig denounced ‘humus 
theory’, a widely held view and accepted by renowned chemists such as Davy, Berzelius (1779-
1848) and Boussingault. Humus theory was proposed in 1809 by scientist and agronomist, Albrecht 
Thaer (1752-1828). While it regarded humus (decomposing plant and animal matter) as the chief 
source of nutrients for plants, Liebig dismissed it as failing to recognise the elemental nature of 
plant nutrients. Using his ash analysis alone, he maintained his faith in his ‘mineral theory’, thus 
paving the way for his static storage bin approach to soils. His attempts to manufacture a mineral 
manure failed. 
R. F. Korcak argued that ‘the dynamic nature of soil and the role of humus as a microbial 
media were not and could not be envisioned in Liebig’s day’, but without a biological thrust there 
was no pause to consider that humus itself might have been significant in soil formation and 
fertility. We now also know that humus supplies elements of carbohydrates and proteins, 
synthesised by soil fungi and consumed by plant roots through a process known as mycorrhyzal 
association. Soil fertility is now more holistically understood as a complex interaction of texture 
(crucial in cation exchange and nutrient retention), structure, the amount of organic matter added 
to it and retained by it, the landscape attributes of where it sits, including geology and gradient, the 
climate and water availability, its aspect, its live biological content in the form of fungi and bacteria, 
the knowledge of these attributes by people who live on it, and how it is used. In agroecological 
terms, the idea of ‘terroir’ to viticulturalists is applicable to all agricultural products, be they 
                                                
64 J. F. W. Johnston, Contributions to scientific agriculture (Edinburgh: Blackwood and Sons, 1849), 55. 
65 Rossiter, The Emergence of Agricultural Science: Justus von Liebig and the Americans, 20-21.  
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vegetable or animal. This idea is paramount in importance to agroecologists and ethnopedologists 
today, as referenced in the final chapter.66  
Liebig largely ignored Boussingault’s nitrogen theory, except to refute it. He showed some 
initial enthusiasm for guano in his early books with its ‘ammoniacal salt’ content and general 
composition fitting it ‘admirably’ for a manure, and providing second hand accounts of ‘legions’ 
of guano birds, obscuring the sun as they fill the skies.67 Even so, as early as 1843, Liebig argued 
that ‘the nitrogen of the fluid and solid excrement of cows is derived from the meadow plants, 
which receive it from the atmosphere’, thus that ‘we cannot increase the fertility of our fields by a 
supply of nitrogenous manure.’ He went on: ‘the analysis of excrements’, in which he included 
guano, ‘furnishes us with the precise knowledge of the salts they contain’, arguing that these are 
the ashes of the plants which fed the excreting animal thus returning the nutrients that were 
removed by those plants. By 1859 he was still maintaining that ‘if the plant has produced - a 
sufficient number of leaves and roots, an additional supply of ammonia can be of no great use to 
its further development… the leaves can now receive from the air the nitrogenous food necessary.’  
Finding himself at odds with many of his contemporaries, Liebig hedged his bets in 
grudgingly accepting that nitrogenous manures were useful in certain circumstances, specifically 
the application of Peruvian guano to spring wheat, and not to root crops, such as turnips.68 He 
maintained that guano and poudrette were useful mainly for their mineral elements, not their 
nitrogen. Remaining sceptical of any value placed on manures based on their nitrogenous content, 
he argued that pure ammoniacal salts were ineffective without mineral elements.69 In arguing that 
human excrement was better than guano as it contained more potash, he proposed that wood ash 
needed to be added to guano, otherwise guano would eventually exhaust the land.70 Some farmers 
did indeed raise issues about guano’s ability to ‘force’ vegetation and exhaust soils if over-applied 
as discussed in Chapter 4. Liebig did eventually concede that guano had its uses as a ‘supplemental 
                                                
66 ‘Agriculture: The Composition of Plants’, The Aberdeen Journal, 23 July 1851, 7; R. F. Korcak, 'Early 
Roots of the Organic Movement: A Plant Nutrition Perspective', Horticultural Technology, 2 (1992), 267; 
Liebig, Organic Chemistry in its Application, 35; F. W. T. McCosh, Boussingault: Chemist and Agriculturalist 
(Dordrect: D. Reidel, 1984), 132. Ethnopedology is ‘the study of local soil and land management in an 
ecological perspective’: Antoinette M. G. A. Winklerprins and Narciso Barrera-Bassols, ‘Latin-American 
ethnopedology: A vision of its past, present and future,’ Agriculture and human values, 21 (2004), 139-56. 
67 Liebig, Chemistry in its Application, 3rd American from 2nd English, 200-201. 
68 Liebig, Familiar Letters (1843), 148, 167-68, Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture, 99-101. 
69 Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistry, 115; Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture, 213-14. Lawes and 
Gilbert predominantly used ammoniacal salts in their field experiments. Granted, their major summary of 
their experiments at Rothamsted was not published until 1895, to celebrate 50 years of experimentation, 
but this publication is full of references to nitrate and nitrate of soda and not one mention of guano: 
Lawes and Gilbert, The Rothamsted Experiments, 55-59, 78-81, 112, 172-86, include some of the references 
to nitrate of soda. 
70 Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture, 225.  
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manure’, but fiercely clung to his ideas on how plants sourced nitrogen71 As an influential scientist, 
Liebig’s lack of interest in nitrogenous manures was a potential threat to their agricultural use and 
guano sales, but his views failed to prevail. As chapter 4 reveals, most practising Victorian farmers 
continued to functionally value the advantages of farmyard manures. Fluid urine and bulky organic 
matter was regarded as beneficial to soil fertility. Peruvian guano, in comparison, regardless of its 
natural origins, had other advantages. It was a portable nitrogen rich ‘powder’ with very little 
organic bulk. 
 
Despite his storage bin view of the soil, Liebig rightly recognised the serious break nutrient 
cycles and the wastage of animal manure run-off and town sewage into rivers. As did many others, 
he saw towns as bottomless pits into which nutrients disappeared and were not adequately returned 
to replenish agricultural land and he made these views very public (Figure 3.5). He added that soil 
impoverishment was due to this failure over decades, guano was over-publicised and over-priced, 
and was highly critical of the expense and distance involved in the mass transport of Peruvian 
guano. This is clear in his letter of 1859 (Figure 3.5).72  
                                                
71 Liebig was actually not far wrong in his view that ‘Guano in an agricultural sense, is a “supplemental 
manure”’: Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture, 166. However, food production would not have been as 
high without guano, as reinforced by Kjaergaard, 'A Plant that Changed the World: The Rise and Fall of 
Clover 1000-2000', 45-48. 
72 Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture, 218-22. The Gibbs later explored the profitability of using sewage 
contaminated Thames mud: ‘The London Sewage’, Bristol Mercury, 17 November 1866, 6. Johnston also 
pointed out the wastage of manures in run-off: Johnston, Lectures on the Agricultural Chemistry (1841), 30. 
Figure 3.5 ‘Liebig on Sewage’, The Essex 
Standard, and General Advertiser for the Eastern 
Counties (Friday, January 21, 1859), 2.  
 
This letter confused William Gibbs, who wrote to 
his nephew Henry Hucks on 29 January 1859, “I 
send you a letter of Liebig which appeared in the 
Times, crying up guano and crying down 
ammonia.” Henry wrote back on 31 January 1859 
stating, “I don’t think Liebig is considered so great 
an authority as he was, but his article- which, 
however cries up sewage, not guano – may of 
course do harm”: D. Hogg (2011), 326, 327. 
The last thing the Gibbs wanted at that time was 
more competition for guano from the treatment of 
human sewage. This letter, as well as including 
another criticism of Lawes, along with his views on 
vulnerability of guano supplies, shows Liebig’s 
unsurprising refocus on sewage, after the demise of 
his ‘mineral theory’. 
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The Liebig conundrum continued with his observation that over-application of any one 
substance, particularly the nitrogen in guano, does not increase productivity, and could damage 
soils and pollute water sources. Liebig developed the work of German botanist, Carl Sprengel and 
popularised the ‘Law of Limiting factors,’ still known as “Liebig’s Law.” He illustrated this using a 
barrel with unequal staves to show how plant growth is limited by the elements in shortest supply. 
Liebig’s law has been broadened today into a general model of limiting factors for all organisms, 
to include the dangers of excesses of chemical nutrients and other environmental factors. Taking 
nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium (NPK) as three key plant nutrients, excess use of any one of 
them while not meeting the required level of the others, leads to fertiliser pollution of water 
resources. The generation of this idea, along with Liebig’s belief in atmospheric nitrogen as a source 
for plants made nitrogenous fertilisers even more dangerous in his eyes. While he was right to be 
concerned about over-application of nitrogen, in the twenty first century, this NPK mentality more 
intensively drives global food production. It reflects the increasingly high inputs of all chemicals in 
agriculture and the environmental problems these are causing.73 Industrially focused agribusinesses, 
while recognising the necessary balance, now excessively use all these elements. As more nitrate 
fertilisers are manufactured from inert nitrogen, more mineral phosphorous is mined. Phosphorous 
and potassium are finite resources and likely to become geopolitically strategic resources in the 
near future. Nitrogen manufacture requires fossil fuels, nitrogen fertiliser reduces soil organic 
content and its run-off pollutes water.74 A cultural divide now exists between those scientists 
researching sustainable solutions for agriculture, and those supporting global agribusinesses and 
the agrichemical industry.75  
The cultural divide between Victorian agricultural chemists, leading to differing views on 
guano, was illustrated in public correspondence between Liebig and Lawes in the 1850s. Liebig’s 
Chemistry in its Application to Agriculture and Physiology (1840) which included his ‘mineral theory’ and 
ideas on plant nitrogen, was highly influential. These ideas strengthened with each new edition.76 
                                                
73 Current over reliance on chemicals in agriculture is highlighted in Massy, Call of the Reed Warbler, 44. 
74 Institute for European Environmental Policy, Technology options for feeding 10 billion people, 
November 2013, 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2013/513539/IPOL-
JOIN_ET(2013)513539_EN.pdf [accessed 6 October 2019], 8. 
75 ‘Liebig’s law of the minimum and the barrel analogy’, 
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/221927419_fig2_Fig-2-Liebig's-Law-of-the-Minimum-and-the-
barrel-analogy [accessed 25 February 2017]; ‘Liebig’s barrel’, http://fifthseasongardening.com/liebigs-
barrel-a-paradigm-for-thinking-about-nutrients [accessed 25 February 2017]; ‘Liebig’s Law of the 
Minimum’, http://oxfordindex.oup.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803100104700 [accessed 01 
March 2017]. See also ‘Shelford’s Law of Tolerance’, 
http://oxfordindex.oup.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803100104700 [accessed 02 March 2017]. 
76 Liebig, Organic Chemistry in it Application (1840). 
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He directed his agricultural research elsewhere until Lawes and Gilbert’s published field trial results 
disproved many of his findings. Such field trials, many using guano, created new scientific 
knowledge and applied it through chemical technology, and did not sit well with Liebig. The 
Rothamsted field experiments, set up in 1843 on ‘agriculturally exhausted land’, commenced testing 
the application of different manures on different crops.77  
 
Figure 3.6 The Broadbalk fields at Rothamsted, 2018 
Broadbalk and Classical experiments, which remain in operation, (Figure 3.6) were carried 
out on 22 acres devoted to the continuous growth of wheat and turnips, and another 5-6 acres 
devoted to leguminous crops. Peruvian guano was used in these field experiments only as a 
recognised high nitrogen fertiliser, which Lawes and Gilbert seemed to view as interchangeable 
with Chilean nitrate. It did not assume any singular importance in the results and was used purely 
as a means to an end. Lawes and Gilbert could not ignore it as a benchmark nitrogen fertiliser. 
Even so, Lawes and Gilbert’s broad conclusions that nitrate fertiliser benefitted cereal crops, and 
grasses and phosphatic fertilisers benefitted root crops, would have benefitted all guano sales, 
Peruvian and otherwise.78 They only directly recommended the use of Peruvian guano by name 
occasionally, clearly assuming that it was one of the best nitrate fertilisers on the market at the time. 
As they were later to point out, Lawes and Gilbert did not confine themselves to testing the mineral 
food of plants. Importantly, they extended their enquiry to the ‘nature of the manure required to 
restore productive capability – mineral or otherwise - for the increased growth of corn’ – and other 
crops.79  
                                                
77 Practically agriculturally exhausted soil was defined by Lawes and Gilbert as ‘at the end of rotation’ or 
before the anticipated routine addition of farmyard manure: Lawes and Gilbert, ‘On Agricultural 
Chemistry, especially in relation to Liebig’, 4.  
78 Mathew notes that despite Lawes’ and Gilbert’s findings, much Peruvian guano was wasted on root 
crops: Mathew, The House of Gibbs (1981), 179. 
79 Broadbalk field experiments commenced in 1843, https://www.rothamsted.ac.uk/news/back-future 
[accessed 04 September 2018]; Broadbalk, 
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Initially unacknowledged by Liebig, Lawes and Gilbert published these results in The Journal 
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England (JRASE) in the late 1840s.80 These came to the attention of 
M.P. Philip Pusey (1799-1855), a Peelite reforming agriculturist, and influential in the Royal 
Agricultural Society, who responded with a JRASE article in 1850. In this, he argued that Liebig’s 
‘mineral theory’ had received a deathblow from Lawes’ experiments at Rothamsted, which had 
proved the efficacy of ammonia (nitrogen) on corn crops and phosphorous on turnips. He stated 
that, because chemistry had failed to manufacture ammonia from hydrogen and nitrogen, the 
British were compelled to send ships to Peru for supplies of guano. The prevailing view at the time 
that Peruvian guano was the only reliable source of a highly nitrogenous fertiliser, is a testament to 
its agency. Pusey confronted the ‘eminent philosopher’ Liebig, arguing that his mineral manure 
failed due his belief that plants sourced nitrogen from the air, thus its lack of ammonia.81  
Pusey’ s visit to Rothamsted in 1851 strengthened his support for field tests, and reported 
in the press: ‘it is a great mistake to suppose that men can be made farmers by teaching them 
doubtful chemistry’.82  Guano made a regular appearance in the nitrogen debate, not least in proving 
the inadequacy of Liebig’s mineral manure. Pusey’s cursory ratification of cheaper phosphatic 
guanos for turnip crops, resulting from his Rothamsted visit, would have given an extra boost to 
sales of non-Peruvian guanos. By then, the clear differences between high nitrogen Peruvian and 
more phosphatic guanos from elsewhere were becoming increasingly recognised. Pusey’s 
testimonial for Rothamsted’s work strengthened the acceptance of field trials as ‘scientific’. When 
these findings eventually came to his attention, Liebig’s anger became palpable. He published 
another version of Letters in 1851, including a five-page refutation of Pusey’s support for 
Rothamsted’s results. He asserted that their experiments were ‘entirely devoid of value, as the 
foundation for general conclusions’.83 
Lawes and Gilbert’s response was to refute Liebig’s mineral theory in JRASE in 1851, 
supported by a testimonial from Pusey. They argued that practical scientific research was a 
                                                
http://www.rothamsted.ac.uk/search?search_api_views_fulltext=Broadbalk [accessed 03 March 2017]; 
‘Agriculture’, Aberdeen Journal (1851), 7; J. B. Lawes and J. H. Gilbert, Reply to Baron Liebig’s ‘Principles of 
Agricultural Chemistry’ (London: Clowes and Sons, 1855), 25.  
80 J. B. Lawes, ‘On Agricultural Chemistry’, The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, 8 (1847), 226-60. 
81 F. M. L. Thompson, ‘Pusey, Philip (1799–1855)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/22911 [accessed 8 Feb 2017]; P. Pusey, ‘On the Progress of 
Agricultural Knowledge over the past Eight Years’, The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, 2 (1850), 382-
92. 
82 Pusey’s paper resulting from his visit to Rothamsted was reported in many papers. See, for example: 
‘Agriculture’, Aberdeen Journal (1851), 7. Lawes and Gilbert (1851), 35. Liebig responded in Principles of 
Agricultural Chemistry (1855) to which Lawes and Gilbert responded in Reply to Baron Liebig’s ‘Principles’ 
(1855). 
83 Richard P. Aulie. 'The Mineral Theory', Agricultural History, 48 (1974), 377-378. 
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necessary addition to chemical analyses of soils, manures and plant ashes. They provided detailed 
field experiment results to demonstrate that Liebig’s mineral manure improved in performance 
through the addition of ammoniacal salts. Probably much to Liebig’s annoyance, they 
recommended that farmers should add Peruvian guano to Liebig’s mineral manure to compensate 
for mineral manure deficiencies. They also recognised that using ammoniacal salts alone would be 
deleterious to mineral constituents, and that a combination of elements, such as in animal manures 
was more desirable.84 Lawes and Gilbert acknowledged Boussingault’s work that leguminous plants 
appeared to be able to use atmospheric nitrogen somehow. They noted that Boussingault’s theories 
had not received enough attention in Britain.85 At this point they alluded to the potential role of 
fungi in nitrogen fixation, but the true importance of fungi in soil fertility and biomass formation 
was yet to be realised.86 In concluding that ‘chemistry alone will do nothing for practical agriculture’, 
they acknowledged that laboratory analysis, field experiments and plant/animal functional analyses 
needed to work together to more fully understand the impact of manures in soils.87 
The argument continued in Liebig’s Principles in 1855 and Lawes and Gilbert’s Reply later 
that year.88 Liebig acknowledged that his attention had been elsewhere since 1845 and, despite 
receiving Lawes’ results, he had not read them.89 His disdain for practical field trials, as unscientific 
and able to prove nothing, remained. Regarding the failure of his mineral fertiliser, he weakly 
protested that he had been deceived into believing that agriculturists would support his ideas.90 
Nevertheless, his persistent recommendation of his mineral fertiliser led to litigation and the 
                                                
84 Liebig argued that animal manures were beneficial only in the elements they contained other than 
nitrogen, thus guano was of no use for its nitrogen: Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture, 167. 
85 Lawes and Gilbert, ‘On Agricultural Chemistry, especially in relation to Liebig’, 30.  
86 Lawes and Gilbert, ‘On Agricultural Chemistry, especially in relation to Liebig’, 32-33. 
87 Lawes and Gilbert’s stated aim was to combine studies in the field, feeding shed and laboratory to 
increase the production of cereals, roots, leguminous crops and meat and manure production through 
targeted feeding: Lawes and Gilbert, ‘On Agricultural Chemistry, especially in relation to Liebig’, 1-2, 5-7, 
14, 27, 30, 32-33, 39-40. Albert Howard, a founder of the British organic movement, is largely credited 
with recognising the importance of fungi in soil fertility, particularly in its role in humus synthesis: A. 
Howard, An Agricultural Testament, 6th edn. 1950 (London: Oxford University Press, 1940), 35, 42, 48, 76.  
88 Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistry; Lawes and Gilbert, Reply to Baron Liebig’s ‘Principles’.  
89 Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistry, 52. 
90 Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistry, 48-50. Liebig protested that no fertiliser in the world could have 
achieved good results on fields where soil quality was not known. He complained that agricultural 
associations had not invested in his experiments and, if they had done so, he would be much further 
ahead: Aulie, 'The Mineral Theory', 369; Korcak, ‘Early Roots of the Organic Movement’, 266. Liebig’s 
1845 address, published by the manufacturers of his ‘Patent Manure’, outlined how this supposedly 
outperformed farmyard manure and guano. Liebig asserted that his six types of Patent Manure, tailored to 
six different crops, based on their plant ash analyses, would enable the cultivation of the same crop year 
after year. He argued that ‘they will not be washed away (as with farmyard manure and guano) and their 
efficacy will be doubled…and crowned with success’: Justus von Liebig, An Address to the Agriculturalists of 
Great Britain explaining the Principle and Use of Artificial Manures (Liverpool: Muspratt and Co., 1845), 3-5, 9, 
12, 20, 22, 26, 31-32. 
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potential crash in Peruvian guano sales did not occur.91 Liebig also argued that human intellect 
made profit and farmers should source that intellect from scientists. Furthermore, only technical 
chemists should advise on production. This industrial and commercial view was significant in 
science as well as agriculture.92 Tangentially perhaps, we can see a parallel here in the role of an 
increasing number of technically trained analytical chemists, including John Nesbit, in agricultural 
science. The growing importance of such a role also attracted some university-trained chemists to 
take on some aspects of technical training, notably Augustus Voelcker. 93  
Lawes’ and Gilbert’s Reply, addressed to Liebig, argued that he needed to modify his ideas 
in view of the scientific progress made in the intervening 15 years.94 They criticised his 
recommendations on the basis of ash analysis alone and re-emphasised that a course of practical 
agricultural tests were needed, such as their own field experiments.95 Regardless of methodology, 
chemistry ruled the day in agriculture and a full understanding of the role of microorganisms and 
fungi in soil and plant health remained tantalisingly out of reach. Despite his and Gilbert’s ground-
breaking field experimental approach, and their more realistic view of nitrogen, Lawes argued that 
the soil contributed little, if anything, to crops, ‘acting only as a reservoir’ for the manures applied. 
This mechanical view of food production as a manufacturing process akin, for example, to the 
textile industry and his supportive, but muted, views on guano application, could arguably have 
been a convenient ploy for increasing his fertiliser profits and maintaining his Rothamsted research. 
Despite their disagreements, he and Liebig shared a view of the soil as a simple receptacle for 
chemicals, and their legacy has strengthened, and continues in today’s global industrial agriculture.96 
                                                
91 W. Napier and W. Hope, A Letter to John Thwaites Esq., Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works: Being a 
Comparative Analysis of Baron Liebig’s Three Letters (London: Edward Stanford, 1865), 5. 
92 Liebig’s terminology was confused in asserting that a ‘practical chemist’ could not be a theoretical or 
practical agriculturist. He criticised ‘practical men’ (presumably farmers) for being ignorant of science and 
true practical men were only those who married theory with practice. He recognised the disadvantage of 
the agricultural chemist in having to rely on information provided by agriculturists and argued that they 
should not be judged too harshly on agricultural matters: Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistry, 1, 9, 12, 
14. 
93 The work of Nesbit is addressed from page 133 onwards. Voelcker was initially a pharmacist’s assistant, 
then educated at Göttingen university, attending Liebig’s lectures at Giessen. After assisting J. F. W. 
Johnston at Edinburgh, he was appointed the first professor of Chemistry at the Royal Agricultural College. 
Voelcker set up his own private laboratory in London in 1863, where he practised as a high-level consulting 
chemist. From then until his death in 1884, he worked closely through the Royal Agricultural Society of 
England, wrote extensively in their Journal and carried out meticulous chemical analyses on manure and 
feedstuffs for its members: Goddard, ‘Voelcker’, ODNB. 
94 Lawes and Gilbert, Reply to Baron Liebig’s ‘Principles’, 3-5. 
95 Lawes and Gilbert, Reply to Baron Liebig’s ‘Principles’, 10. 
96 Lawes and Gilbert, Unexhausted Manures (1886); J. B. Lawes, Is Higher Farming a Remedy for Lower Prices? 
(Berwick-upon-Tweed: G. Macaskie, 1879), 6; Massy cites American soil scientist Charles Kellogg, who 
crticised this view of the soil by agricultural chemists as ‘a static storage bin of plant nutrients’: Massy, Call 
of the Reed Warbler, 44. 
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By 1870, Lawes claimed that the long-running Rothamsted experiments would provide farmers 
with more certainty about tailoring chemical substances to particular crops. Even so, in a cursory 
nod to farmers, he acknowledged that they knew best how to modify their approach according to 
their own ‘particular soils’ and ‘other circumstances’.97   
In disagreeing with Liebig about nitrogen, Johnston argued that nitrogen ‘is not supposed 
to enter directly into plants’ from the atmosphere. Instead, ‘it is supposed to be one of the most 
fertilising substances contained in farmyard manure’ and much ‘wealth’ was lost in permitting liquid 
manures to run to waste. 98 He argued that ‘the amount of nitrogen present in each (animal manure) 
affords the readiest and most simple criterion by which their agricultural value - can be pretty nearly 
estimated’, thus he too entered the monetary arena.99 His view that guano possessed the ‘united 
virtues’ of both liquid and solid excretions of other animals and could replace farmyard manure, 
was tempered by his feeling that it was unlikely to do so at the prices charged for it. When he first 
published Elements in 1842, guano was only being imported into Britain in limited quantities and 
was over twice the price it would later level out to be.100 He supported Boussingault’s views that 
plant nitrogen is obtained from ammonia and nitric acid in the soil through processes ‘which we 
do not as yet understand’.101 He demonstrated an understanding of photosynthesis, natural 
processes of carbon sequestration in bog, limestone and coral formation.102 
The ill-tempered arguments about nitrogen eventually abated, even though Liebig’s retreat 
is marked by him largely avoiding the issue. So, from the late 1850s the atmosphere was generally 
no longer considered to be a direct source of nitrogen for plants. The importance of leguminous 
plants in nitrogen fixation had also been scientifically recognised, if not yet fully understood. Lawes 
much later expressed a desire for Gilbert to dedicate a paper to Boussingault as ‘it would be paying 
him a compliment, which he well deserves.’103 However, while agricultural news in the 1840s and 
1850s was dominated by the craze for guano, the mood changed in the 1860s once the Gibbs had 
ceased their monopoly of the trade. The Royal Agricultural Society’s prize offer for the discovery 
                                                
97 J. B. Lawes, Scientific Agriculture with a view to Profit (London: Dunn and Chidgey, 1889 [1870]), 17-18. 
98 Johnston, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, 26, 33; Johnston was early in his observations about manures 
running to waste: Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, 29. 
99 Johnston, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, 178.  
100 Johnston, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, 177.  
101 Johnston, ‘The Circulation of Matter’, 554. 
102 Johnston, ‘The Circulation of Matter’, 560. 
103 Lawes Agricultural Trust, 1847-1900, The Letters of Sir John Bennet Lawes to Sir Joseph Henry Gilbert, 3 July 
1876, Rothamsted Research Library and Archives 2008. Publications, though, rumbled on for years: J. B. 
Lawes and J. H. Gilbert, ‘Liebig and the Mineral Theory’: Note extracted from a Paper by Messrs Lawes 
and Gilbert, Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 24, Part 2 (1863). Lawes and Gilbert published 
their definitive view in: Lawes, J. B., J. H. Gilbert and E. Pugh, On the sources of the Nitrogen of Vegetation: With 
special reference to the question whether plants assimilate free or uncombined nitrogen (London: Taylor and Francis, 1862). 
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of an infinite supply of an equally efficacious guano source, or substitute led to an increase in 
scientific experiments to create new fertiliser mixes, and exploration to find new sources (Figure 
2.14).  
Guano’s practical scientific application in new field methodologies 
The growing link between science and technology was as relevant to agriculture as to 
industry. Iwan Morus explores the idea that nineteenth-century science ‘made knowledge’ (elite) 
and technology was a ‘simple matter of application’ (popular).104 While he neither addresses ‘nature’ 
in the context of agriculture, nor the work of agricultural chemists, the very same cultural forces 
can be seen at work in the divisions emerging between agricultural chemists with guano’s arrival.  
John Sheail questions the application of the term ‘scientism’ (‘an overweening belief in the 
relevance and utility of scientific method’) to chemical analysis used in relation to soil fertility in 
the nineteenth century.105 As Sheail points out, practical field trials were needed in addition to 
chemical analysis. But, as already shown, practical field trials using manures, guano featuring 
prominently, were increasingly used by many chemists who sought to demonstrate their scientific 
validity and how they connected with farming practice.106 This was an important development. The 
meaning of scientism for agriculture was being changed from within the scientific community and 
involved both scholarly and technically trained chemists.  
Chemists used two main scientific methodologies to analyse guano, but therein lay some 
disagreement. For some, the chemical analysis of guano in the laboratory took precedence over an 
increasingly popular method of assessing its performance when applied to exhausted soils in field 
trials. Guano was a popular choice for field testing from very soon after its arrival and widely used 
as a benchmark (Figure 3.8 and Appendix 4). Laboratory chemists, such as Liebig, held an elitist 
                                                
104 Morus’s use of this hierarchical idea charts the rise of middle-class skilled mechanics with accelerating 
industrialisation and the creation of manufactured commodities. In examining the new radicalism of 
Thomas Hodgskin and creation of the Mechanics Institution and Mechanics Magazine, Morus argued that 
Hodgskins’ editorship of the radical Chemist was an attempt to bring chemical knowledge and ownership 
to the artisan. This was an attack on science’s aristocracy as represented by the likes of Humphrey Davy at 
the Royal Institution and led to the formation of the independent artisans’ Chemical Society. Morus 
observed that the division between popular and elite culture as a product of social reordering could well 
be the case with science and its cultural discriminations: Morus, ‘Manufacturing Nature: Science, 
Technology and Victorian Consumer Culture’, 404, 410-12. 
105 Sheail, ‘Elements of Sustainable Agriculture’, 183.  
106 The field tests of Lawes and Gilbert at Rothamsted which commenced in 1843, continue today. 50 
years of these were addressed by Lawes and Gilbert: J. B. Lawes and J. H. Gilbert, The Rothamsted 
Experiments: Being an Account of Some of the Results of The Agricultural Investigations Conducted at Rothamsted in the 
Field, the Feeding Shed and the Laboratory over a period of Fifty Years (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 
1895); H. Maat, ‘The history and future of agricultural experiments, NJAS-Wageningen Journal of Life Sciences, 
57 (2011), 187; Antony Gibbs and Sons, Guano, its Analysis and Effects: Illustrated by the latest experiments 
(London: Gibbs & Sons, 1843). 
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view of pure chemical knowledge as superior to the ‘art’ of agriculture. He and his followers viewed 
the ability of farmers to increase production as impossible without their laboratory focused 
assistance. As apparent in the debates concerning nitrogen, Liebig was strongly opposed to field 
experimentation, which he viewed as unscientific. Even so, many scientists including Boussingault, 
Lawes, assisted by Gilbert at Rothamsted Research station, and Johnston, increasingly combined 
laboratory and field tests in their research and writing.107 This was much to the consternation of 
their ‘purist’ colleagues. Guano revealed its agency through both methods but particularly when 
used by agricultural scientists who challenged a reliance on laboratory practice alone. In taking the 
laboratory to the field, practical scientists made the first tentative steps towards putting soil into 
the agricultural equation as more than a material prop for plants.108 However, they were chemists, 
so their work still focused strongly on the chemicals applied to soils as fertilisers, and this was 
certainly their main interest in guano. Some of their practical field tests results did include enticing 
references to the functionality of plants and animals and the role of fungi, but these were not to be 
fully recognised for many more decades.109 Methodology was a focus for polemic argument among 
scientists and guano was again caught in the middle. 
Lawes, in developing Rothamsted Manor into an agricultural experimental station, also 
manufactured and patented the first commercially successful, artificially manufactured fertiliser, 
superphosphate, in 1842. While this competed with phosphatic guanos, it took some time for 
chemists to uncover the differences between the wide variety of guanos that were to come on the 
market. Both guano and superphosphate survived in the market place and appeared to act initially 
as mutual catalysts in their use. With the success of his superphosphate, Lawes focused on 
becoming a chemical manufacturer, while investing his profits in his research station. He took on 
colleague chemist Henry Gilbert, previously supervised by Liebig at Giessen, to oversee research 
just as guano imports were rising. Despite rising controversy over the use of bones, Lawes opened 
large chemical works to mass manufacture superphosphate fertiliser, which worked well, 
                                                
107 Johnston mostly cited the wide range of field tests, most sing guano, carried out by farmers in the mid-
nineteenth century: J. F. W. Johnston, Lectures on the Applications of Chemistry and Geology to Agriculture, 3rd 
Edn. (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1844), entire appendix with over 100 pages of 
experiments. See also, Figure 3.8. and Appendix 4. 
108 Agricultural chemists were much earlier in their use of a field approach than Pasteur, whose medical 
research in the field were noted by: Bruno Latour, ‘Give Me a Laboratory and I will Raise the World’, in 
Science Observed: Perspectives on the Social Study of Science, eds. Karin D Knorr-Cetina and Michael Mulkay 
(London: Sage Publications, 1983), 145, 147-48, 169. 
109 J.B. Lawes and J.H. Gilbert, ‘On Agricultural Chemistry: Especially in Relation to the Mineral Theory 
of Baron Liebig’, Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, 12 (London: John Murphy,1851), 32-33. 
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particularly on the ‘improving’ root crops.110 His and Gilbert’s field experiments also helped to 
demonstrate that Liebig was wrong about nitrogen.  
Johnston’s first major book on agricultural chemistry, resulting from his collected lectures, 
was seen by many as the successor to Davy’s 1813 publication.111 He was perhaps the earliest 
advocate of field experiments, as evident from the copious number of guano using, farmer led field 
tests in Lectures. (Figure 3.8 and Appendix 4). On reading Johnston’s work, Karl Marx nominated 
him as the ‘English Liebig’.112 They were, however, very different chemists as illustrated by 
Johnston’s condensing of his Lectures into a version for practical use by farmers.113 Although 
operating only on the margins of elite circles, Johnston was viewed within them as a guano 
expert.’114  
As a consequence, field trials gradually came to be seen as scientific. Manure merchants 
sought to boost their profits by publishing the best results of field experiment in advertisements – 
results using Peruvian guano were particularly popular.115 Some field tests were carried out under 
highly controlled conditions but anecdotal reports of uncontrolled tests, often using guano, and 
                                                
110 Lawes used sulphuric acid on apatite, spent animal charcoal and other phosphate minerals to create 
superphosphates. Mined mineral phosphates eventually replaced bones in this process: R. W., The Founders 
of the Rothamsted Agricultural Station: A Sketch of the Life and Work of Sir John Bennet Lawes and Sir J. Henry 
Gilbert: Reprinted from the Obituary Notices of the Royal Society of London (London: Royal Society, 1901?), 2.  
The use of bones for phosphate in fertilisers was controversial and Liebig described Britain as a ‘vampire’ 
hanging upon the neck of Europe in its raiding of European battlefields for bones to use as fertilisers, 
‘which …’she squanders down her sewers to the sea’: A. D. Hall, Fertilisers and Manures (New York: E. P. 
Dutton and Company, 1915), 108. Social comment on the use of bones was exemplified in two Punch 
articles one commenting on an advertisement to sell a graveyard and remove the earth – being ‘superior to 
guano’. The writer asked if there was time for relatives and friends to rescue ancestors from ‘the dung 
heap to which the graveyard was to be consigned by the auctioneer’s hammer: Gilbert a’Becket, ‘A Dead 
Bargain’, Punch [Historical Archive], 17 March 1855, 109. A poem about battlefields, dated 1856, spoke for 
itself: ‘Go to the field where guano calls, transmuted into wheat,’ highlighting the increasing and broader 
use of ‘guano’ as a general term for efficacious fertilisers: Percival Leigh, ‘Heroes to the Harvest’, Punch 
[Historical Archive], 16 August 1856, 67. Bones were eventually replaced by mined phosphate reserves. 
111 J. F. W. Johnston, Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and 
Sons, 1841). 
112 John Bellamy Foster, ‘Marx’s theory of Metabolic rift: Classical foundations for environmental 
sociology’, American Journal of Sociology, 105 (1999), 377. Johnston was a founder member of the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS), an honorary member of The Royal Agricultural 
Society of England and very involved in the work of the Highland and Agricultural Society: Gordon R. 
Batho, ‘A Man of Science: James Finlay Weir Johnston (1796-1855)’ in Biography and Education: Some 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Studies, Occasional Publication, 5 (London: History of Education Society, 
1980), 23-28. 
113  J. F. W. Johnston, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and 
Sons, 1842). 
114 ‘Mr Johnston, to whose papers every person interested in the (guano) question refers’: ‘Report of the 
Sixth Ordinary Meeting, Wednesday 21 December 1853’, Journal of the Society of Arts, 2 (1853), 87; J. F. W. 
Johnston, Lectures, 3rd edn., Appendix, field experiments using guano 1841-43.  
115 Antony Gibbs and Sons and W. J. Myers and Co., Peruvian and Bolivian Guano: Its Nature, Properties and 
Results (London: Ridgway, 1844). Nesbit, On Peruvian Guano (1852), 35-40. 
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sometimes carried out by amateurs, appeared alongside quantitative results from controlled 
experiments.116 Farmers were also encouraged to carry out field tests, notably by Johnston, as 
evident in his educational approach. He also encouraged them to analyse their soils.117  Conversely, 
elite scientists, particularly Liebig, held strong negative views of practical agriculturists, agricultural 
writers and training schools.118 Despite this view, field trials became increasingly popular and the 




 J. F. W. Johnston was perhaps the earliest chemist to advise farmers on how to carry out 
their own agricultural field experiments. His first edition of Lectures, in 1841, included 16 pages of 
suggestions. The 3rd edition, in 1844, included a lengthy section on guano and an appendix of 
farmer-led field experiment results, most using guano. Johnston was among the many chemists 
                                                
116 Examples of pamphlets where empirical field trial results sit side by side with anecdotal reports include: 
Antony Gibbs and Sons, Guano, Its Analysis and Effects: Illustrated by the Latest Experiments (London: Antony 
Gibbs and Sons, 1843), and A. Gibbs and Sons, Peruvian and Bolivian guano (London: J. Ridgway, 1844). 
117 Johnston, Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry (1841) ‘Suggestions for Experiments in Practical Agriculture’. 
These were too early for guano and nitrate of soda was frequently suggested, demonstrating its early 
importation from South America. He then published copious numbers of farmer trials in his 3rd (1844) 
edition. This was followed by suggestions for improvements in methodology with specific reference to 
guano application: J. F. W. Johnston, Experimental Agriculture: Being the Results of Past and Suggestions for Future 
Experiments in Scientific and Practical Agriculture (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1849), 61-4, 75-
76, 80, 109. While including this information in larger books, Johnston published a pamphlet for ease of 
practical use: J. F. W. Johnston, Instructions for the Analysis of Soils (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and 
Sons, 1847).  
118 Letter I in: Baron von Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture (London: Walton and Maberly, 1859), ix, 1-22 
sums up his long-held confrontational views on theoretical and practical agriculture.  
Figure 3.7. Very High Farming 
Farmer Giles (electrified into sudden 
brilliance):  
‘Injy (India) an’ back in vive minuts!! 
Lor’ a massy!!! – Eh, lass, maybe thee’ll 
telegra-a-aph to S’n Swithun, will ‘ee? 
Tell un to turn on a goodish dra-ap 
vor my poor turmuts (turnips)!’ 
 
Punch [Historical Archive], Saturday, 9 





drawn to analyse this exotic variety of bird shit that was arriving in quantity and attracting 
considerable attention. Johnston argued forcefully that neglect of experimental agriculture and the 
diffusion of practical knowledge had delayed agricultural improvements. He blamed chemists for 
this and, like Boussingault, tended towards a more holistic approach with greater recognition of 
biological agency.119 While Liebig criticised the absence of biologists, he was more assertive in his 
purist chemical approach, but, in his defence, was concerned about the maintenance of rigour. 
An initial supporter of Liebig, Johnston later criticised him for dismissing practical 
agricultural experiments and his condemnation of farmers as seemingly recoiling with ‘distrust and 
aversion from all means of assistance offered to them by chemistry.’ His writing from 1841 to his 
death in 1855 reveals how he promoted practical field trials before Rothamsted. In his many 
courses of lectures to farmers, Johnston found farmers generally ‘anxious for information and eager 
for improvement.’120 He produced a series of pamphlets, ultimately including these in Lectures, 
recording the field test results of farmers, usually involving the application of guano and its 
comparison with other manures.121 He was careful to observe the varying quality of imported 
natural guano and was always concerned about the costs associated with these imports. 
Many of the field trials reported by Johnston were supported by premiums offered to 
farmers by the Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Highland and Agricultural Society of 
Scotland in 1842 and 1843. While these were very early field experiments, they included noteworthy 
results and comments. Johnston was very aware that the collection of such a wide range of very 
early tests from farmers all over the country could not yield sufficiently robust scientific results. 
His separate publication of Experimental Agriculture in 1849, recognised that, although some field 
trial results were valuable, methodologies varied widely and some results were not worth their 
inclusion. This book usefully included a critique of those experiments and robust advice to farmers 
and the need for diligence in their own field experiments, so that the progress of scientific 
improvement through field experimentation could be accelerated.122 Johnston used the term 
                                                
119 Johnston, like many chemists of the time, had eclectic disciplinary roots, but retained these in his 
approach as evident in: J. F. W. Johnston, Lectures on the Applications of Chemistry and Geology to Agriculture 
(New York: Wiley & Putnam, 1847), 14-17. 
120 A founder member of the British Association of the Advancement of Science, although not one of its 
inner elite circle, Johnston was responsible for Liebig’s invitation to address the association. Marx described 
Johnston as the English Liebig: Batho, ‘A Mano of Science, 24; Marx, Capital, 813; Johnston, Lectures on the 
Applications (New York: 1847), 14; J. F. W. Johnston, What can be done for English Agriculture? A letter to the 
Marquis of Northampton (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1842), 7-8. Northampton was then 
President of the Royal Society.   
121 For example: J. F. W. Johnston, Suggestions for Experiments in Practical Agriculture’, No II, Results of 
Experiments in Practical Agriculture made in 1841 (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1842); Johnston, 
Lectures on the Applications (1847), Appendix: Suggestions for Experiments in Practical Agriculture with 
Results of Experiments Made in 1842 and 1843. 
122 Johnston, Experimental Agriculture, v-vii, 5. 
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‘applied science in relation to agriculture’ and argued that this was aimed at ‘converting the practical 
farmer into a skilful, reasoning and cautious experimenter’ and all holdings into ‘progressing and 
profit-giving experimental farms’. His claim that the ‘suggestion of a union between theoretical 
science and field experiment…originated very much with myself’ led him to feel some personal 
responsibility in ensuring its rigour.123 What is clear in manure field tests is guano’s agency as a 
benchmark fertiliser (Figures 2.20, 3.8 and Appendix 4).  
 
      
Figure 3.8. Peruvian guano benchmarked against other manures, 1843.124 
                                                
123 Johnston, Experimental Agriculture, 3, 5-6. 
124 J. F. W. Johnston, Lectures on the Application of Chemistry and Geology to Agriculture (New York: C.M Saxton, 
1864), Appendix, 87. 
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In further pursuance of improvements in agricultural practice, Johnston aimed to achieve 
the inclusion of agricultural studies in schools. He wrote Catechism for teachers, which ran to 33 
editions, the first of which included early comments on the efficacy of guano, ‘lately introduced 
into this country’ and suggestions for its application, increasing the detail with each edition.125  
These closer relationships with farmers, his public lectures and practical advice about fertiliser 
application, particularly guano, led to him being regarded as a scientist with a significant impact on 
agriculture and a guano expert.126 Like many scientists of the time, Johnston sometimes included 
aspects of natural theology to communicate his ideas. Nevertheless, he stuck to his empirical results 
and analysis. In Britain in 1840 there was still a strong link between faith and science, a ‘theology 
of nature’, which some scientists had not yet eschewed.127 The British were nervous of revolution 
and tended to associate the chemical revolution through development of empirical science by 
Lavoisier and others, with the contemporaneous French Revolution. This led to a strong 
establishment culture of natural theology among scientists in the first half of the nineteenth 
century.128  
At a time when a power struggle between religion and science remained relatively high, 
some scientists used religious and aesthetic metaphors in their work on nutrients.129 Harvey argues 
                                                
125 Johnston, A Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry, 38-9. 
126 A. Ramsay, History of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and 
Sons, 1879), 454.  
127 See: R. J. Evans, The Victorians: Religion and Science, Gresham Lecture, Museum of London, Monday 14 
March, 2011, www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-and-events/the-victorians-religion-and-science [accessed 01 
December 2015]; A. Fyfe, J. van Wyhe, Victorian Science and Religion, The Victorian Web, 17 January 2012, 
www.victorianweb.org/science/science&religion.html [accessed 01 December 2015]. 
128 However, Lavoisier was guillotined due to his pre-revolutionary roles as financier and public 
administrator. Chemical Heritage Foundation, ‘Antoine Laurent-Lavoisier’, 
https://www.chemheritage.org/historical-profile/antoine-laurent-lavoisier [accessed 21 November 2016]. 
France had a long history of radical social thinking in which religion was seen as repressive. Descartes 
(1598-1650) laid the foundations with his mechanistic view of the organic world, seeing all living things as 
mechanical, apart from humans. A continental European ‘rationalism’ emerged from this.  Voltaire (1694- 
1778) was a widely regarded forerunner of the French Revolution and was widely blamed for it in Britain, 
through weaponising science in an attack on the Catholic church. Britain was conflicted in its views 
among scientists. Boyle (1627-91) and Newton (1642-1727) believed they could uncover the truths about 
religion as well as the natural world through science. There was a prevailing belief in Britain that the 
natural world was created by God, and, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, natural theology was 
recruited by the establishment to shore up religion and the monarchy against the threat of revolution. The 
formation of The X Club (1864-92) with notable members Thomas Huxley, John Tyndall and J.D Hooker 
stood firm with Darwin when he encountered a religious backlash against Origin of Species. They 
represented a naturalistic movement in science, making room, however, for religion as a sense of wonder 
and awe at nature. They were against theological dogma and argued for cultural leadership by scientists, 
rather than by the clergy, and fought for government support for scientists and a strong place for science 
in education: Nick Spencer (2019), Ruth Barton, ‘The X Club’, https://www.britannica.com/topic/X-
Club [accessed 5 August 2019].  
129 A struggle well illustrated in Nick Spencer’s BBC Radio 4 series, Spencer, ‘The Secret History of 
Science and Religion’. 
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that the routes to understanding nature are many and varied, including intuition, mysticism, 
contemplation, religious, metaphysical and personal introspection, that these share a commonality 
with scientific enquiry and that humanising of values in nature is desirable and ennobling.130 
Johnston’s frequent use of religious metaphor exhibited a more holistic, almost ecological, 
approach to his work.131 Harvey’s observations, directed to the late twentieth century, are relevant 
in understanding how a number of Victorians sometimes broke free of capitalism’s constraints to 
view guano as a commodity of nature, and that its use had environmental and social impacts.132 To 
most, guano’s identity as a material substance of nature was masked by its re-identification as 
‘artificial fertiliser,’ and its constant presence in tables of scientific results, but its ‘naturalness’ 
occasionally shone through.   
Johnston’s seminal 1853 publication The Circulation of Matter is full of religious metaphor 
‘The Deity willed that this corner of his great work, should be the theatre of new displays of 
wisdom, of consummate contrivance, of a wonderful fitting in of means to the accomplishment of 
beneficent ends – and at last the seat of an intellectual being, with capacity to study and 
comprehend, and admire His works – to praise and love and serve Him’. However, Johnston was 
critical of the type of religious teaching, which ignored the scientific knowledge of the time.133 His 
religious metaphors were later employed by Victorian sanitarians as ‘apt expressions for the beauty 
and necessity of recycling’.134  
                                                
130 Harvey, Justice, Nature, 137-38. This is reflected in agricultural chemist J. F. W. Johnston’s, 'The 
Circulation of Matter', Blackwoods Edinburgh Magazine, 73 (1853), 559-60. 
131 L. Kinsley, ‘Guano, Science and Victorian High Farming: An Agroecological Perspective’ in Victorian 
Sustainability in Literature and Culture, ed. Wendy Parkins (Abingdon: Routledge, 2018), 136. Johnston was 
not the only scientist to use religious metaphor. In his preface letter to the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science, Liebig stated that scientific knowledge (‘truth’) enables the mind ‘to recognise in 
the phenomenon of nature, proofs of an Infinite Wisdom’: Liebig, Organic Chemistry (1840), vi. 
132 See also: W. H. Heywood, High Farming. How far is it Expedient? Let Nature Answer (Chester: Phillipson 
and Golder, 1867). Johnston introduced guano with reference to its natural habitat: Johnston, Lectures on 
the Applications (1844), 669. 
133 ‘The art (agriculture) is healthful…evidence of the wisdom and goodness of the ‘Great Contriver’. It 
gradually matures a deep religious spirit…’:  Johnston, The Circulation of Matter’, 559-560; Johnston, 
What can be done for English Agriculture? 9. A founder member of the British Association for the 
Advancement of science in 1831, he was probably typical of its membership: Batho, ‘A Man of Science’, 
24. Sermons (informal) were preached at meetings, where religion was supposedly not discussed: Ciaran 
Toal, ‘Preaching at the British Association for the Advancement of Science: sermons, secularisation and 
the rhetoric of conflict in the 1870s’, British Journal of the History of Science, 45 (2012), 75-95. It hosted the 
famous debate between Thomas Huxley and Samuel Wilberforce on Darwin’s Origin of Species at its 
meeting 26 June – 3 July 1860 in Oxford: Darwin Project, ‘BAAS meeting in Oxford, June-July 1860’, 
https://www.darwinproject.ac.uk/commentary/religion/british-association-meeting-1860 [accessed 6 
August 2019].  
134 C. Hamlin, 'Providence and Putrefaction - Victorian Sanitarians and the Natural Theology of Health 
and Disease', Victorian Studies, 28 (1985), 402. An uneasy relationship between religion and science 
continues today as exemplified by Boussingault’s biographer: Richard P. Aulie, ‘A Reader’s guide to Of 
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Johnston’s prolific reporting of field-tests on guano must have contributed to his 
fascination in the natural cycles of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorous. Like Humboldt, he was 
sensible to delicate balances in the atmosphere. Johnston mused about graveyards, decomposition 
and the re-use of matter in ‘Nature’, as a ‘leveller’, stating ‘The fluids and tissues decompose rapidly, 
and are dissipated, so that what is now part of the body of a Caesar or a Venus, may literally within 
a week become part of a turnip or a potato’ and thus the importance of nutrient cycles. He ended 
Circulation on a natural theological note, having explained the water, carbon and nitrogen cycles as 
they were then understood (nitrogen came from the soil but it was unclear how it got there other 
than via death, decay and excretion – but, nonetheless, thereby recognising the importance of 
nitrogen in fertilisers). He echoed Humboldt in his view that human interference in, what he 
observed as, a delicate balance in natural cycles could lead to serious consequences, ‘that an 
alteration in the natural constitution of things of so small a kind as to be inappreciable to our 
senses, would at once insure the certain extinction of animal and vegetable life’. In describing the 
atmosphere as having an ‘All powerful order,’ he argued that minute alterations in the compositions 
of its gases could have disastrous effects.135 Johnston deserves credit for these remarkable instances 
of the realisation of the ‘dilemma of sustainability’ but, with the exception of Hamlin, their 
significance has not received much scholarly attention. Johnston studied relationships between 
plants, animals, geology, climate and drainage and most of all the soil – ‘nothing is more grateful 
for (the husbandman’s) attention or offers surer rewards to patient industry or to renewed attempts 
at improvement.’136  
The enticement of chemists into valuing and replicating guano 
In including artificially created ‘guanos’ in field test results, Johnston recognised the early 
chemical mixing and alteration of guanos in fertiliser production. This was a significant further step 
in guano losing its ‘naturalness’ in its ‘redesign’ as a new commodity.137 Castree describes this from 
a perspective of nature as ‘internal’. We now design out much of nature’s ‘naturalness’ in the 
process of commodification, for example through genetic modification and in the use of growth 
                                                
Pandas and people’ (1998), http://www.stephenjaygould.org/ctrl/archive/design/aulie_of-pandas.html 
[accessed 13 February 2017]. 
135 Johnston, ‘The Circulation of Matter’, 556, 560.  
136 Johnston, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry; Johnston, Lectures on the Applications (1847), 14; Johnston, 
'The Circulation of Matter', 550-62.    
137 Johnston refers to his own suggestion for natural guano replication (Appendix 4, 4.1), and artificial 
manures made by Turnbull, also a Barochan artificial mix (Appendix 4, 4.3 and 4.4.) Such attempts to 
replicate guano were being made as early as 1843. 
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hormones, but British Victorians, particularly technical chemists, were ahead of this particular game 
with guano.138  
 
Figure 3.9. Testimonial to Nesbit’s services. J. C. Nesbit, Lectures on the Application of Chemistry to 
Agriculture: with Observations on Artificial Manures (London: John Hunt, 1847), 3. 
The Victorian chemists who created their own fertiliser mixes from natural bases and 
modified guano, came from a wide variety of backgrounds. John Nesbit, unlike the aforementioned 
five chemists, who either studied and/or taught in established universities, came from a very 
different background. He was a practical analytical chemist, and an important lynchpin in the 
history of guano as a commodity. He set up his own agricultural school in Kennington, London 
where he trained young agriculturists, carried out his own field trials and manufactured his own 
manures, which he marketed through his own manure merchant (Figure 3.9). Renowned for his 
guano publications, which included his own field experiments and analysis, he was avidly read by 
farmers and merchants, including the Gibbs. The regular re-issue of his guano pamphlets attests 
to their popularity. 139 Nesbit made a career out of fertilisers and manures, and his published work 
on guano and agricultural chemistry was much referenced by those in the trade for potential 
marketing opportunities. For example, a letter from William to his nephew and partner Henry 
Hucks Gibbs asked in 1859, ‘if Nesbit’s pamphlet is out, do send me a copy’. A copy of this 
pamphlet exists in the Tyntesfield archive, where it awaits cataloguing.140  
                                                
138 Castree, ‘Commodifying what nature?’, 281.  
139 J. C. Nesbit, On Peruvian Guano: Its History, Composition and Fertilizing Qualities; with the Best Mode of Its 
Application to the Soil (London: Longman and Co., 1852); J. C. Nesbit, On Agricultural Chemistry and the 
Nature and Properties of Peruvian Guano (London: Longman and Co., 1856); J. C. Nesbit, On Peruvian Guano: 
Its History, Composition and Fertilizing Qualities: with the Best Mode of Its Application to the Soil (London: 
Rogerson and Tuxford, 1856); J. C. Nesbit, The History and Properties of the Different Varieties of Natural 
Guanos (London: Rogerson and Tuxford, 1860). His daughter, Edith Nesbit, wrote the popular children’s 
book The Railway Children. 
140 Letter from William to his nephew Henry Hucks Gibbs, 29 January 1859: David Hogg, My Dear Uncle 
William: Tyntesfield Letters (Chippenham: David J. Hogg, 2011), 326. The Tyntesfield pamphlet is a first 
edition: J. C. Nesbit, The History and Properties of the Different Varieties of Natural Guanos (London: Rogerson 
and Tuxford, 1859).  
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Chemists, like Nesbit, who focused almost entirely on agricultural use were technically 
trained, sometimes self-taught, analytical chemists. They were usually, but not exclusively, from 
middle-class backgrounds and accessed training by attending the growing number of public 
scientific lectures. They also benefitted from the establishment of societies for the dissemination 
of scientific education, such as the literary and philosophical societies and mechanics institutes.141 
Such scientists mostly operated outside elite circles and broadened the field in scientific 
employment. They attracted more custom from farmers and merchants in the 1840s to analyse 
manures, particularly guano, as concerns about its adulteration emerged. Farmers and growers 
wanted assurances about the efficacy of their fertilisers and merchants, like the Gibbs, wanted a 
good sales pitch for their guano to justify the price. Establishing purity and assigning monetary 
values caused controversy in some scientific circles, but these analytical chemists mostly ‘assayed’ 
and compared manures or fertilisers, both natural and artificial.142 They were also widely employed 
by agricultural societies and estate managers.  
Aspiring scientists with no private fortune struggled to earn the income to practise. There 
was no established career path for practitioners in this field and even salaried positions in the 
sciences often did not pay well enough to support a family.143 Nevertheless Nesbit achieved notable 
recognition for his work on guano, securing an entry in the Dictionary of National Biography in 
1894.144 He established a lucrative career as an analytical chemist and sat firmly in the camp of 
popular science, preferring to interpret agricultural scientific knowledge, add to it through his own 
experiments and diffuse it for popular consumption in agricultural communities. Nesbit occupied 
the recently established cultural and political space of the middle ground in scientific education. He 
was educated at home in Bradford and assisted his father in his school in Bradford, then in 
Manchester. On becoming interested in chemistry, he studied it through attending John Dalton’s 
and William Sturgeon’s scientific lectures and became a member of the Manchester scientific 
community at a time of huge cultural change in science, both within the city and also nationally.145   
A background to the development of the type of scientific community found in Manchester 
is provided by Thomas Hodgskin’s Popular Political Economy (1827). Hodgskin connected machines 
                                                
141 Timmons, ‘Science and education’, 140. 
142 ‘Assaying’ involves determining the content and quality of substances. 
143 Paul White, ‘Cross cultural encounters: the co-production of science and literature in mid-Victorian 
periodicals’, in Transactions and encounters: Science and culture in the nineteenth century, eds. Roger Luckhurst, 
Josephine McDonagh (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002), 83.  
144 E. L. Scott, ‘Nesbit’ DNB archive (Prosser 1894). 
145 Frank Greenaway, ‘Dalton, John (1766–1844)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/7063 [accessed 30 Jan 2017; Frank A. J. L. James, ‘Sturgeon, 
William (1783–1850)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/26748 [accessed 1 Feb 2017], Dalton and Sturgeon both 
started their working lives as labourers. 
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with the artisans who made and used them. He argued that ‘the education of a free people, like 
their property, will always be directed most beneficially for them when it is in their own hands.’146 
This cultural change was manifested in science in a move described by Robert Kargon as 
transitioning from a ‘gentlemanly’ brand of amateur science to a science of utilitarianism.147  
             
                                 Figure 3.10. Kennington College Advertisement, 1860.148 
Nesbit’s access to Dalton and Sturgeon and his immersion in the developing scientific 
culture of Manchester in the 1830s and 1840s, helped him to embark upon a career as public 
lecturer. When his father relocated his Manchester school in Kennington, London in the 1840s, 
Nesbit followed him. This school was among the first to introduce natural science teaching at 
school level and Nesbit became a science teacher, and eventually Kennington’s principal.149(Figures 
                                                
146 Morus, ‘Manufacturing Nature: Science, Technology and Victorian Consumer Culture’, 410-12. 
147 By the 1840s the Industrial Revolution was well underway, particularly in Manchester and its 
hinterland. Manchester’s long-running and lasting Literary and Philosophical Society was founded in 1781, 
and second only to Birmingham’s prestigious but short-lived Lunar Society (1765-1800). ‘Lit and Phils’ in 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne (1793), Liverpool (1812) and Leeds (1820) followed Manchester’s example. Despite 
this, Manchester’s scientific community was relatively undeveloped, particularly in comparison to many 
already established university towns, including Oxford, Cambridge, London, Glasgow, Durham and 
Edinburgh. The 1840s were the end of an era of an eighteenth-century view of science as ‘recreation for 
the leisured gentleman and busy professionalist.’ Manchester was fertile ground for scientific communities 
reflecting different political and religious persuasions and a place where industrialists, in particular, were 
keen to extend opportunities for a scientific and technical education in and around their city. Manchester 
University was yet to be founded. The Victoria University of Manchester developed out of Owens 
College, which was founded in 1851, and from 1872 incorporated the Royal School of Medicine and 
Surgery, which had been formed in 1824 as a medical school owned by doctors: R. Kargon, Science in 
Victorian Manchester, 35; ‘History of the Victoria University of Manchester’, 
https://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/history-heritage/history/victoria/ [accessed 29 June 2018]. 
148 Kennington College Advertisement, London Daily News, Wednesday 15 August 1860, 4. 
149 Those who assisted Nesbit included the botanist Charles Johnson (1791-1880), geologist George 
Fleming Richardson  and geologist, John Morris: Alexander Goldbloom, ‘Johnson, Charles (1791–1880)’, 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/14869 [accessed 1 Feb 
2017]; H. S. Torrens, ‘Richardson, George Fleming (1796–1848)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/23555 [accessed 1 Feb 2017]; R. J. Cleevely, ‘Morris, 
John (1810–1886)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/19308 
[accessed 1 Feb 2017]. Richard Bissell Prosser (1838-1918) provided an insightful testament to the nature 
of his teacher Nesbit, while still his pupil in his diary: Darby, John and Susan, ‘Prosser, Richard Bissell ‘A 
tour of the north of England by J. C. Nesbit … and R. Prosser, from 27th Aug to 18th Sept 1849’, 
1849, private collection, J. Hewish, Rooms near Chancery Lane: the patent office under the commissioners, 1852–
1883 (2000), transcribed with comment by Darby, John and Susan, 2016, 
http://www.prossertheengineer.co.uk/images/PDF/A_Tour_to_the_North.pdf [accessed 2 Feb 2017]. 
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3.10 and 3.11). 
By the 1850s Nesbit had developed Kennington into the College of Agriculture and 
Chemistry, where he also advertised his services as an analytical chemist and assayist. Artificial 
manures, particularly guano, became his main area of expertise, but his eclectic approach is evident 
in assaying guano in his own laboratories, carrying out agricultural field trials on his land, educating 
young aspiring farmers, manufacturing his own manures, which usually included guano, and 
lecturing widely on the public circuit.150 Nesbit addressed the wide practice of guano adulteration 
by unscrupulous dealers and compensation to tenant farmers for unused manures, particularly 
guano, at the end of their leases.151 He published widely in journals in the 1840s and 1850s and his 
four key guano publications from 1852 to 1860.152 While they were differently titled, they were 
based on one original essay and his lectures and each edition carried new content. These publicised 
his services (Figure 3.11) and were announced in the press alongside accounts of his lectures.153 He 
was an exhibitor at the Great Exhibition, for which he received ‘an honourable mention’, and his 
analyses were often recorded in prestigious meetings.154 
                                                
See also: Christine MacLeod, ‘Prosser, Richard Bissell (1838–1918)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/54476 [accessed 2 Feb 2017]. Prosser wrote the original entry 
for Nesbit in the DNB and later had his own entry in the ODNB for his work on patents. 
150 As evident from the information in Figures 3.8. and 3.9. His lectures were regularly reported in the 
press: ‘Mr J.C Nesbit’s agricultural lecture in Cornwall’, The Farmer’s Gazette, Nottinghamshire Guardian, 18 
December 1856, 6. 
151 Nesbit, On Agricultural Chemistry, 106; History and Properties, 29; Lawes and Gilbert, Unexhausted manures 
(1886). 
152 Nesbit also published more widely: J. C. Nesbit, ‘On an Electro-Magnetic Coil Machine,’ in Sturgeon's 
Annals of Electricity, 1838, ii, 203; ‘Analysis of the Mineral Constituents of the Hop,’ Journal of the Royal 
Agricultural Society, 1846, vii, 210; ‘On the Presence of Phosphoric Acid in the Subordinate Members of the 
Chalk Formation’, Journal of the Geological Society, 1848, iv, 262; ‘On the Quantitative Estimation of 
Phosphoric Acid, and on its Presence in some of the Marls of the Upper Greensand Formation’, Journal of 
the Chemical Society, 1848, I, 44; ‘On the Phosphoric Acid and Fluorine contained in different Geological 
Strata,’ ib., 233; ‘On a New Method for the Quantitative Determination of Nitric Acid and other 
Compounds of Nitrogen,’ ib., 281; ‘On the Formation of Nitrates and Nitre Beds,’ Journal of the Royal 
Agricultural Society, xiv. 391; ‘On the Relative Value of Artificial Manures and their Adaptation to Different 
Crops’, Farmer's Magazine, May 1856, 416; ‘The Mechanical and Chemical Principles applicable to 
Drainage,’ ib., January 1858, 7: source: E. L. Scott, ‘Nesbit’ DNB archive (Prosser 1894). 
153 ‘On Agricultural Chemistry and the Nature and Properties of Peruvian Guano by J. C. Nesbit, FGS, 
FCS &c’, Hampshire Advertiser and Salisbury Guardian, May 17, 1856, 3; ‘Mr J. C. Nesbit’s Agricultural 
Lecture in Cornwall’, 18 December 1856, 6; J. C. Nesbit, On Agricultural Chemistry (1856), front matter. On 
the title page of his publications Nesbit described himself as a member of the Imperial and Central 
Agricultural Society of France, probably as a result of his work in the Ardennes and his eventual discovery 
of coprolites there in 1855. Coprolites are fossilised dung – shit was an abiding interest of Nesbit. 
154 He was recorded in the Great Exhibition catalogue under ‘Section 1: Raw Materials, Class 1: Mining 
and mineral products, South Side Areas S1-S27. 46. NESBITT, J. C., Kennington, Exhibitor. Phosphate 
fossils for manure: Royal Commission, Official Catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all 
Nations, 2nd corrected and improved edn. (London: Clowes and Sons, 1851), 14; ‘Mining and minerals’, 
London Daily News, 22 May 1851, 6; ‘Prize Lists of the Great Exhibition’, London Daily News, 17 October 
1851, 2. Nesbit’s analysis of Pettit’s Fish Manure was recorded in the meeting record of the Society of 




Figure 3.11. Kennington College Advertisement: Frontispiece, On Peruvian Guano (1856). 
 
This entry by chemists into the fertiliser marketplace was not a simple matter of profit 
motive. Scientists needed to fund their work. As Harvey also demonstrates, while the scientist has 
been traditionally viewed as a neutral mediator using controlled methods and practices to ‘uncover, 
understand, and represent accurately the processes at work in nature,’ there are difficulties with 
human bias in scientific enquiry.155 The price of guano was important to farmers, particularly when 
they witnessed merchants making vast profits. Consequently, many scientists, including Nesbit, 
were enticed into producing calculations of the monetary value of guano and other fertilisers. 
Despite putting a price on his own patented manure, Liebig was critical of this, as were other 
                                                
Horace Green, ‘On Pettit’s Fisheries Guano,’ read at the Sixth Ordinary Meeting, 21 December, Journal of 
the Society of Arts, 2 (1853), 90. 
155 Harvey uses three examples to illustrate these difficulties. Firstly, the use of gendered metaphors to 
view the process of menstruation as wasteful, the sperm as energetic and brave, and the egg as either 
passive or ensnaring, while the egg is now believed to play a far more active role in fertilisation. Secondly, 
Darwin acknowledged his use of the Malthusian metaphor, translating entrepreneurial values of 
competition into survival of the fittest, and this was observed by Marx, who was a great admirer of 
Darwin. Thirdly, how territoriality ‘can be as much about mutual cooperation within a species as about 
competition’: David Harvey, Justice, Nature and the Geography of Difference (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 
1996), 158-62.  
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chemists.156 Lawes’ commercial success, in his manufacture of superphosphate, enabled him to 
fund Rothamsted’s research and to run a profitable chemical manufactory for the rest of the 
century (Figure 3.13b). A strange double standard was in operation here, where it was acceptable 
to develop and sell a manure, but vulgar (and complex) to try and put a price on other manures.  
Gilbert and Lawes did address how tenant farmers should be compensated for the capital input, 
particularly in manures, when their usually short, tenancy agreement came to an end. Lawes 
produced a paper on this issue in 1870 and, in anticipation of the Agricultural Holdings Act of 
1875, published another.157 The price of guano caused it to be a key manure to which compensation 
should be attached, but its later admixing with sulphuric acid to dissolve its nitrates made residue 
calculation more difficult. Lawes concluded then that there were no simple rules to calculate the 
value of residues of previously applied manure that had already yielded a crop. This could result in 
injustice to either landlord or tenant, with ensuing litigation. He asserted that the landlord and 
tenant should be given the right to have samples analysed and suggested that compensation could 
be based on the monetary value of the farm products. 158  
 
Figure 3.12. Misquotation re West of England Manure Company: The Royal Cornwall Gazette, Falmouth 
Packet and General Advertiser, March 14, 1862, 4. 
 
Financial valuation of guano was therefore a tricky issue. In calculating monetary values for 
manures, particularly guanos, Nesbit opened himself to criticism and misquotation (Figure 3.12). 
                                                
156 Most notably, Liebig argued that the price and commercial value of substances analysed by chemists 
was not a part of scientific research and should not be included in the teaching of theoretical chemists: 
Justus Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistry with Special Reference to the Late Researches Made in England 
(London: Walton and Maberly, 1855), 10.  
157 J. B. Lawes, Scientific Agriculture with a view to Profit: Read before the Maidstone Farmers’ Club December 15th, 1870 
(Maidstone: South Eastern Gazette Office, 1870. Reprinted London: Dunn and Chidgey, 1889); J. B. Lawes, 
On the Valuation of Unexhausted Manures (London: William Clowes and Sons, 1875), 3. 
158 Lawes, Unexhausted Manures (1875), 4, 20-22, 24, 40. The measures in the 1875 Act were non-compulsory 
so it failed. New Acts enacted in 1883 and 1886, requested by the Chemical Committee of the Royal 
Agricultural Society, led to Lawes and Gilbert updating Lawes’ paper. While providing data and explanation 
the conclusions were vague ‘those interested in this most difficult subject have the means of forming their 
own conclusions on the results arrived at’: J. B. Lawes and Dr. J. H. Gilbert, On the Valuation of Unexhausted 
Manures (London: John Murray, 1886). 
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He created a ‘rule for calculating the value of manures’, which included the comparative values of 
differently sourced guanos. These would have been of great interest to the Gibbs, and compared 
good samples of guano and superphosphate with adulterated samples of the same.159 This was done 
in an attempt to enable farmers to see how much they were really out of pocket when they 
purchased adulterated samples in their hunt for a bargain. 
In 1856, Nesbit’s value for an average sample of Peruvian guano was £13 12s per ton, but 
adulterated guano sold as genuine Peruvian was £5 per ton. The latter was ‘often sold as Peruvian 
guano a pound or so under the market price, to farmers who are in want of – A BARGAIN.’160 In his 
last work dedicated to guano, he included a monetary value for fertiliser chemical components that 
he had used for many years: Nitrogen £74 per ton, Ammonia £60 per ton, Phosphate of lime £8 
per ton, Phosphate of lime made soluble £24 per ton, Organic matter £1 per ton, Alkaline salts £1 
per ton, Sulphate of lime (gypsum) £1 per ton, silica - no value, carbonate of lime - no value.161 
Professor Voelcker’s letter to the press in 1862 argued that, however refined the analysis, it cannot 
arrive at ‘anything like a correct estimate of the value of a manure.’ He argued that those who used 
chemists’ tables like those of Nesbit or Anderson ‘betray an ignorance which justly exposes them 
to the ridicule of intelligent men’. Voelcker persistently refused to give precise monetary values 
only an opinion that the selling price was excessive, reasonable or cheap.162 Manure valuation 
continued to absorb agricultural chemists during Victoria’s reign and was eventually legislated for 
in ‘The Agricultural Holdings Act, 1875’.163  
Like other chemists, Nesbit manufactured artificial manure mixtures. He used guano to 
create ‘Nesbit’s Manures’, which he sold through dealer John Hunt, High Street Lambeth Figure 
3.9). Hunt published one of Nesbit’s early lectures as publicity for their linked services and sold 
‘Guanos, Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia &c &c in a pure state’, as determined by Nesbit.164 
Nesbit used Liebig’s favoured ash analysis to determine the constituents of different crops and 
tailor made his manure, with reference to the constituents of the plants for which they were 
intended. Mixed by Messrs. Hunt, they guaranteed the purity of the ingredients. Nesbit’s artificial 
manures were tailor made for: hops @£14 per ton; meadows and pastures @£14 per ton; clover, 
                                                
159 Nesbit, On Agricultural Chemistry, 124-26. 
160 Nesbit, On Agricultural Chemistry, 124, 126. 
161 Nesbit, History and Properties, 10. 
162 ‘Professor Voelcker on Artificial Manures’, The Royal Cornwall Gazette, Falmouth Packet, and General 
Advertiser, 18 April 1862, 7; Nicholas Goddard (2015), ‘Voelcker’, revealed that Voelcker studied under 
Liebig, assisted Johnston and fulfilled major roles in the Royal Agricultural Society and at the Royal 
Agricultural College in Cirencester.    
163 Such valuations figured largely in debates and publications about compensation for outgoing tenants: 
Lawes, Unexhausted Manures (1875); Lawes and Gilbert, Unexhausted Manures (1886), 4. 
164 J. C. Nesbit, Lecture on the Application of Chemistry to Agriculture, delivered at Farnham, 17 December 1846 
(1847), 3. 
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lucern, sainfoin &c. @£14 per ton; turnips @£8 per ton (and superphosphate of lime sold at £7 
per ton – both to be applied); beet root mangel wurzel and carrots (£12 per ton); wheat barley and 
oats £14 per ton, (prices in 1847 when Peruvian guano was averaging @£10 per ton).165 For 
obvious reasons information on the exact nature of the constituents is sketchy, but where ammonia 
was required guano was usually included in the mix. For example, in hop manure, the bulk of it 
was guano and it also contained saltpetre, gypsum and salt.166 I argue that this activity of admixing 
guanos was a form of functional abstraction.  
Nesbit, like every scientist of the time, was not immune to criticism from other quarters, 
as evident from a trail of correspondence resulting from criticism by Lawes in the 1840s.167 Debates 
and arguments were to be expected at a time of new ideas and developments for manures. 
Arguments were particularly vigorous when competing products were at stake and Lawes 
manufactured crop-adjusted manures in much the same way as Nesbit. Even Lawes, although no 
enthusiast for guano decades earlier (no mention of it in 1846 in Figure 3.13a), recognised its 
marketing power and was using it for his own products by the dawn of the twentieth century. 
(Figure 3.13b). The power of the reduction of guano to a financial value was strong among 
Victorians. 
  
Figure 3.13a. Lawes’ Patent Manures, 1846.168 
                                                
165 Nesbit, Lecture on the Application of Chemistry to Agriculture, 5, 6. 
166 Nesbit, Lecture on the Application of Chemistry to Agriculture, 15. 
167 A letter from Lawes to the Agricultural Gazette in April 1846 on his recommendations for hop 
manures, sparked off a long trail of correspondence. In his letter Lawes made the assumption that Nesbit, 
in using Liebig’s ash analysis had got it wrong and that he agreed with Liebig’s views on nitrogen and thus 
that he did not recommend enough use of organic manures: J. B. Lawes, letter of 16 April 1846, 
Agricultural Gazette, 9 May 1846, in The Gardeners’ Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette for 1846 (London: 
Published for the proprietors, 1846), 306. A response came from a J. Manwaring Paine of Farnham, who 
stated that he agreed with Lawes not Liebig on nitrogen, but that he was ‘agreeably’ carrying out Nesbit’s 
suggestions on his hop crop with some slight amendments: J. Manwaring Paine, letter of 16 May 1846, 
Agricultural Gazette, 30 May 1846, in The Gardeners’ Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette for 1846 (London: 
Published for the proprietors, 1846), 362. A further response from Nesbit was published as an extract 
from the Maidstone Gazette, stating that he had no bias either way towards Liebig or Boussingault and that 
he believed in the need for both organic and mineral fertilisers. He accused Lawes as ‘diving in’ in the first 
flushes of enthusiasm with a new idea and felt that Lawes had put words in his mouth that were not in his 
pamphlet, arguing that Lawes contradicted himself. This was due to Lawes’ statement that nitrogen was 
always needed with mineral fertilisers – of which his superphosphate was one: J. C. Nesbit, letter of 15 
May 1846, Agricultural Gazette, 20 June 1846, in The Gardeners’ Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette for 1846 
(London: Published for the proprietors, 1846), 414. 
168 ‘Lawes’ Patent Manures,’ Agricultural Gazette, November 14, 1846, 761 in The Gardeners’ Chronicle and 
Agricultural Gazette for 1846 (London: Published for the proprietors, 1846). 
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Figure 3.13b. Leaflet for Lawes Guano, 1900.169 
 
  
Figure 3.14. Analyses of different types of guano: Nesbit, On Peruvian Guano (1856), 28. 
There were no changes made in this table from the one included in the 1852 publications, so it must be concluded 
that these samples were imported in the early 1850s. Saldanha Bay is in SW Africa (Ichaboe had been worked out by 
then) and Shark’s Bay is in Western Australia. 
The title of Nesbit’s last publication, exclusively devoted to guano, reflected a strong 
recognition of the spatial variations in guanos. In his earlier publications, he had included a table 
                                                
169 Reading, Museum of English Rural Life Archives, TR LAW/P2/A2, ‘Leaflet for Lawes’ Guano, 1900’, 
Lawes’ Individual Advertising Publications Series. 
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of basic analyses of guanos from different global sources (Figure 3.14), revealing the involvement 
of chemists in assaying guanos of differing provenance.  The results indicated the higher quantities 
of nitrogen in Peruvian guano, most notably from the Chincha Islands, which the Gibbs almost 
exclusively imported from in the 1840s and 1850s.170 By the time the Gibbs gave up the guano 
contracts in 1860/1, other locations containing poorer quality guanos in Peru and Chile were 
exploited. 
In this 1860 publication, Nesbit categorised guanos into three classes and in so-doing, 
demonstrated the variable agency of differently sourced (abstracted) guanos. 171 Class 1: ‘suffered 
little from atmospheric action, retain nearly the whole of their original constituents, such as 
Angamos (a rocky promontory on what was the Bolivian coast) and Peruvian Guanos’. Analysis of 
50 samples of Peruvian guano imported by the Gibbs in 1858 revealed averages of 14.29% nitrogen 
and 17.32% ammonia. His valuation averaged out at £14 1s 10d per ton.  Class 2: ‘lost a 
considerable portion of their soluble ingredients’ - included Ichaboe (SW Africa), Bolivian, Lobos 
(Peru), Pavillon de Pica (Peru), Californian, Patos Island (California) and Chilian guanos. He argued 
‘They contain a sufficient quantity of nitrogen to distinguish them from the third series’. Class 3: 
‘lost nearly all their ammonia and contain little more than the earthy phosphates of the animal 
deposit. Many are largely contaminated with sand’ included African guanos (Saldanha Bay, Algoa 
Bay, South African), West Indian (Pedro Keys – Cuba, Baker Island, Navassa Island), Mexican 
Guanos, Kooria Mooria (Arabia), Patagonian and Sharks Bay (Western Australia).172 Nesbit 
explained that his objective ‘is not purely scientific; it has been written for the purpose of affording 
useful information for practical men’ and included detailed instructions for the application of all 
three classes of guano for relevant crop types.173 This further demonstrated that, through a 
misguided belief in its abstraction, guano was now being used in the plural. The material agency of 
these guanos varied considerably, as did their content, due to their origination in very different 
ecosystems around the globe. They could not be amalgamated into one single group. 
This publication gives useful additional insight into the rapid changes in guano availability, 
including the depletion of Peruvian reserves and the discovery of fresh sources elsewhere on the 
planet. It reveals, through the interest in guano as a scientific commodity, there was a widespread 
belief in the discovery of similar sources in global locations other than Peru. While guano is indeed 
ubiquitous, and was successfully exploited when sourced from locations other than Peru, the idea 
                                                
170 Nesbit, On Peruvian Guano (1856), 28. 
171 Nesbit, History and Properties. 
172 There is plenty of evidence about the importation of Shark’s bay guano: London, National Archive, TS 
25/588, ‘Royalties. Royalty on guano from Sharks Bay Western Australia’, 1852.  
173 Nesbit, History and Properties, 6, 13-49.  
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of abstraction cannot be applied to global sources of guano. Peruvian and the contiguous Angamos 
guanos were found to be the only high nitrogen guanos due to the evolution of a unique ecosystem, 
coupled with their unique climatic conditions.  
Nesbit concluded his publication with yet another twist in referring to manure sold ‘under 
the name of guano’. 174  He advised precaution in the purchase of labels such as ‘British’ and ‘Italian’ 
guano, where attempts had been made to artificially modify natural guanos in order to better fix 
their nitrogen.175 There is a final reference to an intention to publish analyses of such spurious 
samples at a future date, but this was not to be. Nesbit’s obituary (he died suddenly at the age of 
43 in 1862), in the Illustrated London News, described him as having ‘travelled everywhere through 
the agricultural districts, and thus acquired that sound knowledge of practical farming which he 
soon learnt so well to blend with scientific chemistry’. This is well illustrated in Figure 3.15. It also 
referred to the publication of what was described as his ‘Essay on Guano, which has gone though 




Despite disputes over its use, no agricultural chemist ignored guano as a scientific 
commodity during the guano age. Yet, as this chapter has illustrated, it was viewed and used very 
differently by them. It entered and influenced what proved to be a controversial agricultural 
scientific arena in Britain and continental Europe, which affected the way in which it was analysed 
and tested and viewed for its efficacy.  
After figuring prominently in experiments from the 1840s to the 1870s, guano’s use by 
                                                
174 Nesbit, History and Properties, 29-31. 
175 For example, advertisement ‘British Guano equal in quality to Peruvian,’ Agricultural Gazette, February 
14, 1846, 111, advertised ‘by Mark Fothergill 40 Upper Thames Street; Nesbit, History and Properties, 48. 
176 ‘Mr John Nesbit,’ Illustrated London News, 19 April 1862, 394. Nesbit’s daughter Edith later became the 
author of The Railway Children and The Story of the Treasure Seekers. Her early memories and her own books 
reveal a little more about her father: Julia Briggs, A Woman of Passion: The Life of E. Nesbit (New York: New 
Amsterdam Books/The Meredith Press, 1987), 1-3; Darby, ‘A Tour of the north of England’ (2016), 18. 
Figure 3.15. Statement from: 
Nesbit: On Agricultural Chemistry, 
82. 
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scientists and farmers then tailed off alongside its depletion as an exploitable resource.177 Guano 
had created a wide acceptance of nitrogen content in fertilisers as crucial, and imports of nitrate of 
soda from Chile increased in the 1880s.178  Nevertheless, solutions closer to home were needed and 
scientists also turned their attention to human sewage as a potential source of agricultural nutrients. 
However, Peruvian guano had set the ball rolling in stimulating demand for concentrated nitrogen 
fertilisers. The discovery of its equivalent or a replication of Peruvian guano’s high nitrogen content 
in a manufactured fertiliser was seen as an agricultural panacea. In view of the recognition by many 
farmers that lightning might be related to nitrogen fixation (and, indeed is), a variety of unusual 
approaches involving electricity were used in an attempt to ‘fix it.179  
Advancements in biological sciences ushered in a new era in the 1880s; one that did not 
focus solely on chemistry, but brought the importance of the biological agency of soil to the fore. 
Darwin, a great admirer of Humboldt’s prolific works, published his final book, using his life-long 
observations on earthworms and vegetable mould, and highlighting the importance of biological 
                                                
177 Humboldt described the immense quantity of birds found on the guano islands, but argued that 3-400 
years were required for ‘their excrements to increase to four or five lines in thickness’: Laugier, (1806), 
128-131. By the 1880s bird numbers had been seriously depleted. 
178 Nitrate of soda, Chilean nitrate of soda, and Peru or Chile saltpetre (which differs from ordinary 
saltpetre – potassium nitrate) were all interchangeable terms in the mid nineteenth century for the rock 
mineral that was mined in what was Southern Peru’s territory in the Atacama Desert and became Chile’s 
territory after the War of the Pacific. It can still be sourced today: ‘Organic Chilean Nitrate of Soda 
Prilled’, http://greenearthagandturf.com/organic-chilean-nitrate-of-soda-prilled-16-0-0.shtml [accessed 24 
February 2017]. Wisniak reported that the exploitation of salitre (sodium nitrate) commenced as early as 
1810 and that the first recorded shipments from Tarapaca to the US, France and Liverpool, England were 
in 1830. Thus, some Chilean nitrate was used in agriculture prior to guano. Lawes and Gilbert used it in 
their field tests, and imports to Britain increased, despite the craze for guano. It remained a useful source 
of nitrogen for agriculture, particularly after the War of the Pacific in 1880 and until the manufacture of 
artificial nitrates in the early twentieth century. Chile gained considerable revenue from the trade until the 
end of World War I when exports started to fall. Wisniak ‘The rise and fall of the salitre industry’, 429, 
437. 
179 Nitrogen was discovered by Daniel Rutherford in 1772. It forms 78% of the earth’s atmosphere and is 
essential to life in the formation of amino acids and proteins. Royal Society of Chemistry, ‘Periodic Table: 
Nitrogen’, http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/element/7/nitrogen [accessed 5 February 2017]. We now 
also know how large quantities of it, in its reactive state, are harmful to life. It is inert in it gaseous state, but 
while farmers had long known, and early Victorian scientists recognised, that small quantities could be 
naturally ‘fixed’ for use by plants by the action of lightning, they had not yet discovered nitrogen fixing 
bacteria. Humphrey Davy recognised the need for more research into the effects of electricity on vegetation, 
as did Joseph Smith in his seminal publication of 1843. H. Davy, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 
(Philadelphia: John Conrad & Co., 1815), 37; Joseph Smith, Productive Farming (New York: D. Appleton and 
Co., 1843), 20. Enthusiasm for electrical experiments of all kinds gathered pace, leading to calls by high 
farmers such as J. J. Mechi for electro-cultural experiments: J. J. Mechi, A Series of Letters on Agricultural 
Improvement (London: Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 1845), Letter XVI, 89. It was scientifically 
acknowledged by Boussingault, Rural Economy in its Relations (1865), 494 and Johnston, Lectures on the 
Applications (1847), 160, who referred to Liebig’s analysis of rainwater revealing it to be richer in nitric acid 
during thunderstorms. Nitrogen, named ‘azote’ by Lavoisier, meaning ‘lifeless’, was included in 1789, in his 
early version of the periodic table, as a ‘gas-like’ element.  A. Blaszczak-Boxe, ‘Facts about Nitrogen’, 27 
September 2017, https://www.livescience.com/28726-nitrogen.html [accessed 28 April 2018]. 
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agency within the soil.180 Almost simultaneously, bacteriologists discovered nitrogen-fixing 
bacteria, confirming the widely recognised importance by farmers of leguminous plants (clover, 
peas, beans, vetches etc.) in crop rotations.181  
The foundations for incorporating the biological had already been laid by Boussingault and 
supported by scientists like Johnston. In being more attuned to Humboldt’s way of thinking, they 
had also paid more attention to guano. With hindsight, Peruvian guano, labelled as an ‘artificial’ 
fertiliser by the Victorians, was of little interest for its low organic content, although this was 
recorded. Its chemical composition was the main focus. Russell described these developments in 
agricultural science, emphasising the use and application of fertilisers, as the ‘second period’, which 
coincided with the introduction of guano into Britain. He argued that the scientific emphasis was 
on use rather than discovery. This is a rather narrow definition, and probably still reflects Liebig’s 
influence. It passes over Boussingault’s discoveries on nitrogen and the discoveries made through 
the new empirical methodology of field trials.  Scientific discovery was needed to tailor manures to 
specific crops, as reflected in the work of Lawes, Gilbert, and Johnston. Nitrogen was understood 
to be vital to life in the 1840s and, while scientists were capable of identifying the element in animal 
flesh, plants and manures, the mechanisms for its transformation from inert nitrogen gas eluded 
them, despite Boussingault’s observations.182 It took until the late 1880s for Russell’s ‘third stage 
to begin, with the discovery of nitrogen fixing bacteria and the final completion of Boussingault’s 
work on the nitrogen cycle. It also saw the extension of agricultural education and a massive 
increase in the professionalisation of research in this field.183  
Summary 
Two facets of guano’s agency are inextricably linked. Firstly, it stimulated research into the 
nitrogen cycle by Boussingault, who uncovered the basic mechanisms of how plants accessed 
nitrogen. The way in which he achieved this was through combining laboratory analysis with field 
testing. Nitrogen and the field tests carried out by chemists proved to be a source of controversy 
throughout the 1840s and 1850s. The main aggressor was Liebig, who thoroughly disapproved of 
field tests and denied the results they achieved concerning nitrogen. Liebig is rightly acknowledged 
as the instigator of modern laboratory method, but chose to cling to an elite view of chemistry that 
                                                
180 C. Darwin, The Formation of Vegetable Mould through the Action of Worms, with Observations on Their Habits 
(London: John Murray, 1883).   
181  In 1880, biological nitrogen fixation was discovered by Hellreigel (German agricultural chemist) and 
Willfarth and conclusively in 1888 by Beijerinck (Dutch microbiologist and botanist): McCosh, 
Boussingault, 129. 
182 Liebig Familiar Letters (1843), 81-82. 
183 Russell, A History of Agricultural Science in Great Britain, 472-73. 
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did not venture out into the field. Meanwhile, the development of agricultural chemistry was 
moving on. By 1840, Boussingault had already intuitively understood the importance of field 
experimentation and Johnston then vigorously encouraged its uptake amongst the farming 
community. With the coincident arrival of guano, this led to its substantial laboratory analysis, and 
guano field tests proliferated, as evident in Johnston’s publications. There is no doubt that the 
availability of such an extensive evidence bank of guano’s efficacy, provided by both farmers and 
chemists, led to its immense popularity and rapid uptake. Its rising functional value led to high 
financial value. Johnston’s early support for field experimentation was made more robustly 
scientific by Lawes. In setting up Rothamsted research station, he introduced rigorous scientific 
method to field testing.  Together, he and Gilbert ratified Boussingault’s findings on nitrogen. The 
scientific disagreements that arose due to Liebig’s persistent refutation of both how nitrogen was 
accessed by plants and of field testing as scientific, could have severely affected the use of guano. 
Nevertheless, it continued to be imported in quantity and used by farmers, and Liebig’s views, in 
these two cases, became marginalised. Not only had guano been proved to be highly efficacious 
through field testing, it was also increasingly used as a benchmark against which to evaluate other 
manures. 
This introduced the third facet of guano’s agency, in its value. There are several factors at 
play here. Firstly, when a commodity is in high demand, its value goes up in all respects, and guano’s 
financial value remained high in comparison with other fertilisers. When a commodity’s value is 
high, fake replicas can proliferate and guano was no exception. Many attempts were made to 
adulterate guano and chemists were drawn into assessing the quality of guano to justify its price. 
Secondly, tenant right also enticed chemists into attempting to evaluation unexhausted manures at 
the close of tenancies. Thirdly, and this strongly links value with abstraction, when other sources 
of guano were discovered, differential pricing structures emerged for guanos from different 
geographical locations. Scientific analysis proved that all guanos were not the same and Peruvian 
guano remained the most efficacious, ergo the most expensive. Nevertheless, putting a financial 
value on manures proved to be an extremely difficult exercise and many chemists got themselves 
into deep water when attempting to do so. The tendency to put cash value first sometimes clouded 
its underpinning use and functional value.  
A fourth facet of guano’s agency became apparent in what, I argue, can also be viewed as 
abstraction. The growth of the idea of the agricultural commodity stimulated many chemists to 
make and sell their own fertilisers. Lawes’ manufacture of superphosphate competed with guano. 
Other chemists such as Nesbit used guano in manure mixes and there were many attempts to 
replicate it. With a more practical slant on agriculture, and issues such as adulteration, an adjunct 
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to guano’s scientific agency lay in how it stimulated new careers in science for middle class technical 
chemists  
While Victorian chemists influenced the way in which agriculture has since evolved, the 
advancement of chemically enhanced agriculture slowed in the latter half of the nineteenth century. 
Even the production of the first synthesised reactive nitrates by Haber Bosch in 1909, contributed 
more to two world wars than to agriculture. The real chemical revolution or Green Revolution did 
not occur until the second half of the twentieth century and the overuse of manufactured nitrogen 
fertilisers on crops then went on to reach such dangerous proportions that Nitrate Vulnerable 
Zones were first designated in the UK in 1991 through the European Commission’s Nitrates 
Directive.184  
The Victorian agricultural community responded in very different ways to the chemical 
technology being peddled by many scientists, with which guano became closely associated.185 
Changes in farming culture were regularly reflected in Punch:     
  
(From) A COUNTRY CAROL186 
I’m a true English farmer – no, that’s not the word, 
Agriculturists now mun, is what they calls we. 
 
Lor’ when I was a youngster, who thought to be sure, 
Of guano or gypsum to use for manure, 
Of acids and salts from the blue bottle shops, 
Where we soon shall be going for tinctures and drops. 
 
During the 1840s, farmers experienced many profound changes. Among these were the 
impacts of enclosure, new legislation such as the repeal of the Corn Laws, new tenant rights and 
the pressing need to produce more food. Moreover, a guano craze was underway and they also 
                                                
184 About 55% of land in England is now designated as Nitrate Vulnerable Zones. On farms designated as 
being within NVZs, the use of nitrogen fertilisers is controlled, and regulations are in force for the storage 
of organic manures to avoid nitrate pollution of water sources and damage to aquatic species through 
eutrophication resulting from algal bloom.  NVZ implementation was reviewed in 2008: House of 
Commons, Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Committee, ‘Implementation of the Nitrates Directive 
in England: Seventh Report of Session 2007-2008’ (22 May 2008), 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmselect/cmenvfru/412/412.pdf [accessed 14 
October 2018]; DEFRA and the Environment Agency, ‘Nitrate Vulnerable Zones: Guidance for farmers 
and landowners that explains the rules you must follow if your land is in a nitrate vulnerable zone (NVZ) 
2 August 2018, https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/nitrate-vulnerable-zones [accessed 14 
October 2018]. 
185 In Agricultural Chemistry, Nesbit included a letter to the Times from James Caird, dated 10 September 
1853, in which this renowned supporter of high farming stated: ‘The use of guano has been with me, as 
with many others for the last ten years, a matter of system…. To apply it to the wheat crop is the rule – 
not to apply it, the exception’: Nesbit, Agricultural Chemistry, 114. 
186 Percival Leigh, ‘A Country Carol’, Punch [Historical Archive], 12 December 1846, 240. 
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faced the appearance of many additional new manures on the market with varying opinions on 
their efficacy and with an apparent vulnerability to adulteration. Added to this, the proliferation in 
the number of agricultural societies and organisations, which worked with agricultural chemists, 
stimulated disagreements about how to farm and which manures to use. Many ‘agriculturists’ felt 
that there was a widely-held underestimation of their skills and experience. The next chapter 
considers how they reacted to these many pressures and how this affected their use of guano as a 
commodity. 
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Chapter 4. Ideology and the material agency of guano in Victorian 
agriculture 
 
Reader, did you ever see a man who had fallen into the water, more bewildered by the 
shouts of the mob that were handing him a rope for his rescue, than by either the risk or 
the immersion? Such is at present the case of the British farmer!1 
 
In the early years of the guano age, British farmers were under pressure from many quarters 
to increase food production. The confusion described by George Troup in the above quotation 
arose from the ending of protectionism with the repeal of the Corn laws in 1846, a push for 
scientific high farming, the use of new fertilisers such as guano and superphosphate, the arrival of 
transport by rail, and an explosion in advice to farmers from scientists and agricultural societies. 
Many farmers were easily persuaded by the propaganda surrounding guano, and readily turned to 
it as a ‘quick fix’ artificial fertiliser.  Given that the period between 1840 and 1880 is now regarded 
as both a guano age and a high farming era, this chapter examines guano’s role in what some argue 
was a more than doubling of food production in Britain in the nineteenth century. 2  The needs of 
a rising and increasingly urbanised population, accompanied by fears of food poverty and social 
unrest, drove an intensification in agricultural practice and fertilisers to boost soil nutrients were in 
great demand.3 With the exception of Mathew’s publications from 1968 to 1981, which focused on 
                                                
1 George Troup, ed., ‘High Farming’, Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine, 17 (January 1850), 44. 
2 Chorley estimated that food production in European agriculture increased about 175% between 1750 
and 1880: Chorley, G.P.H., ‘The agricultural revolution in Northern Europe, 1750–1880: nitrogen, 
legumes, and crop productivity’, The Economic History Review, 34 (1981), 92. Kjaergaard, while recognising 
that Chorley’s was a bold claim, has argued that detailed case studies in Denmark have confirmed 
Chorley’s estimates: Thorkield Kjaergaard, ‘A Plant that Changed the World: The rise and fall of clover 
1000-2000’, Landscape Research, 28 (2003), 45. Thompson put the guano age in what he described as the 
second agricultural revolution: F. M. L. Thompson, 'The Second Agricultural Revolution, 1815-1880', The 
Economic History Review, 21 (1968), 62-77. While it is generally accepted that a second agricultural 
revolution, involving the application of science and technology to food production, occurred from the 
mid to late-nineteenth century, the nature and true extent of this revolution remains the subject of 
scholarly debate: D. Fitzgerald, 'Agriculture', in The Turning Points of Environmental History, ed. Frank 
Uekoetter (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2010), 31-32. 1850 is a frequently used, but 
problematic date boundary: Holderness argued that doubling of outputs between 1750 and 1850 was 
based on ‘scraps of information’, but this does not go to the end of the century: B. A. Holderness, ‘Prices, 
Productivity and Output’, in The Agrarian History of England and Wales 1750-1850, VI, ed. G. E. Mingay, 8 
Vols ed. J. Thirsk (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 84-189. For useful data per century, 
see: Gregory Clark, ‘The Agricultural Revolution and Industrial Revolution: England, 1500-1912’ (2020), 
http://faculty.econ.ucdavis.edu/faculty/gclark/papers/prod2002.pdf [accessed 27 January 2020]. 
3 Victorians still feared the potential catastrophe predicted by Malthus due to his view that agriculture was 
only capable of arithmetic increase while population was already geometrically increasing: Thomas 
Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population as it Affects the Future Improvement of Society (London: Printed 
for J. Johnson, 1798). See also: E. P. Thompson, ‘The Moral Economy of the English Crowd in the 
Eighteenth Century’, Past and Present, 50 (1971), 76-136. Food poverty was a strong factor in riots such as 
the Spa Field Riots – a response to the post-Napoleonic War political and economic unrest: Marjorie Bloy 
‘Spa Field Riots 2 December, 1816’, http://www.victorianweb.org/history/riots/spafield.html [accessed 8 
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the trade, the significance of Peruvian guano in British agriculture has been little researched.4 Its 
use was widely reported and was particularly evident in the field experiments undertaken by 
farmers, such as those reported in scientific publications, but assessing the distribution of its use is 
problematic.5 In the absence of reliable quantitative data, this chapter addresses why, how, where 
and when guano was applied by British farmers during this period through an examination of two 
main primary sources.  
Firstly, in recognition of the importance of agricultural societies to farmers, a search of the 
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, a leading publication of the sector in England and 
Wales, for mentions of various manures is used as a research method.6  This highly influential 
publication was instrumental in the nineteenth-century drive for agricultural improvement, 
particularly through the application of science. The content of its articles reflected and shaped 
agricultural practice at the time of publication. The society recommended manure use, and its 
articles indicated how fashion and availability affected the use of different manures.7  The vast 
majority of articles in both the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Transactions of 
the Royal Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, during the guano age and beyond, were written 
by practising land-owning farmers, ranging from hereditary landowners to ex businessmen who 
had taken up farming, scientists such as J. F. W. Johnston and J. B. Lawes and H. Gilbert and also 
                                                
August 2019]; The ‘Swing Riots’ in the 1830s, where poverty drove farmers to smash machinery: Marjorie 
Bloy, “Rural Unrest in the 1830s, the Swing Riots’, 
http://www.historyhome.co.uk/peel/ruralife/swing.htm [accessed 8 August 2019]; The Pentrich Rising: 
Marjorie Bloy, ‘The Pentrich Rising (Derbyshire insurrection), 9 June1817, 
http://www.victorianweb.org/history/riots/pentrich.html [accessed 8 August 2019]. 
4 W. M. Mathew, The House of Gibbs and the Peruvian Guano Monopoly (London, Royal Historical Society, 
1981). 
5 As in the field experiments recorded by Johnston: J. F. W. Johnston, Lectures on the Applications of 
Chemistry and Geology to Agriculture (New York: Wiley & Putnam, 1847), Appendix. 
6 The society encouraged active engagement with farmers through its journal, through regular meetings in 
local areas and through its shows. The latter were attended and reported by all the main agricultural press. 
Scientists saw the journals as an important vehicle for communication with farmers: Liebig, Lawes, 
Johnston and Caird all used it to publish their work, although Johnston published more regularly in 
Scotland: Louise Miskell, ‘Putting on a show: The Royal Agricultural Society of England and the Victorian 
town, c.1840-76’, Agricultural History Review, 60 (2012), 37-59. Even so, the society came under heavy 
criticism in the 1850s for its council membership comprising of too many gentlemen and too few working 
men: Royal Agricultural Society of England Collection, 
https://archiveshub.jisc.ac.uk/search/archives/0bf2cf69-034c-37fa-94d9-5ea6da2647b7 [accessed 13 
October 2019]. 
7 In his article on agricultural periodicals and newspapers between 1780 and 1880, Goddard cited the 
emergence of many new publications in the 1830s and 40s, due to the rising interest in scientific farming. 
Earlier publications had demonstrated the eighteenth century thrust for improvement and specialist 
publications focusing on dairying, breeding, machinery, and so on, came later: Nicholas Goddard, ‘The 
Development and Influence of Agricultural Periodicals and Newspapers’, The Agricultural History Review, 31 
(1983), 116-131. 
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many tenant farmers.8 High farming methods, science, experiments and improvement tended to 
dominate the contents pages. While claiming to be politically unbiased, the Journal of the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England favoured high scientific farming and this also indicated what they 
wanted practical farmers to read. Secondly, three key publications of Scottish agricultural writer 
and politician, James Caird, have been researched to gain an indication of guano’s proportional use 
alongside other fertilisers, particularly in the late 1840s and early 1850s.9 His writing, including the 
controversy caused by his two pamphlets on high farming in 1849 and 1850, and particularly his 
agricultural survey of England published in 1852, are the key base primary sources for this chapter. 
This survey led Caird to ceaselessly campaign for the collection and reporting of reliable agricultural 
statistics, which did not come to fruition until the mid 1860s.10 These publications are examined 
alongside responses made in other pamphlets, periodicals and newspapers, to assess how guano 
was used in agriculture. In addition, the degree and character of guano’s agency in agricultural 
revolution is considered, and if a ‘Green Revolution’ occurred in which it played a part.11  
A revolution in food production was certainly being sought, and as the last chapter 
revealed, chemistry was employed to help to achieve this. In essence, the Peruvian guano used by 
farmers in the nineteenth century was deployed as a chemical fertiliser. In situ in Peru, it was mostly 
‘old’ guano and the deeper, even older reserves that were eventually exploited were almost 
fossilised. This meant that the guano used in Britain was powder-like and its chemical content was 
concentrated, hence the strong stench of ammonia and its high level of portability. It contained 
                                                
8 Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England editions ran from 1839 (digital publication since 2003). 
Copies (1839-90) were accessed through, http://www.archive.org.uk/[accessed 19 February-18 March 
2017]. Transactions of the Royal Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland commenced in 1799 and ran 
through to 1969. Digital copies are available on the Royal Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland 
website, https://archive.rhass.org.uk/archive/transactions-of-rhass-1790-1969 [accessed 19 February 
2017].  
9 James Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, the Best Substitute for Protection (Edinburgh: William 
Blackwood and Sons, 1849); James Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851 (London: Longman, Brown, 
Green and Longmans, 1852); G. E. Mingay, ‘Caird, Sir James (1816–1892)’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/4339 [accessed 9 Oct 2017]. 
10 There had long been a call for the collection of agricultural statistics: G. R. Porter, ‘Suggestions in 
favour of the Systematic Collection of the Statistics of Agriculture’, Journal of the Statistical Society of London, 
2, 5 (1839), 291-96; H. G. Sutton, The Necessity of a System of Public Agricultural and Commercial Statistics of Food 
(Liverpool: Thomas Baines, 1847); Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 474; ‘Agricultural Statistics’, 
Essex Standard and General Advertiser for the Eastern Counties, 01 March 1854, 4. Later, as a liberal 
conservative, MP James Caird campaigned tirelessly for their collection. The first agricultural statistics for 
Great Britain were collected by the Inland Revenue in 1866 and published by the Board of Trade. Caird 
published a celebratory article commenting on the first set of statistics, which did not include statistics of 
manure use as these were not collected: James Caird, ‘On the agricultural statistics of the United 
Kingdom’, Journal of the Statistical Society of London, 31, 2 (1868), 127-45; Mark Overton, ‘The Critical 
century? The Agrarian History of England and Wales 1750-1850’, The Agricultural History Review, 38 (1990), 
185-86. 
11 As argued by: E. D. Melillo, ‘The First Green Revolution: Debt Peonage and the Making of the 
Nitrogen Fertiliser Trade, 1840-1930’, American Historical Review, 117 (2012), 1028-060. 
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low quantities of organic matter and acted on soils much more like twentieth-century chemical 
fertilisers, including Growmore. The more efficacious fresh guano, particularly the Angamos 
variety favoured by indigenous Peruvians, was difficult to collect and limited in quantity. Farmyard 
manure has always been bulky, harder to transport, yet rich in nutrients. Its high organic content 
remains beneficial to soil structure, something that was intuitively understood by many long-
practising Victorian farmers as later revealed. It was available ‘on-farm’ and kept nutrient cycling 
within farm boundaries, although supplementary manures were increasingly brought in from 
‘outside’.  In order to achieve a revolution in food production, it was deemed necessary to access 
agricultural nutrients from distant lands, thus widening the metabolic nutrient rift, already 
occurring in British agriculture, to global proportions. Cushman, Melillo, and particularly Clark and 
Foster, have illustrated how the guano trade, a prime example of ecological imperialism, ripped 
such a huge tear in the nutrient fabric of the planet.12 The British climate and its seabirds could not 
produce guano in quality or quantities suitable for exploitation, so the availability and sourcing of 
nitrogen rich guano half a world away opened up a rift of a size never before experienced.13  
As further developed by Clark and Foster, Karl Marx’s arguments underpinned the idea of 
metabolic rift. Having shown a strong interest in the potential for agriculture to overtake industry 
in productivity, in the 1840s Marx believed, as did many agricultural chemists, in the ‘scientising’ 
of agriculture. In recognising the tendency of capital to pull away the natural ground from under 
every industry (including agriculture), this ‘pulling-away’ from soil demonstrated his early thoughts 
on divides in natural metabolism.14  Influenced by high profile agricultural chemists, such as Liebig 
and Johnston and with an impending sense of crisis in agriculture in the 1860s, Marx’s opinions 
changed about agricultural potential. He linked the phenomenon of falling agricultural populations 
caused by large landed properties, with ‘constantly growing urban populations crowded together 
in large cities’ as causing ‘an irreparable break in the coherence of social interchange prescribed by 
the natural laws of life’. Liebig led him to conclude: ‘as a result the vitality of the soil is 
squandered’.15  
                                                
12 Gregory T. Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2013); Melillo, ‘The First Green Revolution; B. Clark and J. B. Foster, 'Ecological Imperialism and the 
Global Metabolic Rift: Unequal Exchange and the Guano/Nitrates Trade', International Journal of 
Comparative Sociology, 50 (2009), 311-44. 
13 James Clark reported chemist Johnston’s comments that the British climate was too wet and only small 
reserves of leached dung were available on British shores: James Clark, Practical instructions for Using Guano 
as a Manure: Illustrated by Practical Results (London: James Clark, 1845), 10-11. 
14 K. Marx, 'Gundrisse Der Kritik Der Politischen Okonomie: Outlines of the Critique of Political 
Economy', ed. Tim Delaney and Andy Blunden (Marxists Internet Archive, 2002), 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1857/grundrisse/, 462 [accessed 12 January 2015]. 
15 Karl Marx,‘The Process of Capitalist Production as a Whole’, in Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, 
III, 3 vols. ed. Frederick Engels (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1974), 813.  
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This concern about the rift between humans and soil reflects a subtly different concern 
amongst some Victorians, one not directly related to landscape, aesthetics and the beauty of nature, 
but to the ‘health’ of the soil beneath their feet, as revealed later in this chapter and in chapter 5.16 
As seen in Boussingault’s manure tables (Figure 3.3), when guano arrived in Britain, the rift was 
already widening. Farmers had been applying off-farm industrial by-products, some imported, to 
their soils, such as sawdust, oil cake, abattoir products such as dried blood, bones, glue, and food 
processing by-products, including animal black. These were used alongside traditional on-farm 
recycling of animal manures. As explored by Schneider and McMichael, the phenomenon of rift 
can also be applied to the change in social relations as people migrated to towns. This resulted in 
a loss of their cultural, historical and geographical knowledge about farming practices and local 
ecosystems. Described now as ‘agroecological knowledge or wisdom’, it was specific to particular 
locations and their histories. A knowledge rift became evident in the general separation of people 
from the land, and also locally within agricultural communities. 17 
This chapter’s main focus is guano’s high material agency, through its application to soils 
by farmers as an agricultural commodity. However, it also reveals that this was not a one-way 
relationship in that guano itself assumed some control over the human agents who applied it 
through its rapidly gained notoriety. In becoming a highly desirable and favoured fertiliser, 
particularly for capitalist high farmers, its use became entangled with the political conflict raging 
over free trade and struggles over power and status within the agricultural community. Castree’s 
argument on how capitalist commodification reduces use value, existence value and functional 
value to a ‘colourless and contentless monetary value’ was as relevant to farmers as it was to 
chemists.18 The behaviour of wealthy Victorian capitalist farmers was not simply driven by the need 
to produce more food to secure greater profit, it was also driven by peer pressure and a desire to 
elevate status, which perpetuated social divisions within the farming community.19 The use of 
guano by wealthy agriculturists reflects that, regardless of its fertilising properties, it was an outward 
show of being ‘on trend.’ Guano, when used as part of the ‘high farming toolkit’ by those without 
long-standing of agroecological wisdom, did not always lead to increased food production. Where 
‘appearances’ and public profile reigned supreme, profit did not always follow.   
 
                                                
16 Even so, chemist Johnston found beauty in the circulation of matter: J. F. W. Johnston, 'The Circulation 
of Matter', Blackwoods Edinburgh Magazine, 73 (1853), 559-60.    
17 The idea of knowledge rift occurring alongside material rift is proposed by M. Schneider and P. 
McMichael, 'Deepening, and Repairing, the Metabolic Rift', The Journal of Peasant Studies, 37 (2010), 477. 
18 Noel Castree, ‘Commodifying What Nature?’ Progress in Human Geography, 27 (2003), 281. 
19 This asymmetry in social power has been discussed by David Harvey, Justice, Nature and the Geography of 
Difference (Oxford, Blackwell Publishing, 1996), 155. 
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Trends in addressing manure use in JRASE 
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, alongside other agricultural publications, 
sought to influence manure consumption and application by farmers. A key-word search of each 
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, between 1839 and 1890, was employed to explore trends in 
recommendations for manure use and whether these reflect the findings of the previous chapters. 
The statistics recorded are the results of (fairly crude) word counts of ‘guano’, ‘nitrates’, ‘nitrogen’, 
‘bones’, ‘manure’, ‘dung’ and superphosphate’ using [archive.org] word searches of these journals. 
Word counts were generally well distributed throughout editions, and while it is recognised that 
articles pertinent to specific manures might be argued to skew counts, the presence of such articles 
was, in itself, significant. The results yielded the following graphs (Figures 4.1 (i-vi)).20  
Figure 4.1. (i-vi). Graphs of key word counts Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, 1839-90 
 
 
The guano graph, 4.1 (i), reflects initial agricultural interest with the first guano imports, a 
small peak of interest with the availability of Ichaboe guano in 1845, and a high during the late 
1840s, with fluctuations in the 1850s. Nitrogen debates peaked and reached a form of consensus 
in the mid 1850s, and this possibly spiked the interest of journal writers. The early 1860s’ dip could 
be argued to reflect fears of resource depletion and the loss of the monopoly by the British. 
However, the late 1860s’ rise, peaking in 1868, could also reflect the continuing demand from 
                                                
20 Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, Vol. 1, 1st Series (1839) to Vol. 1, 3rd Series (1890). X axis: 
publication dates, not units of time. No edition in 1840. 1844 and 1845 editions published in 1845. A 
similar situation arose 1854-56: see Appendix 6b. Searches used text search tool in: https://archive.org. 
Counts are indicative, but the purpose is to show trends, which I feel are reasonably accurately revealed. 












































































farmers, a rush to exploit diminishing reserves and a push for exploration for new sources as 
outlined in Chapter 2. The decline in the 1880s reflects the impact of the War of the Pacific and 
the long-feared arrival of cheap American corn imports. Fears that high farming would fail to be a 
substitution for high prices and that intensification would subvert traditional agriculture, were 
peddled by Corn Law supporters in the 1840s. 21 Cheap corn imports did not occur until thirty 
years later due to financial instability in markets and the American Civil War (1861-65).22 This 
chapter also illustrates how traditional methods were not trumped by intensification. No doubt due 
to its past popularity, guano continued to be imported and used by farmers, but in decreasing 
quantities, until the end of the century.  
This reveals a dynamic guano age during which interest fluctuated with politics and trade, 
scientific discoveries, and positive and negative reports in the press. After Ichaboe, reserves were 
worked out, flurries of advertisements attracted many new purchasers, but there was bound to be 
a fluctuation in demand with fears of adulteration. Once the market adjusted with the appearance 
of analytical chemists and merchants who offered quality assurance, demand rose again in the 
1850s. Chemists and merchants who used guano as an ingredient in their ‘tailor made’ manures 
also sought guano supplies. While the fuss surrounding guano could have been more apparent in 
the word count, the peaks and troughs appear to reflect its fluctuating popularity and the buoyant 
demand until the War of the Pacific. 
The counts in the nitrate graph, 4.1 (ii), in 1839 and 1841, reflect the importation of Chilean 
nitrates into Britain before guano. The graph reflects how interest in nitrate waned with the guano 
boom. The rise in the 1850s probably reflects the importance of the scientific debate over nitrogen, 
strongly evident in the nitrogen graph, 4.1 (iii), and fears already emerging about ‘peak guano’. The 
rise in the late 1870s and early 1880s coincided with dwindling supplies of guano and the increased 
availability of Chilean mineral nitrate reserves when Chile acquired Peru’s Tarapaca province during 
the War of the Pacific (1879-83). This reveals how the convenience of guano had increased demand 
from farmers for concentrated, portable, lightweight nitrate fertilisers, which Chile could now 
provide in mineral form. By 1878, as the guano age waned, Caird noted that, whilst guano and 
other ammoniacal fertilisers had made farmers comparatively independent of the four-course 
rotation, nitrate of soda now appeared to be a safer future bet as guano supplies were dwindling. 23 
                                                
21 Moore argued that concerns over pricing and traditional farming were the two polemical weapons of 
the anti-Corn law proponents: D. C. Moore, ‘The Corn Laws and High Farming’, The Economic History 
Review, 18 (1965), 549. 
22 Interruptions in US agricultural production included the financial panic in the U.S. in 1857, resulting in 
a world-wide commercial crisis, the speed of which was aided by steam ship navigation and telegraphy: J. 
R. T. Hughes, ‘The Commerciale Crisis of 1857’, Oxford Economic Papers, 8 (1956), 194-222.  
23  James Caird, The Landed Interest and The Supply of Food (London: Cassell, Petter and Galpin, 1878), 19, 21.  
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The 1882 peak could reflect this and word counts indicate that nitrates were outperforming guano 
by the end of the century. Nitrate counts did not peak as highly or perform as consistently as guano.   
 





















































































































































fertiliser and an ingredient in Lawes’ new chemically manufactured superphosphate fertiliser, bones 
counts initially outperformed guano counts. There was controversy over bone sourcing from 
European battlefields, evident in Liebig’s attacks on the British.24 The high 1849 peak was most 
likely to have been caused by diversification in the manufacture of superphosphate. The bone 
controversy and alternative acquisition of phosphate sources in coprolites and rocks then reduced 
demand.  Even so bones were used until the end of the century, when the level of interest displayed 
in the graph rose again and outperformed guano. The understanding and availability of phosphate-
rich guanos in the 1850s created greater competition between guano and bones and this is reflected 
in the graph. Clearly guano had more marketing power by the 1850s, was widely accepted as a ‘go 
to’ fertiliser and could be expected to feature more often than bones in agricultural publications. 
 
                                                
24 Liebig described Britain as a ‘vampire hanging upon the neck of Europe’ in its raiding of European 
battlefields for bones to use as fertilisers: A. D. Hall, Fertilisers and Manures (New York: E. P. Dutton and 














































































The Manure graph can be found in Appendix 5.  The liberal use of this word by Victorians, 
to describe most types of fertiliser makes construction of the graph problematic. Any word search 
of JRASE to reveal a realistic reference to animal manures has proved equally problematic. The 
results for ‘dung’, 4.1. (v), have been used as a near match, yet not entirely representative. A journal 
with ‘Practice with science’ on every front cover, might be expected to have paid less attention to 
animal manures then the plethora of new fertilisers on tap from the mid-nineteenth century 
onwards. The graph reflects the continuing importance of farmyard manure. Coincident with 
advances in animal husbandry and stock breeding during the guano age, farmers were urged by 
agricultural writers and chemists to better manage their manures. This stimulated improved 
collection, storage and composting as evident in the following section on Caird’s publications.  
 
 
The Superphosphate graph 4.1 (vi) shows that it was commercially available by the mid 1840s, and 
its use increased as more manufacturers emerged and prices fell. Its word count is probably an 
accurate reflection in that it never reached the peak levels for guano, and never really out-















































































These graphs indicate that, while guano and superphosphate were important in agriculture, 
their significance (to the authors) was not as great as might have been expected. Considering the 
publicity surrounding these two artificial fertilisers, one chemically manufactured, the other 
sourced from nature, the graphs do not quite match up to expectations.  Even so, they provide an 
indication of the popularity of guano, the continuing importance of animal manures, how the 
nitrogen debate influenced articles, the continuing popularity of bones and the initial substitution 
of nitrates with guano, which reversed by the end of the century. The graphs also reflect the 
increasing significance of the recognition of nitrogen in soil fertility and a hint, perhaps, of an 
emerging understanding of the needs of different crops. 
The publications of James Caird concerning high farming and guano 
Farmer and agricultural writer, James Caird, contributed articles to the Journal of the Royal 
Agricultural Society. His ideas and activities were regularly reported in it, and many other journals 
and periodicals. The article ‘High Farming’ in Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine in 1850, draws attention to 
some key individuals and indicators, which influenced the mode and proportional use of guano by 
farmers. These included the role of agricultural societies, controversies caused by Caird’s 
publication of High Farming under Liberal Covenants, in 1849 and, to a lesser extent, between Lord 
Kinnaird and the Carse farmers, the farming of Tiptree Farm by J. J. Mechi, and the influence of 
agricultural chemists. It is not surprising that a reformist magazine like Tait’s with aspirations to 
cultivate a socially diverse readership should try to make sense of agricultural issues through an 










































































Edinburgh Magazine and they locked horns in arguments over high farming.25 Tait’s article drew the 
attention of a wide readership to James Caird’s recent and controversial pamphlet. High Farming 
under Liberal Covenants (1849), which sparked a long-lived furore in the press.26 The pamphlet elicited 
positive responses from publications such as Tait’s magazine, which described Caird as one of those 
giving the farmer a helping hand in the form of a rope. Other positive responses came from The 
Agricultural Gazette, The London Review and Lord Kinnaird. The most vehement negative response 
came from Blackwood’s Magazine.27 This difference in opinion gained the interest of farmers who 
wanted to know more.28 Caird published his pamphlet to reduce concerns about perceived threats 
to agriculture through free trade since Peel’s repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846.29 Caird argued 
strongly that high farming should be more widely practised to both supply food for a growing 
population and better profits to the farmer. There were many who felt that farming was in a 
desperate situation and he addressed them in his opening ‘Notes’ explaining ‘this is not an 
argumentative publication’, recognising that he probably was inviting controversy. The polemical 
arguments between free trade supporting and protectionist farmers were intense, and guano was 
sometimes casually used as a barb by protectionists to portray high farmers as free trading lackeys 
who used guano carelessly. Nevertheless, there was a lot of self-contradiction, as those using the 
barbs were often themselves guano users.30 Caird was a strong critic of the ‘protection’ offered by 
the Corn Laws. He argued, as did all those supporting free trade, that intensive, efficient high 
                                                
25 Alexis Easley, ‘Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine in the 1830s: Dialogues on Gender, Class and Reform’, 
Victorian Periodicals Review, 38, 3 (2005), 263-79. 
26 Troup, ‘High Farming’, 44. The controversy was still being scrutinised over a decade later: ‘Men of 
Mark: Mr James Caird, M. P.’, The London Review and Weekly Journal of politics, literature, art, and society, 4, 104, 
28 June 1862, 592-94. 
27 Troup, ‘High Farming’, 44; ‘Agriculture’ (review by the Agricultural Gazette), North Wales Chronicle, 15 
May 1849, 4; Cato the Censor (James Strachan Barty), ‘Caird’s High Farming Harrowed’. Blackwood's 
Edinburgh Magazine, 67 (1850), 447-75. Barty’s authorship is discussed on page 163. 
28 Apsley Pellat, Letter ‘High Farming’, Hampshire Telegraph & Sussex Chronicle, 23 June 1849, 2. 
29 It would be too simplistic to argue that the furore and polemical arguments (preceding and continuing 
well after Peel’s Corn Law repeal) illustrated a divide between urban and rural populations, and between 
high farmers and traditional farmers. There were two types of high farmer – the landed gentry and rising 
middle class successful businessmen. Marx argued that Corn Law abolition, far from turning the 
landowning aristocracy into paupers, made them richer than ever: Marx, Capital (1974), 725. While it has 
been argued that repeal was enacted in order to replace one class by another, Moore concluded that repeal 
ended up being the ‘means of perpetuating the status of the landed classes in new technological 
conditions’: D. Moore, ‘The Corn Laws and High farming’, 560-1; Peel, George, ‘Peel, Sir Robert’ (1788-
1850), Second Baronet, DNB Archive (1895) and John Prest, ‘Peel, Sir Robert, second baronet (1788–
1850)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/21764 [accessed 2 
Oct 2017]; Richard Welford Griffiths, How will Free Trade in Corn affect the Farmer: Being an examination of the 
effects of Corn Laws upon British Agriculture (London: James Ridgway, 1843); Bristol Selected Pamphlets, 
Important Pamphlets in Defence of the Corn Laws (London: John Olliver 1844). 
30 William Walter Good, The Theorists Confuted or The Practical Farmers Vindicated: With a Reply to Mr Mechi 
(London: Hope & Co., 1851), 263. The title page description of the author is: ‘A self-styled practical 
Suffolk farmer, Fellow of no College, Member of no Society &c, &c, &c.’ 
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farming would prove far more effective than protectionism, which he believed had caused a malaise 
in British agricultural production. This is reflected in Caird’s statement that ‘if a crutch (referring 
to the ‘protection’ offered by the Corn Laws) was taken away from a true cripple, it would be very 
cruel, but it would lead to bewilderment and despair in a hypochondriac.’ Many regarded this as 
inflammatory.31 
Caird chose Auchness farm, one local to him, as the case study and a prime example of, 
what he viewed as, best practice in high farming. It was under the tenancy of David McCulloch, 
whose landlord was the Laird of Logan Colonel McDouall.32 In this case the laird had a tenant 
whose ‘improving skills’ he appreciated and with whom he worked in close co-operation in 
spending his capital on improvements to facilitate profitable farming by the tenant. This included 
designing and implementing drainage systems, roads, moss land reclamation systems, and 
agricultural buildings with manure production, collection, storage and processing at the forefront.33 
McCulloch, obviously not short of his own capital, then implemented a non-rotational regime of 
successive potato crops on moss lands, Italian rye grass and pasture, followed by oats to crop for 
cattle feed, turnips, wheat following potatoes and turnips. Cattle were bought in to fatten and kept 
indoors all year round to maximise manure production.  
This reveals a step change in the importance of farm animal manure management, which 
was now paramount. A covered dung house was integrated into the farm building system below 
the feeding byres for easy collection. Urine was conveyed by gutters and trickled over the top of 
the dung heap, which was carefully managed with alternating layers of moss and seaware (seaweed). 
Decomposition was slow and the covering of the dung heap reduced both evaporation and 
leaching.  5000 loads of manure were produced annually in this manner and applied to green crops. 
Diluted urine was applied to Italian rye and pasture after cutting for feed. Diluted guano was used 
when urine was scarce. Guano was the favoured manure for oats and wheat, and added to farm 
produced dung for potatoes. The bulk of manure for turnips (and some swedes) was farm produced 
to which a top dressing of ground bones and guano was applied and incorporated.34 Caird 
concluded that McCulloch’s success was due to having a farm of a size he could easily afford when 
                                                
31 Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, 5. After Blackwood’s editor accused Caird of being made a 
‘cat’s paw’ by Peel, Cato, whose language could generally be said to have been more inflammatory, 
accused Caird of labelling the Scottish farmer as a ‘melancholious cripple’: Cato (Barty), ‘Caird’s High 
Farming Harrowed’, 447, 449.  
32 Likely to be ‘James McDouall’ (also referred to as McDowell) (1796-1872), Laird of Logan, son of 
previous laird Andrew, a Lt. Col. and MP of County of Wigtown, 
http://www.clanmacfarlanegenealogy.info/genealogy/TNGWebsite/getperson.php?personID=I52958&t
ree=CC [accessed 5 Sept 2017]; Fergus D. H. MacDowall and William L. MacDougal, The MacDowalls 
(Parkton: Clan MacDougall Society of North America, 2009), 17. 
33 Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, 3-13. 
34 Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, 13-19 
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many tenants were tending towards farms of too large a size, and beyond their means.  He conceded 
that, in general, there was a lack of the capital required for the necessary investment to ‘keep pace 
with the demands of our increasing population,’ but that if McCulloch’s example was followed, 
‘the physician who took away the crutch may turn out to be not a bad doctor after all’, but excellent 
farmyard manure production and management was of prime importance.35  
While this was not a publication on guano, Caird noted that guano was a very necessary 
addition to the high farmer’s tool kit, and a supplementary manure for rye grass, potatoes and 
turnips and favoured for cereals.36 The accent in this publication was on a modern and ‘improving’ 
approach to farmyard manure collection, storage and management.37 Auchness Farm came under 
much criticism for growing potatoes on land that others deemed as unsuitable, but achieved good 
results on reclaimed moss land with heavy manuring.38 On the strength of this publication, Caird 
was commissioned by Robert Peel to visit the south and west of Ireland, at last, but only slowly, 
recovering from the famine of 1846-9, and report to government.39 In 1850, The Times newspaper 
also commissioned Caird to address the complaints of farmers and landlords about the distressed 
state of agriculture since the adoption of free trade. As a nominated principal commissioner, Caird 
reported his findings in The Times as a series of letters. He was supported by Robert Peel, whose 
letter was published posthumously in Caird’s resulting 1852 publication English Agriculture in 1850-
51.40 
Caird was so astonished at the ‘weekly discussions in most agricultural papers of the 
country’, and the ill-tempered controversy concerning his 1849 pamphlet, that he published a 
second pamphlet in 1850, High Farming Vindicated, in response.41 He believed this attack from 
protectionists was due to their fears of the achievement of profitable cultivation without 
protection. This was a period of struggle for a new order in society and in agriculture. Caird argued 
that, in attempting to prove free trade ruinous, protectionists had proved the existence of 
unprofitable farming under protection. He also accused Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine of creating 
an impression of decaying farming in Scotland. In response to criticism from Henry Stephens, 
author of the widely read two-volume Book of the Farm, he reacted by describing Stephens as a ‘mere 
                                                
35 Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, 32. 
36 Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, 17-19. 
37 A covered brick-built dung house was at a lower level than feeding byres. Dung layers were alternated 
with layers of peat moss, urine conveyed in conduits to add to heap. Decomposition was kept slow and 
regular with no evaporation: Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, 13-14.  
38 Caird, High Farming under Liberal Covenants, 12. 
39 James Caird, The Plantation Scheme, or the West of Ireland as a Field for Investment (Edinburgh: William 
Blackwood and Sons, 1850). 
40 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, vii-viii. 
41 James Caird, High Farming Vindicated and Farther Illustrated (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1850), 
3.  
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agricultural literateur’ and asserted that his book needed to be rewritten if it was to be made 
appropriate for a rising generation of farmers.42 Caird’s concluding paragraph summed up his 
arguments for high farming. He asserted that protection had not profited tenants, had failed to 
feed the people, and had ignored the benefits of science and locomotion. Furthermore, it had not 
increased employment and had failed to benefit British commerce and trade.43 While Caird 
portrayed guano as a crucial fertiliser, he did not give it the starring role in the bigger story of 
improvement that might have been expected. Its material agency, at first glance, was not as great 
as other coverage might have indicated. 
Church of Scotland Minister, James Strachan Barty (1805-75) was a major opponent of 
Caird. He appeared to be the author of ‘Caird’s High Farming Harrowed’ in 1850.44 In collaboration 
with Blackwood’s editor and styling himself as ‘Cato the Censor,’ he responded to Caird’s 1849 
pamphlet and, more particularly, to Caird’s 1850 High Farming Vindicated pamphlet.45 Why he was 
a particular critic, remains obscure, but he was of Blackwood’s persuasion which slanted towards 
protectionism. In reacting to the controversy in the agricultural press over his first pamphlet with 
High Farming Vindicated, Caird opened himself up to greater criticism. This he received in spades in 
‘Caird’s High Farming Harrowed’. Blackwood’s editor, who argued that Caird made a mistake in 
publishing Vindicated, praised Caird’s abilities. Nevertheless, he accused him of being made a ‘cat’s 
paw’ by the Baronet (Peel), who would not have repealed the Corn Laws had he been ‘half as 
intelligent’.46 Barty referred little to guano in this twenty-six-page double columned article, only to 
pause to reflect that Auchness was not the only high farm in Scotland. He pointed out that, if by 
high farming Caird meant ‘good farming with liberal treatment of soil and stock and application of 
science’, there were many such examples. Barty argued that some of the very farmers criticised by 
                                                
42 Caird, High Farming Vindicated, 33. Stephens’ book contained only a few references to guano, remarking 
that it was only of ‘comparatively recent introduction and cannot be said to have yet established (its) 
character’: Henry Stephens, The Book of the Farm, Vol. 2 (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1844), 
256. 
43 Caird, High Farming Vindicated, 34. 
44 Referenced in Jean Harris Slingerland, ed., The Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals 1824-1900, Vol 5 
(Toronto and Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1989), 56. 
45 Cato (Barty), ‘Caird’s High Farming Harrowed’, 447-75. Clues to Barty’s identity can be found in an 
entry in: Dictionary of British and Irish Botanists and Horticulturalists (1994) and The Wellesley Index to Victorian 
Periodicals 1825-1900, Volume 5, in which he was described as a Scottish Divine. Furthermore, in Fasti 
Ecclesiae Scoticanae, his entry recorded him as a Doctor of Divinity of the University of St. Andrews and 
elected Moderator of the General Assembly in 1868. This entry also ascribed his authorship of the 
pamphlet, Peter Plough’s Letters, in response to Lord Kinnaird’s letter to his tenants: James Strachan Barty, 
Peter Plough’s Letters to the Right Honourable Lord Kinnaird on High Farming and Free Trade (Edinburgh: William 
Blackwood and Sons, 1850); Hew Scot, Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae: The Succession of Ministers in the Parish 
Churches of Scotland from the Reformation A.D. 1560 to the Present Time (Edinburgh: William Paterson, 1871), 
743. 
46 Cato (Barty), ‘Caird’s High Farming Harrowed’, 447. 
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Caird had been using guano since it was first imported and had raised the reputation of Scottish 
farming in so-doing.47 This argued that any clear and separate identification of high farming from 
improved traditional approaches was not possible, an argument later made by farmers like 
Heywood and Gisborne.48 While Barty recognised the importance of guano, he was reluctant to 
associate it only with high farming. In his opinion, traditional farmers were quietly improving and, 
unlike ‘social-climbing’ high farmers, did not feel the need to trumpet the fact that they too used 
guano. Even so, guano’s supplementary role in improvement was no less vital. Without it, recent 
scholarship argues, food production would not have been successfully doubled in the nineteenth 
century.49 This reveals the importance of nuance in assessing the degree of significance of guano’s 
agency. 
Caird’s first pamphlet was closely followed by the publication of George William Fox, Lord 
Kinnaird’s pamphlet to his tenantry in 1849, including a response from Thomas Ross, a Carse 
farmer who felt under attack. It is notable that Tait’s recognised the lack of confidence in science 
that many farmers exhibited. The magazine credited chemist Johnston with opening the eyes of 
agriculturalists to the facts of science, arguing that the ‘initial horrors of chemistry’ in the early 
1840s were due to lack of good practical application: ‘Guano was tried. The results were 
astounding’.50 Kinnaird astutely positioned himself well within a British network of well-connected 
individuals who supported a scientific approach to farming. This was evident in a letter addressed 
to him in 1848.51 He was more confrontational than Caird and accused Carse farmers of eschewing 
improvement with such excuses as, ‘My father tried before me and failed’.52 Kinnaird subsequently 
                                                
47 Cato (Barty), ‘Caird’s High Farming Harrowed’, 453, 467. 
48 Thomas Gisborne, Essays on Agriculture (London: John Murray, 1854); W. H. Heywood, High Farming. 
How Far Is It Expedient? Let Nature Answer (Chester: Phillipson and Golder, 1867). 
49 Kjaergaard, 'A Plant that Changed the World: The Rise and Fall of Clover 1000-2000', 45. 
50 Tait’s praised Johnston’s association with the formation of the Agricultural Chemistry Association in 
1842 and bemoaned its demise in 1849, arguing that the obscure chemical department of the Highland 
and Agricultural Society was nowhere near as effective: Troup, ‘High farming’, 47. 
51 This letter included a list of signatories including, Dr. Daubeny, Robert Peel, Joseph Mechi, Philip 
Pusey, Dukes of Bedford and Manchester and referenced Prof. J. F. W. Johnston as being in their employ: 
David Milne (representing the Highland and Agricultural Society and the Chemistry Association), The 
merits of their respective plans for promoting scientific agriculture considered in a letter to the Rt. Hon. Lord Kinnaird 
(Edinburgh: Edmonston and Douglas, 1848), 6-7, 27, 32, 35.  
52 Kinnaird included a scientific lecture, focusing on better management of farmyard manure, commenting 
on guano’s falling price due to adulteration, but maintaining that farmyard manure, guano, urine, night soil 
and bones were the best fertilisers. Also included was a speech of a member of the Highland and 
Agricultural Society’s Chemical Department, praising portable manures, including guano, but highlighting 
the rising problem of adulteration: Lord Kinnaird, Profitable Investment of Capital or 11 Years Practical 
Experience in farming: A Letter from Lord Kinnaird to his Tenantry (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood and Sons, 1849), 
6-8, Appendices. Kinnaird was a large landowner who invested heavily in his farms. He espoused steam 
cultivation, improved buildings and drainage and modern fertilisers and took an active role in educating 
his workers, but criticised for high rents. He knew Richard Cobden and other free trade supporters 
personally: A. H. Millar, ‘Kinnaird, George William Fox, ninth Lord Kinnaird of Inchture, Baron Rossie, 
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visited Auchness farm, and supported Caird’s findings. As did Caird, Kinnaird supported a 
scientific approach to farming, but, although praised for farmer education, Kinnaird was criticised 
for setting high rents.53 Caird was more careful in advocating good tenancy agreements and 
excellent infrastructure support form landlords. While Tait’s Magazine supported Caird, it described 
Kinnaird as ‘rather standing by and shouting than lending any great hand. His shout is ‘Farm high, 
and use guano,’ being a far abler writer than a farmer’, a thinly disguised dig at the use of guano for 
social aggrandisement in agricultural circles.54 Kinnaird’s pamphlet/letter received a further 
response in the form of James Strachan Barty’s Peter Plough’s Letters published in the Dundee Courier 
in 1849 and combined in one publication released in January 1850. The letters are long, and in 
places, little more than a rant, but Barty’s comments on Kinnaird’s proclivity for guano use provide 
useful insight. Barty argued that the use of guano was a dubious experiment, that it frequently 
caused over-luxuriance and that agricultural chemistry and nature had demonstrated that there is a 
limit to ‘the productive powers of the soil,’ beyond which ‘you cannot go with safety. A point when 
mother earth revolts against the voracious avarice of her child, and spurns from her the exotic 
stimulants of art.’55 This reveals the belief that a natural manure, accentuated by a displaced view 
of it as artificial, could paradoxically damage nature.  
The ‘representation’ of a different and negative agency of guano, through its overuse, is 
clear here and it is again heavily entangled with social status in agriculture. In the eyes of farmers, 
guano, while highly popular, started to acquire aspects of negative agency. This included a view of 
it being over-priced, and, when inappropriately applied, causing drooping or burning in plants. 
There were also rising concerns about it being too easily washed away and therefore lacking in 
sufficient long-term agency, as raised by Walter Good later in this chapter. This was accompanied 
by fears of exhaustion of supplies. The logistics involved it its sourcing were also viewed as over-
complex.  Barty asserted that, according to Caird’s Auchness figures, the amount of guano and 
bones required nation-wide would be nine-times the maximum recorded imports. He questioned 
both the availability of guano and bones and the ability to transport it, calculating that it would 
require 12/13 of the mercantile navy to do this.56  
                                                
and first Baron Kinnaird of Rossie (1807–1878)’, rev. John Martin, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/15635 [accessed 2 Oct 2017]. 
53 Thomas Ross, a Carse farmer, accused Kinnaird of setting high rents to force farmers to produce more 
in order to meet that rent. Ross argued that this approach achieved the reverse, making then ‘cold-hearted’: 
Thomas Ross, Lord Kinnaird’s Letter to his Tenantry on Profitable Investment of Capital or 11 Years Practical Experience 
in farming, Answered by Thomas Ross, farmer Wardheads and Revised. Lord Kinnaird (Perth: Thomas Richardson, 
1849), 7.  
54 Troup, ‘High Farming’, 44. Behaviour as observed by Heywood in, High Farming. How Far Is It 
Expedient? and Gisborne in, Essays on Agriculture, and discussed later in this chapter. 
55 Barty, Peter Plough’s Letters, 36. 
56 Barty, Peter Plough’s Letters, 38-39. 
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There is no response from Kinnaird in this publication, but Caird did respond in High 
Farming Vindicated. Caird cited Peter Plough’s inability to understand that such vast quantities of 
guano would not be required if high farming best practice of farmyard manure accumulation and 
management was employed, leading to lower dependence on foreign imports.57 This vignette of 
correspondence adds to the picture of how high farming occurred just as guano imports and its 
use were increasing, but controversy was emerging over adulteration and early fears of supplies 
running out. It helps to reveal how the agency of guano had become multi-faceted. When it first 
arrived in Britain, it was seized upon for its material agency. It was relabelled by Victorian 
agriculturists as an artificial fertiliser and valued for its efficacy. But it rapidly took on an agency of 
another kind. Its arrival coincided with a massive push for improvement in farming techniques, an 
accelerating enthusiasm for the application of science to practice and a growing interest in the idea 
of the commodity as a status symbol. 
The holding of the Great Exhibition just as Caird was carrying out his survey of English 
agriculture was significant in formulating the idea of the commodity. Its influence on British 
commodity culture was pervasive, despite Hetherington’s conclusion that the judgement of history 
was ‘great building, lousy contents.’58 The exhibition was international so had global implications 
and, despite the overwhelming number of machinofactured products on show, very few people 
were disappointed in what they saw. It was a spectacle that played a complex role in the emergence 
of modern consumer culture and was all about improvement. As Hetherington pointed out, the 
idea of improvement had moved from an eighteenth century spatial interpretation to a temporal 
view a century later.59 Nevertheless guano was used to bring more land into cultivation. There are 
some parallels between the Great Exhibition, where many machinofactured farming implements 
were on display, and agriculture itself. The reaction to ‘improvement’ as a category and things on 
display was one of bewilderment and distraction for many visitors to the exhibition. This is redolent 
of the opening quotation at the start of this chapter.  
Hetherington also argued that abundance, rather than improvement, was an emergent 
feature of the exhibition.60 The use of guano was just one of many approaches putting farmers 
under pressure. Without wishing to delve too deeply into Marx’s idea of commodity fetish, perhaps 
there was an element of this in how guano was perceived. Guano, a product of nature, was not 
manufactured. Thus, Marx’s idea of fetish as a thing independent of the labour that produced it is 
difficult to apply, although labour was expended in its extraction and transport, and guano was 
                                                
57 Caird, High Farming Vindicated, 29. 
58 Kevin Hetherington, Capitalism’s Eye: Cultural spaces of the Commodity (Abingdon: Routledge, 2007), 2. 
59 Hetherington, Capitalism’s Eye, 2-5. 
60 Hetherington, Capitalism’s Eye, 11. 
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privatised and given a monetary value. While some might see the sensuous desire of fetish as a 
challenge when it comes to bird shit, Tait’s attribution of ‘farm high and use guano’ to Kinnaird 
elicits a form of fetish, common amongst wealthy landowners and tenant farmers. Marx’s 
metaphors of delusion and illusion might be seen to interfere with a rational valuation of guano, 
but it had become a status symbol, had a value beyond the monetary and an agency beyond the 
material. The literature also reveals a greater concentration on the efficient collection, storage and 
management of farmyard manures than on the use of guano, which emerges as a supplementary, 
but nevertheless important manure. It was not only trumpeted as a status symbol by some farmers, 
but quietly used by others in their general efforts of improvement as both a kick-starting and 
supplementary manure in improved crop rotations. 
James Caird’s survey of English agriculture, 1850-51  
After his high-profile pamphlet, Caird started his work as the Times Commissioner 
surveying English agriculture, as preparations commenced for the Great Exhibition. Caird’s survey 
ended while the exhibition was still in the headlines after closing its doors. In the absence of any 
statistics, Caird’s 1850-51 survey does provide a picture of how guano was being used at that time. 
He reported on agricultural practice in English counties through selected farm visits and published 
these reports as a series of letters in the Times. Caird’s map of the English counties provided a very 
broad overview of those to the west of the continuous line as ‘principal green crops, grazing and 
dairy districts’ and those to the east and south as the ‘chief corn districts’ (Figure 4.3). Farmyard 
manures were widely applied, so soil type and climate were strong determinants in this spatial 
interpretation, within which there were variants. As a general rule, wetter, clay rich soils in the west 
made good pasture and smaller enclosures and family run farms were common. Dairy produce, 
meat and wool had nearly doubled in price in the 80 years.61  
The prevalence of lighter, more friable soils in the east were easier to work for cereal crops, 
with larger enclosures and greater likelihood of the necessary sunshine hours for ripening. Caird 
argued that such farms attracted more men of capital and education, although corn had seen no 
price increase in 80 years.62 His map also demonstrated that farm workers were better paid in those 
counties to the north of the Midlands. In one of his concluding letters (Number 55: The Labourer), 
Caird reported (Figure 4.2) that the industrialisation of the north in manufacturing and mining 
added 37% to labourers’ wages, where rent and wages kept pace with each other. He argued that 
                                                
61 The 80 years refers to Young’s survey (1776-91), which was regarded as the last survey of any substance 
to precede Caird’s: Arthur Young, ‘Tours in England and Wales, selected from the Annals of Agriculture’, 
http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/travellers/Young [accessed 8 July 2019]. 
62 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 480-82. 
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labourers were less valued in the south, ‘a burden to the employer’ where wages were kept low, 




Caird’s letters were collated, conclusions added and published in book-form in 1852. 63  The 
information is not quantifiable as far as guano use is concerned, but close reading of these accounts 
provides an opportunity to form some conclusions as to how it was being used and in what 
quantities. Caird published fifty-one letters describing agricultural practice in the counties of 
England, sometimes two per county and four in the case of Yorkshire. He added another five 
concluding letters. Practice varied considerably and, in general, the larger and wealthier the farm, 
the ‘higher’ the farming. Wealthy landowners fell into two broad categories: the landed gentry and 
newly moneyed individuals who had benefitted from the explosion in trading, mining and 
manufacturing stimulated by the Industrial Revolution. One problem with Caird’s publication is 
that he did not differentiate between different types of guano. Only very occasionally did he specify 
the nitrate rich Peruvian variety. Taking it crop by crop, guano use varied across the country, but 
in the early 1850s it was most commonly used on turnips, the great ‘improving crop’ of the time. 
As farmers and agricultural chemists quickly discovered, nitrogen rich guanos were wasted on root 
crops, where phosphatic guanos were more effective.  
                                                
63 A supporting letter, dated 6 January 1850, from Sir Robert Peel, can be found in the Preface. It was 
therefore published after Peel’s death, due to a riding accident, which occurred on 2 July 1850: Caird, 
English Agriculture in 1850-1851, Preface vii-viii.  
Figure 4.2. Agricultural 
wages, 1850-1851: Caird, 





Figure 4.3. Caird’s survey map.64  
                                                
64 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, frontispiece. 
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A summary (Figure 4.4) has been produced of the main aspects of farming practice in the 
counties and the use of guano, revealed in a search of the published book version of the whole 
survey, using key words: ‘guano’, ‘turnips’, ‘roots’, ‘wheat’, ‘clover’, ‘rotation’, ‘manure’, ‘dung’, 
‘bones’, ‘superphosphate’, ‘night soil’ and ‘burn’. Based on this search, Figure 4.5 has been 
constructed to compare guano use with other methods of soil fertility improvement in use during 
Caird’s survey. Immediately apparent is the strong influence of local and regional agroecological 
wisdom, which contributed to regional distinctions and local farming cultures. For example, 
burning was traditionally practised in the Cotswolds where turf, following two cycles of ley and 
sainfoin, was burned. The ashes were applied to the following turnip crop, which was sheep-folded 
in preparation for the following barley crop. Caird was full of praise for this practice and argued 
that, while the introduction of bones and guano was leading to a decrease in burning, it was not 
reducing costs.65 Biomass burning is now highly controversial due to carbon release and destruction 
of soil organisms, thus it is either banned or highly controlled in many countries, including the UK. 
However, it remained a long-standing practice well into the twentieth century, as it effectively 
cleared the land between crop cycles, the ashes were a good source of potassium and phosphorous 
and it destroyed many pests, weeds and diseases.66  
Use of sainfoin was still widespread. A valuable leguminous crop in ley pasture, it is now 
coming back into vogue. 67 The first ploughing of land on the Wiltshire downs involved preparation 
for wheat by burning and sheep-folding, and a similar practice was carried out in Suffolk for the 
preparation of land for oats.68 Peat ashes were burned on the water meadows of Berkshire and 
applied as top dressing for sheep meadows.69 The lowest quality fallow land in Essex was lightly 
ploughed, haulms piled for burning and ashes applied to all crops. Barley and clover were deemed 
by Caird to show the best responses to this.70 Hedge maintenance also involved burning, notably 
in Nottinghamshire where clods were extracted from field corners and next to hedge roots where 
ploughs could not reach. These, together with hedge trimmings were burned, drenched in liquid 
manure and applied to fields as fertiliser. Similarly in Northamptonshire, where the products were 
                                                
65 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 33-34. 
66 Katja Schiemenz and Bettina Eichler-Löbermann, ‘Biomass ashes and their phosphorous fertilising 
effect on different crops’, Nutrient cycling in agroecosystems, 87 (2010), 471-82. 
67 Sainfoin is a perennial legume currently undergoing an agricultural resurgence. It thrives on thin chalk, 
limestone or stony soils, attracts insects (now in decline), is a natural animal wormer, a good source of 
protein as a fodder crop, contains tannins which reduce methane production, is bloat free, drought 
resistant, a high honey yielder and a nitrogen fixer: Sally Morgan, ‘Why sainfoin is known as holy hay’, 
https://www.soilassociation.org/farmers-growers/farming-news/2018/june/08/why-sainfoin-is-known-
as-holy-hay/ [accessed 8 July 2019]. 
68 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 81, 157. 
69 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 110. 
70 Haulms: a term used for stalks of peas, beans and potatoes: Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 137. 
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deemed to be usefully applied with bones, and Hertfordshire.71 Caird described ditching, vegetation 
burning, land being ‘torn apart’ by ploughing, and cross ploughing as part of boggy land 
reclamation in Lancashire.72 Burning in land clearance and preparation, with ashes being applied to 
following crops is also mentioned in the West Riding of Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Bedfordshire, 
and farm links with industry revealed through farm tree waste supplied for burning for steam power 
production in Durham.73 Other local variations include the use of ‘shoddy’ as a manure in 
Nottinghamshire due to its proximity to Peak District sheep farming, which provided wool for the 
mills in northern manufacturing towns.74 In Dorset, land was ‘muckled’ in preparation for pease 
(yellow split peas), with the spreading of straw which was then sheep folded and straw and manure 
were ploughed in before planting pease.75 
Burning, shoddy and pease apart, the results in Figure 4.4 show a general departure from 
the Norfolk four-course rotations, used since the eighteenth century, to rotations with more stages 
including root crops and other green crops and corn (white) crops. Corn was a general term used 
by Victorians for all cereal crops. Green crops included a variety of leguminous plants used for 
fodder and as green manure. These were mostly clover and some trefoil and vetches, with sainfoin 
beginning to fall out of use. Peas and beans were increasingly used in rotations as their beneficial 
effect (nitrogen fixation) was beginning to be seen on a par with clovers, even better for certain 
crops. Roots were mostly used as fodder and usually through folding, but large quantities of guano 
were increasingly being used on roots. Guano’s use on wheat, and corn crops in general, was less 
than anticipated, considering Lawes’ emerging findings on the importance of nitrates on corn 
crops. Nevertheless, these findings were not ignored by farmers, who applied guano and farmyard 
manure to green and root crops with the logic that corn crops always followed these in rotation. 
Thereby, corn made use of the nitrate residues from the preceding crop. How plants availed 
themselves of nitrogen was being hotly debated at the time, so a great deal of knowledge remained 
in the skill and expertise of each farmer with the agroecological wisdom that had been passed down 
to them from previous generations. This was evident, particularly on the smaller family farms in 
the west, which Caird appeared to praise more often and where guano was carefully used in 
rotations.  
While Figure 4.4 has been divided and colour coded according to Caird’s grazing, green 
crop dairy/corn demarcations, on close examination, a mixed farming approach through rotation 
                                                
71 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 209, 412, 457. 
72 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 276. 
73 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 289, 354, 400, 437. 
74 Shoddy is waste woollen cloth: Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 211. 
75 Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 61. 
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was becoming increasingly common, although animal husbandry was stronger in the west and 
north. Animals were needed for their organic manures, either directly onto the land through folding 
or through collection of their manures from stables attached to the farmyard, as Caird outlined in 
detail in his pamphlets and in the publication of his survey. During the guano age and the high 
farming era, more highly bred animals were introduced and they were more likely to be kept indoors 
in the winter in improved purpose-built stables with built in manure collection and storage systems. 
Along with plant physiology, animal physiology was better understood, thanks to agricultural 
chemists such as Liebig and Johnston who included this work in their publications. 
 
Figure 4.4. The presence and absence of guano use in English counties, 1850-51 
              
       (i)  Grazing green crop and dairy regions demarcated by Caird 
Gloucestershire (Cotswolds) Guano with bones and ashes (burning traditionally practised) some sheep-folding. Rotation 
- barley/clover followed - wheat - oats/sainfoin - two years of pasture. Introduction of 
guano reduced dependence on burning. Guano was used on corn. 
Dung and salt on turnips at Agricultural College - Caird would have preferred guano and 
bones. Caird remarked that the wealthy landowners of the Cotswolds got more out of their 
poorer higher soils than the ‘less intelligent’ farmers on the better soils of the Vale of 
Gloucester with their ‘backward methods.’ 
Nottinghamshire Guano with rape dust and well-rotted farmyard manure all applied to the turnip crop in a 
4/5-year rotation including clover. Ashes from hedgerows also used. Dung used on wheat, 
no artificial manures mentioned for wheat. 
Mr Paget, Riddington Grange used 7 course rotation (4 green, 3 white) All manured heavily 
except clover with dung and ‘shoddy’-waste woollen cloth. Salt used to counteract heavy 
manuring and too much straw production. 
Staffordshire - 




Guano and superphosphate mixed together.  
Turnips heavily manured. Guano broadcast, bones drilled in with seed 
Elsewhere beneficial effects of pig folding on clover followed by wheat. 
Turnips dunged and sheep folded, superphosphate sometimes with guano on turnips. 
Some experiments of successive wheat growing for 7 years with no deterioration.  
Cumberland Guano and sheep folded dung on roots. Farmyard manure also used and turnip tops 
ploughed in for manure. Rotation varied for high and low ground. Some laying to grass for 
stock in east. Examples of 15 field systems with rotations cycled differently on them. 
West Cumberland Guano and farmyard manure on swedes - tops ploughed in, wheat followed on lower land. 
Guano also applied before seeds* (clover, rape, grass), usually higher up and followed by 
oats. Caird criticised over-deep drainage leading to run off and soil loss. 
Warwickshire (mostly green and 
dairy) 
Strong soils - wheat - beans manured - wheat - fallow plus turnips - wheat or barley - 
seeds*. Guano and farmyard manure extensively applied to turnips in rotation - also sheep-
folded. Use of stubble dunging and ploughing in for turnips. Some top dressing of wheat 
with guano which produced too much straw. Caird recommended harrowing in. 
Derbyshire Dung and bones used on turnips on lower land, guano on higher - portability and more 
fertiliser needed. Clover used in rotations. Oats took the place of wheat on higher ground. 
Wheat relied on the prior rotation of sheep-folded seeds* ploughed in with dung. Caird 
commented on public mining rights in Duchy of Lancaster interfering with arable farming. 
He also criticised the lack of turnips in some rotations as ‘barbarous’.  
Buckinghamshire Turnips grown in 5 course rotations: turnips - barley - seeds - wheat - oats (3 white, 2 green 
crops). Sheep folding on turnips, dung on wheat. Turnip crop better where ‘artificials’ 
applied. Green sheep-folded crops generally preceded corn crops - wheat, barley, oats. 
Caird criticised poor manuring on thin chalk soils - more dung and artificial manure 
needed.  
Oxfordshire Turnips grown in 4 course rotations: wheat with strips of rye, trefoil, vetches as reaped -
turnips and peas sheep-folded - barley and clover - clover and beans. No mention of 
guano. 
Lancashire Turnips in 5 course rotations 3 white 2 green. Elsewhere dairy focus, surprising lack of 
clover in rotation just grass. Some guano dressing of grass for hay. Grass - green crop -
wheat - oats or barley. General use of dung. 




Some turnip and seed* rotations sheep-folded, wheat on lower slopes, wheat and oats 
higher. Stubble ploughed in. Bones used on roots - turnips and swedes. Wheat on poorer 
land dressed with guano and soot. Less farmyard manure used higher up. 
Northamptonshire Wheat stubble ploughed in - turnips with bone dust and ashes - barley - seeds sheep-folded 
then ploughed in with farmyard manure. Some excellent farmyard manure practice for 
turnip application. Wheat did better after beans instead of clover. Green mustard compost 
good for barley. Salt strengthened and brightened straw on dry land not wet. Liquid 





Tenants of Duke of Bedford 
Woburn Home Farm, best high farming practice. Ashes, night soil, wood ashes mixed with 
liquid manure from animal housing, mixed turned and dried and drilled in with turnip seed.  
Turnips in 6 course rotations on lighter land and drilled with superphosphate and dung, 
some sheep-folding, where not used on clover lea. Wheat top dressed with guano. Wheat 
responded well to ‘higher’ cultivation, barley went to straw. 
In other areas winter beans are being substituted for clover with fewer turnips. 








Duke of Grafton’s Estate 
 
Clover/roots then dunged - wheat - fallow - barley/clover. Caird was at a loss to 
explain a local rationale that guano was injurious to ewes. 
Rape dust, guano and bones applied to turnips that were also sheep-folded, wheat 
followed in rotation. 
Norfolk (several farms on the 
agriculturally famed Holkham 
Estate)76 
Lord Leicester manured every crop. Rotation: Clover - ploughed in with dung, wheat - 
salt, turnip - guano with Lawes’ superphosphate. Mr Blythe rotation: clover and trefoil 
- wheat - oats - turnips - wheat or barley - all manured when required 
Lincolnshire Wolds Guano and bones (followed by barley and wheat in rotation and clover used). 
Farmyard manure also used. Some allowances made by outgoing tenant to incoming 
tenant for guano and other artificial fertiliser use.  
Elsewhere clover and trefoil important in rotations and some soil mixing to improve 








Rothamsted’s (Lawes’) conclusions: guano best used on turnips in the northern and 
western counties where wetter. Superphosphate more certain elsewhere. Green crops 
exhausted more easily than white without manuring. Superphosphate valueless on corn 
and guano on beans. Ammonia rich fertilisers could double white crop production. 
Peruvian guano then the best and cheapest source. Caird commented that foreign 
manures have developed capabilities of clay soils to produce wheat 
Superphosphate applied to turnips in 4 course rotations in Herts. Grassland received 








Lord Londonderry (River Wear) 
Variable practice, some rural areas stuck in 18th century, better nearer towns. 
Observation that turnips exhaust soil more than clover. 6 course rotations include 
‘pease’ due to ‘uncertainty of red clover’. Dung and guano on turnips and swedes, 
farmyard manure added to wheat stubble and ploughed in. Farmyard manure applied 
to potatoes - followed by wheat. Green crops always well manured.  
Caird remarked that 3 course rotations on clay exhaust soil - fallow - wheat-
oats/clover. 
Ashes and guano on swedes, then fed to cattle for good farmyard manure production. 
Clover grown with wheat increased wheat production. 
Northumberland Observation that double guano application on poorer land gave as good a crop as a 
single application on richer land. Turnip farms celebrated on ‘strong lighter lands’ in 
Northumberland 4 course suitable for large farms.  
Heavier land, wheat benefitted from drainage and farmyard manure. Tweedside 
excellent turnip farms, dung and guano used. Guano gradually taking place of bones. 
Guano also of more use on Cheviots plus sheep-folding, farmyard manure too heavy. 
Essex 
 
Rotation: Burning - wheat/barley-barley/red clover - beans with dung - wheat. Guano 
use was mentioned but without context.  
                                                
76 Earl of Leicester, Thomas William Coke, inherited Holkham in 1776 at the height of the eighteenth-
century period of agricultural improvement. He adopted Townshend’s four course Norfolk rotation and 
held regular events at the farm which became famed for new agricultural techniques: ‘Coke of Norfolk’, 
https://www.holkham.co.uk/farming-shooting-conservation/crop-rotation/coke-of-norfolk’ [accessed 24 
February 2019]. Holkham is now practising six course rotations: Paul Hoveson, ‘What goes around comes 




Mr Hutley’s Farm 
 
Mechi’s Tiptree Farm 
Mangel wurzels with the application of rape dust, dung and guano proved more 
remunerative than the wheat that followed in the rotation.  
 
Wheat clover Italian rye grass beans peas and roots grown in rotation. Surprising lack 
of mention of manures for which Mechi was renowned 
Fen Country Night soil applied to turnips with mangolds and swedes followed by wheat oats and 
clover, dunging then beans.  
Dorset Wheat - swedes/rye/vetches - turnips sheep-folded – barley/clover – trefoil/rye – 
mustard for green manure. Dunging, ashes and artificial manures used. Clover and 
winter vetches sheep-folded for following crops. Wheat stubble ploughed in with FYM 
added. ‘Muckling’ used on ‘pease’, straw spread, sheep-folded, manure ploughed in 
with straw. Caird urged the use of more artificial manure with sheep-folding, the latter 
being inadequate with lower corn prices since 1846. Bones and guano would 
compensate. 
Yorkshire Gen. Mr Wells. 
 
Potatoes - wheat-seeds*- seeds plus guano - potatoes with Peruvian guano - wheat. A 
lot of good farmyard manure made and good expenditure on artificial manures. 
Yorkshire East Riding 
 
Beans in rotation instead of clover on light soils. Mustard sheep folded and ploughed 
in. Salt to kill slugs. Farmyard manure on fallow.  
Hampshire, Stratfieldsaye Estate 
(Duke of Wellington) 
Sir John Conron 
‘Corn land’. Clover lea - wheat - fallow then dunged - beans – wheat – barley - peas 
(Victorian marrowfat) 
Turnips/swedes with farmyard manure – barley - clover and seeds* - wheat 
Surrey Artificial manures used on green crops, wheat followed. Farmyard manure used on 
Weald. 
Sussex Alternating green (sheep-folded) and white crops. Farmyard manure used. No artificial 
manure mentioned. Caird did raise the issue of tenant right (compensation for 
unexhausted manure use) and the difficulties of calculating proportional use. He 
suggested manure applied with no crop as full cost and manure applied with one crop 
at half cost. 
Fen District Duke of Bedford: Fallow-roots/coleseed (archaic term for rape) dunged, night soiled 
and sheep folded, bones and ashes added - oats (not wheat after all that manuring-too 
much straw production) – wheat - seeds* - wheat – beans - wheat. 7 courses  
Huntingdonshire Fallow with bone manure and mustard ploughed in - wheat stubble ploughed in with 
dung - bean stubble ploughed in - barley - seeds*dunged and sheep-folded - wheat. 
 
 
(iii) ‘Overlap’ regions demarcated by Caird. 
Leicestershire  
Half green and dairy half corn in 
area 
Turnips in rotation with farmyard manure or stable dung, wheat, barley, oats and 
clover. 3 white, 2 green, only one dunging. Farmer boasted never used guano. 
Farmyard manure and town dung on wheat and barley plus manufacturing by-products. 
Wiltshire  
Half green and dairy half corn in 
area 
Some guano, but mostly superphosphate. Turnips and green crops also sheep-folded. 
Burning practised and wheat and barley also used in rotation. Caird criticised poor 
manure management on low lying districts with much running to waste. This restricted 
the growth of wheat to better soils. 
Yorkshire North Riding 
One third green and dairy two 
thirds corn in area 
Clover ley (sometimes beans) - oats and barley - turnips swedes – wheat - barley. 
Stubble ploughed in. Guano and farmyard manure on swedes. 
Berkshire 
One third green and dairy two 
thirds corn in area 
Pusey Estate 
Sheep-folding. Caird criticised practice of providing free turnips for the reciprocal use 
of stock. Mixed approach with own stock more profitable. Four-course system also 
used: clover lea and wheat - barley - turnips - rape. Sainfoin leas used. 
Wheat barley oats alternated with sheep-folded green crop. Lawes superphosphate on 
white turnips and swedes. No clover or seeds*. Excellent farmyard manure 
management. No mention of actual use of guano although Pusey did recommend 
Peruvian guano or nitrate of soda for wheat (page 529). 
 
 
*‘Seeds’ – mix varied but usually something like red clover, white clover, trefoil/sainfoin/vetches, (all leguminous 
nitrogen-fixing plants) grass. Sometimes included mustard for green manure which was ploughed in. In part 
grazed/folded, or harvested for feed or ploughed in as green manure. Lea/ley were/are interchangeable words for 
such seed planted, often grazed, open meadow. Lea was the more poetic form. 
 
Caird’s findings on turnips and wheat revealed a frustration in the lack of change in 
agriculture, evident in his observation that even the Royal Agricultural College was not using guano 
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on turnips. His philosophical and ideological enthusiasm for the use of scientific approaches to 
agriculture and the use of portable ‘artificials’, particularly guano, was not sufficiently realised in 
the variety of agricultural approaches he witnessed. Nevertheless, he praised improvements in 
traditional practice. He had pushed high farming in his pamphlets, and remained a strong supporter 
of improvement, but this publication, while highly critical of poor practice, was highly praiseworthy 
of good local practice, where quiet efforts were being made towards improvement.77  
Caird encouraged the expansion of mixed farming approaches, which better suit British 
landscapes. He argued that grassland, with more meat and vegetable production, and better 
husbandry, would provide more opportunities for employment, and less land should be put into 
corn production. Dairy produce and meat were also increasingly in demand from the rising urban 
population, and less open to foreign competition than corn. He was positive in his view that new 
artificial fertilisers like guano would lead to greater production of corn on a smaller amount of 
agricultural land. He went as far as to argue that, in times of crisis such as war, the rich grasslands 
and well manured crop lands further west and north, already producing some corn in rotation, 
would be an excellent fall-back for increasing corn production while any crisis lasted.78 The main 
thrust appeared to be on changing approaches to rotation with a general move to increase the 
diversity in, and numbers of, rotations and improved management of farmyard manure. Rotations 
across the country varied enormously in the number of cycles, which could be as few as four and 
as much as seven, and the sequence of crops within them. They reflected local variations in 
landscapes including geology, soils, gradient, altitude, aspect, water availability in its different forms, 
sunlight and microclimate in general. Such variations are abundant in British landscapes. While 
science played a role in increasing efficiencies in all areas of agriculture, local knowledge mattered.  
Where it was clear that guano, on its own, was really helping to boost productivity, 
particularly in the case of green crops, was where it was used to bring more land into cultivation, 
to boost exhausted fields, and on higher fields that were more distant from the farm centre. Caird 
inferred that its greater use in the Cotswolds was creating higher soil productivity than on the better 
soils of the Vale of Gloucester which he criticised for ‘backward’ practices. It was used on higher 
land in West Cumberland and Derbyshire due to its efficacy and portability. Guano helped to 
produce wheat on poorer land in the Yorkshire Wolds and generally on clays. In Northumberland, 
particularly the Cheviots, Caird observed that a double application of guano on poorer land gave 
                                                
77 As illustrated in Chapter 3, scientists like Johnston and Nesbit tried to address poor practice through 
education. Liebig, on the other hand, succeeded in alienating farmers through his elitism and harsh words. 
78 Britain remained fearful of war after being at war with France for more than half of the previous 
century. The prospect of revolution still carried with it a high fear factor, particularly with revolutionary 
unrest in continental Europe in the late 1840s: Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 269, 276, 289, 323, 
486-87. 
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as good a crop as a single application on richer land. Here, it was noted that farmyard manure was 
too heavy. Caird argued that guano should be applied more on thin chalk soils in Buckinghamshire. 
Almost every writer on the subject of guano, including chemists, travellers and 
agriculturists, included first or second-hand observations on how guano was used in Peru. It thus 
became common knowledge that guano performed well on poor soils as, coupled with irrigation, 
it had brought the desert sands of Peru into fertility. These writers implicitly recommended that 
this was how it should be used in Britain.79 While this may have had some influence on British 
farming practice, farmers were quick to observe that guano’s efficacy and portability was suited to 
poorer, more distant fields. In all cases the greater production, collection and improved 
management of farmyard manure was achieving better results on lower lying, easily accessible land. 
Clover continued to be used as a nitrogen source in rotation with other leguminous plants such as 
sainfoin and trefoils, and beans also made more of an appearance. The greatest use of guano and 
superphosphate was on larger farms, notably on large aristocratic estates on home farms and 
tenanted farms and on newer large estates being created by wealthy businessmen.80 In all these 
cases, capital was available for investment in farm infrastructure, machinery and bought-in artificial 
fertilisers.  
Figure. 4.5. Comparative use of guano with other methods of soil fertility improvement, 1850-51 
 DAIRY/GREEN CROP 
REGIONS 















13 2 14 2 3 1 
Leguminous crop in 
rotation 
12 3 14 2 4 0 
Guano 10 5 8.5 7.5 2 2 
Folding (mostly sheep) 10 5 7 9 2 2 
Bones 6 9 5.5 10.5 0 4 
Superphosphate 4 11 3 13 2 2 
Night soil 2 13 1 15 0 4 
 
                                                
79 This included Joshua Trimmer (1795-1857), credited as a pioneer in agricultural geology. At this early 
stage of guano’s history, he argued that guano contained a combination of the necessary nutrients found 
in a blend of farmyard manure, night-soil and urine. This, allied to its portability, made it excellent value 
for money: Joshua Trimmer, Guano: The Farmer’s Friend (London: John Thomas Norris, 1843), 30; Joseph 
A. Smith, Productive Farming: A Familiar Digest of the Recent Discoveries of Liebig, Davy, and other celebrated writers 
(Dublin: William and George Robertson, 1847), 80-81; H. Torrens, ‘Trimmer, Joshua (1795–1857), 
geologist and agriculturist’  Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, https://www-oxforddnb-
com.bris.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-27739 
[accessed 16 September, 2019]. 
80 John Joseph Mechi is one such example, although Caird did not mention his earlier use of guano, 
preferring to concentrate on his use of liquid manure. 
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While the result of a fairly rudimentary search, and acknowledging that a lack of mention 
did not necessarily mean it was not used, Figure 4.5 is the resulting ‘league table’ of manure use 
arising from the information in Figure 4.4. Farmyard manure and town dung (from dairy cows kept 
in towns, which decreased with the onset of rail transport) and leguminous crops in rotation are 
firmly at the top of the league with guano coming in third place. There is a surprising lack of 
mention of guano in corn districts where farmyard manure and leguminous crops in rotation 
dominated. Folding (mostly sheep) comes a close fourth place and bones fall some way behind in 
fifth place. Lawes’ superphosphate comes in at sixth place and night soil a very distant seventh. 
This reflects an approach to agriculture, still very dependent on bulky animal manures and 
leguminous crops, and that sheep folding was still practised in many counties. Dairy and green crop 
regions show the highest use of manures and legumes in all categories. Guano nevertheless had 
made its mark and, while probably not matching up to the publicity surrounding it, provided a 
crucial input into farm soils. The table also reflects the decreasing importance of bones, that 
superphosphate was yet to make an appreciable impact and that night soil had almost disappeared 
from the fertiliser list. By the late 1850s, superphosphate had become the bought-in fertiliser of 
preference for root crops, and Mathew asserts that ‘unhappily for guano, root crops appear to have 
remained the main recipients of bought fertilizers’. What Caird’s survey shows, largely remained 
the case in the following decades, with corn crops following root crops in rotation and using the 
manure residues applied to roots. While Mathew omits the importance of leguminous crops in 
rotation, he acknowledges the vital importance of, and the better management and use of, farmyard 
manure.81 Caird’s survey occurred a little early for the recognition of the importance of nitrogen to 
corn crops to be demonstrated in the application of Peruvian guano. 
Caird travelled and published widely on agriculture until two years before his death in 1892. 
To the very end he remained critical of English landlords for inadequate land improvement, 
support for their tenants and their reluctance to recognise that long leases were preferable.82 His 
survey reveals that he was then conflicted in his views on ‘tenant right’ for unexhausted 
improvements at the end of leases. In the peak years of the guano age, he recommended and 
assumed the use of guano, but high guano prices and short tenancies did not marry well.83 In his 
1854 article entitled ‘Agricultural impossibilities’, Caird referred to guano as an agent of science:  
                                                
81 Mathew, The House of Gibbs and the Peruvian Guano Monopoly, 182-83. 
82 G. E. Mingay, ‘Caird, Sir James (1816–1892)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/4339 [accessed 2 Oct 2017]. 
83 Caird made frequent reference to the differential application of ‘tenant-right’ between counties and 
revealed that, in 1851, it was only recognised in six county/areas. This entitled tenant farmers to 
compensation for manures and other improvements made to the land that had not been used up by the 
end of their tenancy. He expressed some concern about the amount of associated fraud and its frequent 
failure to stimulate better practice: Caird, English Agriculture in 1850-1851, 505-09. Tenant right was not 
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When guano was first introduced, many deemed it impossible that a brown powder, 
brought thousands of miles across the ocean, would be a hundred times more valuable for 
the growth of crops than an equal weight of good farmyard manure. In truth, one of the 
most serious obstacles to agricultural improvement is to be found in the limited standard, 
which some agricultural teachers have set up as the fixed boundary of agricultural progress. 
There is no presumption so great as that which glibly cries ‘Impossible’ in an age which has 
produced the electric telegraph.84  
 
Even so, Caird’s writing demonstrated the continuing and supreme importance he attributed to 
the careful collection and efficient management of farmyard manure. This was accompanied by an 
assumption of guano’s use as a supplemental manure  and a recognition of its agency in bringing 
more land into production. Despite concluding later that the introduction of guano, nitrate of soda 
and other nitrogenous and phosphatic manures rendered the farmer almost independent of 
alternate systems of cropping such as the four-course rotation, his survey provided a rather 
different picture.85 
Contrasting views of Victorian farmers 
Caird’s survey could not possibly have omitted John Joseph Mechi’s Tiptree Hall Farm in 
Essex from his survey. Caird said very little about his visit with the exception of a few glowing 
sentences, because Mechi’s farming enterprise already had a high public profile. A closer look at 
Mechi’s work and ideas reveals a great deal about how new and aspiring high farmers behaved, and 
were received in the agricultural community.86 Having studied English farming and made an ample 
fortune from his cutlery business, he invested in constructing Tiptree Hall and its model farm in 
Essex in 1841. His farm was the subject of many publications and lectures, and he held annual 
convocations of agriculturalists from across Britain. These were widely reported in the press and 
periodicals.87  
Tiptree Hall Farm occupied poor agricultural land - a mixture of heathland and clays. Mechi 
constructed very good quality housing for farm workers and livestock, and installed machinery and 
                                                
written into law until the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1883. This was addressed by Duncan: Colin 
Duncan, 'Legal Protection for the Soil of England: The Spurious Context of Nineteenth Century 
‘Progress’’, Agricultural History, 66 (1992), 87-88. 
84 James Caird, ‘Agricultural Impossibilities’, Derby Mercury, 27 September 1854, 2. This attitude is strongly 
reflected in Figure 3.7. 
85 James Caird, The Landed Interest and the Supply of Food (London: Cassell, Petter and Galpin, 1878), 19. 
86 Mechi made his mark with his cutlery business in Leadenhall street, and famously invented ‘Mechi’s 
Magic Razor strop’. He did not give up his business interests and went on to market a patent in shop 
window lamps: ‘Mechi, John Joseph 1802-1880’, http://www.london-city-history.org.uk/biography.htm 
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deep drainage. He initially invested heavily in guano, nitrate of soda and other manures, which he 
later admitted, did not bring him the profits he had anticipated. He then turned to liquid animal 
manures.88 His prolific early use of guano demonstrated its agency in bringing this new and 
marginal land into production, as evident elsewhere in Caird’s survey. In the 1840s he believed that 
guano was the most important manure we possessed. At that time Lawes’ experiments had only 
just got underway, so the higher suitability of Ichaboe and other African guanos on root crops was 
yet to be fully recognised, but Mechi did note the differences between African and Peruvian.89 His 
guano was frequently mixed with soot, bone dust, burnt earth and gypsum.90 He dusted Peruvian 
guano on lucerne and sainfoin (both leguminous crops), which he preferred to clover, and 
recommended Peruvian for the production of potato crops for the London market. Mechi also 
used it on rape and on distant fields and light soils to save cartage, again reflecting practice 
elsewhere as indicated in Caird’s survey. His guano was broadcast, harrowed in with turnips and 
wheat and considered particularly well suited to poor land and to any white or root crop, ‘preferable 
to any artificial manures I know of’, and he considered it superior to dried night soil. 
Mechi later moved on from guano and became well known for urging farmers to deep 
drain, deep cultivate and create and use liquid manures. Cost was obviously a major consideration 
because he argued that it was more profitable for a farmer to spend 50s per acre on deep drainage 
than spending the same amount on guano or other bought-in manures. He also began to question 
the material agency of guano in arguing that it was not more valuable than the urine of cattle. He 
criticised farmers who regarded urine as a nuisance and allowed it to run to waste.91 His numerous 
publications and letters included many references to bad farmyard management where liquid 
manures were wasted.92 Mechi then invested heavily in liquid manure production and its 
transportation round the farm, recommending urine collection tanks for fermentation. His astute 
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observation in considering that farmyard manure was essential for heavy land as it ‘acts 
mechanically as well as chemically - loosening the soil’, was significant. This was a long-held 
recognition of those traditional farmers who intuitively understood the need to maintain good soil 
structure and texture.93 Guano, a concentrated nitrogen fertiliser in powder form, with little organic 
bulk, did little for soil structure and texture. So, while Mechi recognised its importance as a kick- 
starter and a supplemental fertiliser, his focus was firmly on animal manures thereafter. 
Perhaps Mechi was not initially careful enough with some of his choice of language and he 
upset some traditional farmers. His farming credentials came under close scrutiny by many. He was 
criticised for over-spending, and publicity seeking. While showing sympathy for traditional farmers: 
‘As to artificial manures, a very host of nitrates besets him (the farmer) in front and rear, with soot, 
salt and guano on every side’, he was also seen as patronising. This was epitomised in his views 
that many farmers were bewildered and undecided about the advice provided by specialist scientists 
leading them to quit farming, or lose money, or ‘give up altogether and die’. His complaint that 
there were those who believed that agricultural ignorance was bliss, and improvement only 
benefitted landlords and injured tenants, only made things worse. Mechi also strongly argued that 
farms should be run as ‘Companies’ with directors, engineers and officers and compete on the 
stock market. He wanted to see ‘Improvement Companies’ in every county in England, Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales with Mr Cobden (the famed Manchester free trader) on the Board.94  
One of Mechi’s adversaries was a self-confessed ‘practical (Suffolk) farmer, Fellow of no 
College, Member of no Society &c.’, William Walter Good. He published a pamphlet in 1851 
roundly criticising Mechi and others like him.95 He attacked Mechi for his assertion that deep 
ploughing was the key to profitable farming and for talking down to practical farmers: ‘is every 
farmer to be looked upon as a fool? He (Mechi) came forward with his breast swelling with 
enthusiasm and his head throbbing with scientific lore – although he thus came forward with 
perfect disinterestedness to enlighten the ignorance of the practical farmer.’ Good objected to what 
he saw as knowledge being exhibited as power, for example, in Mechi’s use of ‘fancy’ scientific 
terms, which he maintained had little to offer to practical agriculturists. Instead, Good argued that 
if Mechi had any ‘shine in him’, he would ‘pay due respect to those who taught him how to drain 
and plough, harrow and roll, drill and sow, weed and hoe, reap and mow and be a farmer’s boy.’96  
Good’s argument that guano, although it benefitted crop growth, particularly root crops, 
left soils in a poorer condition than traditional tillage, was tempered by his acknowledgement that 
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it performed well on poorer soils. He was concerned that if practical farmers took ‘undue liberties’ 
with their farms, they would be ‘unable to replace that which they had taken.’ Like many others, 
Good’s reservation about nitrate manures like guano was influenced by limits to their availability. 
There are two concerns here that indicate guano’s lack of long term agency.  
Firstly, after initial success, it failed to continue to be as beneficial to soils as farmyard 
manure. Good argued that guano had a tendency to force crops too hard leading to a ‘diseased 
crop’, which he described as having ‘premature ripeness’ and ‘drooping at the root’. Secondly, the 
voices that expressed concerns about guano supplies running out were getting louder.97 This 
critique of guano can be seen as a part of a larger and broader backlash against certain aspects of 
improvement, as expressed by James Strachan Barty, through his aliases of Cato and Peter Plough. 
This backlash was not against the idea of improvement per se, but the way in which some 
individuals ignored the skill of traditional farmers, appeared to flaunt their wealth, and not 
necessarily to the advantage of anyone but themselves. 
Echoes of these sentiments can be found in a short eight-page survey of Mechi’s farm 
carried out in 1853 by R. Rolton, which was probably self-published.98 This was highly critical of 
massive investment without due attention to good practice. Guano had been liberally thrown into 
the ‘vast abyss’ of the manure tank. Stocks of bones were found, probably to be used on turnips. 
Rolton argued that such apparent expense and wastage would not have occurred if Mechi had 
ensured that the farmyard manure from his large number of animals had been effectively managed, 
according to ‘old practice’. Rolton suggested that Mechi should better manage his farmyard manure 
and get rid of all the iron piping and gutta percha tubing for liquid manure, which was likely to be 
corroded by the liquid and was expensive to replace. While the liquid manure achieved excellent 
results on Mechi’s Italian rye grass and clover, Rolton argued that guano would have been just as 
effective and its continuing use would have avoided the expense of all this equipment. Rolton also 
remarked on how farmyard manure would benefit poor soils by adding fibre – something guano 
could not supply, rather it made soils ‘indurated and intractable’. Ironically, Mechi himself had 
noted the importance of manure in building soil structure and texture and written copiously on 
agriculture, whereas Rolton devoted only eight condemnatory pages to his scant survey. In many 
ways, Rolton and Mechi appeared to largely agree, but Rolton seemed keen to show Mechi in a bad 
light. 99  
Mechi did learn from this and his own observations. By the time he published his first book 
How to Farm Profitably in 1859, he acknowledged that guano was effective when he first bought his 
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farm in the early 1840s. He then had no drainage and poor soils. Guano and drainage had helped 
him to improve his soils and he then learned the lesson of creating better farmyard manure in 
covered yards, not dung heaps. He used this liberally on his land, ‘now drainage, cultivation and 
plenty of manure from stock have filled it (the land) with an enduring fertility, which renders the 
action of guano comparatively inoperative.’ His use of guano decreased, but he focused on 
Peruvian for distant fields and poor soils. In learning from Lawes about increasing stock size to 
produce more manure, he calculated that he now manured at half the cost of the guano he had 
previously used. Using Nesbit’s warning against dispensing with farmyard manure because guano 
and rape cake did not have the same properties, he revealed some emerging consensus. Mechi 
continued to extol the virtues of liquid manure and now strongly advocated the use of town sewage 
to replace guano as its supplies dwindled: ‘Already the screw is put on – guano or birds’ dung will 
soon be as dear as rappee, or perhaps unobtainable, and then the British public will naturally inquire 
whether their own dung is not superior to that of birds.’ Reflecting the views of many others, he 
abhorred the wastage of sewage and the expense incurred through using guano to replace what had 
been thrown away: ‘another century may teach us all agricultural wisdom.’ His use of the term 
‘liquid guano’ for town sewage indicates that this term was coming into use by the late 1850s. This 
illustrates how guano’s popularity and importance led to it lending its name to human excrement 
and already considered a useful marketing tool for advocating town sewage exploitation.100  
Mechi agreed with Liebig that over-application of ammonia, crop removal, and no stock 
keeping, led to exhausted soils. He used Liebig’s figures of 10 million cwt guano imported mainly 
into England in 1855-56, together with 60 million cwt bones imported in the last 50 years, and 
argued that these were only a ‘drop in the ocean’ compared with the amount of potential fertiliser 
going to waste in the sea. Mechi maintained that the import of guano and bones had led to increases 
in corn and meat production, which, in turn led to a better fed and healthier population. Thus, he 
argued, the British population figures had increased more than expected. Mechi’s predictions that 
supplies of guano would run out within 20-25 years further supported his proposals for the 
application of town sewage to agricultural soils, in order to maintain industrial progress.101 Mechi 
summed up his grandiose vision for agriculture in a lecture delivered in 1852 and later included in 
his book (Figure 4.6). Such a vision was by no means universally well received. A report of his 
address to the Central Farmers’ Club in 1860, indicated how he was viewed in the farming 
community.102 The audience was clearly dismayed when he arrived ‘with a goodly volume of which 
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he was considerate enough to read not much more than a half.’ Due to the talk taking ninety 
minutes, ‘evincing a little too much of the spirt of the enthusiast’, little time remained for 
discussion.  
 
    Figure 4.6. Mechi’s vision for the future of agriculture.103 
Mechi became bankrupt just before his death. Decreasing sales in his business, upon which 
he had relied for capital investment in his farm, contributed to this. In attracting so much publicity, 
he stimulated caution among long-standing farmers, who recognised the need for improvement 
but that over-investment was foolhardy. Guano’s cultural agency was evident in how many writers 
argued that both Caird and Mechi used high farming, and guano’s contribution to it, for political 
gain: Mechi became an alderman and Caird an MP.104 This also invokes Worster’s thoughts on how 
culture plays a central role in how humans exploit nature. As Worster outlines, environmental 
historians recognise that humans are part of the natural world and it is important to appreciate that 
there are many forms of cultural exploitation. With a neo-materialist slant, Worster suggests that 
‘historians might see culture as a subset of nature’, instead of the other way around. 105  
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As we know to our cost, culture as a response to opportunities presented by the natural 
world can be a negative force and lead to greater or unnecessary exploitation. This certainly 
happened with guano and its initial over-exploitation was heavily entangled with acquisition of 
status, not only within the agricultural community, but also in building a national public profile. 
Mechi initially used guano because it was in vogue, but it also enabled him to produce on poor 
land. While he rapidly learned the need for its careful and supplementary use, and turned to better 
farmyard manure management and the use of human excrement, he nevertheless continued to 
espouse an exploitative industrial approach to food production, as evident in Figure 4.6. Mechi’s 
experience and the observations of farmers, like Suffolk farmer, William Good, as revealed earlier, 
provide strong evidence for both the positive and negative material agency of guano.  
Its positive material agency in bringing poor land into cultivation was further spatially 
enhanced by its portability. This made it indispensable in its application at higher elevations and to 
more distant fields from the main farm buildings. Nevertheless, it revealed a temporal negative 
agency as once guano had brought poor land into effective cultivation, animal manures were found 
to be more effective. Farmyard manures both fertilised and conditioned the soil providing bulk 
and texture as well as nutrients. So, in this case, guano use decreased over time and farmers also 
increasingly feared that it did not last long enough in the soil due to leaching. Fears of the rapid 
depletion of guano supplies also had a negative impact and these started to bite hard in the 1850s. 
The effect of this in prompting searches for new sources has already been made clear in chapter 2, 
but farmers started to latch on very quickly to the idea of using human sewage, increasingly labelling 
it ‘liquid guano’. As a skilled communicator, Mechi was long remembered for his writing, speeches 
and farm events on scientific agriculture and latterly for his exhortations to use human sewage as 
a fertiliser (see chapter 5). Mechi’s long lasting and positive cultural legacy was his founding of the 
Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution in 1860, which continues to support farmers in need and 
extended its remit to include farm workers in 1999.106 
While Mechi dominated the headlines, the observations of other agricultural writers also 
provide useful insight into how the agency of guano was perceived. Thomas Gisborne, extensive 
landowner, agriculturist, politician and friend and neighbour of Robert Peel, wrote four Essays on 
Agriculture, published posthumously in 1854.107 Three of them had been previously published in the 
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Quarterly Review , but this was the first publication of his essay on High Farming. 108 Gisborne’s thrust 
was ‘the object of farming is gain’, and he characterised high farming as a higher, or more than 
average, expenditure of money on land, in order to make its agricultural produce greater. It involved 
additional investment in labour, in manure, or in machinery.’109 He rather drily observed that there 
was a need for much more careful cost-benefit analysis of the use of bought-in manures, and 
specifically referenced Peruvian guano. He also recognised aspects of its negative agency in listing 
the drawbacks of guano in its notable fluctuations in price, its loss through run-off, and reduced 
efficacy in dry summers. He cautioned against overplaying its impact, which was too frequently 
made to sound like a quick and easy fix and could lead to ‘guano mania’ and the creation of a 
‘guano king.’110 This reflected a view prevailing in the publicity around the substance in the press 
and periodicals. In this case, its strong, positive material agency had taken on a different form in 
capturing human imagination to the extent that some thought it was becoming a craze.  
Gisborne argued that ‘the complications of high farming are very numerous and very 
difficult to define.’ He cautioned against rushing into adopting new ideas and ‘undue expectations 
of immediate advantage’ should be discouraged.111 While supporting the input of chemistry, he 
warned against supposing that ‘men could be made farmers by teaching them doubtful 
chemistry.’112 He advised against ‘running after’ agricultural chemists like Liebig and his defunct 
mineral theory, but agreed with Lawes, Gilbert, Way, Boussingault and others, in that ammonia 
was the only manure for cereals and phosphorus was probably the only manure for turnips. Even 
so, he emphasised that these are found in good farmyard manure. Hence the old adage of ‘I’ my 
opinion there’s nought like muck’ still held and, as illustrated by Caird’s survey, and Mechi’s 
experience, was still largely in evidence.113  
Similarly, Gisborne maintained that farming practice had already revealed that manure 
applied to turnips, which ‘appropriate the phosphorus but refuse to touch the ammonia’, worked 
in crop rotations as following cereal crops used any ammonia residue. This was widely evident in 
Caird’s survey. Gisborne celebrated Boussingault’s ‘candid admission’ that ‘practice has got the 
start of theory.’114 He voiced fears over the destruction of hedgerows, enlargement of fields and 
removal of trees to avoid crop shading.  He also recognised the power of agroecological wisdom 
in acknowledging the need for the intimate knowledge of local soils and geology held by many 
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long-standing farmers. He warned against the broad and general use of burning clay, liming, claying, 
boning and chalking as ‘no one of these operations is of general application.115 Gisborne supported 
capital investment in buildings roads, using machinery, the production and good management of 
manure and installing drainage where needed. However, he cautioned against amateurishness and 
trend-setting such as liquid manure being a ‘pretty toy’.  For him, good farmyard manure was a 
staple and the high cost of guano did not always generate profit. Gisborne welcomed Caird’s Times 
survey, recognised the contribution to agricultural progress made by such publications as the Journal 
of the Royal Agricultural Society, the Agricultural Gazette and Gardeners’ Chronicle and tactfully concluded, 
‘in offering our humble mite, we are indeed proud of our fellow-labourers.’116 
Over a decade later, the high-profile Cheshire farmer, William Heywood, steward to Lord 
Stamford at Dunham Farm on the Dunham Massey estate, lamented how inexperienced capitalist 
businessmen turned to farming as ‘a pleasant kind of recreation or amusement that may be indulged 
in.’117 Heywood, like Gisborne before him, believed that the view of farmers as being of only two 
types - either ‘high’ or ‘the old School of ‘do nothings’ was arbitrary and dogmatic. Such poor 
branding of traditional farmers as ‘ignorant’ was proving to be a step too far for many who feared 
that the power shift to a new scientific and industrial approach was to the detriment of the land. 
Heywood argued that an increasingly prevalent view of high farming included too much forcing 
and over-stimulation, which he characterised as follows: 
clearing, draining - road making - forced production of the largest amount (sic) 
of crops - deep ploughing, strong stimulants, artificial or otherwise, two crops 
in the year off the same ground - clover leys for one year only - bringing the 
same land round to the same crops, considered the most profitable - enforcing 
the growth of more green crops especially turnips than the land can bear with 
impunity. I argue that to persist in ploughing so deeply and forcing so highly 
may in the end terminate in - a derangement of nature's order. 118 
Heywood supported the view that, too often, ‘high farming’ by the inexperienced led to an 
injudicious and over hasty expenditure of capital.119 While capital investment was necessary, he 
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insisted that the eye of the farmer needed to be on the future and permanent improvements. He 
cautioned against excess tillage, shortened ley intervals and an ‘unwarranted habit of ignoring the 
elements of nature’. His comments included little reference to manures apart from them being used 
to over stimulate, but made indirect reference to sheep-folding, which was very evident in Caird’s 
survey. He feared that artificial fertilisers could enable the cultivation of clover in sawdust with the 
soil being completely by-passed and argued that repeated monoculture, regardless of fertiliser use, 
led to soil exhaustion.120 Heywood, like many writers of that time, made special reference to potato 
crops, criticising a reliance on too few varieties. He argued that resistance was being restored 
through the introduction of new varieties and building on healthy stock.121 Potatoes were still 
viewed as a risky crop and Cushman alerts us to the preoccupation of many in Victorian England, 
that the guano trade may have contributed to the Irish potato famine, though many people were 
also extolling its virtues.122 Two scientific papers on the potential sources of the pathogen 
responsible for the blight, briefly make a connection with the vast increase in shipping due to the 
guano trade, hence raising the spectre of a link with the trade. However, while these papers support 
the occurrence of the blight in Andean potatoes, and that seeds were imported concurrent with 
the guano trade, any link remains spurious.123 As Cushman points out, the potato arrival was part 
of the same ‘cultural movement’, as the guano trade.124 Any further degree of correlation is not 
currently possible. 
Heywood concluded that, if correctly used, the term high farming should be synonymous 
with ‘all that is good’, and an incentive to practice good faming. He advocated a careful, gradual, 
sensible expansion of improvements with an eye on permanent improvement and not impetuous 
ideology. Trendy crops should be viewed with caution as vegetable life, he maintained, was just as 
susceptible to unnatural and injudicious treatment as animal life and he was no fan of stock over-
breeding. Good farming carried with it great responsibility and was not a ‘plaything, regardless of 
higher motives’.125 
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An article in Once a Week in 1875 reflected this view:  
The fact is that agriculture of late has become somewhat of a dilettante art, and model farms that 
rarely pay are the order of the day. Certainly, the honest old farm, with its broad hedgerows and 
waste, was a thing to be condemned, but unfortunately, we have now gone to the other extreme, 
and fancy farming with fancy cows, fancy pigs, agricultural machines that can do everything but 
speak are the order of the day. Again, with respect to the soil, fancy fertilisers are the order of the 
day. Chemicals are used largely with more or less success and the earth is supplied with the salts 
it seems to require. But however cleverly this may be done, it can never equal the natural process 
by which the strength of the soil is restored. And this is why guano jumped at once into such 
notoriety for it strengthening powers, and became a marketable commodity on the instant. The 
uses of guano are principally for the fertilising of grasses, clovers, rye grass and the like. It is 
valuable for wheat too and has its effect on turnips. Beans and potatoes, too, are largely increased 
in size and quantity. We did without it before, but when once man has become accustomed to a 
luxury, it is hard to give it up.  
 
The author concluded that artificially created alternatives by chemists could not match the real 
thing, ‘guano is one of the luxuries of farming’ and expressed the hope that Peruvian bonds 
remained healthy and supplies would be lasting and deep. 126 Written towards the end of the guano 
age, after the furore over guano and high farming in the previous three decades, this article 
indicated that there had been time for much reflection. It clearly illustrated the tensions between 
three significant groups.  
Summary 
On one side of this divide were longstanding and experienced farmers, who possessed deep 
agroecological wisdom acquired through generations of practice on land which they knew well – 
its soils, geology, microclimate and drainage. On the other side were two groups. One camp was 
comprised of scientists and agricultural societies who strongly advocated scientific method. The 
other, alongside landed gentry, were new, wealthy entrants to farming, with little experience, who 
rapidly embraced the concept of scientific improvement in spending vast amounts of capital on 
‘artificial’ fertilisers like guano, machinery, drainage, buildings and road systems. Not only did they 
do this, in the case of people like Mechi, they made a name for themselves, as he did with his annual 
gatherings. They often built showy model farms, as did landed gentry who could afford it, and 
while these frequently included better housing for workers, stables for animals and excellent 
systems of farmyard manure collection and management, they were also an outwardly facing status 
symbol.  
Those farmers and landowners, who ‘trumpeted’ the use of guano, were complicit in the 
creation of a status symbol. It is therefore easy to see why divisions occurred. Heywood’s reference 
to the idea of farming becoming a ‘plaything’ for new entrants flew in the face of the responsibility 
                                                
126 ‘A Fertile Subject’, Once a Week, 4 December 1875, 162-64. 
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borne by best-practising traditional farmers with their hard-won long-standing wisdom. They also 
used ‘improving’ methods, including guano, but were more inclined to focus on good farmyard 
manure management and a tailor-made approach to crops and animals that suited their local 
conditions. They were less likely to over-breed stock (another status symbol) and over apply 
manures. In Mechi’s defence, over time, he did learn to embrace farmyard manures and come to 
understand the material agency of guano and how it was best used. However, he remained resolute 
in using his gutta percha piping for liquid manures, became very involved in debates surrounding 
the use of human sewage in agriculture and held to his firm vision of industrial agriculture.  
Material agency is also evident in how many came to view guano, with its powder-like 
consistency, high efficacy and portability, as a universal compost. The idea of creating a universal 
compost was mooted well before guano was imported, and carried forward by chemists like Liebig, 
Lawes, Johnston and Nesbit, who all manufactured their own.127 Guano, particularly Peruvian 
when it was first imported, seemed to provide that perfect compost. Depending on its source, it 
was either very dry and high in nitrogen, with a good phosphate mix (Peruvian), or just high in 
phosphates (see Figure 3.14). 
As illustrated by Caird’s survey, and the experience of individual farmers, guano was not as 
high profile as might have been anticipated. While it was used in quantity on roots and green crops, 
it was rarely applied to corn crops. This was due to the wide use of improved rotations, in which 
corn followed roots and green crops. Farmers argued that the corn made use of the untouched 
nitrogen residues from guano, as roots only used the phosphates. Farmyard manure was used in 
greater quantities because the mixed agriculture being practised enabled its better management and 
collection. Stock fed on root and green crops on-farm, and over-wintered in purpose-built 
accommodation, created better-quality farmyard manure in quantity. Previously, much had been 
supplemented by supplies from staging posts and animals kept in urban centres. Railways could 
now transport fresh produce rapidly into urban centres, enabling the location of dairy farms and 
market gardens at a distance from them, while simultaneously transporting guano and other new 
manures out to farms.128  
Nevertheless, this chapter has illustrated that guano was used to bring more land into 
cultivation and as a supplementary manure. As such, it made its contribution to the growth in 
population needed to fuel industrial growth. Yet, hidden within this contribution, the limited spatial 
                                                
127 Anon. A Dissertation on the Nature of Soils and the Properties of Manure (London: Sherwood, Gilbert and 
Piper, 1833). The preface was written in 1828 and proposed the manufacture of a universal compost to 
add to farmyard manure. 
128 Richard Perren, ‘Markets and Marketing’, in The Agrarian History of England and Wales, (1750-1850), VI, 
ed. G. E. Mingay, 8 vols, ed. Joan Thirsk, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 198.   
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and temporal agency of guano has also been identified. After kick-starting new land into 
production, guano was then used less frequently on enriched land close to farm buildings and more 
frequently on more distant, poorer and higher land. Fears of its depletion also started to take hold, 
leading to the search for alternative nitrate sources. Concerns about cost, over luxuriance when 
inappropriately applied (including weed growth) and short-term benefit to the soil due to easy 
leaching also added to a growing catalogue of negative agency in farmers’ minds.  With the help of 
chemists, farmers were better recognising that nitrates were readily available in high quality 
farmyard manure and animal urine. Equally, although the relationship between nitrogen fixing 
bacteria and leguminous crops was not yet fully understood, Victorian farms still depended heavily 
on fields of clover, trefoils and sainfoin for nitrogen in their rotations   
This complex mix of sources created a comparatively short-lived nitrogen ‘revolution’ in 
Britain, which ended as quickly as it had begun with a downturn in high farming after 1880. In 
British agriculture, at least, this could not be equated with the so-called ‘Green Revolution’ of the 
mid twentieth century, which saw massive amounts of artificially created nitrate fertilisers applied 
to the soil with the considerable environmental consequences we see today, and the necessary 
designation of nitrate vulnerable zones.  
By 1880, guano supplies were dwindling, the War of the Pacific had dented the trade, a 
series of poor harvests with bad weather in Britain afflicted many farmers. This led to an increase 
in the amount of farmland laid to grass. While proving itself to be a very necessary supplementary 
fertiliser, many farmers, as argued by Duncan, and illustrated by Victorian voices such as Heywood 
and Gisborne, employed good ecological practice on their ‘improved’ farms, with cautious and 
targeted use of guano.129 Winter argues that this period could not be described as a mechanical 
revolution as agricultural employment remained high until the 1880s and the use of machines was 
restricted to large farms.  There is a parallel here in the use of guano, which suffered a degree of 
hyperbole.130  
This chapter has added detail to Duncan’s summary of English farming in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries that Britain is famously geologically varied, and in England the system of 
farming was ‘constituted out of a mosaic of finely adapted local variations based on cattle and 
sheep/corn husbandry’. He argues that the tendency of the system was to ‘generate steady and 
sustainable improvements in land productivity.’ Increases in production were the result of more 
efficient nutrient recycling, improvements in soil structure, better pest management and ‘intricate 
                                                
129 Gisborne, Essays on Agriculture; Heywood, High Farming. How Far Is It Expedient? 
130 James Winter, Secure from Rash Assault: Sustaining the Victorian Environment (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999), 45.    
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rotations’ with the interweaving of ‘finely adapted regional breeds of sheep and cattle’.131 It is 
noteworthy that North American environmental historians attribute more to the influence of 
guano, where it was also used and applied in considerable quantity. In the United States, it was 
applied to soils on more uniform geologies than those found in Britain. As Duncan outlines, prairie 
farming came into vogue ‘overnight’. While the soils were deep and appeared ready-made to 
support food production, they had never done so before, and still have questionable ability to do 
so due to over-intensification. For Britain, in all respects, guano was a very different agricultural 
tool. 
What remains clear in Britain was the divide in opinions.  Wealthy Victorian businessmen, 
like Mechi, who invested their capital in new farms and embraced science and guano, were also 
skilled self-publicists. In the eyes of some long established traditional farmers, these people were 
upstarts and possessed no natural agroecological wisdom. This was a deep division, deepened 
further by the bullish words of Liebig and his supporters regarding the superiority and necessity of 
science. In Disraeli’s novel Sybil or The Two Nations (1845), he described the gulf between rich and 
poor created by the impact of the Industrial Revolution on agricultural workers in England which 
he defined as ‘two nations; between whom there is no intercourse and no sympathy; who are as 
ignorant of each other’s habits, thoughts and feelings as if they were dwellers in different zones, or 
inhabitants of different planets.’ Rifts were created between humans, and between humans and the 
land as well as in nutrient cycles.  
The guano age and the era of Victorian high farming were contemporaneous, so it might 
be easy to assume an all-consuming link between the two. Guano was indeed a vital constituent of 
the farmer’s toolkit for improvement and increased food production. Even so, the guano age also 
saw the raising of voices for a more sustainable approach to agriculture and a closing of the nutrient 
rift. Increasingly chemists and agriculturists joined forces with artists, politicians and writers to find 
a solution to the sanitary problems besetting British towns and cities which simultaneously returned 
valuable nutrients back to British fields. Guano’s influence was writ large in many resulting 




                                                
131 Colin A. M. Duncan, ‘The Centrality of Agriculture: History, Ecology and Feasible Socialism’, Socialist 
Register, 36 (2000), 194.  
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Chapter 5: Re-imagining guano: agroecological solutions to 
Victorian sanitation problems. 
 
For early Victorians, Palmerston’s observation that ‘Dirt is valuable matter in the wrong 
place’, was very much at the forefront of life.1 This was particularly so in cities where waste 
accumulated, cesspits overflowed and rivers were heavily polluted by sewage and industrial effluent 
entering their water courses. When cholera epidemics struck British cities in the 1830s, the 
immediate reaction was to separate humans from their excrement at all costs. While the sentiment 
in Palmerston’s observation relates only to value and therefore profit, many Victorian sanitarians 
connected dirt with ‘nature’ and thought more like Donald Nicoll. He remarked that, ‘In the eyes 
of the moral sanitarian, dirt is non-existent. Nature moves in a circle. The destruction of dirt means, 
in a scientific sense, its conversion into something that is not dirt’.2  Many of the ideas put forward 
for sewage treatment could be cynically judged as being motivated by profit alone, but this chapter 
explores a strong, relatively short-lived, thrust for sustainable nutrient recycling in which I argue 
that guano found agency. Having revealed how guano’s profile was raised through its material 
agency and cultural agency in previous chapters, this chapter examines a new aspect of its cultural 
agency. This was realised through a mid-nineteenth-century Victorian re-examination of human 
excrement’s own material agency. Guano was not ‘just’ a supplementary fertiliser, it was crucially 
important in achieving huge increases in food productivity. Although improved collection and 
management of farmyard manure was a major feature of Victorian high farming, guano remained 
in demand, prices were high and fears were growing about its increasing scarcity. Where could a 
replacement for a crucially needed supplementary manure now be sourced? I argue that the extent 
to which guano was used as a material and financial benchmark, against which to assess humanure, 
was a pursuance of the idea of abstraction. 
This chapter focuses on the decades during which Victorian sanitarians considered the 
movement of town sewage to the countryside where it would be used as an agricultural fertiliser. 
Degraded living conditions and accelerating health problems in British towns and cities, required 
an urgent solution. Not only would the movement of sewage to rural locations improve the health 
of urban populations, farmers could be charged for its removal, their productivity increased and 
                                                
1 Quote from a speech by Viscount Palmerston (although this was a much-used phrase) at a meeting of 
the Romsey Agricultural Society: Francis Taylor, Human Manure: Its Collection and Conversion to Guano 
(London: John Churchill, 1861) and British Guano (London: J. Churchill and Sons, 1864), Title pages.  
2 Donald Nicoll, Health and its appliances: Engineering-Structural and Sanitary’ (London: Edwin Duck, 1884/5), 
11, 20. 
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food prices reduced.3 Only a small proportion of the considerable literature on the public health 
movement addresses this use of town wastes. Although there are some references to guano, there 
has been little or no attempt to examine the strong cultural influence it played in the Victorian 
sanitary movement, which is the purpose of this chapter.4 Using scientific books, sanitation 
publications, pamphlets, government and local authority publications, medical journals, periodicals 
and newspapers as primary sources, the first section of the chapter takes a general view of how 
debates about the utilisation of town sewage developed from the 1830s onwards.5 It considers how 
guano played a role in these debates and the resulting outcomes. Using the privately printed books 
and pamphlets of companies and individuals, the second section zeroes in on one stage in this 
process; the search for technological solutions to the use of sewage solids in agriculture and reveals 
strong guano agency.  
Sewage solids are another manifestation of ‘dirt’ and dirt in the form of excrement, both 
bird and human, underpins the research for this chapter. As it is for Stroud, so it is for this chapter, 
where ‘dirt’ and its significance, is a key component of the toolkit of the environmental historian.6 
Stroud’s definition of ‘dirt’ is broad and, while this dissertation narrows dirt down to excrement, 
in examining its agency, it, too, is broad in its scope. Where there is life and waste on land, it 
ultimately finds its way into the soil and a collection of mineral aggregates without organic matter, 
is not a soil. The admixture of excrement with decayed organic and mineral matter, aided by living 
soil organisms, helps to rejuvenate a living soil and, without the soil, most living creatures would 
struggle to exist. ‘We excrete therefore we are’ is an indispensable reality. 
In recognition of the down-side of excretion, where too much sewage accumulates in the 
wrong places, many Victorian sanitarians recognised this ‘sustainability dilemma.’ They faced it 
head-on by arguing forcefully for the utilisation of sewage on agricultural land. They offered a 
variety of different solutions for the separation and treatment of sewage sludge alongside a number 
                                                
3 John Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability and Victorian sewage’, Urban History, 23 (1996), 189-
190. 
4 Sheail makes only one reference to town wastes as ‘town guano’, but acknowledges that resulting human 
sewage products were compared with guano, and records some of Liebig’s observations. His main focus is 
on how Victorian sanitarians approached the potential use of sewage and town wastes in agriculture: 
Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 193-95, 199. 
5 A wide range of publications was produced by a variety of interests, many over several decades, on the 
use of sewage for agriculture. These ranged in scale from regional to metropolitan and most were 
commercially motivated. The Metropolitan Sewage Company was a prolific publisher. Originals of its 
many publications are held by the British Library: Dr Guy (for the Metropolitan Sewage Company), The 
Application of the Refuse of towns for the Purposes of Agriculture (London: James Ridgway, 1848?); J. R. Vaizey, 
The Disposal and Utilization of Town Sewage: A paper read to the Essex Chamber of Agriculture (Halstead: The 
Times Office, 1874).  
6 Ellen Stroud, ‘Does nature always matter? Following dirt through history’, History and Theory, 42 (2003), 
75, 79. 
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of iterations of the earth closet. A significant number of these technological solutions made 
comparisons of their end products with guano, and some used guano in the naming of such 
products. However, in concluding that moving dirt from the wrong place was the solution to the 
sewage problem, the initial solution to pollution, offered by Victorian sanitarians, was dilution. In 
initially moving the problem in water downstream away from towns or into the sea, were these the 
‘right’ places? To explore this, primary literature addressing sanitary solutions is investigated, with 
a focus on the use of the term ‘guano’ as a commodity label and the repercussions of resulting 
sanitary decisions.  
 
Figure 5.1 Trade card of an eighteenth-century night-soil man.7 
Using human shit in agriculture was nothing new. For millennia, humans had a utilitarian 
view of their excrement, while recognising there were many drawbacks involved unless it was 
effectively managed. Hence, when Peruvian guano arrived in Britain, ‘humanure’, or ‘night soil’, 
was still a focus of human activity in its collection and cartage to fields and gardens. The ‘night soil 
men’ illustrated in Figure 5.1 were operating well into the nineteenth century. As evident in Caird’s 
survey, some farmers were applying night soil to their fields in the 1850s. While night soil collection 
and distribution continued until Victorian sanitary reforms, guano began to replace it as the ‘go-to 
fertiliser’ in the 1840s. In Asian cultures, the collection and use of human excreta has, until 
comparatively recently, been widespread and highly organised, and many Victorian chemists, 
doctors and sanitarians drew attention to this.8 European societies have remained ambivalent about 
                                                
7 ‘Trade card of an Eighteenth-Century Night Soil Man’, 
https://thegardenstrust.blog/2015/07/11/night-soil-and-other-euphemisms/ [accessed 18 March 2019]. 
8 Donald Worster, The Good Muck: Toward an Excremental History of China (Munich: Rachel Carson Center, 
2017); Rockefeller, ‘Civilisation and Sludge’. Nineteenth-century references to China and Japan’s use of 
human excrement included barrister and agricultural writer: C. W. Johnson, On Liquid Manures, 19, 28; D. 
Curror, Employment of the unemployed in neglected industries (Edinburgh: Colston and Son, 1852), 11; high 
farmer, J. J. Mechi, How to farm Profitably: or the Sayings and Doings of Mr. Alderman Mechi, 2nd edn. (London: 
Routledge, Warne and Routledge, 1860), 350, 374; engineer, Thomas Hawksley, Matter, its ministry in life to 
health and disease, and Earth, as the natural link between organic and inorganic matter (London: John Churchill and 
Sons, 1866), 20.  Liebig included a detailed section on the use of human excrement by the Chinese: Justus 
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the usefulness of their shit, failing in a successful technological solution to convert it to an 
agricultural fertiliser. Sewage contamination, in Victorian and twenty-first century sewers, has 
helped to entrench a view of human shit as an inconvenience to be disposed of. This divide was 
ever present in debates about sanitary solutions in Victorian Britain and guano’s influence figured 
largely in attempts to utilise sewage, almost from the moment of its arrival.  
Early British Victorian sanitation history and the introduction of guano-
influenced solutions for agriculture 
Although John Sheail does not refer to guano, his work helps to situate the debates over 
sanitary solutions and the arguments of this chapter. He takes his study to the end of the century 
and concludes that four stages were evident in the development of new approaches to dealing with 
sewage in Victorian Britain.9  The first was the construction of sewers, including storm drains that 
merely moved sewage into streams and rivers. His second stage, and the main focus of this chapter, 
was the separation and development of dry forms of fertiliser. When sewage irrigation, rather than 
dry solids was chosen as the way forward, Sheail’s third stage was the development of sewage farms, 
requiring the co-operation of farmers. The fourth stage became apparent by the 1880s when 
agricultural land became sewage sick land, which necessitated extra filtration. Rivers became 
contaminated again and the focus returned to towns and, once again, moving the problem 
downstream. Sheail makes five brief references to guano as a benchmark and refers to town wastes 
as ‘town guano.’.10 
Even before guano arrived in Britain in any quantity, prolific writer and commentator on 
agriculture, and later publisher on guano, Cuthbert Johnson was advocating a new technological 
approach to the use of town sewage. He provided a detailed description of the Edinburgh sewage 
irrigation project, which was well established by the 1830s and bemoaned the otherwise reckless 
waste of decomposing organic matter from other urban centres.11 The arrival of guano also 
coincided with Edwin Chadwick’s embarkation on fifteen years of involvement in public health 
matters, and significant new publications on agricultural chemistry by Boussingault, Liebig and 
Johnston, which all included references to the use of human excrement.12 Chadwick, after seven 
                                                
von Liebig, Letters on Modern Agriculture (New York: John Wiley, 1859), 197-204.  
9  Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 208-09. 
10 Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 193-95, 199-200. 
11 Cuthbert W. Johnson, On Liquid Manures (London: James Ridgway and Sons, 1837), 14, 18, 22-25, 36-
37. 
12 Boussingault published his first edition of Rural Economy as Economie Rurale considirée dans ses raports avec la 
chimie, la physique, et la mineralogie in 1843. Liebig published Organic Chemistry in English in 1840, and 
Johnston published Elements of Agricultural Chemistry in 1842, closely followed by his Lectures on Agricultural 
Chemistry.  
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years as a civil servant, and secretary to the Poor Law Commission, had moved on to sanitary 
questions and, in 1843, published his report on sanitary conditions, one of the most well-read 
Victorian ‘blue books’.13 Chadwick is credited with facilitating legislation for the diversion and 
treatment of refuse and sewage in the 1840s and 1850s (Figure 5.5).14 He, too, visited the 
increasingly popular sewage irrigation study site at Edinburgh, and was an early proponent of the 
use of sewage in agriculture. He recommended this in the mid-1840s and appealed to investors in 
suggesting a 6 or 7 per cent return on investment.15 This profit motive was reflected in the offer of 
a good return on investment on Peruvian bonds based on future supplies of guano. However, as 
Sheail reveals, Chadwick’s timing was unfortunate. Its concurrence with railway building mania, 
which had provided some disappointing returns on investments, meant that few Victorian 
investors were prepared to gamble on sewage solutions in the 1840s.16 
This did not deter Chadwick or others from promoting the use of, what was increasingly 
described as, ‘town guano’. From very early on, many agricultural chemists also recognised the 
importance of human excrement as an agricultural fertiliser. After all, it had been used as such for 
centuries. Liebig and Johnston were joined by Lawes and others in making significant contributions 
to sanitation debates, arguing that any solutions should necessarily benefit agriculture.17 This 
                                                
13 In this context, ‘blue books’ meant a compilation of information and statistics and was a widely used 
term. Chadwick supported the prevailing view at the time that cholera (later discovered to be a bacterial 
water borne disease) was an air borne disease via ‘miasma’ fumes given off by the filth in the streets and 
the River Thames. He countered the view of the Board of Health put forward in 1831 in arguing that 
urban poverty and associated ill health was not the result of idleness and immorality, but rather their living 
and working conditions: E. Chadwick, Report on the Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Population of Great 
Britain (London: Clowes and Sons, 1843); P. Mandler, ‘Chadwick, Sir Edwin (1800–1890), social reformer 
and civil servant’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com.bris.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-5013 [accessed 4 March 2019]. The high-handed tone of the discussion on precautions 
to be taken to prevent cholera reported in ‘Privy Chamber Meeting of 20 October 1831’, The London 
Gazette, 18863, 21 October 1831, 2158-2160, was parodied in Punch, ‘everyone is to live extremely well, 
take up more commodious apartments and send to tailors for sufficient clothing, and lay in a stock of 
coals for good fires, and, if exhausted, give up work, but help would not be forthcoming’: Gilbert a’ 
Becket, ‘Advice Gratis’, Punch [Historical Archive], 15, 11 November, 1848, 207.  
14 Prior to this, some inadequate provision had been made to clean up streets and improve sanitation such 
as provision made in The Westminster Paving Act of 1762: Emily Cockayne, Hubbub: Filth, Noise and 
Stench in England, 1600-1770 (London: Yale University Press: 2007), 181. 
15 Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 192. 
16 Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 191-93. 
17 The work of some agricultural chemists carried additional benefits in contributing to the development 
of microbiology, including Boussingault’s nitrogen studies, which identified ‘mycodermes at work in 
nitrogen fixation, and the work of Liebig and others on zymotic diseases such as typhoid and cholera. 
Hamlin referred to Liebig’s work on zymotic diseases: C. Hamlin, ‘Providence and Putrefaction: Victorian 
Sanitarians and the Natural Theology of Health and Disease’, Victorian Studies, 28 (1985), 382-85. Liebig’s 
zymotic pathology was already evident in his 1840 publication of Organic Chemistry in its Applications to 
Agriculture and Physiology. He believed that filth – decaying nitrogenous organic matter, a ‘ferment’, caused 
disease through contact with human tissue where it could reproduce itself. Hamlin argues that this was 
largely ignored in the 1840s, but rapidly adopted by chemists and sanitarians in the 1850s: Christopher 
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revealed a Victorian thrust for nutrient conservation and recycling, but a thrust that utilised modern 
technology, rather than the employment of night soil men in the unpleasant task of emptying cess 
pits (Figure 5.1).18 A facet of guano agency is revealed in the use of this modern technology. Therein 
lay its cultural influence on the proposed treatment and utilisation of human excrement to produce 
an agricultural commodity, which appropriated guano’s name. 
 
 
Figure 5.2. William Heath (1794-1840), ‘Monster Soup commonly called Thames water, being a 
correct representation of that precious stuff doled out to us’ (1828): Trustees of the British Museum. 
 
                                      
 
           Figure 5.3. Left: ‘Dirty Father Thames’19         Right: ‘The wonders of a London water drop’20 
                                                
Hamlin, A Science of Impurity: Water Analysis in Nineteenth Century Britain (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1990), 129-33. 
18 Night soil collection was an organised trade by the sixteenth century and continued in some regions in 
Britain into the twentieth century: David Marsh, ‘Night soil and other euphemisms’, 11 July 2015, 
https://thegardenstrust.blog/2015/07/11/night-soil-and-other-euphemisms/ [accessed 19 February 
2019]. The solids from cess pits were collected by night soil men also called ‘gong-fermors’, a corruption 
of gunge farmers: Rose George, The Big Necessity: Adventures in the World of Human Waste (London: 
Portobello Books 2008), 25. A seventeenth-century maxim was ‘he that wrestles with a turd is sure to be 
‘beshit’ and ‘the more you stir a turd, the more it stinks’: Cockayne, Hubbub: Filth Noise and Stench in 
England, 143. However, to avoid effort and cartage costs, some of the night soil was often dumped in 
rivers or tip sites on land: Abby A. Rockefeller, ‘Civilisation and Sludge: Notes on the History of the 
Management of Human Excreta’, Capitalism, Nature, Socialism, 9, 3 (1998), 6.  
19 ‘Dirty Father Thames’, Punch [Historical Archive], 7 October 1848, 152. 






Figure 5.4. ‘Father Thames 
introducing his offspring to the fair 
city of London’ 21 







The use of such modern technology was also needed to combat the disease in cities 
occurring as a result of sewage contamination. Four major outbreaks of cholera occurred in 
London between 1832 and 1866 and tens of thousands of people died. Cholera epidemics were 
not confined to London and all towns and cities had problems with sewage and drainage. Despite 
the London cholera outbreaks of the 1830s, there was no coherent effort for reform that decade. 
It was left to prominent individuals such as agriculturists, politicians, civil servants, writers and 
medical practitioners to push for reform.22 Regulatory instruments for disease prevention and 
sewage treatment did commence in the 1830s, but gathered momentum from the 1840s onwards 
(Figure 5.5). Other cities also suffered. Liverpool had three cholera outbreaks on 1849, 1854 and 
1866. The Sewerage and Drainage Act of Liverpool Act was passed in 1846.23 Figures 5.1 to 5.4 
illustrate increasing public unrest. This, combined with calls for action by Chadwick and others, 
led to The Metropolis Management Act of 1855, which facilitated the formation of the 
Metropolitan Board of Works. Among other functions, the Board took on the task of sorting out 
London’s problems with its sewerage (Figure 5.5). 
 
                                                
21 ‘Father Thames introducing his offspring to the fair city of London’, Punch [Historical Archive], 3 July 
1858, 5. 1858 was the year of the ‘Great Stink’. 
22 British Library, ‘Dreamers and Dissenters’, 
https://www.bl.uk/learning/histcitizen/21cc/publichealth/background/publichealthbackground.html 
[accessed 21 September 2019]. 
23 ‘Cholera epidemics in Victorian London’, The Gazette, https://www.thegazette.co.uk/all-




Figure 5.5. Some key sanitation Acts and instruments 
Key Acts and Instruments Sources 
1831 Provisional Board of Health H. C. Whitehead, ‘One hundred years in sanitation in 
Great Britain’, Journal of the Royal Sanitary Institute, 65 
(1945), 65. 
1832 Cholera Morbus Prevention Act London Gazette, 18909, 29 February 1832, 465. 
1843 Royal Commission on Towns 
1844 First Report 
Whitehead, ‘One hundred years in sanitation in Great 
Britain’, 65. 
1847 Royal Commission on Sewers Concluded that one body was required leading to the 
formation of the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers 
the following year. 
1848 Nuisance Removal and Disease Prevention Act London Gazette, 20637, 1 September 1846, 3148. 
1848 Metropolitan Commission of Sewers London Gazette, 20895, 8 September 1848, 3319. 
1855 Metropolis Management Act London Gazette, 21764, 17 August 1855, 3117. 
1855 Metropolitan Board of Works (replacing 
Metropolitan Commission) 
‘Cholera epidemics in Victorian London’, The Gazette 
https://www.thegazette.co.uk/all-
notices/content/100519, [accessed 7 March 2019]. 
1857 Royal Commission on the Sewage of Towns 1857-64 producing three reports. Members included 
Agricultural chemists, J. T. Way and J. B. Lawes. The 
Rugby sewage irrigation project was instigated by the 
Commission. 
1858 Metropolis Local Management Amendment Bill London Gazette, 2100, 1 June 1860, 2100. 
1865 Rivers Pollution Prevention Commission The Commission’s instigation was argued by some as a 
deliberate attempt to delay the findings of the Sewage 
of Towns Commission.24 It was beset by disagreements 
over dry earth privies as discussed in this chapter.  
1868 Rivers Commission The Rivers Commission produced six reports from 
1868 to 1874 and was represented for most of its life by 
only two individuals: agriculturalist J. C. Morton and 
chemist Edward Frankland. They had a belief in bold 
sanitary reform, with sewage and industrial waste 
recycled on land and no cities or towns taking drinking 
water from any source that had ever received sewage – 
no matter how it was treated.25 
 
 
With London sewage flowing directly into the Thames and outbreaks of typhoid and 
cholera, a rising stench from the Thames in the summers of the 1850s culminated in the ‘Great 
Stink’ of 1858. The Houses of Parliament were frequently vacated and a solution to these problems 
was long overdue. The Metropolitan Board of Works appointed John Thwaites as Chairman and 
Joseph Bazalgette as the first and only chief engineer.  
 
                                                
24 Hamlin, A Science of Impurity, 140-41. 
25 Hamlin, A Science of Impurity, 140-41; Bunting, Brian T., ‘Morton, John Chalmers (1821–1888)’, Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/19366 [accessed 3 March 2017]. 
This John Morton was son of his namesake, a respected soil scientist: Bunting, Brian T., ‘John Morton 
(1781-1864): A neglected pioneer of soil science’, The Geographical Journal, 130 (1904), 116-119; C. 
Russell, ‘Frankland, Sir Edward (1825–1899), chemist’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com.bris.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-10083 [accessed 01 April 2019]. 
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Figure 5.6. The Prince of Wales opening the Metropolitan Main drainage works at Crossness26 
 
By 1866, most of London was connected to a new sewer network devised by Bazalgette, which 
was fully completed in 1875 (see Figure 5.6).27 Between 1856 and 1876 there were 417 British 
patents for chemical processes for the purification of sewage.28 Many ‘sanitation experts’ became 
embroiled in often acrimonious discussions in large numbers of forums, which were widely 
reported in newspapers, periodicals and journals. Parliamentary papers and discussions on the floor 
of the House of Commons abounded, papers on sewage recycling were presented at meetings of 
the Institute of Civil Engineers and Chemical Society, and the Royal Agricultural Society offered 
prizes to the best sewage farms.29 The British Association for the Advancement of Science formed 
a committee to investigate sewage recycling in 1869.30  
                                                
26 ‘The Prince of Wales opening the Metropolitan Main drainage works at Crossness’ Illustrated London 
News, 15 April 1865, 341.  
27 10,000 deaths from cholera were reported in London in 1853-54: ‘Joseph Bazalgette (1819-1891)’, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/bazalgette_joseph.shtml [accessed 02 March 2017].  
28 Hamlin mentions the number, but provides no examples: Christopher Hamlin, ‘The City as a Chemical 
System’, Journal of Urban History, 33 (2007), 714. Applications for patents to manufacture agricultural 
fertiliser from sewage abound in The London Gazette, including multiple applications from The Native 
Guano Company: ‘Sillar’s Patent (Native Guano) for Improvements in Deodorizing and Purifying 
Sewage, and making manure therefrom’, The London Gazette, 24271, 30 November 1875, 6166-67; and 
‘Prolongation Application Native Guano Company’ The London Gazette, 25086, 21 March 1882, 1294. 37 
notices were placed in the London Gazette by the Native Guano Company between 1875 and 1926 when it 
was dissolved. 
29 C. Norman Bazalgette, ‘The Sewage Question’, Minutes of the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
48 (1876-77), 105-250. The Royal Agricultural Society Mansion House Committee offered handsome 
prizes for sewage farms, sewage farm judges were listed, and an agricultural exam paper dated 8 April 
1879 included a question ‘Write a short paper on the composition of Town Sewage and its application for 
agricultural purposes’: ‘Report to the General Meeting 12 December 1878’, Journal of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England, Second Series, 15 (1879), vii, lxiii, cxlvii. 
30 ‘Utilisation of Sewage’, The British Medical Journal, 2 (4 December 1869), 615. George Barnes announced 
the formation of this committee ‘to report upon the treatment and utilisation of sewage’ and went on 
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A high level of interest from the medical profession was to be expected, but health was not 
their only focus.  Some chemists, engineers and doctors also supported the view that preventing 
disease entailed necessarily and simultaneously maintaining agricultural productivity by returning 
organic wastes to arable land.31 In 1852, the Board of Health produced a detailed publication on 
the practical application of sewage to agricultural land. As did many other sanitary publications, it 
turned its attention to the decades-old Edinburgh sewage irrigation scheme, Mr Pusey’s irrigation 
by catch water meadows, Paxton’s mixing of human and animal excrement at Chatsworth, Liebig’s 
opinions and Cuthbert Johnson’s writing.32 It concluded that liquid sewage, with higher nutrient 
content equal in their opinion to guano, should be used in agriculture. The Board was less 
convinced about the agricultural use of sewage sludge, noting a loss in the drying process of solids, 
coupled with ‘injurious emanations’. At this stage, guano was only briefly referenced for the 
purposes of comparison.33 The British Medical Journal and the Lancet also included articles on the 
efforts being made to treat sewage for agricultural usage, with some references to guano. This idea 
of the imagined abstraction of guano in another form was becoming widely accepted across many 
disciplines. 
In 1859, the British Medical Journal stated that ‘we have exerted every effort to frustrate the 
extravagant scheme of the Metropolitan Commission for Drainage, by which the excremental 
wealth of the millions of people is to be thrown into the mouth of that very river on whose broad 
bosom fleets of ships from the other side of the globe, laden with guano, are continually being 
borne’, and they included Liebig’s letter to the Times of 9 January.34 The journal included regular 
articles on the utilisation of sewage, referenced the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science Committee and made sustainably enlightened observations. These included, ‘The members 
of our profession are largely consulted by public authorities, and are deeply interested in obtaining 
                                                
express concerns about the amount of funding that would be required for the skilled scientific work 
needed, proposing a levy on towns to provide this. His letter, as Hon. Sec., was sent to all metropolitan 
authorities and included proposed subscription rates: George F. Barnes, ‘Utilisation of Sewage’, Nature, 1 
(1869), 137. 
31 Hamlin argues that, until about 1880, most sanitarians supported such a dual solution to sanitations 
problems, Hamlin examines the views of chemist J.F.W. Johnston, author Charles Kingsley, engineer 
Thomas Hawksley M.D. and physician Alfred Carpenter M.D., who all supported the agricultural use of 
sewage: Hamlin, ‘Providence and Putrefaction’, 392, 400-401. On Carpenter see: B. Luckin, ‘Carpenter, 
Alfred John (1825–1892), physician and propagandist for the cause of sewage farming’, Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography, https://www-oxforddnb-
com.bris.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-4725 
[accessed 12 August 2019]. 
32 General Board of Health, Minutes of Information collected on the Practical Application of Sewer Water and Town 
Manures to Agricultural Production (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode for HMSO, 1852), 6-11, 18, 22-23, 26-
27, 81. 
33  General Board of Health, Minutes of Information, 58-61. 
34 ‘The Week’, British Medical Journal, 1, 108 (22 January 1859), 70. See also Figure 3.5. 
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accurate information on the vital subject of modern economics, how best to live on the earth in 
masses without defiling or impoverishing the soil.’ It reviewed treatment processes such as 
Earlswood sewage farm, the irrigated lands of Tunbridge Wells, Forbes and Price’s Process at 
Tottenham, Leighton’s process at Newcastle-under-Lyme and the ‘ABC Process’ separating out 
solid organic materials from sewage and converting this into ‘human or native guano’.35 Similarly 
The Lancet covered the pollution of the River Tame (Birmingham area) arising from Saltbury works’ 
conversion of sewage solids into a manure and Reginald Smith’s process for the drying and 
pulverising of human excreta into ‘human guano’.36  
Medical academics and practitioners were not the only professionals interested in the 
science of diseases and associated waste and sewage problems. The main focus of engineers, like 
Thomas Hawksley, was on finding solutions to the health issues associated with the failure to deal 
with metropolitan waste and sewage. He also promoted its agricultural use in his writing. Hawksley 
was most well-known for his many schemes to provide clean drinking water supplies to cities, and 
he acted as an important parliamentary witness.37 Chemists also applied themselves to this issue. 
As an organic chemist, Liebig’s studies within his discipline were prolific and eclectic and included 
putrefaction. Hamlin credits Liebig as a vital contributor to understanding how filth caused 
disease.38 Bacteria had not yet been discovered when Liebig’s zymotic analogy cited putrefaction as 
the most important pathological process. However, heavily bureaucratic and knowledge-poor 
municipal authorities struggled with the removal of putrefying matter. In advocating fertility 
restoration to agricultural land, Liebig was an early proponent of advocating a return to closed 
nutrient cycles and a solution to city sanitation problems. Even so, true to his confrontational and 
self-promoting tendencies, he aggressively criticised some of the proposed solutions as shown later. 
Hamlin highlights how Victorians grappled with the idea of putrefaction, recognised by Johnston 
as a necessary component of natural cycles. He describes Johnston as a ‘leading exponent of a mid-
nineteenth-century chemical natural theology.’39 Johnston in his article on the circulation of matter 
                                                
35 ‘Utilisation of Sewage’, British Medical Journal, 2 (4 December 1869), 615; ‘British Association Committee 
on the Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage’, British Medical Journal, 1 (19 February 1870), 188; ‘The 
Utilisation of Sewage’, British Medical Journal, 2 (19 August 1871), 216; J. N. Stevens, ‘The Utilisation of 
Sewage and the Prevention of River Pollution’, British Medical Journal, 2 (19 October 1872), 440; ‘Utilisation 
of Sewage’, British Medical Journal, 2 (31 July 1880), 175    
36 ‘The Birmingham Report on the Purification and Utilisation of Sewage’, The Lancet, 98 (12 August 
1871), 242-3; ‘New Process for the Utilisation of Sewage’, The Lancet, 101 (8 February 1873), 219. 
37 Hawksley, Matter, its ministry in life to health and disease; T. Beare and M. Chrimes, ‘Hawksley, Thomas 
(1807–1893), civil engineer’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, https://www-oxforddnb-
com.bris.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-12691 
[accessed 12 August 2019]. 
38 Hamlin, ‘Providence and Putrefaction’, 382.  
39 Hamlin, ‘Providence and Putrefaction’ 382-84. 
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and the importance of chemical nutrient cycles in the maintenance of life, believed there to be 
wisdom in this process. His view was that, ‘The fluids and tissues decompose rapidly ….  so what 
is part of a Caesar or a Venus, may …. within a week become part of a turnip or a potato’.40  
Although such perceived advantages of disease and death discomforted sanitarians, they still used 
many of Johnston’s expressions of the miracle of re-use to advocate recycling in the era’s public 
debates.  
Guano as a material and financial benchmark in sewage projects and 
sanitation debates 
Perhaps the most notable of the statutory agencies set up to deal with the utilisation of 
town manures was the Royal Commission on the Sewage of Towns, created in 1857. Its 
membership included chemist J. T. Way (then chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society) and J. B. 
Lawes. The Commission appointed Way, Lawes and Gilbert to conduct experiments in sewage 
irrigation surround the Rugby sewage works. The Select Committee ‘To Inquire into the best means 
of utilising the sewage of the Cities and Towns of England with a view to the reduction of local 
taxation and the benefit of agriculture’ was set up on 18 February 1862. The first committee report 
was presented to the House of Commons on 10 April 1862. It argued for experiments to calculate 
the agricultural value of sewage, and best mode of application, and that existing experiments, set 
up by the Royal Commission at Rugby, should continue for another year.41 This report was closely 
followed by a second on 29 July 1862.42  What is significant in this report is the frequency of 
mentions of guano. Evidence was taken from agriculturists and scientists and reported in detail. 
Questions from members of the committee usually included a presumption that guano had been 
applied and compared with the application of town sewage. James Caird, a committee member, on 
questioning Professor Voelcker, then consulting chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society, asked, 
‘As an analytical chemist, I suppose you adopt Peruvian guano as the standard of the value of 
manure for comparative purposes?’, which elicited an affirmative answer.43 Questions included 
attempts to put a monetary value on town sewage so that a financial comparison could be made 
with guano. These references to guano, both materially and financially, illustrate its frequent use as 
a benchmark against human sewage in significant sanitary debates. 
Pricing, again, involved immense difficulties. Professor Way got himself into deep water 
over costs, Lawes was reluctant to put an exact monetary value on sewage, and Voelcker concluded 
                                                
40 J. F. W. Johnston, ‘The Circulation of Matter’, Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine (1853), 556. 
41 First Report from the Select Committee on the Sewage of Towns, 10 April 1862 (London: HMSO, 1862), iii. 
42 Second Report from the Select Committee on the Sewage of Towns, 29 July 1862 (London: HMSO, 1862). 
43 First Report from the Select Committee on the Sewage of Towns, 59. 
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that the huge amounts of town sewage required to achieve the same results as smaller amounts of 
guano, probably made town sewage more expensive.44 Questions to farmers inevitably asked for 
comparisons between guano and sewage, their immediate and longer lasting impacts on crops 
(particularly important in crop rotations and in unexhausted improvements for tenant farmers), 
their impact on soil and the best modes of application. Answers indicated a general trend away 
from guano use by farmers and a belief that town sewage contained equivalent nutrients to guano, 
but was required in greater quantities. It was also generally believed that guano exhausted the soils 
more readily than farmyard manure and sewage and that the latter two had a better impact on soil 
structure. The second report included some analysis of evidence collected in the first and further 
collection of evidence. It indicated a preference for liquid sewage rather than attempts to acquire 
solids from sewage sludge and dried to form a guano-like substance. Lawes’ sewage irrigation 
experiments at Rugby, commissioned by the Royal Commission, received criticism for over 
application of sewage and the use of open channels. Jets and pipes were suggested as a preferable 
alternative.45  
Recognising that municipal authorities needed a profit incentive, Lawes and Gilbert, who 
supported the cause, published robust analyses of their work on sewage nutrients, including the 
Rugby experiments. They had spent some time examining the dry privy ‘Eureka system’ at Hyde 
in Lancashire where sewage boxes containing disinfecting and deodorising agents were regularly 
collected and replaced. The contents were treated at a local ‘manure manufactory’ the solids mixed 
with coal ashes, burnt and pulverised. Lawes and Gilbert analysed the product and concluded that 
its ammonia content was too low for effective use as an agricultural fertiliser. After examining 
Moule’s dry privies project, they concluded that it could not be sufficiently up-scaled for towns.46  
As a consequence, they turned to the subject of dilute sewage and examined results of 
analysis of London sewage by Liebig and Way and their own results from Rugby. They concluded 
that between 10lb and 12. 5 lbs of ammonia per head of population could be achieved, dependent 
upon weather conditions. In recognition of its strong material agency, Lawes and Gilbert used 
Peruvian guano as a benchmark for assessing the efficacy of sewage. Not only this, quantity was 
becoming an increasingly important factor here. (Figure 5.7). Their results revealed that the sewage 
of one person per annum would yield the equivalent of 0.66 cwt guano at best, and at worst 0.5 
cwt guano. In concluding that water flushing was the best way of removing sewage from homes, 
                                                
44 First Report from the Select Committee on the Sewage of Towns, 23, 60; Second Report from the Select Committee on the 
Sewage of Towns, v. 
45 Second Report from the Select Committee on the Sewage of Towns, iv, vi, viii, ix. 
46 J. B. Lawes and J. H. Gilbert, ‘On the Composition, Value and Utilization of Town Sewage: Position of 
the Sewage Question’, Journal of the Chemical Society, 19 (1866), 83-86. 
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they contributed to the demise of ‘native guano’ solutions. Furthermore, they argued that sewage 
discharge into rivers should not be permitted, that it should be purified and applied to land, and 
best applied to grass, which could better accommodate the large amounts needed. This would yield 
more dairy produce and more farmyard manure. Even so, they doubted that farmers wold be 
prepared to pay enough and that many metropolitan authorities would need to invest without profit 
in order to procure the necessary sanitary advantage.47  
 
 
Figure 5.7. Lawes’ and Gilbert’s comparison of sewage and Peruvian guano in nitrogen content.48  
 
As already noted, Mechi enthusiastically promoted the use of liquid sewage in agriculture.49 
He gave many lectures to agricultural and literary societies advocating this. In an early lecture 
delivered to the Chelmsford Literary Institute in 1852, he indicated that he was already turning 
away from Peruvian guano and advocating and experimenting with the use of town sewage on 
agricultural land. He concluded this lecture with an industrial vision for agriculture, and later 
included in his book, as in Figure 4.6.50 A report, on a lecture given to the Central Farmers’ Club 
in 1860, alluded to Mechi’s avid support of Liebig in which the reporter viewed Liebig as far too 
‘hard on the farmer,’ and continued: 
                                                
47 J. B. Lawes, ‘On the Sewage of London’, Journal of the Society of Arts, 3 (1855), 263-84; Lawes and Gilbert, 
‘On the Composition, Value and Utilization of Town Sewage’, 127-28. 
48 Lawes and Gilbert ‘On the Composition, Value and Utilization of Town Sewage’, 103. 
49 Mechi, How to Farm Profitably, 2nd edn., 101. 
50  Mechi opened by celebrating the success of the Great Exhibition in the preceding year, and making 
clear his support for the liberalism of the ‘Manchester School’ of Cobden and Bright, instrumental in 
Corn Law repeal: J. J. Mechi, A Lecture delivered to the Chelmsford Literary Institute, I December 1852 (London: 
Longman and Co. 1852), 3, 6-8, 27-28. He included this lecture in: Mechi, How to Farm Profitably, 2nd edn., 
224. 
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The farmer does not know what is good for him. There the ignorant, obstinate lout 
stands and they (Mechi and Liebig) squirt sewage in his face, they pelt him with 
monster cabbages, they throw tons of Italian rye grass at his head, they let loose 
the flood gates of Edinburgh upon him, they tell him to go to Rugby to get an 
education, or they will start him for China at once. 
 
After many failed experiments of their own, the farmers at this meeting requested hard evidence 
from Mechi for the use of sewage to create profit. They believed that many chemists had argued 
that sewage was now too diluted. A farmer receiving sewage irrigation from Lawes’ Rugby 
experiments declared that, if he received it gravity fed directly from source to his land, he would 
readily take it. However, he was offered diluted sewage stored in tanks, which he deemed 
unacceptable. The view of the meeting was that Liebig and Mechi were advising them to lose 
money and that sewage scheme promoters should not expect farmers to ‘become their 
shareholders’.51  
  Mechi experimented with the piped transportation of ‘liquid guano’ obtained from sewage 
and advocated its distribution to all farms, in the spirit of simultaneously cleansing towns and 
fertilising farm soils.  Based on ratcheting up his own small-scale liquid guano projects at Tiptree 
Hall Farm, his suggestion of steam driven pumps, piping systems and gasometer-like registers of 
supply to every farm might have been an industrial vision that proved a step too far for many 
Victorians.52  In the year of London’s ‘Great Stink’, Punch published ‘Mechi the Mourner’, seizing 
an opportunity to satirise his views, but, in so doing, provided another example of the recycling 
imperative being brought to public attention.  
          Extract from: MECHI THE MOURNER.53 
2. The phosphates they are going, they are going to the sea, 
Oh, if I had them on my land, how happy I should be! 
Those wasteful waves are bearing them to Ocean’s barren breast, 
These phosphates, my poor acres that so richly might have drest. 
 
4. Ammonia sweetest - as thou art of all things flowing there, 
Then from those waves art flying off to scent the thankless air; 
How gladly would I see thee to a proper acid wed, 
And, light one, them my fallow fields should form thy bridal bed. 
 
5. I know we must dispose of you, and in such wise dispose, 
That you should not too forcibly affect the tender nose. 
But oh! – our aqueous system has not proved a water cure, 
And ah! – while we had cesspools, we had you, we had manure. 
                                                
51 ‘More Talk on Town Sewage’, The Farmers’ Magazine, 3rd Series, 17 (January-July 1860), 253-54. 
52  Mechi, How to Farm Profitably, 2nd edn., 100-06. 
53 ‘Mechi the Mourner’, Punch [Historical Archive], 21 August 1858, 75. 
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While a satirical poem, it does reveal the view that ‘oh! – our aqueous system has not proved 
a water cure’, and a continuing appetite for sustainable agricultural solutions. While the installation 
of piped water and underground sewerage removed a disease source and abated cholera epidemics, 
his poem reflected the many concerns about flushing sewage downstream. Simply moving the 
problem further away from people and also diluting the potential fertiliser source did not satisfy 
many sanitarians, as evident in the large number of ‘alternative solutions’ on offer. This brief 
examination of the general debates on sewage and its application to agriculture demonstrate that, 
by the time Lawes, Gilbert and Way published their findings on the sewage irrigation experiments 
at Rugby, guano was becoming an increasingly important yardstick for nutrient value and pricing. 
Statutory agencies concluded that converting solids into manure was not worth the investment, 
but that more nutrients were available when urine was present, hence the investment in the Rugby 
sewage irrigation project. The results yielded from Rugby made it very evident that large amounts 
of sewage were required to achieve the same nutrient values as guano. It was also clear that dilution 
in wet weather would prove to be a problem.  There was a great deal of doubt that farmers would 
be prepared to pay sufficient amounts for the sewage pumped onto their land to cover the costs. 
Lawes and Gilbert therefore indicated that local authorities might be operating at a loss.  
These findings fit with the first two stages identified by Sheail in his research. The first 
stage involved sewer and storm drain construction and moving sewage downstream. The second 
stage, involving the separation and development of dry forms of fertiliser, is the main focus of this 
chapter. Sheail only makes only one reference to guano as a benchmark for Moule’s dry composting 
toilet product. This chapter has already revealed part of the dilemma faced in trying to dry products 
and that sewage irrigation of agricultural land was the chosen way forward. This was partly due to 
the results achieved by chemists, which revealed that the nutrient content of the liquid part of 
sewage (but only if undiluted) was higher in nutrient content than the solid part.54 However, as 
Sheail points out, sewage was ‘contaminated’ with such things as food fats, beer, starch, glue, dye 
and soap and its nutrient content became strongly diluted while in transit, by the addition of storm-
water. 55 This incurred additional costs in creating the need for treatment, costs which remain high 
in the twenty-first century.56 These costs also proved to be an obstacle to the success of dry solid 
                                                
54 J. Thomas Way, ‘On the use of town sewage as manure’, Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, 15 (1854), 
135-67. Liebig’s claims that farmers would be willing to pay as much for sewage as guano were refuted by 
the findings of Lawes and Gilbert: Lawes, ‘On the sewage of London’, 263-84; Lawes and Gilbert, ‘On the 
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55 Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 199-200. 
56 Twenty-first century sewage sludge has heavy contamination levels of many substances including fats, 
heavy metals, drugs such as antibiotics and oestrogens, and micro-plastics. 
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solutions. The Royal Commission was sufficiently convinced to fund the Rugby irrigation 
experiments, involving chemists Lawes, Gilbert and Way, but the amount of irrigation required to 
provide sufficient nutrient was found to be as great as to swamp the crops.57 Sheail’s later third 
stage moves into a period beyond the evidence examined in this chapter. This entailed establishing 
a need for treatment and the idea of the ‘sewage farm’, conceived to purify sewage on farms 
through the growth of suitable crops. While sewage farms were well established by the 1870s and 
prizes were offered by the Royal Agricultural Society for sewage farms, this never really took off.  
Sheail argues that sewage treatment remained largely an urban affair.58  
By the 1880s, Sheail’s fourth stage was reached when the sheer quantity of urban effluent 
exceeded the area of land required to treat it. Land became sewage sick and filters needed to be 
fitted. River pollution once more became an issue. Sheail also concludes that it was the early 
Victorian sanitarians who had demonstrated the greatest degree of sustainability in their thinking, 
despite their strong profit motive, and this was lost in later sewage disposal methods.59 It was not 
until the early twentieth century that new artificial forms of sewage treatment were developed, but 
these did not initially use the recycling imperative of turning it into agricultural fertiliser. It is the 
second stage that demonstrated the highest level of sustainable thinking. New technological 
approaches were proposed to filter, separate and dry solid human wastes for their use on 
agricultural land. This is explored further to reveal any influence of guano and examine why the 
preparation of guano-like fertilisers failed. 
 
Solid sewage treatment solutions and the cultural influence of guano: 
abstraction through replication 
 
Despite an emerging general preference for the use of the liquid part of sewage in irrigation 
of agricultural land, the treatment and drying of sewage solids to produce a guano-like substance 
remained a popular technological challenge. Sewage treatment solutions invoking the name of 
‘guano’ were even on offer not long after it arrived in the 1840s, reflecting its immediate popularity. 
Two such early examples follow. The first example was evident in a proposal, dated 1848, for a 
disinfecting agent. This appeared to have been developed by a Richard Dover, who argued ‘it is 
proved beyond a doubt that a disinfecting agent is known, by which the sewerage can be converted 
into guano’.60  In an attached letter to Joseph Hume, dated July 1847, he claimed to have established 
                                                
57 Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 202. 
58 Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 203 
59 Sheail, ‘Town wastes, agricultural sustainability’, 209-10. 
60 Richard Dover(?), National pecuniary gain combined with public health (UCL: Hume Tracts, 1847), 2. 
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a ‘manufactory where Guano is being made’.61 He suggested that he could upscale production to 
treat all London sewerage to fertilise a substantial acreage of farmland and make huge savings on 
the one million sterling spent on guano, bone and rag imports (1841-46). His ‘guano’ was prepared 
through a process of sewage purification and fixing, precipitation and preservation of fertilising 
properties of the solids in sewage. Any further detail on the actual process remains obscure other 
than a reference to ‘filtering à l’Egyptien’, which was an early system of filtering water through sand 
and gravel. He proposed to locate disinfecting works at a sewage outfall into the Thames. Here 
sewage would be pumped by steam power into huge vats where the sewage would be treated, 
leaving clear water and no offensive smell. The residue would be drained and, presumably, further 
treated although this is not clear. The resulting product was named British Guano, which, as a 
product name, was later used for an alternative product in the 1860s marketed by Francis Taylor. 
This first example was to be marketed on the basis of its portability and cheap price. He maintained 
that its efficacy was ‘equal to Peruvian guano’ and proposed to sell it at eight guineas per ton, which 
he claimed was two guineas cheaper than Peruvian guano. Articles concerning British Guano 
featured in several issues of the Marke Lane Express in 1847, which were included in the report. The 
sole agent was to be Philip Hare of Mark Lane.62 Other than Dover’s mention of a manufactory, 
there appears to be no other evidence of any concrete outcome beyond this proposal. 
The second early invention examined was proposed by merchant, Charles Ellerman, with 
practical solutions to sanitary reform alongside ideas for agricultural improvement using sewage - 
‘the bane of the town is the boon of the country’.63 His publication was littered with references to 
guano, and expressed concerns about the distances travelled for its supply and that agricultural use 
of sewage would make farming independent of guano. He quoted Johnston’s findings that urine 
was more fertilising than guano, and the assertions of Sprengel, Playfair, Johnston, Daubeny, 
Granville and Liebig that human excrement could prove to be more powerful than guano.64 These 
were early days for sewage treatment and Dr Granville, who had already been associated with the 
‘Thames Improvement Company’, had found sewage too bulky and diluted. Granville concluded 
that he would rather water his fields with diluted solutions of guano, but if sewage could be made 
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less dilute, it could exceed the powers of guano.65 Ellerman homed in on this idea but, overall, his 
publication was a thinly disguised advertisement of yet another deodorising and disinfecting 
process, to which he dedicated over half of the pamphlet. He included a diagram for upscaling the 
use of his deodorising fluid in urban areas (Figure 5.8). The fluid (E) was used to flush WCs (D) 
and the contents transported via thick glass sewer pipes to a reservoir (A) from which it was 
collected and carted for application to fields. Ellerman suggested the siting of depots, on the 
outskirts of towns, to create what he surprisingly, after all his references to guano, termed a 
poudrette, rather than a guano. This process was proposed for longer distance transport, but 




Figure 5.8. Charles Ellerman’s Deodorising process, 1848.66 
 
Later, in 1861, after an upsurge in sewage treatment patents, and with many more statutory 
instruments in place, medical practitioner Francis Taylor (MRCS) published his ideas on the 
collection and conversion of ‘human manure’ to ‘guano’.67 As a medic, his main concern would 
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have been public health, but it is significant that he also focused on agricultural solutions. Taylor 
used an example of a Canadian settler using a privy on legs over good brick earth and a subsoil of 
gravel and fine sand. The excrement dropped onto this and was removed periodically for manuring. 
He stated that an adjacent well remained pure, but when a brick vault was later constructed to 
contain the excrement, the well became contaminated. He put forward an idea, based on the first 
example as a dry composting style privy with a natural drying process, and used this to justify his 
use of the term ‘guano’.  
In proposing that using ‘Nature’s own process’ could make dried human excrement equal 
in ‘manuring power’ to guano produced by seabirds, he was making a vigorous attempt to truly 
replicate natural guano.68 He recognised that many diseases were water borne and cited the 
outbreak of cholera in 1854 at the London Broad street pump, which was adjacent to cesspools of 
human excrement. Urban sewerage existed mainly as it had in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries when it was constructed on an ad hoc basis and did not connect most dwellings. Waste 
water and rain water ran in channels along the side of roads. Before the construction of main 
sewers in the 1860s, the choicest locations for privies were above running water in the countryside, 
but, as cities grew, cesspits and tubs received the urine and faeces from the privies above. They 
were often leaky and infested with flies and maggots. City rivers became the main repositories for 
sewage and rainwater. Waste and sediments were picked up en route, including soot, rotting meat 
and manufacturing wastes. Dr. John Snow, already sceptical of miasma theory, studied this cholera 
outbreak, famously proved the link to adjacent cess pools and had the pump handle removed, at 
which point the outbreak ceased after over 600 deaths. Hamlin identifies the possible source as an 
infected employee at a local brewery. Lambeth had not yet started sourcing its water from further 
upstream as required by the 1852 Act. Hamlin argues that Snow’s work did not lead to the 
revolution in water science often attributed to it. Despite his allusion to specific living germs, his 
work was too embedded in Liebig’s zymotic pathology to be identified as a new and significant 
hypothesis.69  
Taylor believed that the best response to dealing with disease was using the soil, which he 
believed was a great deodoriser. He quoted the Bible to illustrate how humans had removed their 
shit from dwelling places and covered it for centuries, as also revealed in many archaeological 
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excavations.70 Taylor advocated dispensing with vaults, water closets and cess pools and replacing 
them with ‘blessed consummation’ that would also benefit agriculture.71 Having already spent ten 
years on sanitary issues, he recognised the complexities of finding practical solutions, not least in 
evaporating, drying and deodorising solid excrements, particularly on the large scale required for 
cities. Nevertheless, this is exactly what he was proposing to do.  
Taylor argued that humans had a mental and material problem of dealing with their own 
filth, to the extent that they ignored overflowing privies and just added to prevailing insanitary 
conditions. He advocated the separation of liquid and solid, liquids to be either consigned to drains, 
or collected in tanks for irrigation of agricultural land. Solids were to be covered and dried in 
‘natural breezes’, arguing that this made it equivalent to Peruvian guano, which also dried naturally. 
This is an even stronger example of applying the idea of abstraction to the replication of natural 
guano. The strong natural material agency of guano was very evident in his thoughts. He argued 
that this was a preservative process and, on grinding the dried excrement into a fine powder, it 
became portable and inodorous like coprolites. He proposed that this could be sold at less than £5 
per ton. Guano was then selling for 12 guineas a ton. Despite his protestations, it was highly 
unlikely that it could ever be made inodorous.72 His apparatus for achieving this, and to be installed 
in every dwelling, consisted of a wooden turntable, above which was a privy with a spring-loaded 
door attached to the turntable. Each faecal deposit would therefore be left in a new location on 
the turntable. Larger establishments would need to introduce furnaces for drying and to cover 
excrement with soot. It is hard to imagine the complex construction required for this up-scaling, 
together with the associated stench arising from the use of furnaces with human excrement.  He 
then had four prototypes in place in cottages in West Wallow, but encountered difficulties with the 
uptake of his prototypes and objections to the need for treatment plants close to dwellings.  
Nevertheless, and despite the findings of the Select Committee on Sewage in 1862 that it 
was ‘not possible to manufacture a portable manure from the solid part of town sewage’, he 
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produced an ‘improved version of his invention in 1864. His name for the resulting product was 
‘British Guano’, without reference to Richard Dover or Philip Hare.73 He argued that the Select 
Committee had been too hasty and cited the example of Japanese and Chinese agriculture, which, 
for centuries had used human excrement very successfully as a fertiliser for their soils.74 This was 
a source of fascination for nineteenth-century Westerners and much cited.75 In 1864, Taylor argued 
that British farmers were ‘losing’ produce into towns without returning to ‘the earth what ought 
only to have been borrowed.’ He argued that the financial equivalence of this was to draw perpetual 
cheques on their banker leading to bankruptcy and ‘no effects’.76 This could be said to be an early 
attempt at environmental cost-benefit analysis. An illustration of this is Taylor’s reference to Liebig, 
who argued that historians tended to attribute the decay of nations to political and social causes, 
while perhaps there was some deeper underlying cause.77 In implying that agriculture was key and 
that breaks in nutrient cycles were serious, Liebig was a proponent of at least one facet of 
agricultural sustainability. Despite losing some of his sustainability credibility with his chemical 
approach to replacing nutrients, he did regain a part of it, along with many Victorian agriculturists, 
chemists and sanitarians in recognising the opening of a nutrient rift and the need to reclose it. In 
his conclusions to The Good Muck, Worster, as did Duncan before him, highlights the importance 
of the ‘centrality of agriculture,’ to the history of humans living in the natural world.78 As Worster 
states that, ‘we cannot assume that every scientific advance is a step forward for nature and 
humanity.’79   
Taylor’s British guano made on complicated drying platforms did not take off. He had 
problems with controlling maggots and installed another lower platform to counteract this. The 
technology was too complicated, went against the findings of the Select Committee, was too 
expensive and probably involved too much holding of noses. However, some twenty-first century 
sanitarians are alarmed at current sewage overload in centralised systems, which they now regard 
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as out-dated. Now technology has considerably advanced, many advocate a return to personal 
responsibility in managing our own excrement, much like Taylor proposed.80  
The Native Guano Company (NGC) is an example of how a guano-inspired sewage 
treatment process did get as far as concrete implementation in several locations in Britain. The 
company’s ‘ABC’ treatment process, to produce humanure, was one of the most widely mentioned 
sewage treatment and utilisation processes from the 1860s onwards. The company was registered 
in March 1869 with a function described as, ‘deodorising and purifying sewage and manufacturing 
manure.’81  It devised the ABC process, patented in 1868, using alum, blood, charcoal, clay and 
other substances to cause coagulation and precipitation of solids in sewage, and trialled it at their 
Leamington plant by the River Leam. They argued that they had processed human waste to produce 
water clean enough to return to rivers, and solids which were dried, ground and sold as fertiliser. 
The results were published in 1870 and their pamphlet invited proposals to use their process from 
cities, towns, boards of health, agricultural societies and any interested in the acquisition of manure.  
The company used this as a vehicle for opportunities to process sewage and profit from their 
resulting product.82 Among the Directors listed were William Napier and George W. Wigner. 
Napier, with his colleague William Hope, had previously submitted a proposal to the Metropolitan 
Board to manage the sewage of north London.83 As the ‘Metropolitan Sewage and Essex 
Reclamation Company’, they had proposed reclaiming 20,000 acres of sands for agriculture and to 
distribute London sewage over a large part of south Essex in a large-scale irrigation plan.  
Their plan, in competition with others, ultimately failed to gain enough widespread support. 
The first Select Committee report is littered with in-depth interviews and a lot of bad grace, which 
help to illustrate why it failed. Voelcker cited J. C. Morton’s conclusions for his report for the 
Rivers Commission in 1870 that the treated water resulting from their process was unfit for return 
to river systems. Voelcker’s assessment of the nutrient and cash value of the native guano produced, 
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pronounced it barely as valuable as farmyard manure.84 Liebig also did not help their case in 
vigorously and publicly criticising it as expensive, leading Napier and Hope to publish the weighty 
correspondence between them.85 Chemist Edward Frankland, who sat on the Rivers Commission 
with Morton went as far as to accuse the Native Guano Company of fraud in diluting effluent and 
doctoring manure samples. William Cookes of The Chemical News, the profession’s chief trade, paper 
doggedly supported the precipitation process throughout the 1870s and accused Frankland of 
‘muddle-headed idealism’.86 
Napier and Hope felt aggrieved because other British chemists had whole-heartedly 
supported their scheme. They were at a loss as to why Liebig was so violent in his opposition, 
particularly after pushing so vehemently for the use of sewage in agriculture. It is therefore no 
surprise that Napier moved on to another project. George W. Wigner was an analytical chemist 
and developed the ABC process with bullion brokers W. C. and R. C. Sillar, who were also directors 
of the NGC.87 Despite the accusations of fraud by the Royal Commission on River Pollution, the 
company continued to operate with some success into the early twentieth century. It could be 
argued that theirs was the most robust chemical sewage treatment process on the market and 
probably a prototype for treatment processes in the following century. Even so, ABC processes 
were basic. Although the addition of alum, blood, charcoal, clay and magnesia very effectively 
coagulated the solids and precipitated them out, producing water fit to discharge, the solids were 
more of a problem.88 The solids formed a heavy, black, treacle-like sludge, which was dried by 
‘hydro-extractors and spread in the open air to dry, after which sulphuric acid was added and it was 
pulverised.  
Among the responses to their invitation for proposals, one came from Southampton, 
which had four outbreaks of cholera between 1849 and 1866. The NGC started treating its sewage 
in 1870 at Northam, by a main sewer flowing into the River Itchen. Sewage was pumped into huge 
tanks from the sewer by steam engines. The scheme was reported as a failure due to the sewage 
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being too wet.89 A small scale project was also set up at Crossness, where the chemical advisor for 
the Metropolitan Board of Works reported no nuisance and no sewage fungus. Bazalgette’s 
antipathy to their project, based on expense, only served to strengthen their resolve to cheapen the 
process. They remained resolute in their defence of precipitation as a cost-effective and successful 
method of sewage treatment, with the added benefit of ‘guano’ production.90 The company’s 1871 
publication devoted a whole chapter to the Crossness sewage experiment. The drying process 
appears to have caused odour problems, which it attributed to a ‘manure factory of a very powerful 
odour situated farther down the river.’91 The document recorded the ABC process being used in 
Hastings, Bolton, Leeds and Leicester.92 While the company continued to argue that the drying 
process was odourless, the Leamington project was ordered to restrict the drying process to limited 
timeslots.  There were also reports of the later (1888) works, at the old Kingston B power station 
site, receiving complaints about the smell from adjacent residential districts.  
A NGC ordinary general meeting, covered by the Times, reported that it had easily disposed 
of all native guano produced and had received satisfactory testimonials. It could not currently meet 
demand, but had a proposal ready to submit to London County Council. This had replaced the 
Metropolitan Board of Works in 1889. The company proposed to treat London’s sewage, thereby 
saving the London County Council the effort and costs involved in constructing new sewers.93 The 
resulting lease was terminated in 1909 and the sludge drying moved to Southall.94 The NGC was 
also careful not to overplay the efficacy of its native guano, despite its popularity in some circles. 
There were varying opinions on the fertilising properties of the ‘humanure’ resulting from the ABC 
process. Professor Voelcker declared it valueless, but many farmers purchased it avidly.95 In line 
with others, the company also compared the fertilising properties of its native guano with Peruvian 
guano. It concluded that Peruvian guano could do harm in dry seasons by ‘burning’ crops, that it 
had no endurance, and did not last as well for subsequent crops as their native guano. It also argued 
that when Peruvian initially arrived in the UK it was subject to some failed experiments.96 
Nevertheless, it featured guano in its company name, thereby recognising its benefits as a marketing 
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tool, due its considerable popularity amongst farmers and the tendency for it to be viewed as the 
ideal fertiliser. 
The NGC went to great lengths to compare its process to others. It considered Moule’s 
dry earth closets worthy of consideration, but expensive in collection.97 Sewage irrigation, it 
conceded, also had its place and was the favoured method of the Sewage Commission and Board 
of Health, which concluded that the processing of sewage solids was too costly and technologically 
challenging. The NGC conversely argued that irrigation was often too pricey due associated 
infrastructure installation.98 Other precipitation processes were developed but the NGC always 
insisted that its drying process preserved the best fertilising properties and was the least offensive 
to the nose.99 
In 1885, when civil engineer Donald Nicoll (1820-91) published on health and its 
appliances, his main focus was on sanitation. This was another marketing publication and his 
‘prefatorial’ included reference to the forthcoming International Health Exhibition at which he was 
an exhibitor.100 He included an ‘addenda’ summarising some main points arising from the Report 
of the Royal Commission on Sewage 1884, highlighting the agricultural value of town sewage and 
improvements in precipitation processes over the preceding thirty years. This time the NGC’s 
process was highly commended, but the quality of its effluent as only on a par with other processes. 
The Commission concluded that there was still insufficient evidence to adopt the ABC process as, 
despite 16 years of projects throughout England, it had only been fully adopted in one small 
town.101 However, Nicoll produced yet another attempt to cleanse water with his Cloacina System 
(Figure 5.9) and produce native guano, arguing again that solid sewage should not be discarded 
when ‘we send thousands of miles’ for natural guano. He criticised Bazalgette’s scheme for its 
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failure to address conserving vital soil nutrients, and insisted that something that was viewed as dirt 




Figure 5.9. Nicoll’s Patent Cloacina System, 1884. 103 
 
Nicoll’s system (Figure 5.9) involved considerable infrastructure and proposed services to 
individual dwellings with tanks fed by WCs. The tanks in towns were to be situated in subways 
served by manholes through which tanks could be lifted for emptying, rather like Ellerman’s 
proposal. However, Nicoll’s tanks were to be segregated to treat the sewage with filtration through 
sand grit and sharp gravel one side and animal or vegetable charcoal with disinfecting substances 
the other. He further proposed that tank contents would be taken to evaporating kilns in ‘suitable 
locations’ and a dry, portable manure would emerge, marketed as ‘Cloacina guano’. It was not 
unusual for sanitarians, as did Ellerman, to refer to cloaca (sewers) or the Roman goddess Cloacina. 
She was patron goddess of the Cloaca Maxima, the main drain of Rome, over which a shrine to 
her was constructed.104 Nicoll recorded that he trialled an early prototype of his guano at Mechi’s 
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Tiptree Hall Farm, with excellent results on potatoes, roots, peas, beans and vetches.105 While the 
scheme is referenced in his obituary, it appears that it did not progress beyond these trials.106 
 
Summary  
Guano’s role in Victorian debates about sewage removal and treatment was bi-fold. From 
early on, negative factors of its high cost, adulteration, repercussions of over-use and dwindling 
supplies came into play. Nevertheless, it was widely viewed as indispensable. In this confusion, 
high guano dependency was overtaken by the drive to find ‘more sustainable’ solutions closer to 
home. The coincidence of the serious need to improve sanitation in cities for reasons of health and 
hygiene, with fears of guano demand outstripping supply, helped to drive the growing support for 
the agricultural use of sewage. Consequently, guano firstly operated as a ‘yardstick’ against which 
to compare sewage when the latter was assessed for agricultural use. Guano’s use had also pervaded 
Victorian culture to the extent that its importance was reflected in the naming of treated sewage as 
‘native or liquid guano’ as evident in schemes examined in this chapter. Therefore, secondly, it was 
considered advantageous to ‘guano-brand’ the product.  
The recycling imperative, and a sustainable approach to nutrient cycling, maintained a high 
profile in the short term, as shown by a plethora of other publications. Even so, this ecologically 
sensitive solution, despite its considerable support, failed to attract the necessary funding.107 In 
1876, two papers, presented at a meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers, were published that 
reflected support for sewage utilisation. These displayed a lack of belief in public authorities, which 
had put their collective weight behind Bazalgette’s water flushing processes and the moving of the 
‘dirt problem’ downstream.108 To close the first paper presented, the author, Gilbert Redgrave, 
concluded that dry sewage processes should be employed where water carriage was absent in 
settlements with a modification of the midden-closet. He proposed that removal of excrement was 
best performed through the use of pail or tub closets that separated liquids and solids and emptied 
weekly, at the very least, by local authorities under stringent supervision. Dry excrement should be 
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manufactured into manure and sold to cover collection costs.109 In the second paper, William 
Shelford examined the precipitation process for sewage treatment and reviewed the Native Guano 
Company whose publications, he argued, had given new life to the precipitation method. 
Nevertheless, he felt they had been undeservedly attacked at too early a stage in their development 
process. The company had stated that engineer Bazalgette and chemist Keats had delivered a death-
blow to the precipitation process in general through their negative assessment (and Liebig and 
Voelcker’s conclusions exacerbated this). Despite a rather pessimistic public perception, Shelford 
acknowledged that several companies still pursued precipitation and he also reviewed Donald 
Campbell’s model works at Battersea and Whitbread’s process at Tottenham. He concluded that, 
while precipitation could render sewage innocuous, it was not yet able to turn a profit in its 
application to agriculture and local boards were not prepared to risk investing in the process. He 
suggested that private enterprise might assist. Favourable cost and nitrogen content comparisons 
were made with imported guano and fears expressed about supplies being cut off by war, which 
would make ‘home-made guano’ a more attractive proposition.110 Guano agency was still strongly 
at work here. 
These two lectures support Hamlin’s argument that, although the sewage question briefly 
connected with natural theology, social reform and human progress, it ended up becoming a simple 
technical issue.111 Hamlin attributed the outcomes to ‘public-health expediency, political 
pragmatism, legal responsibility and municipal stinginess.’ Hamlin later pointed out that too much 
of a focus on the authority of scientific personalities, in particular, rather than on attention to 
process in water treatment, also hampered sanitary advances.112 This study reveals that the same 
was true in the connected search for an agricultural solution. Flamboyant personalities, including 
supporters of the utilisation of sewage, were too quick off the mark to condemn the variety of 
treatment processes to create ‘native guanos.’ Self-promotion was an obstacle to practical solutions.  
No lover of guano, Liebig raised the spectre of its negative impact on the very products to 
which it had lent its name. He argued that guano merchants and artificial manure manufacturers 
would use ‘every device’ to prevent the use of town wastes for this purpose.113 Guano merchants 
must have been particularly fearful of competition from the development and use of solid sewage 
products. The adoption of the label of ‘native guano’ would have fuelled merchants’ concerns. 
While the Gibbs were no longer in the guano trade, apart from a brief dabble in the 1880s, they 
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had always been concerned about potential competition for their guano imports from the treatment 
of human sewage. Possibly recognising in sewage, the latent power of their profitable fertiliser, 
they did later attempt to become involved in a sewage initiative.114 Sewer building and sewage 
treatment technologies improved civic sanitation and public health. Nevertheless, despite using 
guano as a marketing tool, no lasting solution was produced to help change the course of 
agricultural development.115  
Stroud argues that environmental historians should follow the example of 
environmentalists who have followed dirt out of forests and rivers into cities, homes and schools.116 
This chapter has followed the movement of nutrients held in guano ‘dirt’ through its fertilisation 
of farm soils, through the plants and animals produced on those soils, through consumption and 
processing in human stomachs and ultimate excretion into sewers. With the onset of capitalist, 
intensive agriculture, the old, closed circle of nutrient recycling was broken apart, where previously 
human shit had been applied directly back into the soil, either on-farm or as night soil cartage from 
cities. This occurred for centuries, but as the agricultural and industrial revolutions concentrated 
more people in towns and cities, our shit became a mountain of pollutant causing disease and 
appalling living conditions and reduction in well-being. Many of those same farmers and chemists, 
who were involved in analysing, testing and using guano, also contributed to and influenced debates 
on sanitation. They stimulated the appropriation of the guano name by engineers and medics in 
joint solutions to the problems of public health and the fertility of agricultural soils. As illustrated 
in this chapter, guano was a major protagonist in influencing the development of sustainable 
solutions in the form of dried sewage products as fertilisers. The idea of guano’s abstraction was 
as strong a cultural driver in finding sewage solutions as the creation of ideal fertilisers by chemists. 
Great efforts were made, particularly by Taylor, to reform humanure into a concentrated, dry, 
portable fertiliser, so ‘similar’ to guano that it was labelled ‘native guano’. Guano played an 
additional and important role in sewage projects and sanitation debates, where it was used both as 
a material and financial benchmark.  
Nonetheless, this guano-influenced phase was short-lived and never revisited until new 
forms of sewage treatment allowed the wider use of sewage sludge in the twentieth century. 
However, the separation of solids presents even greater problems as today’s sewage sludge contains 
                                                
114 ‘The London Sewage’, Bristol Mercury, 17 November 1866, 6. 
115  But it would be over-simplistic to argue that nutrients are the only important factor in soil fertility and 
that human excrement provides a definitive solution. Those high farmers melding the old with the new, 
but rejecting highly intensive industrial methods, demonstrated that the application of long accumulated 
agroecological wisdom was far more holistic in its approach to maintaining soil fertility. This was missed 
by some Victorian scientists and the new breed of ‘dabbling’ high farmers.   
116  Stroud, ‘Does nature always matter?’, 81. 
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dangerous contaminants such as antibiotics, oestrogens and oestrogen mimicking substances, 
heavy metals, vast quantities of fatty food wastes and micro-plastics. Its use is either banned or, 
after suitable treatment, strictly controlled.117 In 2008, Rose George revealed the International 
Institute of Water Management’s calculation that 200 million farmers world-wide were using raw 
sewage to irrigate their crops. With an EU ban on ocean dumping in 1998, 68% of UK sewage 
sludge - rebranded as bio-solids - was being applied to fields in 2008. However, George revealed 
that, after high profile health problems reported in the United States, food retailers Del Monte, 
Kraft and Heinz would not accept produce grown on sludge-fertilised fields. EU organic 
regulations, followed by UK organic certification bodies would not allow its use, even though the 
‘principle of closing the nutrient cycle was dear to their hearts’.118 The success of nineteenth-
century, guano-inspired agricultural sewage solutions, just may have resulted in a different approach 
to both agricultural production and sewage treatment in the twenty-first century. The self-
contained, highly technical dry composting toilet systems now on offer might not appear so 
ridiculous or unsavoury. The technology now exists to produce a fairly innocuous, ready to use, 
guano-like fertiliser in domestic dwellings. Sustainable best practice is no longer something only to 





                                                
117 DEFRA and Environment Agency, ‘Sewage Sludge in Agriculture: Code of Practice’, 23 May 2018, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sewage-sludge-in-agriculture-code-of-practice [accessed 
26 February 2019]. 
118 Rose George, ‘Too good to waste?’, 29 August 2008, Guardian online, 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2008/aug/29/waste.recycling [accessed 12 August 2019]. 
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Chapter 6. Epilogue 
 
Four key elements have run through these chapters. Firstly, this is a material study of ‘dirt’ 
which Ellen Stroud argues can help to uncover new questions and answers about the past in the 
arenas of work, health, economics and politics. It supports her view that it can uncover power 
relationships in all these societal arenas. Secondly, it reveals the importance of Timothy LeCain’s 
proposed neo-materialist approach. In arguing that the twenty-first century should no longer be 
seen as a human age, rather, humans must situate themselves within an age of all things and beings, 
in order to move sustainably forward, this, in turn, raises the question of the third element, 
sustainability.1 Paul Warde argues that sustainable thinking first started to truly reveal itself in mid-
nineteenth century Britain and Europe and that concerns about soil fertility drove the high level of 
anxiety underpinning the idea of impending doom. As Warde continues, there are many definitions 
of sustainability and many dilemmas encompassed within it. Solving one dilemma, always leaves 
the residue of others to deal with, and the possibility of the emergence of others.2 In situating 
guano in the story of its capitalist commodification and use, one overarching aspect of the creation 
of the sustainability dilemma is revealed, that of nutrient cycle disruption.  Sustainable thinking in 
Victorian science, agriculture and sanitation is widely evident, despite the prevalent mid-nineteenth-
century thrust of a desire to control nature for financial gain. Furthermore, it highlights the 
importance of understanding how matter circulates in order to achieve sustainable solutions 
through nutrient cycle re-closure. The fourth element lies in this study of guano’s commodification. 
While exposing the worst excesses of its exploitation, this has also revealed that these stimulated 
calls for social justice and concerns about environmental degradation. In guano’s use as a 
commodity by scientists as well as farmers, and through its influence in sanitation debates, aspects 
of its positive and negative material and cultural agency have been revealed, and how it figured in 
Victorian sustainable thinking. 
 Stroud uses the term ‘dirt’ very broadly, but proposes that environmental historians can 
employ it as a tool to bring previously obscure connections, transformations and expressions of 
power to light.3 This dissertation focuses on ‘dirt’ in a very specific but multi-faceted material 
context. The dirt here is self-evidently material nature in the simple form of guano - excrement 
                                                
1 Timothy J. LeCain, The Matter of History: How Things Create the Past (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2017), 337-38. 
2 Warde also goes on to argue that it was only in the decades following World War Two that the wider 
public subsumed all the ‘natural world’ into one category – ‘the environment’. Only then was the threat 
perceived as all-encompassing and universal: Paul Warde, The Invention of Sustainability: Nature and Destiny, 
c1500-1870 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 333-35. 
3 Ellen Stroud, ‘Does nature always matter? Following dirt through history’, History and Theory, 42, (2003), 
75, 79, 80. 
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produced by unique, mostly Peruvian birds. ‘Time’ and ‘place’ are both vital in this study. Firstly, 
it reveals how its dramatic reinterpretation by human agents over a comparatively short time period 
transformed it into a complex material substance in their hands and imaginations. It also 
demonstrates how guano asserted its own agency on human lives and ideas through its extraction, 
transportation, analysis, application and, furthermore, how it became inextricably linked with 
human shit. Its uniqueness lies in the rich Peruvian ecosystem in which it is still produced. Thus 
‘place’ is significant in its formation through the combination of climate and the ocean upwelling 
that created this habitat.4 Nevertheless, in the nineteenth century, vast quantities of the substance 
passed through many human hands and found itself ‘out of place’ in an ecosystem far removed 
from its own. 
For centuries prior to the guano age, humans had no major impact upon Peruvian guanay 
habitats. Inca conservation and equitable distribution of guano allowed birds to survive and their 
manure to accumulate. Nonetheless, through its fertilising capacity, guano enabled these ‘sorts of 
humans’ to live in otherwise hostile desert territory. These ‘same sorts of humans’ displayed their 
ecological wisdom through the rich fertility culture and oral tradition they developed around the 
use of this excrement as a fertiliser and a commodity, centuries before its capitalist 
commodification. They had formed an understanding of ‘we are what we eat’ and that ‘all 
civilisations are built on shit’.5 
Chapter 2 demonstrates how Spanish colonisers, more interested in the exploitation of 
precious metals, enabled Inca guano tradition to continue. This draws our attention to the Bollaert 
Slab, a unique example of three-way cultural entanglement. In its relocation through the hands of 
Henry Hucks Gibbs of guano merchants Antony Gibbs and Sons, and into the vaults of the British 
Museum, guano’s influence in entangling native Peruvian, Spanish and British cultures is made 
apparent. The collusion of a recently independent government in Peru and British merchant traders 
resulted in the transport of agricultural nutrients in quantities and over distances never previously 
attempted.6 Thus, as chapter 2 reveals, guano is responsible for the attribution of the capitalist 
accolade, ‘the richest commoner in Britain’, to merchant, William Gibbs. The environmental 
degradation of the Chincha islands remains a stark contrast to William’s opulent and peaceful 
Tyntesfield estate, enhanced and modified using his guano profits. 
                                                
4 Stroud asks, ‘where is the dirt?’: Stroud, ‘Does nature always matter?’, 80.  
5 A phrase often used and, more recently, by Will Self, ‘A Point of View’, BBC Radio 4, 11 August 2019. 
6 Stroud argues that dirt can be a crucial component of conquest: Stroud, ‘Does nature always matter?’, 80. 
In the case of guano this is through its extraction and trade. 
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Gregory Cushman’s reference to the agency of guano birds in the capitalist trade as the 
‘most valuable birds in the world’, is significant.7 Even so, in the spirit of LeCain’s thinking, we 
must not lose sight of the agency of all living organisms in this unique ecosystem. It is the 
combination of location, ocean currents, deep ocean nutrient upwelling, prevailing winds, plankton 
and oily fish, underpinning the food chains of all species in this richly diverse habitat, that resulted 
in these unique guano-producing seabirds. As chapter 2 illustrates, these birds excreted guano in 
amounts that defined their habitat. They nested in guano and it covered entire sections of the island 
landscapes.8 Unknowingly, they built up centuries of guano reserves, ripe for exploitation. Unlike 
capitalist merchants, indigenous Peruvians had not lost sight of the importance of the birds 
themselves, the unique environmental conditions creating them, and their role in creating a unique 
habitat.9 
The economic histories of Mathew and Gootenburg, and the American expansionist view 
of Skaggs, led to a revival in guano study.10 While the attraction of Marxist scholars to the idea of 
metabolic rift in guano studies cannot be ignored, some caution is necessary when attributing 
ecological credentials to Marx himself. Foster bases his work on metabolic rift, using a term coined 
by himself, but based on the radical social criticism of Marx - that Western capitalism caused a 
breakdown in the metabolic relationship between humans and the land. In taking this insight and 
shaping it into a theory of metabolic rift, later working with Clark to apply this to the guano trade, 
Foster is not unique in observing the opening of nutrient rifts with the transport of food from 
farms to cities over ever greater distances.11 The idea that the rift widened when distant sources for 
nutrients were used to replenish exhausted fields, does effectively situate the guano trade as the 
                                                
7 Gregory Cushman, ‘‘The Most Valuable Birds in the World’: International Conservation Science and the 
Revival of Peru’s Guano Industry, 1909 – 1965’, Environmental History, 10 (2005), 477-509. 
8 The Peruvian booby (pequero) is now on the IUCN red list as of low concern, but the Peruvian 
cormorant (guanay) and Pelican (Alcatraz) are on the red list as near threatened: ‘International Union for 
the Conservation of Nature, Red List’, https://www.iucnredlist.org [accessed 23 September 2019]. 
It is estimated that 5 million birds now survive there, where once there were upwards of 60 million: 
Agence France Presse, ‘One Century on the Guano Boom is back’, (8 October 2010), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOq8PKX18A4 [accessed 23 September 2019]. 
9 Another example of how excrement plays a vital role in creating and maintaining habitats are the Heron 
Island birds on Great Barrier Reef, where their guano washes into the adjacent ocean and adds nutrients 
to the coral ecosystems: ‘Blue Planet Live’, BBC 1, BBC TV, 28 April 2019. 
10 See: W. M. Mathew, The House of Gibbs and the Peruvian Guano Monopoly (London: Royal Historical 
Society, 1981); Paul Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano: Commercial Policy and the State in Postindependence 
Peru (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989); Jimmy M. Skaggs, The Great Guano Rush: Entrepreneurs 
and American Overseas Expansion (New York: St Martin’s Press, 1994). 
11 J. B. Foster, ‘Marx’s Theory of Metabolic Rift: Classical Foundations for Environmental Sociology’, 
American Journal of Sociology, 105 (1999), 366-405; B. Clark and J. B. Foster, 'Ecological Imperialism and the 
Global Metabolic Rift: Unequal Exchange and the Guano/Nitrates Trade', International Journal of 
Comparative Sociology, 50 (2009), 311-34. 
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first extreme example. Liebig’s early observations of this imbalance clearly influenced Marx, who 
read Liebig’s work. The expensive removal of copious quantities of guano to very distant nations, 
where its nitrogen fertilised the soil and entered British stomachs, only to be flushed into sewers, 
astounded Liebig. While this has rightly led to him being credited with sustainable thinking, this 
study has revealed that he was conflicted in this. He was also not the only scientist to make such 
observations. 
Guano was the cause of many political power struggles over ownership and pricing of the 
resource, who was going to transport it, and edgy competition, evident both in the fight for loading 
by ships of many nations and in government documentation at both ends of the supply chain. This 
demonstrates an intensive entanglement of material and human agency. Guano’s material agency 
was writ large in its strong fertilising properties. This was readily turned into cash by the 
government of the country of its source and by the merchant traders who exploited it. Firstly, there 
was two-way agency here – guano’s material lure entangled the human agents who then asserted 
their own agency in its exploitation. Thereby, due to the high demand for it, guano was entrapped 
in human exploitation and the degradation of the ecosystems in which it was created. Its material 
agency on the humans involved in its exploitation was also very evident in the health problems and 
many deaths of mariners who transported it, and indentured labourers who extracted it. The trail 
left by guano, through its capitalist exploitation was, more often than not, hidden to its consumers, 
a form of camouflage described by Castree as displacement.12 Nevertheless, while first-hand 
accounts of appalling working conditions of indentured guano diggers and mariners proliferate in 
chapter 2, it also reveals how ships’ captains intervened and petitioned British parliament to 
mitigate such exploitation. Resulting government reports and anti-slavery press articles 
demonstrate that the worst excesses of the trade were not hidden from public view. Rather less 
attention was paid to environmental degradation, but evidence of such observations is evident in 
travellers’ pamphlets.13 In a sense, guano was powerless in this aspect of its history. Exploitation 
by capitalist traders caused the damage, but does this paint an adequate picture of the agency 
involved in the entire trade-story?   
The desire for guano had many repercussions, which brings Marx’s idea of commodity 
fetish to the forefront.14 While it was not a manufactured product, but a product of nature, it was 
nevertheless one that had been revered and conserved by indigenous peoples long before it became 
                                                
12 Noel Castree, ‘Commodifying what Nature?’ Progress in Human Geography, 27 (2003), 279-83. 
13 Such as Duffield, Peru in the Guano Age. 
14 Victorian journals and periodicals reveal that, quite apart from its agricultural and scientific consumption, 
such was the lure of guano that it was also experimented upon for other purposes including dye manufacture 
and for use as a medical poultice. 
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a capitalist commodity. Following its capitalist commodification, the coincidence of its arrival in 
Britain with a thrust for scientific improvements in agriculture intensified its lure as a commodity.  
I argue that, despite making no mention of guano, in his work on a Marxist scholarly view of the 
capitalist commodification of nature, Castree’s identification of six elements of this phenomenon 
resonates very strongly with this historical trade. While Castree’s article is rooted in the twenty-first 
century, I maintain that it provides a useful framework for discussion, particularly in the context 
of the trade as dealt with in chapter 2.15 His approach allows for the prior commodification of 
guano and its sharing out by the Inca, followed by its privatisation by the Peruvian government, 
which was prepared to alienate itself from the substance for profit. Guano was thereby ‘privatised’ 
and ‘alienable’, displaying the first two elements identified by Castree.  Castree’s third element then 
came into play – as an excrement it could be ‘individuated’ or separated from the birds, and as 
viewed by its Victorian exploiters, supposedly without damage to them. However, this ultimately 
had serious repercussions on the survival of avian habitats and consequently on the survival of the 
birds. Early in the following century, Peru found itself addressing this through establishing its 
conservation body, Compaña Administradora del Guano in 1909. Even so, in the 1840s, Peru 
needed cash. With the first three elements in place, the government fixed a price for the guano. 
This valuation of the substance fits the fourth element identified by Castree. 
As revealed throughout this work, value was a problematic exercise. Its financial value was 
the main driver for the Peruvian government. Seeing it as cash cow, they frequently revised its 
financial value upwards on realising its immense popularity in Britain. Peruvian bond holders in 
Britain also saw it as a commodity worth gambling on – to accumulate for accumulation’s sake.16 
Agricultural chemists also came under pressure to put a price on it.  To the farmer, such price 
increases by the vendors frequently exceeded what they saw as the functional value of the fertiliser. 
This caused discontent. Tenant farmers, in pursuance of tenant right, were keen to have it valued 
in a slightly different way. In order to achieve compensation for the unexhausted manure remaining 
in the soil at the termination of tenant leases, chemists became engaged in trying to standardise a 
formula for this. It was a tricky exercise and never quite resolved, even with the legislation enacted 
much later. Nevertheless, this meant that chemists played a major role in guano’s capitalist 
commodification, not least in the guano mixes they prepared, priced and sold. Putting a cash price 
on guano and guano-like products frequently jeopardised its functional value and caused panic 
about its existence value, which was by no means secure. Fifthly, the element of ‘displacement’ was 
very apparent in the supply chain where, while most consumers failed to see the harm caused to 
                                                
15 Castree, ‘Commodifying what Nature?’, 279-83. 
16 Castree, ‘Commodifying what Nature?’, 282. 
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people and environments in the process of its commodification, instances of social justice and 
environmental awareness were evident.  Seen by many as ‘only’ a fertiliser, and moreover in its 
relabelling as an artificial fertiliser, guano had become more closely related to chemical fertilisers 
in the eyes of its consumers. This was an easy assumption due to its low organic, high nitrogen 
content, and its powdered form making it conveniently portable.  
Sixthly, and lastly, guano exerted particularly strong agency in being seen as an ‘abstractable’ 
resource. In other words, if it occurred in Peru, its occurrence elsewhere around the planet was 
seen as highly likely. Chapter 2 illustrates how the discovery of Ichaboe guano in the mid 1840s 
strengthened this view. Despite its analysis by chemists proving it to be less nitrogen rich, it was 
also an important source of phosphates. The resulting frenzy of activity worked out the island 
reserves in less than two years, but this helped to stimulate demand for Peruvian guano. In turn, I 
reveal how concerns soon emerged over the continuing availability of Peru’s nitrate reserves and 
how these facilitated waves of exploration for new reserves such as Peacock’s voyage to Africa and 
British Navy voyages to the Gulf.  Chapter 2 also relates how newer nations explored for new 
guano sources and the labour required to work these, building on the work of Skaggs and Cushman. 
In chapter 3, I demonstrate how, although guano is ubiquitous, the ecosystem producing nitrogen 
rich Peruvian guano is not exactly replicated anywhere else on the planet. Scientists revealed this 
uniqueness through their chemical analysis of many guano types. Therefore, true abstraction, in 
the sense of a lack of specificity in site-specific guano provenance was largely an ill-founded hope 
in the case of guano. The reality is, Peru’s guano birds were/are unique. While copious guano 
reserves were found elsewhere on the planet, they were neither in the quantity, nor of the quality 
of those found on Peru’s coasts. The birds had evolved in a unique habitat, itself a unique 
combination of marine ecosystem and climatic conditions. Nevertheless, the main guano trade and 
further exploration, through a belief in that abstraction of Peruvian guano, stimulated a growth in 
ship manufacture, mariner employment, the development of British port logistics, links with 
railways, shipping and maritime and port employment. As evident in the government papers and 
Liverpool, London and Bristol port information referenced in chapter 2, guano stimulated 
economic development and the growth of vital infrastructure in Britain. While it was intended to 
do the same in Peru, and did create a degree of stability during the presidency of Castilla, this was 
not fully realised due to expenditure on conflict, and the financial demands of the Peruvian elite.  
Guano, as a commodity, was to reveal three more facets through its material agency. The 
arrival of an intensely nitrogen rich fertiliser in quantity on British shores attracted high interest 
from chemists to analyse its chemical content. Many also worked with farmers to field test it on 
different soils and for different crops. Chapter 3 illustrates how guano ‘dirt’ played a role in 
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scientific advancement through helping to uncover elements of the nitrogen cycle and establishing 
field testing as accepted empirical methodology. In a sense, nineteenth-century science focused on 
material matter and its analysis.17 The closing decades of the previous century had seen the dawn 
of empirical chemistry and Lavoisier’s introduction of the basis for the periodic table of chemical 
elements. Chapter 3 illustrates how guano played a role in most parts of this period of the history 
of chemistry. Sampled in Peru by Humboldt in 1804, its analysis by revolutionary chemists 
Fourcroy and Vauquelin was published in 1806, cited in Humphrey Davy’s agricultural lectures of 
that decade and featured in his resulting seminal publication in 1813.  
Davy played a key role in British chemistry, starting out as a popular chemist but on joining 
the Royal Institution in 1801, becoming more of an establishment and serious figure. He was the 
first scientist to be knighted, was widely referenced by the agricultural chemists of the 1840s and 
1850s and his inclusion of guano did not go unnoticed. Chapter 3 explores how agricultural 
chemistry took off in the 1840s, and the enthusiasm of such chemists to analyse material matter, 
particularly in its use as agricultural nutrients. It was therefore no surprise that guano, conveniently 
timing its arrival in Britain, was ripe for analysis, both in the laboratory and the field and used as a 
scientific commodity. However, in addition to much political upheaval, rivalry between scientists 
was rife. As discussed in chapter 3, this was fuelled by the lingering association of revolution and 
empirical science, and a complicated journey through different stages of religious influence. Many 
chemists still also saw themselves as natural theologians.  Despite many scientific disagreements, 
there was a proliferation in scientific publications on guano. Boussingault attributed his ground-
breaking work on the nitrogen cycle to guano, its use was nearly compromised by disagreements 
over nitrogen, even so, it was widely used by farmers. Guano’s use by Victorian high farmers 
reflected their view of its intense material agency, but also its agency as a status symbol, particularly 
in the aspiring projects of wealthy self-made-men as new entrants into agriculture.  
Due to the increasing adulteration of manures, particularly highly priced guano, this bird 
excrement also influenced the type of work undertaken by chemists. Farmers increasingly 
employed analytical chemists to quality assess their guano. This type of employment worked to 
some extent against an elitism that had emerged among scientists and attracted new members of 
the profession from an emerging middle class. Boussingault, credited with establishing the basis of 
the nitrogen cycle, clearly cited his observations of pre-capitalist guano commodification in Peru 
as the root cause of his researches into nitrogen.  Influential chemist Liebig’s adverse views on 
nitrogen threatened guano’s reputation. This helped to stimulate substantial field testing of 
                                                
17 Ian Blatchford and Tilly Blythe, ‘The Art of Innovation: from Enlightenment to Dark Matter’, BBC 
Radio 4, 25 September 2019. 
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manures by British chemists, often using Peruvian guano as yardstick. Its material agency was 
plainly evident here as the ideal nitrogen fertiliser against which other fertilisers should be assessed. 
Field testing also proved to be controversial, but its substantial use for analysing guano application 
alongside other manures helped to establish it as an empirical scientific method. To some extent, 
in playing a role in uncovering an understanding of nutrient cycles and the dangers of creating 
breaks in them, guano helped some chemists to understand the need to reclose the cycle. This also 
explains their subsequent involvement in assessing the use of human sewage in agriculture as part 
of Victorian sanitation projects.  
Guano revealed its variable agency to chemists through their analysis of guanos from an 
increasing number of sources. They demonstrated that it was not a uniformly nitrate-rich 
substance. Peruvian and Bolivian guanos proved to be the most nitrate rich guanos discovered, 
and even these varied depending on location. Chincha Island guanos were higher in nitrogen, 
explaining the Gibbs’ focus on them and why they were the first reserves to be worked out. 
Chemical analysis of Ichaboe guanos revealed them to be more phosphate rich, with average 
quantities of nitrogen hence, nevertheless, a useful fertiliser. This taught Victorian chemists and 
explorers that, without using the term, the idea of abstraction through the amalgamation of guanos 
of differing provenance into one uniform resource was not possible. Nevertheless, any guano 
found in quantity was likely to be a valuable fertiliser.18 In the application of different guanos to 
different crops, Victorian chemists discovered through field trials that phosphate fertilisers were 
more suited to root crops and nitrates to cereal crops in general, particularly wheat. Guano in its 
variety of forms revealed different kinds of material agency in its application to specific crop types.19 
The use of field trials in Britain was a novelty. Hamlin cites Bruno Latour’s comparison of 
the Pasteurian outlook adopted in France with the opposite trend in Britain where the laboratory 
method remained dominant in certain areas of science, in the mid nineteenth century.20 Perhaps in 
the case of guano agency, it could be argued that the ‘Boussingaultian’ outlook in France was more 
relevant through his notable field experiments of the late 1830s as outlined in chapter 3.  Even so, 
as revealed in the same chapter, British agricultural chemists, notably Lawes, Gilbert and Johnston, 
                                                
18 See Figure 3.13 
19 As revealed in: J. B. Lawes, On the application of Different Manures to Different Crops and on their Proper Distribution 
on the Farm (London: Dunn and Chidgey, 1861, reprinted 1889); J. B. Lawes and J. H. Gilbert, Report of 
Experiments made at Rodmersham Kent, on the Growth of Wheat, by different descriptions of manure for several years in 
succession on the same land (London: Clowes and Sons, 1862); J. B. Lawes and J. H. Gilbert, The Rothamsted 
Experiments: Being an Account of Some of the Results of the Agricultural Investigations Conducted at Rothamsted in the 
Field, the Feeding Shed and the Laboratory over a period of Fifty Years (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 
1895). 
20 Hamlin, A Science of Impurity, 304; Bruno Latour, ‘Give me a Laboratory and I will Raise the world’ in 
Science Observed: Perspectives on the Social Study of Science, eds. K. Knorr Cortina and M. Milkay (London: Sage, 
1983), 141-70. 
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in their own and farmer-led manurial field experiments, demonstrated a trend away from this. This 
caused conflict, which was strengthened by the prevalent tendency in Victorian society not only to 
look to scientists for answers to agricultural and sanitation problems, but to depend very strongly 
on the authority of specific individuals.21 I have illustrated, in chapters 3 and 5, how a degree of 
what Hamlin has termed as ‘professional machismo and self-promotion’ can well be attributed to 
many agricultural chemists. This was very evident in the pamphlet wars between Liebig and Lawes. 
Hamlin took this further in the area of water treatment as a diversion from the need to have 
symbolic authority in processes. A focus on practical solutions with greater consensus, not only 
within the scientific community but also between different disciplines, only emerged in the 1890s.22 
Although Stroud has argued that environmental histories do not in essence signify relationships of 
power, but are more ‘a site where power is expressed,’ this study of guano shows more of an 
overlap between these two concepts and this also applies to guano using farmers.23 As evident in 
chapters 3 and 4, in chemistry, Liebig had a very different view of guano to Johnston and Nesbit, 
as did Caird to Good as farmers.24 
Aside from its birthplace, guano ships, warehouse, chemistry laboratories and field research 
stations, farmland is where guano found its most significant home and direct material agency as a 
capitalist commodity. Its key consumers were particularly high farmers, but not exclusively so. The 
input of guano into the soil has taken this study down into the substance supporting crop growth 
and the base of the food chain supporting human decision makers. In continuing to use animal 
and green manures produced on-farm and their own human excrement, farmers had worked hard 
to maintain closed nutrient cycles for centuries.  Night soil, collected from urban cess pits and 
carted back out to farms helped to reclose the nutrient rift caused by cities to some extent. Even 
so, by the nineteenth century, many of the nutrients previously returned to the land were now 
found in cess pits, sewers and rivers, and ultimately, the sea. Guano’s arrival in Britain not only 
widened the rift through its long-distance transport, it also helped to severely reduce any remaining 
use of human excrement. In so doing, it caused another break in the cycle, and as revealed in 
Caird’s survey, there were only a few mentions of night soil use.  
The febrile scientific environment was reflected in agriculture when a strong drive for a 
scientific approach to farming commenced in the 1830s. This coincided with frustration about 
protectionist policies embodied in the Corn Laws, and a growing preference for intensive (high) 
                                                
21 A point well made by Hamlin when discussing those scientists involved in the analysis of water and its 
purification: Hamlin, A Science of Impurity, 140, 183, 300. 
22 Hamlin, A Science of Impurity, 300, 303. 
23 Stroud, ‘Does nature always matter?’, 79.  
24 Good, The Theorists Confuted, 176, 186, 191-92, 207, 263; James Caird, ‘Agricultural Impossibilities’, Derby 
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farming.25 Chapter 4 illustrates how new farmers, in the form of capital-rich businessmen, were 
keen to invest in a scientific approach to agriculture, involving chemical technology. This was 
strengthened by the work of chemists, the promotion of scientific approaches by Royal Agricultural 
Society, by Corn Law repeal in 1846, and further encouragement through government financial 
support for drainage installation in the same year. Technology and science were on a roll. The 
tensions between the scientific method, which, in the minds of many farmers, guano came to 
represent, and ecological wisdom, are writ large in the preceding chapters. Even so, chapter 4 
reveals how this alignment sometimes resulted in a comfortable hybrid of both traditional and new 
farming methods. This somehow co-existed alongside a new type of high farming, which favoured 
machinery and chemical technology. As chapters 3 and 4 reveal, guano was very much included in 
the latter category and it acquired an identity as an artificial fertiliser, something ‘other’ than its 
uniqueness as a product of nature. 
Such a charge into the countryside by cash-rich, self-made men, whose urban experience 
in commerce and industry, carried with it little or no agricultural skill or knowledge, was bound to 
cause tensions. Chapter 4 illustrates the propensity for rift and rage between traditional farmers 
and self-made men, reflected in the writing of Latour.26 Nevertheless, there was broad agreement 
that guano was instrumental in bringing new land into cultivation, and its portability was valued 
for use on distant and/or high fields. Greater variety and flexibility in crop rotations saw it widely 
used on root crops and its residue contributed to cereal crops. Even so, the enduring and crucial 
importance of leguminous crops was never forgotten and their fragrant landscape amenity 
countered guano’s stench.27 The considerable advances made in animal husbandry brought in more 
of a mixed farming approach with considerable technological advances in the collection, 
management and application of farmyard manures.  Farmers displayed a wide appreciation of the 
importance of the latter in creating good soil structure, which guano could not achieve. Guano was 
widely used, but also refused, as evident in my summary of its coverage in Caird’s survey. It was 
also abused through its overuse and adulteration. 
A degree of commodity fetishism and underlying ‘craze’ for the product, when it first 
arrived, was driven by merchant traders in their marketing, supported by its analysis by chemists 
and huge coverage in the press, journals and periodicals. Nevertheless, I reveal in chapter 4 how 
this impact appears to have been limited to site-specific locations and particular crops and, while 
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highly significant, its use was not as long-lasting as might have previously been thought. Guano 
figured prominently in one of the most politically divided political periods in Britain’s history, with 
a split in the Tory Party after Corn Law repeal. The divide between trade protectionists and free 
traders was bitter and long lasting and had a significant impact on agriculture and in associated 
debates. Guano use was often portrayed as synonymous with free trade supporting scientific high 
farmers, revealing cultural agency in terms of human status and aspiration.  
Lastly, farmers and chemists involved in using and analysing guano, often also featured in 
sanitation debates involving the agricultural use of sewage. Having ripped apart the nutrient cycle, 
the very ‘idea’ of guano started to pervade proffered sanitation solutions, which, if successful, 
would help to close this rift. With government and metropolitan authority pressure to engage the 
public in sewage solutions, the popular culture surrounding guano also played its part. The 
influence of guano here resided not in its own material agency, but in lending its name to attempts 
to use human excrement as a fertiliser. Thus, it acted as a driver in discussions and solutions 
proposed to simultaneously improve human health and agricultural production. After initially 
helping to discourage the use of human excrement in agriculture, guano was then ironically used 
to re-popularise ‘humanure’, due to the cultural significance it had acquired. As Hamlin concludes, 
scientific advancement in water analysis and treatment made no significant progress in the 
nineteenth century but knowledge improved and lessons were learned from the huge number of 
analyses carried out with the aim of making sound policy.28 As illustrated in chapter 5, the same 
could be said for solid sewage treatment and its use in agriculture, but cheap and effective biological 
sewage treatment processes did not become available until the end of the century.  
While guano acted as a creative stimulus in the imagination of those seeking sustainable 
solutions to sanitation and agricultural problems, the full force of the imagination it stimulated was 
not realised in the resulting sanitation solutions. The arguments of some visionary scientists, 
farmers and writers of the mid-nineteenth century did not win the day in re-establishing a ‘closed’ 
nutrient cycle approach to maintaining soil fertility through the use of processed and dried human 
sewage. Within the broad scope of ‘science’, the division between the individual disciplines 
probably delayed the discovery of sufficiently robust technological solutions. Predictions for the 
use of human sewage in any form did not carry enough clout, and although attempts were made, 
with the icon of progress clearly in view, to find a more sustainable solution for the products of 
sewage treatment, they failed due to a lack of political will and investment. There was no public 
movement behind the use of processed, dried human sewage on agricultural land and, as Hamlin 
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concluded, there was an attitude of ‘municipal stinginess’ to the implementation of perceived costly 
and complicated ideas. Despite guano’s popularity with influential farmers, the guano brand for 
the use of human excrement as an equivalent fertiliser also clearly fell short.  
In the late twentieth century, improved, highly technological sewage treatment processes 
enabled a rethink about its agricultural use. As Dring points out in 2015, 77% of our sewage was 
then being used on agricultural land, but banned for use on organic farms. In Britain, sewage sludge 
goes through tertiary anaerobic digestion and is converted into a dried cake digestate, much like 
some Victorian sanitarians were trying to produce as ‘native guano’, a guano replicate. However, it 
is banned for use on organic land due to concerns about heavy metals, pharmaceutical and 
hazardous organic chemicals. While the leading British organic certification body, the Soil 
Association, was becoming a little less worried about heavy metal contamination due to improved 
treatment, the quantity of micro-plastics now found in sewage sludge is raising fresh concerns.29 
Our human waste is heavily contaminated with waste products resulting from our industrial, 
commercial and domestic activities, unlike Peruvian guano, although even that is now in danger of 
plastic contamination at the very least. As Rockefeller suggests, now we have the technology, 
perhaps personal responsibility for our waste at local scale, much as was being suggested in 
Victorian dry-composting guano-producing techniques, is the way forward in the twenty-first 
century.30  
Guano’s influence in sewage solutions continued until after the end of the guano age 
(1880). It lingered on in human imaginations as they strove to make human excrement as much 
like Peruvian bird shit as possible. It was still available for benchmarking exercises, but imports 
decelerated rapidly. Severely dented by human exploitation of their habitat, reduced numbers of 
guano birds could not excrete dung fast enough up with the demand from humans in distant 
industrial nations. Even original numbers would not have done so as thousands of years of 
accumulation of nitrogenous rich, fossilised and fresh guano reserves were nearing exhaustion.31 
Supplies declined with over exploitation and the lack of equivalent alternative supplies elsewhere. 
However, with the demand for nitrogen fertilisers still high, other sources of nitrate for fertiliser 
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found in what was then southern Peru, Bolivia and parts of Chile helped dampen concerns about 
guano exhaustion. A political fuse was lit and this nitrate-rich area of South America became a 
theatre of war from 1879 to 1884, in which guano still played a part. This War of the Pacific, a 
large-scale military conflict over nitrate, also played a significant part in ending the guano age. In 
the Gibbs’ company history account, they related how, with estates conveniently located in 
Tarapacá, and an office in Antofagasta, they continued to import Chilean nitrates and later 
managed the nitrate pool for munitions in World War I.32  
Other factors also helped to end the guano age. A decline in British high farming in the 
1870s was stimulated in part by an annual succession of wet, cold summers and cheap imports of 
North American corn.33 Although Corn Law abolition threatened an invasion of cheap foreign 
corn imports, it actually took thirty years for North American corn production to increase to the 
necessary level.34 This then hastened the demise of high farming. As Duncan has illustrated, socio-
economic factors, including tenant relations and legal structures were also key factors in the decline, 
which coincided with the end of the guano age. 35 As a result of all these factors, many tenant 
farmers left the land in the 1870s and food production plummeted. Cushman argues that ‘rural life 
in England never recovered’.36 Even so, while the late nineteenth century has been described as a 
period of ‘grassing down’ in Britain, some have also argued that, while this did not necessarily 
benefit global food production, it did create a basis for the rediscovery of the beneficial effects of 
ley pasture in Britain, something that is enjoying a revival today.37    
And what of guano’s legacy for today? Without mentioning guano, Crosby’s decades old 
observations of the impacts of ecological imperialism, despite some advances, still hold true, 
particularly in world-wide food production.38 Today, global agri-business is even more in thrall to 
chemically sustained highly intensive agriculture, the type of agriculture that some chemists and 
farmers aspired to in the mid-nineteenth century, in which guano was used as part of the chemical 
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tool kit. Nevertheless, there are echoes in the twenty-first century of a rejection of an all-out 
chemical approach as demonstrated by some Victorian farmers and illustrated in chapter 4. Many 
Victorian farmers did not reject guano, but used it to cultivate more land and as a supplementary 
manure. They used improved methods of farmyard manure collection, storage and application and 
widespread use of leguminous crops in extended rotations, adding these to the toolkit to enhance 
soil texture and structure. As argued in chapter 4, the era of high farming did not universally result 
in Mechi’s vision of deep ploughed, torn apart soils. Particularly in the west of Britain, on smaller 
family farm units, an enhanced ecological approach using ‘technological improvement’ alongside 
agricultural wisdom, resulted in greater food production.     
This study has demonstrated that a chemical approach to farming in the nineteenth century 
did not completely succeed in creating an incurable rift in agroecological wisdom. Many farmers 
resisted being set to the ‘mundane tasks of capitalist production’ and continue to do so.39 The 
understanding acquired by those working on the land included the importance of on-farm nutrient 
recycling in returning human and animal manures to the land, the development of composting 
techniques and green manures and a recognition of the importance of leguminous plants. 
Victorians did use the term ‘environment’, but only to refer to their surroundings or 
neighbourhoods, yet many displayed an understanding of the emerging dilemma of sustainability.40 
That many farmers remained sceptical in the face of the political and monetary support pushing 
for an increasingly scientific approach to farming methods, is a testament to the robustness of their 
skills as explored in chapter 4. Massy’s ‘mechanical minds’ were confronting Schneider and 
McMichael’s ‘agroecological wisdom’ and guano moved between the two.41  
The battle continues, as evident in the emergence of biodynamic and organic approaches 
to agriculture in the twentieth century. 42 Significant works were published in Britain in 1940 by 
Albert Howard, followed by Eve Balfour in 1943, and J. I. Rodale in the Unites States, in 1945. All 
acknowledged the biological agency of a living soil, the importance of composts and animal 
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manures and the dangers of chemical agriculture. In his introduction to Rodale’s book, Howard 
argued that, ‘a fertile soil is one to which Nature’s law of return has been faithfully applied, making 
the very most of the earth’s green carpet’.43 Eve Balfour’s recommendations for post-war planning 
were largely to fall on deaf ears, with the onset of the chemically driven ‘Green Revolution”. The 
Victorian chemical approach has been magnified in the repercussions of how global agri-food 
businesses operate in the twenty first century. Peruvian guano was commodified purely for its 
chemical content, and thus played an important role in the chemically enhanced production of 
food. The craze for guano occurred alongside the development of the first chemically 
manufactured fertilisers, superphosphate. They both catalysed an overwhelming belief among 
chemists and some farmers in the ability of chemicals alone to provide the solution to soil fertility. 
Peruvian guano also created a thirst in agriculture for nitrate fertiliser and, as already noted, the end 
of the guano age signalled an increase in the import of Chilean nitrates. The Haber-Bosch industrial 
process for fixing atmospheric nitrogen was developed in 1909. Synthetic, volatile and reactive 
nitrogen could now be manufactured in bulk, opening the nitrate floodgates. Nitrate fertilisers and 
munitions were now easily produced. After helping to fuel two world wars, there is no doubt this 
process helped to drive the later ‘Green’ revolution in agriculture, but this was not realised for half 
a century due to war and economic slump. It can be argued that any dreams of scientising 
agriculture, evident in the work of many Victorian agricultural chemists, were only fully realised a 
century later when the intensive use of chemical technology in British agriculture really began, 
alongside introduction of new hybridised seeds and rigorous irrigation initiatives. This ‘Green 
Revolution’ entailed such massive modification of soils by nitrate fertiliser that this now has to be 
controlled in Nitrate Vulnerable Zones in Britain.  
On the one hand, guano’s legacy has contributed to the science and technology of food 
production we have today. It illustrates how the political thrust for capitalist food production, very 
evident in Victorian Britain and exemplified in its craze for guano, has endured and intensified to 
become an issue of global environmental concern. It is more than evident today that large-scale 
intensive agriculture, the domain of the capitalist producer, goes hand in glove with powerful 
chemical, pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. These, in turn, rely on intensive input from 
scientists, mostly chemists, in their employ. High levels of external inputs, chemical fertilisers, 
pesticides and pharmaceuticals such as antibiotics, increase carbon emissions through fossil fuel 
use and nitrate and phosphate pollution of freshwaters and coastal seawaters. After Peru’s ground-
breaking conservation efforts begun in 1909, agribusiness also influences the fate of today’s guano 
birds in Peru. Their main food source, anchoveta, is now under threat due to its exploitation for 
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the production of fish meal to feed fast food chicken.44 Corporate interests now attribute little 
importance to soil as a living organism. As a consequence, highly industrialised agriculture and the 
widespread use of monocultures have degraded soils to ‘anthroposols’. The resilience of these soils, 
and the monocultures that feed on the chemicals suspended within them is unknown, but feared 
to be dangerously low in the face of volatile weather events associated with climate change. The 
potential for a global food crisis is now very great. Thus, the need to explore and understand both 
the convergence and conflict of views within the scientific and agricultural communities is as vital 
now as it was in the mid-nineteenth century. Linking these voices across time can provide a better 
understanding of how we arrived at current methods of food production and how to effect positive 
change. 
On the other hand, the guano legacy also illustrates how these ‘same sorts of humans’, who 
fought against the politically driven tide of agricultural opinion over a century and a half ago are 
today offering potential solutions to help offset the rising ecological crisis caused by modern food 
production methods. Organic agriculture has undergone a millennial resurgence, with a growing 
movement behind agroecological schemes. The recent surge in international peasant agriculture 
embracing the science of agroecology and the growing number of agroecological schemes and 
practices increasingly permeating otherwise heavily industrialised western agriculture, including 
Britain, is important to this dissertation’s conclusions in addressing whether or not there are any 
echoes of the guano age in today’s food production methods.45   
In countries where large numbers of peasant farmers and high levels of food poverty 
remain, an increasing number of agroecological scientists are now exploring new ways of working 
with farming communities, particularly in South America.46 Despite flashes of recognition of it 
importance by some nineteenth-century agricultural chemists, if they had not been so heavily 
influenced by capitalist models of production, they might have had more in common with these 
scientists for whom respect for the farmer’s agricultural wisdom is paramount. This has seen the 
emergence of a new branch of soil science, that of ethnopedology, which embraces the concept of 
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long standing traditional wisdom. Barrera-Bassols describes it as a ‘hybrid discipline nurtured by 
natural as well as social sciences’. The soil and land knowledge systems of rural populations, are 
embodied within it, as are a range of practices from the traditional to the modern.47 Massy also 
takes this beyond peasant farming and argues that there is now an emerging world view challenging 
the soil science of dominant industrial agricultural sector, with its focus on chemistry and physics. 
Without disputing the value of chemistry and physics, which contribute, but only in part, to an 
understanding of how soils function and how bad management can degrade them, he argues that 
the most vital ingredient has too long been missing. This encompasses ‘the diversity and dynamism 
of a healthy soil and its complex living biota (a biota largely hidden from view and microscopic)’. 
Massy proposes that this serious omission has occurred as a living soil is hard to study and 
comprehend, being a self-organised system that constantly adapts.48 This is very evident in chapter 
3, with the absence of biologists in agricultural science, as a strong disadvantage to its advancement. 
Massy’s new world view is evident in the technologically advanced form of agroecological 
wisdom is now reflected in growing ‘food movements’, in the United Kingdom and beyond. Food 
poverty exists both in industrial countries and in those countries still striving to industrialise. In 
response, food movements are largely utilitarian. In industrialised nations, they encompass such 
issues as food provenance, food security and feeding those in food poverty accessing food banks.  
While in the United Kingdom and other industrial nations, increasing consumer interest in ethical 
production is seeing wider adoption of sustainable growing and agroecological practices, access to 
food produced by such practices can be problematic for some income groups. The last two decades 
have seen a growth in community supported agriculture schemes, organic food production, farm 
shops, farmers’ markets, box schemes, city food production, city farms and aquaponics, with more 
contained systems of nutrient cycling and closer links between producers and consumers. Making 
this affordable, and sufficient to meet demand, is the next challenge. 
A neoliberal concept of food security attributes responsibility to the state, operating within 
a global arena of free trade, free markets, private property rights, privatised services, corporation 
and market interests, to oversee access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food for all citizens.49 In 
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asserting that human well-being is best advanced in this way, industrial agriculture and agri-
businesses have emerged and flourished in order to provide the answers. The reality is that, with 
chemically fuelled agriculture, extremes of want and surplus, extravagance and poverty, and 
widening social division have all occurred. Conversely, agroecological methods tackle food security 
issues by viewing soil as a living organism and maintaining its fertility through closed systems of 
nutrient cycling. Water, crop and soil resilience to climate change is maximised through recycling, 
maximising biodiversity, mixed farming methods and layered approaches.  Most importantly, in 
agroecology, food sovereignty is at the fore, releasing peasant farmers from Crosby’s ‘dead end 
jobs’, which supply wealthier nations with luxury foods, while compromising their ability to feed 
themselves.50 Higgins argues that food sovereignty is ‘often called an oppositional discourse to that 
of food security’.51 It proposes that the reversal needed is achieved through co-operative working 
and assigning farmers ownership of their soils, water and crops and animals. The origins of the 
food sovereignty movement can be found in the 1996 Rome Food Summit and it remains largely 
the domain of peasant organisations in Africa and Asia with its biggest impact in central and south 
America.52 Higgins highlights the dangers of the incorporation of the concept of ‘food sovereignty’ 
into the policy statements of industrialised nations. She argues that this increases the danger of it 
becoming subsumed and acting as a convenient vehicle for making neoliberal approaches to food 
production more acceptable. However, she concludes that the importance of its counter-discourse 
is rising in the United Kingdom and United States.53  
The underlying complexities in local and organic production within the neoliberal food 
production regime of wealthier nations is revealed in how the products have become ‘niche 
commodities’, expensive and thus, paradoxically, a privilege.54 Ironically, newly industrialising 
nineteenth-century populations still viewed organic food production as anything but. Nevertheless, 
the merchants, chemists, and capitalist farmers of Victorian Britain bear considerable responsibility 
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for the entrenchment of a view of food as a commodity, instead of a human right, and their 
capitalist exploitation of guano, a substance of nature, contributed to this.55  
In my view, the term ‘precautionary principle’ is currently too rarely used and too frequently 
associated only with ‘standing back.’ Planned intervention and radical changes in approach can 
prove to be just as precautionary. We are no different to the Victorians in the way in which our 
technological progress challenges the limits of our environmental and other knowledge and how 
we find solutions to the challenges of future food production. Worryingly, we now have less time 
to come up with these solutions. We do not move forward unless we leap into the dark, which 
carries a high degree of risk and how we manage that risk determines our future and the 
environmental sustainability of the planet. Climate change and nitrogen excess now demand our 
urgent attention, which includes a serious reassessment of existing dominant agricultural models.  
The preceding chapters have revealed important elements of political, social, economic and 
environmental histories through guano use. The approach to guano as a community resource by 
the Inca was replaced by its capitalist commodification and the emergence of global supply chains. 
At the consumer end of these long chains, by the mid-nineteenth century more British people lived 
in cities and towns than in rural environments.  They had entered what Sörlin and Warde framed 
as a more intensely ‘self-conscious’ relationship with their environments - they mostly dwelt in 
human created environments where mainly humans lived.56 Two key problems associated with this 
phenomenon are addressed in this work. The first of these was the pressing need to produce more 
food for a growing urban population but with fewer rural workers. This led to an intensification of 
agriculture, something that had been steadily underway since the sixteenth century, but was ramped 
up in the nineteenth. This led to Massy’s Descartian description of the overtaking of an organic 
farming approach to one utilising ‘the mechanical mind’.57  
The second of these problems was the associated excretion of the nutrients in food 
transported from the countryside into towns and cities and passed through human and animal guts 
into city sewers and thence into rivers and oceans. After centuries of closed nutrient cycle tradition, 
when human and animal wastes were directly returned to the land, the nutrient cycles were broken, 
creating a nutrient rift. The guano trade opened an even greater chasm in this rift.58 The arrival of 
guano in Britain coincided with a polarisation of opinions on the best way to manage an increase 
in food production. Simplistically it could be argued that, while ‘environment’, as we understand it 
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today, did not figure at all in many approaches to agricultural intensification, chapter 4 
demonstrates that many farmers chose to employ a better managed ecological approach rather than 
go ‘all out’ for machinery and chemicals. In striving for the ‘improvement’ being promoted by 
government agencies, agricultural societies and scientists, they also employed their hard-won 
agricultural wisdom, built up over centuries of observation through farming the land.  
Nevertheless, in the twenty-first century, the combined actions of global corporate 
agribusinesses, agrochemical and corporate food companies threaten plant, animal and human 
populations across the entire planet, including Peru’s guano birds. A substance labelled as ‘artificial’ 
by Victorian high farmers can now be seen for just what it is – a natural substance, with some 
biological as well as chemical constituents. Currently, it is being peddled as an organic fertiliser but 
still a privatised commodity. It remains entrapped in a dominant capitalist market economy world 
view, where the ecosystem supporting its production is threatened by the activities of that 
economy, which exploit the food chains, which underpin it. 59 We are now facing more urgent and 
far reaching choices for food production than the Victorians could have possibly envisaged. 
Guano valued only for its chemical content, viewed as a chemical fertiliser, and re-identified 
as artificial, strongly reflected the dominance of chemistry in the second modern agricultural 
revolution. Its impact, though intense, was short-lived, but was nonetheless significant in its role 
as a precursor to what was to come a century later. The ‘storage bin’ view of a soil by Lawes and 
Liebig was finally realised in the chemical fertiliser industry of the twentieth-century and its so-
called ‘Green Revolution’.60 As Massy observed, in less than two centuries, agriculture had moved 
from being largely self-contained, labour intensive and biologically based to fossil fuelled, energy 
intensive, and dependent on mechanical and chemical intervention. This has disempowered human 
communities through a labour-saving market-driven approach, which has led to environmental 
degradation and with ill effects on human health through industrial food production.61 The debate 
about how far the application of science and technology intensified and industrialised agriculture 
                                                
59  Guano is sustainably managed by Peru’s Rural Development Agency, ‘Agrorural’, and supplies nearly 
one million organic farms on the mainland. Seasonal labourers extract it by hand to protect the birds. 
Guards are permanently stationed on the islands for bird protection and to watch out for the industrial 
fishing that is threatening to destroy anchoveta shoals, the main food of the birds: Agence France Press, 
‘One Century on the Guano Boom is back’, (2010), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOq8PKX18A4 [accessed 23 September 2019]; International 
Union for the Conservation of Nature, ‘A bird dropping biodiversity paradise - the Guano Islands and 
Capes Nation Reserve System, Peru’, 13 September 2013, https://www.iucn.org/content/bird-droppings-
biodiversity-paradise-%E2%80%93-guano-islands-and-capes-national-reserve-system-peru [accessed 23 
September 2019]. 
60  F. M. L. Thompson, ‘Agricultural Chemical and Fertiliser Industries’ in The Agrarian History of England 
and Wales (1850-1914), VII, ed. E. J. T. Collins, 8 Vols, ed. Joan Thirsk (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000), 1020-021. 
61 Massy, Call of the Reed Warbler, 42-44. 
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in the nineteenth century continues.62 Certainly, after the scientific advances of the late eighteenth 
century, chemistry developed real ‘muscle’ in agricultural reform in the Victorian high farming era. 
Historians remain divided over whether this era was actually less ecologically damaging and more 
of a precursor to Massy’s third modern agricultural revolution.  
This study has revealed how seabird guano from half way round the planet stimulated 
considerable nineteenth-century economic and infrastructural development and employment 
opportunities in Britain. Moreover, it facilitated research into the nitrogen cycle, agricultural field 
experimentation, new careers for scientists, a Victorian craze for its use, and imaginative solutions 
for the use of human sewage in agriculture and enhanced food production. Yet, it was a vehicle for 
the exploitation of labour, poor working conditions and a new form of slavery in its extraction and 
transport, environmental degradation of Peru’s coastal regions and offshore islands, and caused an 
unpleasant aroma in the fields, warehouses and ports of Britain. It created cultures amongst its 
consumers, stimulated debates among historians over its role in agricultural revolution, and has 
attracted the interest of scholars in its widening of nutrient rifts. Even so, despite the emerging 
signs of sustainable thinking apparent in Victorian debates concerning guano, we have since failed 
to put all living organisms on an equal footing in sharing this planet, and to recognise the 
importance of all shit and its vital role in nutrient recycling. Not only this, our failure to understand 
the uniqueness of different types of shit in separately evolving ecosystems has also contributed to 
the current set of problems faced by global humanity. The global population is predicted to expand 
to nearly 10 billion by 2050 with 3 billion more mouths to feed than in 2010. If current food 
production is maintained there will be a 56% food gap by 2050, a 593-million-hectare land gap and 
an 11 gigaton greenhouse gas mitigation gap.63 Twenty-first century science and technology will 
provide some solutions, but agriculture and the management of shit will play a major part. The 
2013 report of the Institute for European Environmental Policy includes optimising animal manure 
application on grassland, extending pasture and meadow management, greater green manure usage, 
                                                
62 Fitzgerald, ‘Agriculture’, 31; Thompson, ‘The Second Agricultural Revolution’, 62-67. 
63 Proffered sustainable solutions are many and include: reducing growth in demand for food by reducing 
food loss and waste, reducing meat consumption, phasing out biomass fuel production, achieving 
replacement level fertility rates, increasing pasture productivity, improving crop breeding, improving soil 
and water management, reforesting, conserving and restoring peatland, improving wild fisheries 
management, improving productivity and environmental performance of aquaculture, reducing emissions 
for agriculture. These all work require implementation for any degree of success: Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the United Nations, ‘Global agriculture towards 2050’, October 2009, 
http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/wsfs/docs/Issues_papers/HLEF2050_Global_Agriculture.pdf 
[accessed 6 October 2019]; World Resources Institute, ‘How to sustainably feed 10 billion people by 
2020’, 5 December 2018, 
https://www.wri.org/blog/2018/12/how-sustainably-feed-10-billion-people-2050-21-charts [accessed 6 
October 2019]. 
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diversification of crop rotations, zero or reduces tillage, reduced use of chemical fertilisers, 
enhancing genetic diversity of crops, cropping with seed mixtures, improved manure processing 
(anaerobic digestion and methane recovery), the extensive use of leguminous plants in rotation, 
and optimisation of manure storage. With the exception of reduced tillage (Mechi’s exhortations 
come to mind) and anaerobic digestion, the Victorian approach to agriculture in the face of 
solutions offered by chemists, feels very sustainable, as do their guano-influenced, local dry-
composting solutions for sanitation.64 
Humans lost sight of the importance of maintaining nutrient cycle balance in the twentieth 
century and are now paying the price, as have the guano birds. As Guy Watson argues, there is a 
strong argument for a limited number of grass fed livestock, an important source of shit for soils, 
as part of a sustainable agricultural system.65 A sustainable diet could be defined regionally, 
particularly as so much of the UK’s land is unsuitable for growing crops, much as Victorian farmers 
concluded.  Guano, along with Liebig, presents us with a conundrum. Nearly two centuries ago, 
on the one hand, it was an important agent in the chemical intensification of agriculture and, on 
the other, in sustainable solutions to reclose the resulting nutrient rift. In facing the problems of 
twenty-first agriculture, is ‘we (all living organisms) shit, therefore we are’, an appropriate neo-
materialist mantra?  
 
                                                
64 Aquaponics is based on the nutrient cycling of fish faeces: Cherie Gough, How Aquaponics can grow 
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Appendix 1. The Gibbs family tree showing company involvement. 
 
Compiled by Lesley Kinsley using information from: Mathew (1981), 































































































































































Antony Gibbs, Exeter 1778-85 
 
Gibbs, Granger and Banfill, Exwick 1786-89 
 
Antony Gibbs, Madrid 1786-96, Lisbon 1798-1801, Cadiz 1801-04 
 




LONDON: Antony Gibbs & Son 1808-1812, Antony Gibbs & Sons 1813-1948 becoming Ltd. in 1948 
 
CADIZ: Antony Gibbs & Son, July to Sept 1808, Antony Gibbs, Son & Branscombe, 1808-1813, Antony Gibbs, Son & Co., 1814-1827 
 
GIBRALTER: Gibbs, Casson and Co., 1818-1833 
 
LIVERPOOL: Merger with previously titled Gibbs, Bright & Co. 1881-1909 
 
BRISTOL: Merger with previously title Gibbs, Bright & Co. 1881-1887 
 
Gibbs, Crawley Moens and Co. 1822-1824, becoming Gibbs Crawley and Co 1824-1847, then William Gibbs and Co. 1847-1879 
 
PERU: Lima 1822-1880, Guayaquil 1823-1839/40, Arequipa 1823-1880, Tacna 1844-1870 
 
CHILE: Valparaiso 1826, still open 1958, Santiago 1826-1836, 1909 still open 1958 
 
Gibbs Bright & Co (previously Bright Bros. & Co.) had houses in Melbourne, Sydney, Newcastle, Brisbane, Adelaide and Kalgoorlie, Australia 1881 still open 1958 
 
Gibbs Company houses continued to operate well into the twentieth century in Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Brazil, Australia, New York, Canada, South Africa and Rhodesi
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Appendix 3. Peruvian Presidents, 1821-55 
 
José de San Martín July 28, 1821 Sept 20, 1822 Indirect elections 
Francisco Xavier de Luna Pizarro Sept 20, 1822 Sept 22, 1822 Indirect elections 
José La Mar Sept 22, 1822 Feb 27, 1823 Elected by Congress 
José Bernado de Tagle, Marquis of Torre-Tagle Feb 27, 1823 Feb28, 1823 Indirect elections 
José de la Riva Agüero Feb 28, 1823 June 23, 1823 Elected by Congress 
Antonio José de Sucre June 23, 1823 July 17, 1823 Elected by Congress 
José Bernado de Tagle, Marquis of Torre-Tagle July 17, 1823 Feb 17, 1824 Elected by Congress 
Simón Bolívar Feb 17, 1824 Jan28, 1827 Elected by Congress 
Andrés de Santa Cruz Jan 28, 1827 June 9, 1827 Elected by Congress 
Manuel Salazar y Baquíjano June 9, 1827 August 22, 1827 Elected by Congress 
José La Mar August 22, 1827 June 7, 1829 Direct Elections 
Antonio Gutiérrez de la Fuente June 7, 1829 Sept 1, 1829 Coup d'état 
Agustín Gamarra Sept 1, 1829 Dec 20, 1833 Elected by Congress 
Francisco Xavier de Luna Pizarro Dec 20, 1833 Dec 21, 1833 Elected by Congress 
Luis José de Orbegoso y Moncada Dec 21, 1833 August 11, 1836 Elected by Congress 
Pedro Pablo Bermúdez Jan 4, 1833 April 24, 1834 Coup d'état 
Felipe Santiago Salaverry Feb 23, 1835 Feb 7, 1836 Coup d'état 
Andrés de Santa Cruz August 11, 1836 August 25, 1838  
Agustín Gamarra. First guano contracts August 25, 1838 Nov 18, 1841 Elected by Congress 
Manuel Menéndez Nov18, 1841 August 16, 1842 Interim caretaker 
Juan Crisóstomo Torrico August 16, 1842 October 17, 1842 Coup d'état 
Juan Francisco de Vidal Oct 17, 1842 March 15, 1843 Coup d'état 
Justo Figuerola March 15, 1843 March 20, 1843 Coup d'état 
Manuel Ignacio de Vivanco March 20, 1843 June 17, 1844 Self-proclaimed President 
Domingo Nieto March 20, 1843 Feb 17, 1844 Elected by the Government Junta 
Ramón Castilla. Most British guano contracts Feb 17, 1844 August 10, 1844 Elected in replace of Domingo Nieto 
Domingo Elías. Met Clements Markham. Chapter 2  June 17, 1844 August 10, 1844 Self-proclaimed President 
Manuel Menéndez August 10, 1844 August 11, 1844 Interim caretaker 
Justo Figuerola August 11, 1844 October 7, 1844 Coup d'état 
Manuel Menéndez October 7, 1844 April 20, 1845 Interim caretaker 
Ramón Castilla. Most British guano contracts April 20, 1845 April 20, 1851 Direct Elections 
José Ruffino Echenique. Worked with Castilla to end 
slavery  April 20, 1851 January 5, 1855 Direct Elections 
Ramón Castilla. Most British guano contracts January 5, 1855 October 24, 1862 Coup d'état, Direct Elections 
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Appendix 4. Johnston’s reports of field tests by farmers, 1841-42. 
Johnston, Lectures on the Applications of Chemistry and Geology to Agriculture (New York: Wiley and Putnam, 1847), 24-89. 
Johnston was very aware that the collection of such a wide range of tests from farmers all over the country could not yield fully scientific results, hence his later publication 
Experimental Agriculture (1849) on introducing more scientific rigour. Nevertheless, his observations are of interest and also provide a cultural slant on the scientific adoption 
of guano.  
 
4.1. Following several pages of analysis including the usual second-hand observation of practices in Peru, Johnston came up with a chemical replacement for guano as follows 


















































Appendix 6a. Manure graph, which was 4.1 (v): referenced on page 158. The use of the key word ‘manure’ was problematic as it could often be applied to all fertilisers in 
the 19th century 













































































Appendix 6b. Editions of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England 
 
 
1839 Volume 1 1860 Volume 21 1881 Volume 17 Series 2 
1840 None: Royal Charter 1861 Volume 22 1882 Volume 18 Series 2 
1841 Volume 2 1862 Volume 23 1883 Volume 19 Series 2 
1842 Volume 3 1863 Volume 24 1884 Volume 20 Series 2 
1843 Volume 4 1864 Volume 25 1885 Volume 21 Series 2 
1844 Volume 5 published 
1845 
1865 Volume 1 Series 2 1886 Volume 22 Series 2 
1845 Volume 6 1866 Volume 2 Series 2 1887 Volume 23 Series 2 
1846 Volume 7 1867 Volume 3 Series 2 1888 Volume 24 Series 2 
1847 Volume 8 1868 Volume 4 Series 2 1889 Volume 25 Series 2 
1848 Volume 9 1869 Volume 5 Series 2 1890 Volume 1 Series 3 
1849 Volume 10 1870 Volume 6 Series 2 1891 Volume 2 Series 3 
1850 Volume 11 1871 Volume 7 Series 2 1892 Volume 3 Series 3 
1851 Volume 12 1872 Volume 8 Series 2 1893 Volume 4 Series 3 
1852 Volume 13 1873 Volume 9 Series 2 1894 Volume 5 Series 3 
1853 Volume 14 1874 Volume 10 Series 2 1895 Volume 6 Series 3 
1854 Volume 15 
published 1855 
1875 Volume 11 Series 2 1896 Volume 7 Series 3 
1855 Volume 16 
published 1856 
1876 Volume 12 Series 2 1897 Volume 8 Series 3 
1856 Volume 17 1877 Volume 13 Series 2 1898 Volume 9 Series 3 
1857 Volume 18 1878 Volume 14 Series 2 1899 Volume 10 Series 3 
1858 Volume 19 1879 Volume 15 Series 2 1900 Volume 11 Series 3 
























a) Extensive pasture management (decreased grazing density, avoiding overgrazing, mixed stocking, mosaic / rotational grazing): In situations where this management option is 
planned for carbon sequestration and adaptation benefits, it should focus on adjusting grazing rates and introducing rotating grazing to avoid soil erosion and optimise vegetation 
growth; Where it is planned for biodiversity benefits, it may require greater decreases in grazing rates and conversion to mixed livestock grazing (eg sheep and horses), or more 
intensive grazing rates for certain types of grasslands.  
b) Use a wider range of livestock breeds including traditional varieties: This option conserves livestock genetic diversity but also brings benefits for grassland management through 
the use of breeds that are adapted to grazing on rough forage in all seasons, including grazing in particularly wet or dry conditions.  
c) Crop residue management: In-field practices such as incorporation of straw in soil.  
d) Diversifying crop rotations: Includes crop rotations with or without legumes. Note that the use of rotations with legumes brings particular benefits for sequestering carbon, and 
legume crops often host more diverse and beneficial invertebrate populations, such as pollinators.  
e) Under-sowing spring cereals: May include the introduction of grass-clover leys in cereal rotations.  
f) Restricting agricultural activities on slopes/contour farming: May include a ban on the growing of row crops, such as maize, potatoes, sugar beet, and sunflowers on slopes above a 
specific gradient. Contour farming is the alignment of soil activities (ploughing, furrowing, planting) with contours in order to slow soil erosion and increase water infiltration.  
g) Reducing / optimising use of fertiliser: An important component of precision agriculture. It includes optimising the rate, placement and timing of fertiliser. Reducing the amounts 
of mineral fertilisers below the economic optimum may be suitable in some areas and produce greater benefits for climate change mitigation, although not as a general principle, due 
to potentially displaced food production.  
h) Introducing vegetated field margins/strips: May include grass and shrub buffer strips, flower rich field margins, ‘beetle bank’ strips, bird food strips.  
i) Introducing improved pest strategies & reduced pesticide use: An important component of precision agriculture. It may have benefits for mitigation where wasteful pesticide use is 
addressed. Otherwise the benefits for climate change priorities are unclear.  
j) Conversion of arable land to grassland: In situations where this management action is planned for mitigation and adaptation benefits, it must target specific soils in high risk zones. 
Where it is planned for biodiversity benefits, the conversion should introduce species-rich permanent grassland.  
k) Breeding for climate adaptation and using adapted livestock varieties: Includes breeding and using cattle varieties that are heat resistant or breeding cattle for high productivity with 
a potential effect on methane production.  
l) Establishing crop insurance schemes: Note the element of moral hazard associated with this action: support for risk management might discourage farmers and foresters from 
strengthening their adaptive capacity by offering them support regardless of the actions taken.  
